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Abstract 
The word 'landscape' was often understood in the Chinese context as'mountains and water' 
within the scope of traditional garden making. As a result of this tradition, landscape architects 
first emerging in early twentieth century China concerned themselves especially with the design 
of gardens and parks. This situation remained almost unchanged during the radical socialist 
revolution, which resulted in the founding of the People's Republic of China in 1949 that was led 
by Chairman Mao Zedong (1893-1976). During the Mao era (1949-1979), the Impact of the 
Chinese communist ideology on landscape was far-ranging and ground breaking. Besides 
extensive development of public parks for socialist education as well as recreational purposes, 
cities were reshaped with large housing areas created for workers - the proletariats, and urban 
squares playing a crucial role in exhibiting political power, while the countryside was reshaped 
from a hierarchical landscape with an exploitative nature to an egalitarian one, where the broad 
masses were to benefit from improvements. 
The landscape profession proved to be rather conservative, concentrating on the design of 
gardens and parks, and it experienced a difficult process of 'modemisation'. The inherent 
conservatism of the profession also found its way into political ideology, which while encouraging 
the exploration of traditional garden design frowned upon such elitism by praising advantages of 
backwardness as represented by the poor peasants, a group which represented the majority of 
Chinese people upon the Liberation. Other landscapes were created by associated professions, 
particularly architects, who worked on housing landscapes and urban squares; or by peasants 
who reformed the countryside using Dazhai as a model. Landscape architects were later also 
allocated the task of coordinating the greening of the nation. This was reluctantly taken up as it 
was carried out by the masses often without professional involvement. While various social 
forces were involved in shaping the urban and rural environments during the era, landscapes 
transformed with the revolutionary vision using peasant prototype, proved to be a failure. Any 
achievement of advances in landscape development necessitated a respect for the nation's 
culture and material past, while also reflecting the new socialist spirit. 
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Chapter 2 
2.1 Major contour lines, showing the main upland areas (stippled), the main mountain ranges 
(named) and the southern and eastern lowlands (white). 
Source: Buchanan, Keith. The Transformation of the Chinese Earth: Aspects of the Evaluation of the Chinese Earth 
from Earliest rimes to Mao Tse-lung (London: G Bell and Sons. Ltd. 1970). p. 64. 
2.2 Relief diagram of China. 
Source: Lo, Kai-fu. 'The Basic Geography of China'. China Reconstructs. Vol. V, No. 12 (December 1956), p. 19, 
2.3 A propaganda poster from the 1950s when the slogan 'learning from the Soviet Union' 
was current. A building worker is laying bricks, with a Soviet style building in the 
background with a portrait of Joseph Stalin (1879-1953) on the main facade. The caption 
in the top left comer reads, 'The Soviet Union Is our model (l illrý']# )' 
Source: IISH Stefan R. Landsberger Collection (htto: /twww. üsa nlf-landsberoer). 
2.4 A propaganda poster in 1958 when the GLF campaign (1958-1960) was launched. It 
visualised the editorial, 'Riding wind and cleaving waves', from People's Daily on 1`t 
January 1958. The four characters on the sail were the key words of the 'General Line': 
'greater, faster, better and more economical'. 
Source: IISH Stefan R. Landsberger Collection (hVI)IMmw iiso rill-landsberaer). 
2.5 A propaganda poster from the Cultural Revolution (1966-1969). The Little Red Book is 
held high by a soldier, meanwhile the counter-revolutionaries are dealt a severe blow by 
the workers. The caption reads, 'Hold high the great red banner of Mao Zedong Thought 
- thoroughly smash the rotten counter-revolutionary revisionist line in literature and art. ' 
Source: IISH Stefan R. Landsberger Collection (httn-Nwww. iisa nt/-landsberaer). 
2.6 Mao's calligraphy of the four-character slogan 'Lphua zuguo' (Making Green the 
Motherland, t. 4fM) in 1956. 
Source: Mtn: llwww creenbeninc orc'svsmanaaeleditor/UotoadF7et20061212006125152822838 if, accessed on 
15/0812007 
2.7 A stamp issued in 1958, showing tree planting and mass mobilisation for the 'Making 
Green the Motherland' campaign. 
Source: private collection. 
2.8 Mao's calligraphy for the National Landscaping and Gardening Movement: 'Shixing dadi 
yuanhin hua' (To turn the whole land into a garden, n*ttö ý$ ) in 1958. 
Source: htto'F wwworeenbeiiino orcfsvsmanaaeleditorNoloadFile! 20061212006125152656557, aif, accessed on 
15/08/2007 
2.9 A propaganda poster from 1952 announcing that, 'Land Reform across the whole nation 
has already been accomplished. ' 
Source: IISH Stefan R Landsberger Collection (htto: /lwww iiso. nlº-landsberaer). 
2.10 A propaganda poster from 1956, which encouraged taking 'the road of collectivisation in 
order to advance agricultural production'. 
Source: IISH Stefan R Landsberger Collection (httD:! /www. iisa 01-Iandsberoer). 
2.11 A propaganda poster from 1958 praising the 'People's Communes'. The photo featured 
was taken during the summer of 1958 when Mao inspected crops in Henan Province. The 
five characters in Mao's calligraphy at the bottom read, 'The People's Communes are fine 
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Source: IISH Stefan R. Landsberger Collection (htto: fwww. lisa. nll-Iandsber er). 
2.12 A propaganda poster from the 'Learn from Dazhai' Movement depicting crowds of people 
wholeheartedly trying to catch up with Dazhal for the sake of the socialist and communist 
undertaking with absolute enthusiasm. 
Source: IISH Stefan R. Landsberger Collection (httoitwwwlisa. nI -Iandsberaer). 
Chapter 3 
3.1 The calligraphy of President Sun Zhongshan (1866-1925), 'For the sake of all the public 
(9FT i 14 )'. This showed the advocated social value and political vision of the Republican 
era. 
Source: Shanghai Museum of Sun Yat-Sen's Former Residence ed. Sun zhongshan: jinian Sun 
Zhongshan xiansheng danchen 130 zhounian (Sun Zhongshan: In commemoration of the 130th anniversary of Dr. 
Sun's birth] ff*t1W: tZ$1+tp tltgVAKJR 130 J14 IF. (Shanghai: Shanghai Renmin Chubanshe. 1996). 
3.2 Stamps issued in 1960 depicting the Patriotic Health Campaign (1952): successively 
'Sanitation in Mines and Factories', 'To Wipe out the Four Pests', 'To Pay Attention to 
Hygiene', 'Prevention of Diseases', and 'Physical Drill'. What was more relevant for the 
development of public parks was the second one. The 'Four Pests' referred to rats, 
bedbugs, flies, and mosquitoes, which were included in the'five eliminations' and 'one 
capture'. 
Source: Private collection. 
3.3 Digging and mounding project with mass manual volunteers for the creation of Joyous 
Pavilion Park, Beijing, in 1952. 
Source: Han, Jiang Ate. Teoranting (Joyous pavilion) pgtA$. (Beijing: Beijing Chubanshe, 1958). 
3.4 The entrance of today's People's Park, Shanghai. The calligraphy work of 'People's Park' 
(AE ) inscribed on the tablet was made by Marshal Chen Yi (1901-1972) in 1950. 
Source: Photograph by U Songfeng on 31/12/2007. 
3.5 The entrance of today's People's Park, Tianjin. The calligraphy work of 'People's Park' (A 
R, - ; EU) inscribed on the horizontal panel of the archway was made by Chairman Mao 
Zedong (1893-1976) in September 1956. 
Source: Photograph by Fu Junming In July 2006. 
htto: i109616 ccnnic comluser/User TemoleV2/maanify oho? usend=109616&Ima ld=109616-00548, accessed on 
31/0112008. 
3.6 The design proposal of Gorki Park of Culture and Rest in Moscow, USSR (late 1920s) 
Source: Lunts. Leonid Borisovich. LOhua janshe [Greening construction) Uftlji9, trans. by Zhu Junzhen *tJ4, IJu 
Chengxian 21*9q, Ma Shiwei $tf;, and Shen Dalun MictQ. (Beijing: Jianzhu Gongcheng Chubanshe, 1956). p. 
129. 
3.7 Plan of Joyous Pavilion Park, Beijing (1950s) shows the influence of the Soviet design 
approach through the allocation of functional zones, and the Chinese garden making 
tradition, the mountain-and-water pattern. 
Source: Han, Jiang I. Taoranhng (Joyous pavilion) ppM41. (Beijing: Beijing Chubanshe, 1958). 
3.8 Plan of Unmoored Ferry Park, Hefei (early 1980s). 
Source: China Academy of Urban Planning and Design i1 ®id4i ^ +j(Qit l{ R, ed. Zhongguo xin yuanfin [New 
gardens and parks of China] c4MV®44, (Beijing: Zhongguo Unye Chubanshe, 1985), p. 70. 
3.9 Plan of Culture Park, Guangzhou (late 1980s). 
Source: Llu. Tingfeng 191R. Ungnan yuantin. Guangzhou yuanhin (Lingnan and Guangzhou gardens and parks) fH* 
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®#. ! `lti $4. (Shanghai: Tongjl Univeristy Press, 2003), p. 182. 
3.10 The Monument to the Martyrs of the 1911 Protecting Railway Revolution, established in 
1914 in People's Park, Chengdu. 
Source: httna/static. oanoramfo. comlohotosloriainal/4093560In, accessed on 09/1012007. 
3.11 The monument established in 1947 In memory of the Chongqing fire-fighting martyrs in 
Central Park, Chongqing. 
Source: Supplied by Wan Tingling. 
3.12 The Gao-Shi Tomb in Joyous Pavilion Park, Beijing, was established in 1925 and 
completed in 1927 in memory of Gao Junyu (1896-1925), one of the first several Party 
members of the CCP and his girlfriend Shi Pingmei (1902-1927). 
Source: Han, Jiang MM. Taorantinp (Joyous pavilion) pp> ; c. (Beijing: Beijing Chubanshe, 1958). 
3.13 The open-air dance floor laid in Joyous Pavilion Park in Beijing in 1955, which was a result of 
the social fashion to emulate the Soviet style round dances at the time. 
Source: Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parkt jt li ®4ýAii. Beijing ah! yuanlsn ! Uhus gongzuo nianbeo (1961-1962) 
(Annual report of Beijing landscape architecture (1961-1962)) ýt i rýi ®(f 4ýIf 1U (1961-1962). (June, 1963). 
3.14 'Tower Guarding the River' was constructed in 1957 in Stalin Park, Harbin, to celebrate 
the successful defence against the biggest flood since records began. It was a political 
statement in that it not only recognised Soviet influences but also praised the power of the 
people under socialism. 
Source: China Academy of Urban Planning and Design g1MtJ iiA2PJiRJtä11Rr,, ed. Zhongguoxin yuanlin (New 
gardens and parks of China) ß®V®4$. (Beijing: Zhongguo Unye Chubanshe, 1985), p. 42. 
3.15 The Brilliant Brightness Pavilion, constructed in traditional style in 1953 In Joyous Pavilion 
Park, Beijing, was originally thatched. 
Source: Editorial Board of Joyous Pavilion Park iecofds pi7t. ý ä® 1f: stý° " 
Taoranting gongyuan zbl (Joyous 
Pavilion Park records] PNM, #J J %t. Beijing Linye Chubanshe, 1999), p. 69. 
3.16 View from the north of Joyous Pavilion Park. The Tower of Painted Clouds and Sweet Sound 
Pavilion (above centre in the picture) stood opposite to the Joyous Pavilion and the Temple of 
Mercy (right), together forming a conspicuous traditional feature in the centre of the park. 
Source: Han, Jiang M Z. Taoranting [Joyous pavilion] ppM4L. (Beijing: Beijing Chubanshe, 1958). 
3.17 The memorial archways, saved from the expansion of Chang'an Avenue, emphasised the 
main approach to the Central Island of Joyous Pavilion Park. 
Source: Han, Jiang I. Taoranting [Joyous pavilion) F4M4L. (Beijing: Beijing Chubanshe, 1958). 
3.18 The location of Viewing Fish at Flower Harbour Park (6) in Hangzhou (early 1950s). 
Source: Sun, Xiaoxiang and Hu Xuwei 1` t&; I. 'Hangzhou Huagangguanyu gongyuan guihua sheji' [Planning 
and design of Flower Harbour and Viewing Fish Park of Hangzhou) rLM; t; lJ . 
gLi. `, pi^lk4Jii{it" Jianzhu Xuebao. 5 
(1959), p. 20. 
3.19 The only surviving historic artefacts upon the Liberation, the stele with the inscription of 
Viewing Fish at Flower Harbour (A A )' and the adjacent fish pond, Hangzhou. 
Source: China Academy of Urban Planning and Design ®3 r+Jiý(tý{{, ed. Zhongguo xin yuanlin [New 
gardens and parks of China) *MViIM#. (Beijing: Zhongguo Unye Chubanshe, 1985), p. 60. 
3.20 Site survey of area, proposed for Viewing Fish at Flower Harbour Park, Hangzhou (early 
1950s). 
Source: China Academy of Urban Planning and Design rP ®! >£ iiIPJ1QItQ1RR, ed. Zhongguo xin yuanlin [New 
gardens and parks of China) c13 jj®#. (Beijing: Zhongguo Unye Chubanshe, 1985). p. 59. 
3.21 The design proposal for Viewing Fish at Flower Harbour Park, Hangzhou (c. 1955). 
Source: Sun, Xiaoxiang ?+ tt, and Hu Xuwel fjtj11. 'Hangzhou Huagangguanyu gongyuan gulhua sheji' [Planning 
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and design of Flower Harbour and Viewing Fish Park of Hangzhou) tk{ ; {(9nL)k,, `Ip jnt+Jt9; t. Jianzhu Xuebao. 5 
(1959), pp. 20-21. 
3.22 The Peony Pavilion in Viewing Fish at Flower Harbour Park is located at a commanding 
position on top of the hillock. It was planted with a wide range of trees and flowers. 
Source: Zhu, Junzhen *wt. Zhonypuo yuanlin zhtwu jsnppuen yishu (The art of planting design In Chinese landscape 
architecturel to®®ma w}7u*. (Beijing: Zhonppuo Jianzhu Gongye Chubanshe, 2003), p. 96. 
3.23 Bird's-eye view showing the proposed Viewing Fish at Flower Harbour Park, seen from 
east. The Goldfish Garden with a group of traditional style buildings dominates the centre. 
Source: Sun. Xiaoxiang milt. and Hu Xuwel M; d, JJ. 'Hangzhou Huapangguanyu gongyuan guihua shoji' (Planning 
and design of Flower Harbour and Mewing Fish Park of Hangzhou] $1 fýffi ý`Q¢J" kýj tf Jianzhu Xuebeo. 5 
(1959), p. 19. 
3.24 The dense plantations to the north of the Peony Garden were mostly incorporated as 
features in the new design. 
Source: China Academy of Urban Planning and Design cpMJA$A2tJ; Qtf U RrA. ed. Zhongguo xin yuanlin (New 
gardens and parks of China] *MJhlM(#. (Beijing: Zhongguo Unye Chubanshe, 1985). p. 62. 
3.25 The big lawn area in Viewing Fish at Flower Harbour Park for youth activities. Groups of 
Lotus Magnolia (Magnolia grandiflora L) and Deodar Cedars (Cedrus deodara G. Don) 
defined the southern boundary of the area, with the immense water body of the West 
Inner Lake and the West Lake to north. A group of Sweet Osmanther (Osmanthus 
fragrans Lour. ) was placed in the centre to create some depth. 
Source: China Academy of Urban Planning and Design ý+®l i r' +Ji; S}i}ä1f ten , ed. 
Zhongguo xin yuanhn (New 
gardens and parks of China) tp ®Mjafiý. (Beijing: Zhongguo Unye Chubanshe, 1985), p. 60. 
3.26 A wandering watercourse for pleasure-boats in the Flower Harbour was bordered by a 
dense plantation of evergreen trees that also defined the western boundary of the park. 
Source: China Academy of Urban Planning and Design gpMtJ JXJJ; QitQJR , ed. Zhongguo xin yuanlin [New 
gardens and parks of China] 9P® ®}$. (Beging: Zhongguo Unye Chubanshe. 1985). p. 60. 
3.27 Mass volunteers took part in the digging and mounding project in Purple Bamboo Park, 
Beijing. This was carried out in a severe winter with immense revolutionary zeal from 
November 1958 to January 1959 and aimed to expand the fish farming as part of the 
production programme. 
Source: Zhao. Chunru J<, {i Gpa and Ma Hongtu 4aq®. 'Zlzhuyuan wahu gongcheng' [Lake digging projects of the 
Purple Bamboo Park] UtIR12A111. In Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks ; ib*7 11®44Pw. Beijing shi yuanlin gongzuo 
jingyan huibian (1949-1959) (A collection of the working experiences in Beijing landscape architecture (1949-1959)) l 
YAM DOJ$1[ t$Jt XJQ (1949-1959). (January, 1960). p. 258. 
3.28 Plan of Xingqing Park, Xi'an (late 1970s). 
Source: China Academy of Urban Planning and Design f$ r# +J(QttüA ýn , ed. Zhongguo xin yuan/n [New 
gardens and parks of China) l1 VI #3. (Beijing: Zhongguo Unye Chubanshe, 1985). p. 110. 
3.29 Plan of Yangpu Park, Shanghai (1958), shows a mountain-and-water pattern with the 
waterbody subdivided by causeways and islands to provide visitors with a variety of visual 
attractions and spatial experiences. 
Source: Chen. Ufang {)M N. 'Zhongguo yuanlin de tantao' (An exploration of Chinese gardens and parks) IM M ßq9 
1 tf. JianzhuXuebao. 12 (1958). p. 35. 
3.30 Long Wind Park, Shanghai (1958), was also based on a mountain-and-water pattern with 
the water body subdivided into a variety of spaces in order to create contrasts of 
openness and enclosure. 
Source: China Academy of Urban Planning and Design '#+(gl ed. Zhongguo xin yuanlin [New 
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gardens and parks of China) 4I® ®(ý. (Beijing: Zhongguo Unye Chubanshe, 1985), p. 10. 
3.31 The waterbody was a dominant scenic feature of Xingqing Park, Xi'an (1958), and the 
mountain-and-water pattern provided a framework for subsequent creation of scenic 
areas. 
Source: China Academy of Urban Planning and Design mftiZr)it, ^k'Ji9tfM yý6 , ed. Zhongguo xln yuanlin INew 
gardens and parks of China) lMjiU. (Beijing: Zhongguo Unye Chubanshe, 1985), p. 113. 
3.32 The Chenxiang Pavilion built in 1958 was modelled after the building style of the Tang 
Dynasty (618-906) became the central feature of the Chenxiang Pavilion area of Xingqing 
Park, Xi'an. 
Source: China Academy of Urban Planning and Design * MIll M 1.1flat+M RrL, ed. Zhongguo xin yuanlin (New 
gardens and parks of China] *m lM J*. (Beijing: Zhongguo Linye Chubanshe, 1985). p. 114. 
3.33 The seven scenic areas of Seven-Star Park, Guilin (late 1950s), were arranged according 
to the limestone topography and scenic characteristics of the site. 
Source: China Academy of Urban Planning and Design cVpakA$1, ^. 1~Ji2Jfffin`6n, ed. Zhonpguo xin yuanlin [New 
gardens and parks of China) 4 ®V ®}. ß. (Beijing: Zhongguo Unye Chubanshe. 1985), p. 102. 
3.34 The Seven-Star Park was renowned for its spectacular grottos. 
Source: China Academy of Urban Planning and Design ®ltý lýxdJi itäl{ I, ed. Zhonpquo xin yuanlin [New 
gardens and parks of China] 4* Vi 44. (Beijing: Zhongguo Unye Chubanshe, 1985), p. 106. 
3.35 The Facing River Hall at the foot of the Crescent Moon Mountain provided the possibility 
of good views and was a focal point itself. 
Source: China Academy of Urban Planning and Design cý(Eý1 i fcýJi3tQitýf , ed. 
Zhongguo xln yuanfin [New 
gardens and parks of China) q3MVj p0 . (Beijing: Zhongguo Unye Chubanshe, 1985). p. 
104. 
3.36 The expansive lawn with Osmanthus fragrans Lour. planted to the north of the Crescent 
Moon Mountain of Seven-Star Park. 
Source: China Academy of Urban Planning and Design c{ý ®tJýr; i1. ^fdJiftitýIýn, ed. Zhongguo xin yuanlin [New 
gardens and parks of China] 1P ®9®j . (Beijing: Zhongguo Unye Chubanshe. 1985). p. 108. 
3.37 The Camel Hump Mountain in Seven-Star Park resembles a camel hump, from which the 
name of the scenic area was derived. 
Source: China Academy of Urban Planning and Design to M ltJ$JJJjja#f(Rn6; <, ed. Zhongguox! n yuanlin [New 
gardens and parks of china) $M Vi ®# . (Beijing: Zhongguo Linye Chubanshe, 1985). p. 104. 
3.38 The productive plantings in Zhongshan Park, Beijing (c. 1968), included various fruit 
trees, walnuts, peanuts and a range of herbs. 
Source: Horticultural Team of the Management Department of Beijing Zhongshan Park ýr3t ýlL aý®ýiý ®'kill. 
'Yuanlin jiehe shengchan dayou kewei' (There is plenty of scope to combine landscaping and gardening with production) 
®#Z<; * --ATYj. Jianzhu Xuebao. 6 (1974). p. 30. 
3.39 The Inner Altar of Zhongshan Park (seen from northeast to southwest), where apple 
trees, peach trees and large-fruited Chinese hawthorns (Crataegus pinnatifida Bunge. 
var. major) were planted to be both visually attractive and economically productive. 
Source: Horticultural Team of the Management Department of Beijing Zhongshan Park ýrXLýt1t! ýý® 1 ®hüf. 
'uaniin jiehe ahengchan dayou kewei' [There is plenty of scope to combine landscaping and gardening with production) 
®>äg; ý* äJ. Jianzhu Xuebao. 6 (1974). 
3.40 The Outer Altar of Zhongshan Park. with fruit bearing persimmon trees in late autumn. 
Source: Horticultural Team of the Management Department of Beijing Zhongshan Park ýt3, t 111 i; 8ý E3tt® ilf" 
'Yuanlin jiehe shengchan dayou kewei (There Is plenty of scope to combine landscaping and gardening with production) 
® #4fß ö ±1t*fi äTh. Jianzhu Xuebao. 6 (1974). 
3.41 Plan of Fahua Park, Shanghai, after a regeneration programme in 1973, which introduced 
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a mountain-and-water pattern that incorporated scenic areas and functional zones. 
Source; China Academy of Urban Planning and Design 41(Nf JMl tJ4JiAtf A ri'til-, ed. Zhonypuo xln yuanhn (New 
gardens and parks of Chinaj *W Qp14. (Beijing: Zhongguo Unye Chubanshe, 1985). p. 210. 
3.42 Bird's-eye perspective of the re-developed Fahua Park (1985) (seen from south). 
Source: China Academy of Urban Planning and Design c4®fd: r, M'rfi2t}MR{A, ed. Zhongguo xin yuanlln (New 
gardens and parks of China) c1(ggjIMIý. (Beijing: Zhongguo Unye Chubanshe, 1985), p. 212. 
3.43 The open lawn of Fahua Park (seen from east), with the Lotus Fragrant Pavilion located 
to north. A parachute tower is shown in the background. 
Source: China Academy of Urban Planning and Design cý ®ft1Z r , 1ý +Ji itäf ß"nß , ed. Zhon00uo xln yuanltn (New 
gardens and parks of China) q3123411#. (Beijing: Zhongguo Unye Chubanshe. 1985). p. 213. 
3.44 The Lotus Pond with the Lotus Fragrant Pavilion in Fahua Park, provided an intimate 
space as a contrast to the open lawn to south and the extensive lake to north. 
Source: China Academy of Urban Planning and Design v®u; ti) nJtS8tM r, ed. Zhonppuo xln yuanlin (Now 
gardens and parks of China) vPMMJM(, (;. (Beijing: Zhongguo Unye Chubanshe, 1985), p. 213. 
3.45 Flower bed at the entrance of Fahua Park in front of a raised area with shrubs and trees, 
which prevent views into the park. 
Source: China Academy of Urban Planning and Design c®#l ffaii ttM t, ed. Zhongguo xin yuanlin [New 
gardens and parks of China] W ®4*. (Beijing: Zhongguo Unye Chubanshe, 1985), p. 213. 
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5.17 The calligraphy work of Premier Zhou Enlai (1898-1976) for the inscription included on 
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People's Heroes 
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5.21 Plan of Tiananmen Square in late 1958 after the completion of the second phase of the 
establishment of the pine grove to the south of Zhonghua Gate. 
Source: Architectural archives, School of Architecture, Tsinghua University. 
5.22 Plan of the Monument to the People's Heroes and the surrounding greening 
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5.27 Three of the design proposals for Tiananmen Square in 1958. 
Source: Architectural archives, School of Architecture, Tsinghua University. 
5.28 The final design proposal (1958) 
Source: Architectural archives, School of Architecture, Tsinghua University. 
5.29 Plan of Tiananmen Square in 1959 after re-construction for the tenth anniversary of the 
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5.32 The huge openness of Tiananmen Square in 1959 (seen from the north). 
Source: Contribution from Beeng Daily, Architectural Archivei, School of Architecture, Tsinghua University. 
5.33 Five huge Chinese characters, 'Long Live Chairman Mao (T, 
-t 
; 7y')', formed by 
assemblages of people (seen from north). 
Source: Contribution from Xinhua News Agency, Architectural archives, School of Architecture, Tsinghua University, 
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areas behind the Monument to the People's Heroes and In front of the Great Hall of the 
People and the Museum of Chinese Revolution and History were where people could go 
for informal recreation. 
Source: Contribution from Xinhua News Agency, Architectural archives, School of Architecture, Tsinghua University. 
5.35 The design proposals in 1964 for the shou-fang debate. 
Source: Architectural archives. School of Architecture. Tsinghua University. 
5.36 Parades of Red Guards along Chang'an Avenue in 1966 when the Cultural Revolution 
was launched. The slogan on the banners read, 'Long Live the Great Proletarian Cultural 
Revolution'. 
Source: httoi Don. 6Dark. comlhte2hnesseaestnvicl4B56. h mt, accessed on 0410212008. 
5.37 A sea of Red Guards holding high the Little Red Book and celebrating the launch of 
Cultural Revolution in Tiananmen Square (1966). 
Source: htto: l/uon 6oark. cornilife2/messeaes/avk14856. html, accessed on 04102/2008. 
5.38 Mass rallies in Tiananmen Square on 21 May 1970 in response to Chairman Mao's 
statement'People of the World, Unite and Defeat the U. S. Aggressors and All Their 
Running Dogs! ' 
Source: 'Firmly Supporting Chairman Mao's Statement'. China Reconstructs. Vol. XIX, No. 8 (August 1970), p. 6. 
5.39 Mass assemblies and dedications in commemoration of Premier Zhou Enlai (1898-1976) 
in Tiananmen Square in April 1976. 
Source: httn: llzh wikioedia oMW''ki/lmaae'4-5MOvement fca, accessed on 07/0412008. 
5.40 Plan of Tiananmen Square in the late 1970s. 
Source: Design group of Chairman Mao's mausoleum T__t$ 'Mao zhuxl jiniantang zongti guihua' 
[The overall planning of the Chairman Mao's mausoleum] $ tcy. $ S$# +). Jianzhu Xuebao, 4 (1977). p. 7. 
5.41 Plan of the courtyard of Mao's mausoleum 
Source: Design group of Chairman Mao's mausoleum ý ?$ )Q)<+J; Qi}tg. 'Mao thuxi jiniantang zongti guihua' 
[The overall planning of the Chairman Mao's mausoleum) t±Xte$ tf*jlk4j. JianzhuXuebao. 4 (1977), p. 9. 
5.42 A view of the courtyard of Mao's mausoleum. Cedrus deodara G. Don. was selected 
according to the commemoration theme and loosely spaced in order to give a sense of 
spaciousness to the courtyard. 
Source: Guojia jiben jianshe weiyuanhui fianzhu kexue yanjiuyuan ed. Mao zhuxi 
jiniantang [Chairman Mao's mausoleum) -t-tXJ t. (Beijing: Zhongguo jianzhu gongye chubanshe. 1978). 
5.43 Along the foot of the mausoleum, Buxus microphylla Siebold et Zucc. and Picea spp. 
were regularly placed conforming to the overall spatial order. 
Source: Guojia jiben jianshe weiyuanhul Jianthu kexue yanjiuyuan (y; t iFiß bi¬ý1£SQ Af ßn1 ed. Mao zhuxi 
jiniantang [Chairman Mao's mausoleuml -tJXttst. (Beging: Zhongguo jianzhu gongye chubanshe, 1978). 
5.44 The new flagpole established in 1991, which was much grander than the old one, with the 
surrounding carefully designed furniture. 
Source: Photography by author on 21/01/2005. 
5.45 Vertical aerial photo of Tiananmen Square at the turn of the 21st century. Flowerbeds 
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beside Golden Water Bridge were laid in 1982 replacing the former terraces used for 
inspecting parades. Several lawns around the periphery were laid in 1998. Despite the 
greening establishment, the Square remained largely paved, ideal for holding grand 
political events and projecting a powerful urban image. 
Source: www. diaitalolobe. com. accessed on 22/8/2005. 
Chapter 6 
6.1 Change of the numbers of visitors during the 'Learning from Dazhai' movement. 
Source: drawing author based on figures In Wang, Junshan I(Qii . ad. Dazhal Cun Zhi (Dazhal village records) 
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Foreword 
While studying architectural design in China, I developed an Interest In outdoor environments 
particularly after reading Exterior Design in Architecture (1975)' and The Aesthetic Townscape 
(1983)2 by Yoshinobu Ashihara, during my undergraduate studies. This led me to select a park 
re-development project, which was then the only opportunity outside the customary building 
projects for graduation. I have continued a concern for landscape since and during my 
postgraduate study completed a master's degree with a dissertation entitled 'A Study on 
Landscape Design in the University Campuses of China In the New Era' (2002). At the time, 
there was not a clearly defined notion of 'landscape design' In China, as the landscape 
profession was customarily focused on gardening issues. In addition, the word 'landscape' 
caused much confusion, since there Is no equivalent Chinese word for an accurate translation of 
it. Accordingly, many considered that the 'landscape' education In China was'a blank sheet of 
paper'. It was in this context that I came to the UK to increase my knowledge in the field. Only 
two months after I was abroad, in October 2003, the School of Architecture of Tsinghua 
University, Beijing, established a Landscape Department, which was claimed to be the first 
'landscape' department, distinguished from many other 'garden' or 'environmental art' 
departments, in China. This confirmed the process of maturing in the Chinese landscape 
profession. 
While attempting to understand the present dilemma in Chinese landscape architecture, I 
embarked on investigation on its recent history of the modem era. To the Chinese, the so called 
'modem era' consisted of two distinctive phases: the era from 1840 to 1949 characterised by a 
semi-colonial society and that from the 1949 Liberation under the socialist regime to the present. 
I have concentrated on the latter for an enquiry about some issues that have impacted more 
directly on present-day life in China. This enquiry about the recent past is now of special urgency, 
as since the 1992 'Southern Tour' of Deng Xiaoping there has been increasing attention on the 
quality of urban environments, thereby attracting investment in developing the economy. Indeed, 
the Chinese Society of Landscape Architecture (CSLA) is currently organising scholars and 
professionals to research modem history of the phase up to 1949, with the second phase to be 
investigated in the near future. Thus I hope my research will contribute to the understanding of 
Ashihara, Yoshinobu Fs1, ZXfä. Waibu kongfian shefl[Exterior design In architecture[ 9FG02(u']tQit. trans. by Yin Peitong Pt8 
M (Beijing: Zhongguo Jianzhu Gongye Chubanshe, 1985). Published In English as Ashihara, Yoshinobu. Exterior design In 
architecture (New York, London: Van Nostrand Reinhold. 1975). 
2 Ashihara, Yoshinobu )`sIXA{S. Jiedao do meixue [The aesthetic townscape) tUZfn t, trans. by Yin Peitong }gis#] 
(Wuhan: Huazhong Ugong Daxue Chubanshe, 1989). Published in English as Ashihara. Yoshlnobu. The aesthetic townscape, 
trans. by Lynne E. Riggs (Cambridge. Mass., London: MIT, 1983). 
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modern Chinese landscape architecture, as well as its present-day development. 
In modem landscape and architectural design, effective incorporation or representation of 
traditions has always been an important concern. In view of the loss of traditional values under 
foreign imperialism since the early twentieth century, there had been the notion of 'Chinese 
learning as ti (value) and Western learning as yong (instrument)', which meant to use western 
science and technology to modernise China whilst retaining the essence of Chinese culture to 
achieve national identity. Chairman Mao also put forward the slogan, 'making the past serve the 
present and making foreign things serve China' in 1956 for the socialist undertaking. Thus an 
understanding of traditions was essential in the creation of modern Chinese landscapes. This 
was therefore part of my remit. Fortunately, I have practiced some traditional crafts relating to 
garden making, including calligraphy, seal carving, and painting, since childhood. I have been 
constantly fascinated by these crafts which were traditionally applied to gardens or scenic sites. 
This has assisted a contextual understanding of garden craft. 
But a respect for the past, especially during the socialist revolution under Mao, seemed not 
to have been the perception in the West. This might most probably be a result of much attention 
being paid to the Cultural Revolution (1966-1969), which 'constantly amazed the outside world, 
and achieved appalling destruction. o3 Strong ideology followed a destructive course for 
traditional culture, both materially and spiritually. However, I aim to show destruction was only 
part of that story. It is therefore also intended that this study should constitute an effort to promote 
a greater understanding between the West and the East. 
3 Fairbank, John King and Merle Goldman. China: a new history (Cambridge. Massachusetts: Belknap Press of Harvard 
University Press, 2006), p. 383. 
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Much of China's construction achievements or environmental problems at present cannot be fully 
understood without a consideration of the Mao era, dated from 1949 to 1979. The year 1949 
witnessed the Chinese Liberation and the founding of the People's Republic of China (PRC) led 
by Chairman Mao Zedong (1893-1976), and 1979 was when the 'reform and openness' policy 
was adopted with Mao's revolutionary vision tarnished. The era was radical and best known as a 
revolution, striving for socialist or communist ideals. Revolutionary thought and the philosophy of 
struggle on behalf of the ordinary majority, or the 'proletariat', were the motivation for all activities. 
While the research on the Mao era abounds on such issues as politics and economy, and 
there has been research on Chinese modem architecture', planning2 and art3, there is currently 
no comprehensive investigation on landscape design of the era either within or outside China. 
This study sets out to make up this deficiency. 
Ideology and landscape 
As the Mao era was first of all characterised by a radical communist revolution, it went without 
saying that the relationship between political ideology and landscape changes was considerable. 
Although no comprehensive research on landscape design exists, this obvious tension between 
ideology and landscape has attracted some investigations by geographers, art historians and 
environmentalists. During the Mao era, while the impact of ideology on landscape was not an 
issue for research in China, it had been carried out by some scholars in the West. Yi-fu Tuan 
provided a general account of the dramatic landscape changes in communist China till the 1960s, 
which concentrated on the transformations of agriculture, forestry, industry and the growth of 
cities. ' Christopher L. Salter reported on the landscape transformation with political movements 
and in particular the Dazhai village, the national agricultural model during the 1960s and 1970s. 5 
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Pradyumna P. Karan provided a special account on the landscape of Tibet during the era. $ The 
Belgian art historian, Simon Leys (Pierre Ryckmans), reported critically on destructions of 
buildings and landscapes during the Cultural Revolution as a political crime.? More relevant for 
this research were a limited number of accounts on public parks by Edwin T. Morris, but this 
appeared introductory or descriptive of the Mao era with more emphases on the subsequent new 
landscapes in the early 1980s. 8 Among recent research that Is relevant, Judith Shapiro's study 
of the environmental approaches of the Mao era is up to now the most Important analysis relating 
to the Chinese political context and policies. ° Although few of the above studies have a concern 
about landscape design, they all provide an ideological perspective for the analysis of landscape. 
Landscape design by definition is simply'design on the land', a process of the creation of 
safe, efficient, healthful and pleasant outdoor spaces through arrangement of land, together with 
the spaces and objects upon it, for human use. 1° Thus human values, such as attitudes towards 
nature, social interaction, and cultural Identity, are incorporated in both the design process and 
the resultant product. As such, while landscape can be considered as'a way of seeing', " it is 
also 'a way of thinking and a way of doing'. 12 Joachim Wolschke-Bulmahn suggested that 
'nature is ideology', 'a (more-or-less) systematic scheme of ideas, held by particular social, 
political, cultural, and other groups'. '3 Thus, a proper understanding of landscape design 
necessitates a discovery of ideologies. 
It is remarkable that, since the late twentieth century, the research on landscape design 
and ideology has been paid much attention to in historical enquiries, '4 but the investigations 
entirely concentrate on issues in the United States and Europe. " This research expands the 
scope and provides an evaluation and assessment of Chinese landscape design under the 
socialist or communist ideology of the Mao era. The basic question raised was what the Chinese 
landscapes under socialism were like, and why and how they presented and evolved as such. 
Thus the study analyses how the socialist or communist ideology were represented in designed 
landscapes, investigates modem landscape policies and establishes their effects. It assesses 
Christopher L. Ta-chai beyond Ta-thai: Some Unsuspected Lessons for the USA from a Chinese Campaign'. The China 
Geographer. No. 7 (Spring, 197T): pp. 59-66; Salter, Christopher L The Enigma of Ta-thai: Landscapes and Lore'. The China 
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Dumbarton Oaks Research Library and Collection, 1997). p. 6. 
" Conan, Michel. ed. Perspectives on Garden H, stones (Washington. D. C.: Dumbarton Oaks Research Library and Collection, 
1999). 
15 Wolschke-Bulmahn. Joachim, ed. Nature and Ideology. Natural Garden Design In the Twentieth Century (Washington. D. C.: 
Dumbarton Oaks Research Library and Collection. 1997). 
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how successful the landscapes were in reinforcing political ideals. 
Tradition versus modernity 
As the development of Chinese socialism was a project of modernisation, this study also looks at 
the relationship between tradition and modernity. It examines how and why traditions were 
rejected, or where appropriate incorporated, whilst striving for modem development under the 
socialist or communist ideology. For the modem Chinese landscape profession, the paired 
concepts of tradition and modernity were successively represented by yuanlin ((I##) and IOhua 
(t 4t). These two words equate for the Chinese to what is meant by landscape architecture In 
the West. Also, this research itself, with a concern about'landscape design', attempts a 
'modemisation' of the landscape profession's notion about practice, which has traditionally been 
confined to the realm of gardens and parks. 
Two terms: yuanlin and lühua 
In order to gain a better understanding of design practice in the socialist era, it is necessary to 
have an examination of the paired concept of yuanlin and ! Ohua. While they have been the most 
important terms in the Chinese modem landscape architecture development, they are to some 
extent narrower in scope compared with the wider remits of what'landscape architecture' 
consists of in the West. 
The term yuanlin is a traditional one dated as early as the Western Jin Dynasty (265-317). 
Literally, yuan (IN) means garden, and fin (#4) means forest, woods or trees. They are also 
pictographic characters. The traditional complex form of the character, yuan (W), shows the 
several primary elements that constitute a garden. 'Q' represents the enclosing walls along the 
perimeter and at the same time shows the confined character of a garden, '. +' represents garden 
buildings, such as pavilions, 'o' represents a pond as a central feature, and represents 
rockeries or trees. 16 As for fin, the representational meaning can also be easily deduced from the 
form of the Chinese character. This character might additionally enrich the meaning of the 
compound word by suggesting associations with other garden or landscape features, since it 
was commonly associated with other Chinese characters to form compound words for gardening 
purposes in traditional literature. Examples include words such as linquan (#0) associated with 
springs, linting (#*) with pavilions, linpu (4$! i) with nursery, and shanlin (Il. l44) with mountains. 
Tong, Jun &j. Jiangnan yuanlin zhl (Gazetteer of Jlangnan gardens) i* ®ýý. (Beijing: Zhongguo Gongye Chubanshe, 
1963). p. T. 
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No matter how broad a meaning that could be delivered by yuanlin, the word nonetheless 
indicates a landscape within a confined area. 
Although there were many other names for traditional private gardens, " yuanlin was 
singled out and favoured to represent them late in the pre-modern times. This could be 
demonstrated by the classic Ming Dynasty (1368-1644) treatise, Yuan Ye, in which the term of 
yuanlin appeared much more frequently than others. 10 This preference was probably due to the 
comprehensive, rich but indefinite connotations for a garden brought forth by the attached fin in 
the compound word, whereas other names are either too descriptive or too specific of garden 
forms or features. This might reflect the inclusive characteristic of the Chinese way of traditional 
thinking. '° Moreover, contemporary publications on traditional gardens all included yuanlin in the 
title: including Suzhou yuanlin by Chen Congzhou (1956), 20 Jiangnan yuanlin zhi by Tong Jun 
(1963), 21 and Suzhou gudian yuanlin by Liu Dunzhen (1979). 22 These established yuanlin as an 
increasingly popular term that has come in general usage. 
After being a popular and general term for gardens, the term yuanlin also referred to palace 
gardens, altar gardens and temple gardens. In modem times, when these traditional gardens 
were opened to the public to be parks for recreation, the yuanlin concept was expanded to 
include public parks, as well as botanical gardens and zoological gardens. It should be noted that 
the character of yuan, implying a confined area, is included in the name of all these various parks 
and gardens. 23 
Although the yuanlin concept is complex, in the modem era its meaning sometimes became 
simple and superficial, when it was understood literally, even by people within the landscape 
profession. Some deemed that the practice of yuanlin was about the planting of trees in gardens, 
parks and urban area, while the forestry industry was about the planting of trees in and beyond 
the suburban area. 24 Some even considered that yuanlin was just part of the forestry industry. 25 
The other names for traditional Chinese gardens Included yuanyou (R®), yuanyou (®®), yuanpu (®®), yuanhng (®#), 
yuanchi (® ), yuanzhai (® ), yuanhng (®IJ), hnyuan (44®), knpu (14M), tinquan (111g), tinting (4w), shanzhuang (til(t), 
shanju (LliJR). shanchi (t1jt), tianyuan (W ®), huayuan (TEE). gongyuan (IDp), hngyuan (M®). giuyuan (Ij®), zhaiyuan (t 
®), bieshu (M! 11), bseye (JM ). caotang (A12), hngyuan (JJ , and cMing (; N1ý)" 
Ji, Cheng ttil (b. 1582). Yuan Ye (The craft of gardens[ ®, ' ;. (Peking: Chinese Architectural Society r1 ®flI Ui, 1933). 
In the book, of the terms referring to gardens, yuanhn (®l$) appears 11 times, knyuan (141M) 5 times. yuanpu (®®) 3 times, 
and tianyuan (J ®), huayuan (E t) and bnquan ([t$! ) once each. 
19 Zhu Youjie said that the reason for the preference of 'yuanhn' was the perfection and suitability of it for the general appellation. 
But this explanation seemed to be too subjective and arbitrary to be convincing. See Zhu, Youjie %. 1II . 'Yuanhn' mingcheng 
suyuan' [Tracing the source of the name'yuanlin' ['®ý Zhongguo Yuan! n. 2 (1985). p. 33. 
20 Chen, Congzhou %)AJ . 
Suzhou yuanhn [Gardens of Suzhou) )! M ®#. (Tonfiji University, Teaching Material Department, 
1956). 
21 Tong. Jun jJL$. Jiangnan yuanhn zhi [Gazetteer of Jiangnan Gardens] JIAR)[ýZ. (Beijing: Zhongguo Gongye Chubanshe. 
1963). 
22 Liu, Dunzhen J! K}a, Suzhou gudian yuanfn (The classical gardens of Suzhou) örlM' litE®i*. (Beijing: Zhongguo Jianzhu 
Gongye Chubanshe. 1979). 
23 Private garden is in Chinese sijia yuanlm palace garden is gongyuan yuanlin ($ ®[4). altar garden is tanmiao 
yuanlin (I ®#4), temple garden is siguan yuanhn (-*72® f1), public park Is gongyuan (4 ®), botanical garden Is zhiwu yuan 
and zoological garden is dongwuYuan (its®). 
24 Wang, Shaozeng Itafs. 'Bi ye zhengming hu: zai tun LA de thong yiming' [Justification of name: the re-discussion of 
Chinese translation of LA) t!!. iE piiQ LA Qytpi#$. Zhongguo Yuanhn. 6 (1999). pp. 49-51. 
25 Wang, Shaozeng Iffy. 'Yuanlin jingguan yu zhongguo fengjing yuanlin de weilai' (Garden, landscape and the future of 
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This opinion or perception was most probably strengthened by the constantly emphasised 10hua 
movements In the modem era, In which tree planting was given great Importance. 
While yuanlin Is a traditional term with a history of about 1,700 years, lahua is a modern one 
less than 100 years old. 26 Of the term 10hua, 10 is a noun or adjective which means green, and 
hua is a verb which means to change, turn or transform. Thus lahua Is a verb or noun which 
literally means to make or turn something green or something that is green. It can refer to 
greening, tree planting or afforestation. 27 Whilst yuanlin has been used by professionals In the 
modem era with a confined scope mainly referring to gardens or parks, lohua has been 
employed to cover other landscape practices, such as those of Institutional sites, housing 
environments, roads, rural areas, cemeteries, and so on. However, according to the 10hua 
concept, the principal concern in practice was often the greening of these sites. Also, it was 
considered that yuanlin, as an enclosed entity, requiring familiarity with a wide range of skills in 
order to create them, is considered as being more significant and lühua inferior because it 
concerns relatively simple issues, such as the planting of trees. 28 
'Modemisation'of the yuanlin and IOhua concepts 
Thus the concepts of yuanlin and Iühua share some common ground with but differ from the 
western understanding of 'landscape architecture'. The concept of 'landscape architecture' had 
been introduced into China in the early twentieth century by students returning mainly from 
Japan and the United States. Since then, there have been constant debates over whether 
yuanlin could be an appropriate translation of the western term, or how a modem Chinese 
wording might be achieved to match the western concept It was not surprising that equating 
yuanlin with 'landscape architecture' often caused confusion and inaccuracy. 29 At the same time, 
it was more often than not that yuanlin was translated as 'gardens and parks' based on its 
original meaning but including the sole modem designed landscape type of parks. 30 The 
Chinese landscape architecture] ®#4. Zhongguo Yuanbn. 3 (2005), pp. 24-27. 
26 It Is currently impossible to trace the first usage of the term with the materials available. But at least the term of '! tlhua' did not 
exist In any traditional literature and was a modem one already used in the Republican era (1912-1949). which could be 
confirmed by Wu, Guobing ;; ¬®M. 'Melua lühua guishan jlhua' [The planning for beautification and greening of Gul Mountain) 
XjtUjt LLitJM. Hubei Province Art hives. Vol. 31, No. 15 (1947): pp. 8-12. 
n It is not dear whether the 'lohua' concept was originated In and Imported from the former Soviet Union as some studies 
suggested. See Lin, Guangsl 'Huigu yu zhanwang: zhongguo LA xueke jlaoyu yantao (1)' [Review and Prospect: A 
Study of the Landscape Architecture Education In China (1)) Fo i1i$NLZ-$m LA 1#4 RiAt, 1(1). Zhongguo Yuenlin. 9 
(2005). p. 5; 'LOhua' [Greening) tlft, htto, /nvww baikewy cn Pu*view1693259. him. accessed on 23! 7/2007. It should be noted 
that the former Soviet Union was the most Important source of help for China In various spheres during the 1950s. 
26 Wang, Shaozeng 1! AJ f. 'Bl ye zhengming hu: zai kin LA de thong yiming' [Justification of name: the re-discussion of 
Chinese translation of LA) btiLiE$IP#UQ LA M¢1#$. Zhongguo Yuankn. 6 (1999), pp. 49-51. 
The translation of landscape architecture' was adopted In Examination committee of Tema of Architecture, Landscape 
Amhitectuie and City Planning cý5 ®ýýtsýr, i ý$(ip) WXOMC+. Jianzhu, Yuanhn, ChengshiGwhua Mmgsi (Terms of 
Architecture, Landscape Architecture and City Planning) LtIA. ®($- t i1 , 
1q$A. (Beging: Kexue Chubanshe. 1997). 
30 Editorial Board of Chinese Encyclopaedia: Architecture, Landscape Architecture. City Planning and Editorial Department of 
Chinese Encyclopaedia Press ýR] ýi 3ý 3ýtßill $ ä1(Sß ®44 U4ilwj 1rl1lsOMO. RPW -i##3`%d; l9ttJA14 
1; 12. Chinese Encyclopaed+a: Architecture. Landscape Architecture. GryPlanning 'P ®; ct'ii#t #; - it51t. ®(4" UT, +l 
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confusion of the meaning of yuanlin came to a head at the beginning of the new millennium by 
when landscape architects had become more commonplace, but as yet no satisfactory definition 
has been reached. " (In some ways, this dispute was quite similar to that relating to the terms 
'landscape architecture' and 'landscape architect' In the West, which have been debated by the 
profession since the middle of the nineteenth century. Then landscape architecture was 
proposed as a means to distinguish an expanded range of work from that of traditional landscape 
gardening. ) The inability to define the profession properly has also been a reason why research 
in the field has been restricted. It has also led to gardens and parks being seen as the sole field 
of work for the landscape profession. u This can be well illustrated by the fact that any 
professional writing about this topic equated yuanlin solely with gardens and parks. 33 
This research broadens the scope of yuanlin to a wide understanding to include areas that 
have come to be seen as the field for related professions, such as architects and engineers. 
Therefore, this research on modem landscapes of China, with a wider scope, could also be 
regarded as an attempt to update the concepts of yuanlin and 1ühua for the modern era. 
Designed landscape types 
In expanding the scope, this research investigates four landscape types, i. e. public parks, 
housing environments, an urban square and the rural landscape. These illustrate different 
strategies and approaches in the development of the landscape profession and conform to the 
contemporary understanding of the field of yuanlin and lühua. 
According to the discussion of the two terms, public park is primarily represented by yuanlin, 
while the other three are much more represented by 1ühua. Housing environments relate to 
'general greening'; urban squares relate to'communal greening'; and the rural landscape relates 
to'four"side greening''. As yuanlin connotes tradition, public parks had the most direct 
(Beijing: Zhongguo Dabaike Quanshu Chubanshe, 1988). p. 515, Wang, Shaozeng -IMld. 
'B1 ye zhengming hu: zal lun LA 
de thong yiming' (Justification of name: the re-discussion of Chinese translation of LA) sftzz q2 Jgjt LA &y It+it$. 
Zhongguo Yuanlin. 6 (1999), p. 49. This understanding of'yuan/m' as 'gardens and parks' could also be identified in many 
professional publications, such as landscape architecture records. See for example, Editorial Board of Beijing chorography At 
7; r"ji ttJ ZZWm 9 Mt!. Beijing zhf, Shizheng Juan, Yuanlm 10hua zhi (Beijing chorography, Municipal constructions volume. 
Beijing landscape architecture records) 4t3; 1Z" iri', 32 " ®i4f7! fý . (Beijing: Beijing Chubanshe, 2000). " Dui 'jingguan sheji: zhuanye xueke yu jiaoyu daodu' yiwen de shengso yijian' (Opinion of 'An Introduction to Landscape 
Architecture: The Profession and Education') 94 '(11i2jalt: 1i ýk 74$ýicii) Fiir' -. 9'iWJA @tW Zhongguo Yuanhn. 5 
(2004), pp. 9-13: Yu. Kongjian OEM. 'Huan tudi he jingguan yl wanzheng do ylyi: zailun jinyguan sheji xue zhiyu fengjing 
yuanlin' (Landscape architecture in terms of the wholeness of land) fýt2iý tlýt¢2C, 1 ý9'ý $X N '119RJit1' t+ 'X 
®# ' Zhongguo Yuanlin. 7 (2004). pp. 37-40: 'Dul -nuan tudi he jingguan yi wanzhang da yiyi: zailun jingguan shejl xue 
zhiyu fengjing yuanlin' yiwen de shengao yijian' (Opinion of landscape architecture in terms of the wholeness of land') 14 'ifi 
ti tlj; tPilL; l; l t%$X: ? ii. Q 13KY2jR t t' t-T 'XJJ®#' -: kM iA$SG Zhongguo YuanAin. 7(2004), pp. 41.44. 
u This phenomenon was also noted in Liu. Tingfeng 21JEyst. 'Queshao piping do haul: zhongguo jinxiandal yuanlin' (A child who 
lacks criticism: Chinese modem landscape architecture) lRyfttgMJA - tPMJdit^1t®* . 
Zhong9uo Yuanlsn. 5 (2000). P. 
28. 
" See for example, U. Min I'Llt. Zhongguo x, andal gongyuan: fazhan yu pin Wie (Modem parks of China: development and 
evaluation) gP MVftjý®-&R4vf {! }. (Beijing: Beijing Kexue Jishu Chubanshe, 1987): An. Huaigl 4>lsi. Zhongguo 
yuanlin shi [Chinese garden history) cP m®#P. (Shanghai: Tonfiji Daxue Chubanshe, 1991). pp. 117-129. 
34 The lour-side greening' refers to the tree plantings near houses, villages, and along roads and rivers. See 1956 nian dao 1967 
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relationships with garden traditions in the new development, despite the influential political 
ideology. As lühua connotes modernity, the other three landscapes, whilst significantly shaped by 
the new ideology, virtually have no precedent in the Chinese tradition, despite the fact that 
traditional elements were incorporated. 
At the same time, the selection of the first three urban landscapes corresponds to the 
different areas of professional practices as well as the then proposed 'point-line-plane' 
classification (Table 1.1). (The origin and meaning of this terminology will be discussed in 
Chapter 2. ) 
Table 1.1 The official classification of the scope of work for urban landscape architecture 
Public grounds For work unit For production For special National 
purpose parks 
Point public park, greening of enterprises or seedling nursery, cemetery 
botanical garden, institutions, including flower nursery 
zoological garden, factory, hospital, campus. 
square military unit, eta 
Line boulevard greenways, 
shelterbelt 
Plane greening of residential 
areas 
Source: The table is based on official documents In 1959 for the 'point-line-plane' classification and In 1963 for the different areas 
i of professional practices in the urban area. See The Urban Construction Department of the Ministry of Construction WOW $ 
Ilia'], ed. Chengshi yuantin IOhua hangye zhongyao wwijian huibian (A collection of important documents for landscape 
architecture profession) f>£ i®#ýt#tfýiTý19 jCf#Zti;, (1998). p. 314; Uu, Shanghua 1, p14l-, Zhongguo fengjing yuanbn 
dangdai wushinian: 1949-1999 [Fifty years of Chinese landscape architecture: 190-19991 r1 Ji®)4 ftjjtf¬: 1949-1999. 
(Beijing: Zhongguo Jianzhu Gongye Chubanshe. 1999). p. 23. 
Although not all types of the urban landscapes are included in this research, it is intended 
that a general picture of the Thirty Years' landscape design of the urban area could still be 
presented. The investigation on public parks will further increase the understanding of botanical 
gardens, zoological gardens and cemeteries, as these often functioned as public parks. These 
will occasionally be referred to in the research. Residential areas are important for this research, 
since it was estimated that they occupy up to 60 percent of urban areas, " and were therefore 
crucial for the Iohua (greening) movement in cities. Urban squares were always constructed for 
official and political, rather than recreational, purposes. This kind of landscape for political 
representation was often a central feature of those institutional or corporate sites. The'line' issue 
nian quanguo nonpye fazhan gangyao INationai Programme forAgricuttural Development 1956.1967)1956 t#I 1967'T±R) 
VZAkAR#Jr. (1956). For an English version, we National Programme IotAgncultural Development 1956-1967 (Peking* 
Foreign Language Press, 1960). p. 18. 
ss Zhu, Junzhen *"It ed. Juzhuqu 10hua (Greening of housing areas) JR (£CKt34Q. (Beijing: Zhongguo Jianzhu Gongye 
Chubanshe. 1981). p. 40. 
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is not explored as a separate topic, but will be discussed within the Investigations of the three 
urban landscapes where appropriate. It should be noted that national parks are not included in 
this study, because, despite their inclusion In the official classification, due to economic 
constraints and political upheaval during the 1960s and 1970s, landscape professionals were not 
involved till the 1980s. 
This study investigates landscape design through either leading or iconic projects, or those 
in politically and economically dominant cities. This is proposed based on the presupposition that, 
whilst under the centrally controlled political system these projects often enjoyed model status to 
be emulated, they would be representative for the development of landscape design and a full 
understanding of the general attitudes to landscape would be obtained by investigating them. In 
the analysis of the four types of landscapes, two different approaches have been selected. A 
detailed individual case study is adopted for the investigation of urban squares and rural 
landscapes, i. e. of Tiananmen Square and the Dazhal village respectively. This becomes 
applicable, since both projects were subjected to Chairman Mao's personal involvement or 
prescription and during the Thirty Years Mao's models were without exception wholeheartedly 
and rigorously followed, with alternatives suppressed under the political hegemony. For the 
investigation of public parks and housing environments, a number of important projects are 
explored, as for these categories there were no officially designated models. As a result, there Is 
great differentiation between the various projects, and the selection of one prototype would be 
both impossible and inadequate. 
Sources 
This research is based on both published materials and manuscript documentation, both primary 
and secondary sources, and on interviews with key figures in the development of recent Chinese 
landscape design. 
Published sources 
Published materials, including books, journals and newspapers, have been accessed through a 
number of sources. But they are generally available in libraries in China. National Library of 
China and Tsinghua University Library, Beijing, were mainly consulted for this research unless 
stated otherwise. 
Contemporary publications by professional bodies constitute an important part of primary 
sources. During the Mao era, Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks reported on the design, 
(rttrnd, rt! or 19 
management, and use of various landscapes successively In 1960, '° 1961, " and 1963. '° 
When in the high-tide Great Leap Forward (GLF) campaign (1958-1960) the greening movement 
gained momentum, the Forestry Ministry of the People's Republic of China published a series of 
reports on the movement. 39 Also, the Research Unit of Regional and City Planning of 
Architectural Science Research Institute published a handbook on the greening of residential 
areas to assist the development of 'general greening'. 40 Publications during the Cultural 
Revolution (1966-1969) were not generally available in libraries. But some were supplied by 
interviewees from their private collections. 4' 
In the post-Mao era, the Thirty Years' experiences were summed up by professional bodies 
for better development in the future. In the 1980s, China Academy of Urban Planning and Design 
published a book containing descriptions of designed gardens, parks and greenspaces 
throughout China. 42 This is perhaps the most authoritative publication summing up the 
achievements of the landscape profession from the Liberation up to the early 1980s. The 
Teaching and Research Section of the School of Architecture of Tongji University published a 
book with a similar collection of sites, but concentrating on gardens and parks. 43 
At the same time, Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks compiled a chronicle of the 
development of Beijing landscape architecture since the Liberation, " and further provided a 
general review of the development based on the above mentioned three 1960s publications. 4s 
These two important publications were unfortunately not available in libraries, but supplied by 
30 Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks Beijing shi yuaMin gongzuo jingyan huibian (1949-1959) (A collection of the 
working experiences in Beijing landscape architecture (1949-1959)) Jt3 i®1ýIt1 tý °Xtý (1949-1959). (January. 1960). 
sr Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks Jt> t1p(4A1. Beijing shi yuan hn luhua gongzuo nianbao (1960) [Annual report of Beijing 
landscape architecture (1960)) Jt 7ý1i ®J4UJt1f 1M (1960). (April, 1961). 
" Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks 4tT, IM®((; XI. Beijing shf yuaniin lühua gongzuo rnanbao (1961-1962) (Annual report of 
Beijing landscape architecture (1961-1962)) ; t3; EMM i. t?: ftXfJJr& (1961.1962). (June. 1963). 
3' Forestry Ministry of the People's Republic of China ý Jýý; > {d®(ýýpt. LOhua zuguo do gaochao (ä y(p) (The high tide of 
Making Green the Motherland (Vol. 1)) t %JflQi fAXAJ (, ß-! M) . (Beijing: 
Zhongguo Unye Chubanshe. 1958). Forestry 
Ministry of the People's Republic of China c{ý ,ý (# Ii1( ýk pt. Lohus zuguo de gaochao (of erg) [The high tide of Making 
Green the Motherland (Vol. 2)) U4t#flMMAAJ (X=14). (Beijing: Zhongguo Unye Chubanshe, 1958). Forestry Ministry of the 
People's Republic of China 411AAK JtR M# IS. LOhua zuguo do gaochao (ä sanft) (The high tide of Making Green the 
Motherland (Vol. 3)) UftJ9MfA $Aq (; it=SB) . (Beijing: Zhongguo Llnye Chubanshe, 1958); Forestry Ministry of the People's 
Republic of China 1P-*-, kK >; TOM 141k 15. Lohua zuguo do gaochao (di sift) (The high tide of Making Green the Motherland 
(Vol. 4)) t24tJfl1EM Al (; ®! M) . (Beijing: Zhongguo Unye Chubanshe, 1959). 40 Research Unit of Regional and City Planning of Architectural Science Research Institute tt tý ý1"n ýf "k"J$ i1 ýi fd1 
QIRIX. Jsefang lvhua [Neighbourhood greening) U, jlfit %. (Beijing: Jianzhu Gongcheng Chubanshe, 1959). 
" For example, Faculty Red Flag of South China College of Technology $W17rn J: EJJ1 t ed. Tao Zhu zai panzhu kngyu do 
zuixing pipan ft [A collection of criticisms of the crimes of Tao Thu In architectural profession] p>yt0 ý£if i( ft 3ý fii Äi l }1(" 
(Guangzhou: South China College of Technology. 1967). was supplied by Wang Mingxian in the China Art Academy. 
u China Academy of Urban Planning and Design *W b1, q KJMjg1tQl RM ed. Zhongguo xin yuanion (New gardens and parks of 
China] IP MViM4*. (Beijing: Zhongguo Linye Chubanshe, 1985). 
" Teaching and Research Section of the School ofArchitecture of Tong11 University 19XA7It91(7 0014 tQ1JE. ed. Gongyuan 
guihua yu jianzhu tuji [A collection of designed parks) ®MJ]4111AM J (. (Beijing: Zhongguo Jianzhu Gongye Chubanshe. 
1986). 
" Editorial Board of Garden History of Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks ýtlz i®(#Jýi®(FiýiStSCtý' ý. ed. Beijing yuanlin 
dashi ji. shang (1949-1965) [Great events of Beijing landscape architecture. Vol. 1 (1949-1965)) 4t 44AW i2. .t 
(1949-1965) . (July. 1984); Editorial Board of Garden History of Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks ; tXt ®(Fý3RA( i1'iüi('_ 
Jr. 0t!, ed. Beijing yuanlin Bashi fi. xia (1966.1982) (Great events of Beijing landscape architecture. Vol. 2 (1966-1982)) t3, t 
®#. J; jtljt(<?, l (1966-1982) . (July, 1984). `s Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks JtgiWMJ4A" Owgdai Beijing yuandn /azhan shi (Modem history of Beijing landscape 
architecture] "3ft4t*M#2JMSt:. (October, 1987). 
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interviewees. 46 Wuhan Municipal Bureau of Parks had a similar publication, " now deposited In 
Hubei Local Records Office. 
The above materials, with an emphasis on yuanlin and ! Ohua, were mainly about garden, 
parks or greening. The Editorial Board of the Historical Records of Beijing Construction provided a 
comprehensive account on Beijing's city development In 1986.40 While this is a restricted 
publication and not generally accessible, the Editorial Board had further editions In the 1990s, that 
can be obtained in Beijing Planning Bureau. 49 
Towards the turn of the new millennium, many professional bodies summarised past 
experiences or compiled historical documents. The Urban Construction Department of the 
Ministry of Construction published a collection of important documents of the modern landscape 
architecture in 1998, relating to official policies and guidelines. 60 Historical records published by 
Beijing and Shanghai professional bodies are also referred to In this research, such as those 
about landscape architectures' park construction, 52 housing development, 53 and city 
planningTM. 
Design professionals, including architects, planners and landscape architects, who 
contributed to the modem development, published accounts of their own experiences. Professor 
Chen Zhi (1899-1989) wrote extensively either before, during or after the Mao era, on the 
development of the landscape profession in China., " A handbook on housing by Professor Zhu 
Junzhen on the Thirty Years' development provides a sound resource, " while the planner Hua 
'° These were supplied by emeritus Professor Zhu Junzhen in Tsinghua University. 
" Editorial Board of WLhan gardens c; t)tQfibs }elAW. Wuhan yuanhn (1840-1985) (Wuhan gardens (1840-1985)) SiätQ4 
(1840-1985) . (Wuhan: Wuhan Municipal Bureau of Parks. 1987). u Editorial Board of the Historical Records of Beijing Construction ýtXtitiR #33ßf11 ja°is, Jianguo yllai de Beijing chengshl 
jianshe [Beijing city construction since the founding of the PRCJ JtM A*MJt i[[i4. Restricted publication (1986). 
4' Editorial Board of the Historical Records of Beijing Construction Jtiýif ! RjtliäiiA-s')MC*" Jianguo y lai de Be j, ng chengshi 
jianshe ziüao: fangwu jianzhu I (Historical materials concerning Beijing city constructions since the founding of the PRC: 
Architecture I) ; ®1; (3itj 1f Jitýbifl j ; f11i1 $11. Vol. 5 (1992); Editorial Board of the Historical Records of Beijing 
Construction Jt CtEi #13ýü1s')ýý`- Jianguo ydat de Beging chengshspanshe zil, ao: fangwu jianzhu It [Historical materials 
concerning Beijing city constructions since the founding of the PRC: Architecture Il) l1MU*nJt3(lAT3ti2AJ;: ANUM 
II. Vol. 5 (1992); Editorial Board of the Historical Records of Beijing Construction 4tgitiQP-4SIAIAOMt!. JlarVuoYilaids 
Beong chengshipanshe z üao: chengshi guiua I (Historical materials concerning Bey ng city constructions since the founding of 
the PRC: Planning Ij ; (ý®p, (3(tpgJt7, ýll , {ýi ;: JAM tj. Vol. 1(1995.2i0 ed. ). 
50 Urban Construction Department of the Ministry of Const ucton itiQI$tA$(l1QL7, ed. Chengshi yuanhn iahua hangye 
zhongyao wenjian hu, bian (A collection of knportant documents for landscape architecture profession) t1ii Q#4tUtfii ]Q N 
Jn; CJQ. (1998). 
" Editorial Board of Beijing chonagraphy JtXi rý lýTi iý sýlý" Beijing zhl, Shizheng Juan, YuaMm lahua zhf (Beijing 
chorography, Municipal constructions volume. Beijing landscape architecture records) 4t7; E - TZE6- IM41J Z" (Beijing: 
Beijing Chubanshe, 2000); Editorial Board of Shanghai landscape architecture records c t; p Qtk )lQ 1j; ß jr3e" Shanghai 
yuanlin zhi [Shanghai landscape architecture records] tAQ . (Shanghai: Shanghai Shehul Kexueyuan 
Chubanshe. 
2000). 
S2 For example. Editorial Board of Joyous Pavibon Park records Taorantmg gongyuan shi (Joyous 
Pavilion Park records] psi', n#1DQ (Beijing: Beijing Unye Chubanshe. 1999). 
S3 Editorial Board of Shanghai housing construction records }Q 6; Mg,!. Shanghai zhuzhai jianshe zhi 
(Shanghai housing construction records) ±>M (; < (ti{{Z. (Shanghai: Shanghai Shehul Kexueyuan Chubanshe, 1998). 
Editorial Board of Shanghai survey and design records c± ;% Xb R iQ 1t*) 1>: $ OM LN. Shanghai kancha sheji zhi (Shanghai 
survey and design records) ±; 11 jQ)2itZ. (Shanghai: Shanghai Shehul Kexueyuan Chubanshe, 1998). 
s` Editorial Board of Shanghai city planning records c±; 11 tQ) s fß lR OR*. Shanghai chengshl guihua zh! (Shanghai city 
planning records) (Shanghai: Shanghai Shehul Kexueyuan Chubanshe. 1999). 
Chen. Zhi R& Chen Zhi zaoyuan wer s (Collected works on landscape architecture of Chen Zhq 1XtA JJN$ K. (Beijing: 
Zhongguo Jianzhu Gongye Chubanshe. 1988). 
S° Zhu. Junzhen 5Rt4i$. Juzhuqu lühua (Greening of housing areas) )C4(1BUR. (Beijing: Zhongguo Jianzhu Gongye 
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Lanhong recorded the history of city planning, 67 and Professor Li Min an analysis of some public 
parks. SB Professor Wu Liangyongs° and planner Su Zemin, 60 in particular, provided accounts on 
the design of Tiananmen Square. 
Around the turn of the new millennium, the former director of the Urban Construction 
Department of the Ministry of Construction, Liu Shanghua, produced a publication providing a 
comprehensive collection of official records, important to understanding the progress of 
landscape design of the fifty years since the Liberation. " Professor La Junhua in Tsinghua 
University coordinated a research project on modem housing development, that provides a 
welcome addition. 82 
As for journals, Jianzhu Xuebao (Architectural Journal, sponsored by the 
Architectural Society of China (ASC) and first issued In 1954, was the most important journal for 
the architectural and landscape profession. It often contained reports of the most Important 
architectural or landscape projects. 63 There was no dedicated journal for the landscape 
profession during the Mao era, but Yuanyi Xuebao (Acta Horticulturae Sinica, W #{l), first 
issued in 1962, is relevant and sometimes contained Investigations of traditional gardens. 
Additionally, Yuanlin Geming (Garden Revolution, Qt$*0) was issued during the Cultural 
Revolution (1966-1969). Like the books of this period, the journal was not available in libraries 
and was supplied by interviewees. 64 In 1979 when the Mao era ended, China Architecture and 
Building Press started the journal, Jianzhushi (Architect, ItSA "), which has been another 
important arena for academic enquiries about contemporary, as well as traditional, architectural 
and landscape issues since. The journal of the landscape profession, Zhongguo Yuanlin 
(Chinese Landscape Architecture, tPp W ), sponsored by the Chinese Society of Landscape 
Architecture (CSLA), was not issued until 1985, but has contained several authoritative reviews 
of the past landscape developments. " In 2005, the CSLA initiated another journal, Fengjing 
Chubanshe, 1981). 
s' Hua, Lanhong [3A. Chongjian zhongguo: chengshi puThue sanshinien, 1949.1979 (Reconstruction of China: thirty years of 
urbanism. 1949-19791 I11$®: btJiVJJJM_=-t-s , 1949-1979. trans. by U Ving lid. (Beijing: 
Shenghuo-dushu-xinzhi 
Sanlian Shudian, 2006). Originally published as Hoa. Leon. Reconstn, üe la Chine- fronte ans d'urbanisme, 1949-1979. (Paris: 
tditions du Moniteur, 1981). 
U, Min $&. Zhongguo xiandai gongyuan: fazhan yu pinja [Modem parks of China: development and evaluation] tV W UK 
®-&K4iT i. (Beging: Beijing Kexue Jishu Chubanshe, 1987). 
Wu. Uangyong A }ill. 'Renmin Yingxiong Jinianbel de chuangzuo chengjiu' [The design achievements of the Monument to 
the People's Heroes] A ftXt$t gtAlHltlttt. JsanzhuXuebao, 2 (1978), pp. 4-9; Wu, Uangyong ; fA1g. Tiananmen 
guangchang de guihua he shejr (The planning and design of Tiananmen Square) 32 JJ1-Uf'iATJ. '1iahtif. Jianzhushl 
Lunwen Ji, 2 (1979), pp. 14-50. 
60 Su. Zemin'5A11ft" Tiananmen Guangchang gaijian he guihua do jingyan Untao' [Investigations of the experience In 
Tiananmen Square's reconstruction and planning] f7r-tý ºý(al; dlz+Jpý}ý! ; ýf. (unpublished Master of Architecture 
Thesis, School of Architecture, Tsinghua University. 1965). 
61 Liu. Shanghua jsp A$. Zhongguo fengjing yuant n dangdal wushmian: 1949-1999 (Fifty years of Chinese landscape 
architecture: 1949-19991 4 ®RJI Mt* ftii+Jr: 1949.1999. (Beijing: Zhongguo Jianzhu Gongye Chubanshe. 1999). 
°2 LO, Junhua. Peter G. Rowe and Zhang Jie. ed. Modem urban housing in China, 1840-2000 (Munich: Prestel. 2001). 
°' This Important journal was also available In the British Library. 
°` This was supplied by Wang Mingxian in the China M Academy. 
°S For example, Wang, Juytan il MIN. Woguo chengshl 10hua yuanlin jianshe de hulgu yu zhanwang' (Review and prospect of 
the urban landscape architecture in China) (ylQ týfý" Qg (4EEÜt&'ýgle)f $! )(L7. Zhongguo Yuanlun. Vol. 8. No. 1. (1992), pp. 
17-25. This important journal was also available In the Cambridge University Library. 
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Yuanlin (Landscape Architecture, jqf%p4$), which also became an important outlet for scholarly 
Investigations on the recent past. 
Besides the above professional journals in Chinese, reports on various contemporary 
landscape projects, including parks, housing, urban squares and rural landscapes, were sourced 
in English language journals, such as Asian Geographer, The China Geographer, China 
Reconstructs, China Constructs, Ekistics, Poking Review, and Landscape. 
As for newspapers, Renmin Ribao (People's Daily, ApQJ R), the official newspaper of the 
Chinese Communist Party (CCP), is the most important primary source of official speeches, 
explanation of policies, people's voices, and revealed how landscape transformations were 
perceived by society. 
Art works 
Contemporary art works provided an insight into the political and cultural contexts, assisting the 
analysis of landscapes. This study uses propaganda posters, stamps, and calligraphy by key 
officials to illustrate political movements and advocacies. For propaganda posters, the Stefan R. 
Landsberger Collection of the International Institute of Social History (IISH)" and the China 
Posters Collection of the University of Westminster°7 provide Important resources. Some posters 
were sourced in contemporary publications, such as the journal, China Reconstructs. Stamps 
come from my personal collections. Calligraphy works were sourced in relevant official 
publications68 and websites69 
Archives 
Five archives have been selected for this study. For the rural landscape of the Dazhai village, the 
Dazhai Archives was consulted in September 2005. The other four are in the cities of Beijing, 
Shanghai and Wuhan. The Architectural archives in the School of Architecture of Tsinghua 
University, Beijing, was consulted mainly for the design documents of Tiananmen Square, in 
December 2004, the Shanghai Archives in November 2005, and the Hubei Province Archives in 
Wuhan in May 2007. As there is now access to many primary sources from the professional body 
of Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks, Beijing Archives on the Internet70 were mainly consulted 
httpJAwww. iisg. nh-landsberged 
07 htipJlhome. wmin. ao. uklchinaposters! 
For example, Editorial Board of the Historical Records of Beging Construction 4t*[tI91i AZML%. Jianguo yiial do Bening 
chengshi jianshe (Beijing city construction since the founding of the PRC( {IM C, 1*A it3 1 fiiýüt Restricted publication 
(1986). 
°° For example. Mao's calligraphy works for the greening movement are sourced in the website of the Beijing Afforestation 
Foundation (httpi/www greenbeging orgi). 
70 http: Avww. bjma. gov. cn/ 
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for additional information of specific projects, such as the Monument to the People's Heroes of 
Tiananmen Square. 
Interviews 
Interviews were carried out with contemporary designers, officials and researchers for urban 
landscape development and with Dazhai villagers for rural landscape issues to further discover 
historical facts. These were largely carried out during three visits back to China from November 
2004 to February 2005, from September 2005 to February 2006, and from April 2007 to July 
2007. Contemporary project photos and restricted publications that could not normally be found 
in libraries were provided by these interviewees. 
Forpark design, Wu Zhenqian, the former director of the Shanghai Park Management 
Bureau and one of the designers of People's Park (1950), Shanghai, was interviewed In 
November 2005; Li Jiale, senior consultant of the Construction Ministry and designer of Joyous 
Pavilion Park (1952) and the greening of Tiananmen Square, and Xie Yuming, emeritus 
Professor of Tsinghua University and designer of the Pavilions Garden (1980s) in Joyous 
Pavilion Park (1952), were interviewed in January 2006; Sun Xiaoxiang, emeritus Professor of 
Beijing Forestry University and designer of Viewing Fish and Flower Harbour Park (1953), was 
interviewed in December 2006. 
For housing design, LO Junhua, emeritus Professor of Tsinghua University and designer of 
Felicity Residential Area (1954), was interviewed in January 2005; Zhu Junzhen, emeritus 
Professor of Tsinghua University and the author of Greening of Residential Areas, " was 
interviewed in October 2005, July 2007, and February 2008. 
On the design of Tiananmen Square, Gao Yilan, emeritus Professor of Tsinghua University, 
who took participation in the design of Chairman Mao's mausoleum, 72 was interviewed in 
November 2004; Su Zemin, who completed his Master's dissertation in 1965 about the design of 
the square, " was interviewed in June 2007. 
Additionally, for related subjects of modem architecture and art history, Zou Denong, 
Professor of Tianjin University and author of The History of Modem Chinese Architecture, 74 was 
interviewed in January 2005, and Wang Mingxian, one of the authors of The Art History of the 
71 Zhu. Junzhen *113. Juzhuqu IOhua [Greening of residential areas] JR it 19 U%. (Beijing: ZhongQuo Jianzhu Gongye 
Chubanshe. 1981). 
72 Gao, Ydan , 'fso=. 'Maozhuxi jinlantang sheji guocheng zongjie' [Summary of the design of Chairman Mao's Mausoleum] C1Ig 
#iý iQitý'2f l. Jianzhushi Urwon Ji, 1(2003), pp. 145. 
n Su. Zemin 511] . Twnanmen 
Guangchang gagian he guihua do Jingyan tantao' (Investigations of the experience In 
Tiananmen Square's reconstruction and planning) j7! ' ättt ifl !' 1t3ý tL4. (unpublished Master of Architecture 
Thesis, School of Architecture, Tsinghua University, 1965). 
74 Zou, Denong W{Jf&. Zho+ngguo xiandal franzhu ah1 [The history of modem Chinese architecture] $(pQ(tLtX3C. (Tianjin: 
Tianjin Kexue Jishu Chubanshe. 2001). 
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People's Republic of China (1966.1976), 'a was interviewed in January 2006. 
For the investigation of Dazhai village, Li Huailian, the director of the Women's Federation, 
and her husband Zhao Huaxiao, the witnesses of the landscape development in the modern era, 
were interviewed in September 2005. 
75 Wang, Mingxian IFA 0, and Yan. Shanchun pN 11. Xu zhongguo me+shu tushi (1966.1976) (The An History of the 
People's Republic of China (1966-1976)) 1114 X* 1i1 (1966-1976). (Beljing: Zhongguo Oingnian Chubanshe. 2000). 
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Chapter 2 
Chinese Traditions and Socialist ideals 
The Thirty Years' socialist rule brought about a sea change on the land of China, which was first 
of all characterised by an immediate break with the past. With revolutionary ideals, Chinese 
traditions were subjected to transformation, appropriation, or obliteration. But this meant what 
was inherited from the past nonetheless constituted the foundation upon which the new socialist 
society was established. At the same time, some traditions were so ingrained that they could 
hardly be excused, or dispensed with, despite new cultural and social values. Some scholars 
have noted such cultural continuity. ' When evaluating the Thirty Years' socialist development 
and especially Mao's blame for the Cultural Revolution in the early 1980s, even the CCP itself 
acknowledged the difficulty of a complete elimination of some traditional traits. 2 
The development of the Chinese landscape architecture was no exception. On the one 
hand, while new socialist landscapes were often products of social reform following Mao's 
slogans, 'It is man that counts'3 and 'Man must conquer nature'4, it was the social reform 
processes that embraced some traditions, such as social relationships. On the other hand, 
traditions in garden making were the starting point of modem Chinese landscape design in 
establishing the relationship between man and nature, as a philosophical basis for garden 
making. 
Yet under the centrally planned political system, the official ideology played a decisive role 
for all social activities, and policies were often blindly followed. Politics and policies were 
conditioned by contemporary economic situations, grounded on revolutionary ideals, and 
frequently rooted in Chinese traditional culture. 
In order to generate an understanding of those aspects that informed landscape and garden 
practices during the Thirty Years under Mao, this chapter analyses some of the Chinese cultural 
and social traditions, explains the modem socialist or communist ideals, and explores relevant 
policies and their origins. In this way it aims to establish the cultural, social, economic and 
political context for the succeeding chapters. 
Friedman. Edward, Paul G. Pickowiu, and Mark Salden. Chinese Village. Sociaist State (New Haven, London: Yale University 
Press. 1991). pp. 267-288. 
2 it was stated that, 'Feudalism In China has had a very long history... ü remains difficult to eliminate the evil ideological and 
political influence of centuries of feudal autocracy'. See 'On Questions of Party History - Resolution on Certain Questions In the 
History of Our Party since the Founding of the People's Republic of China'. Beijing Review. No. 27 (July 6,1981). p. 25. 
Murphey, Rhoads. The Fading of the Maoist Vision- City and Country in China's Development (Now York: London: Methuen, 
1980). PP. 53-54. 
4 This is the slogan put forward during the Great Leap Forward (GLF) campaign (1958.1960). 
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Man and nature in Chinese traditions 
Geographical and economic context 
China is a mountainous country with a dramatic topography. Hills, mountains and high plateaus, 
almost all in the west, occupy about 65 percent of the total land area (Fig. 2.1). Areas less than 
500 metres above sea level constitute only 25.2 percent of the land mass, while that above 3,000 
metres constitute 25.9 percent (Fig. 2.2). 5 To the east, China borders the largest ocean, the 
Pacific. The Chinese did not occupy the whole of the current China Proper until the middle of the 
Oing Dynasty (1644-1911). The earliest occupied territories were in the northern plains, while 
additionally much of Chinese civilisation was developed In the plains In the east. The 
geographical circumstances determined that the mountain ranges to west and vast expanse of 
water to east acted as natural boundaries to other parts of the world. The Inaccessible nature of 
these created an environment in which Chinese culture developed largely Independently for long 
periods of time, though from time to time with many other cultural elements assimilated. 
There, farming started as early as about 8,000 years ago and agriculture has dominated the 
economy ever since the second century B. C. ° Traditionally, over 80 percent of the total 
population consisted of farmers, ' which has remained the case till the modem era. At the time of 
CCP's 1949 takeover, about 480 million of the total 540 million population were peasants. ° 
Agriculture therefore determined day to day culture and beliefs of the society. 
Within the independent agricultural system. Confucianism and Taoism had developed as the 
two main philosophies and form the most important indication and theoretical expression of 
traditional Chinese life, essentially the 'aspirations and inspirations of the farmer. '9 Confucianism 
established strict social order which dominated official ideology from the Han Dynasty (202 B. C. - 
A. D. 220). Taoism developed an integral outlook towards the man-and-nature relationship, 
counselling forgetting human interaction and merging with the transformations of nature. 10 It is 
interesting to see how they related to the social structure and influenced garden making. 
Zhao, Songqiao. Geography of China: Environment Resources, Population, and Development (New York: Chichester. J. Wiley, 
1994). P. 5. 
' Zhao, Songgiao. Geography of China: Environment Resoumss, Population, and Development (New York; Chichester. J. Wiley, 
1994). p. 74. 
7 Zhao, Songqiao. Geography of China: Environment Resources, Population, and Development (New York; Chichester. J. Wiley, 
1994). p. 69. 
" Tien. H. Yuan. China's Population Struggle: Demographic Decisions of the People's Republic, 1949-1969 (Columbus, Ohio: 
Ohio State University Press, 1973), p. 43. 
" Feng, Youlan, edited by Derk Bodde. A Short History of Chinese Philosophy (New York: Macmillan. 1948), pp. 19-20. 




Figure 21 Major contour lines. showing the main upland areas (stippled), the main mountain ranges (named) 
and the southern and eastern lowlands (white) 
Source Buchanan. Keith The Transformation of the Chinese Earth Aspects of fhe fva! uat nn of thn Ch"Irse f "Ith loom 
Earliest Times to Mao Tse-tung (London G Bell and Sons. Ltd 1970). p 64 
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Source Lo. Kai-fu The Basic Geography of China China ReconSUuctS Vol V No 12 (December 1956) p 19 
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The social rule: authority, hierarchy and 'face' 
With the agriculture dominated economy, the family became the main support system within the 
social structure. " The five social interrelationships defined in Confucianism, those between ruler 
and subject, father and son, elder and younger brother, husband and wife, and friend and friend, 
were essentially family relationships. When Confucius said 'jun Jun chon chon fu fu zi z1 (ruler 
ruler minister minister father father son son)', he meant, 'Let the ruler rule as he should and the 
minister be a minister as he should. Let the father act as a father should and the son act as a son 
should. ' 12 This signified a social hierarchy and the requirement of proper social conduct, such as 
a respect of the inferior to the superior, or the obedience to the authority, to maintain such an 
order. In socialist China, although proletarian egalitarianism was advocated, this social hierarchy 
remained apparent, and the alienation of officials as a bureaucratic class from the broad masses 
was a constant problem which Mao's radical policies set out to address. Additionally, some 
scholars noted that the socialist revolution did not change the social foundation of a monarchy as 
in the past, " and ironically, Chairman Mao himself often acquired some of the prerogatives of an 
emperor, especially during the Cultural Revolution (1966-1969). 14 
In this hierarchy, the Confucianized concept of 'face' was of a practical centrality in the 
social structure. '5 The higher status or level a person held, the bigger'face' or more power and 
higher social status and prestige he had. Thus, a proper constitution of 'face' was needed without 
challenging the desirable personal emotions or feelings. The concept was said to be related with 
the human body itself: 
Physically, face holds the uppermost and frontal part of the body... The feet occupy the lowest part of the 
body. To demand that one walk on one's hands with the feet up or to demand that a person cross between 
someone else's legs are traditional Chinese strategies to humiliate the performer and make him or her lose 
face. In such postures, the performer's face and body are physically below the demander's legs, thus 
spatially metaphorizing that the performer is socially inferior. This embodies the Chinese notion of social 
hierarchy which is inspired by and emulated according to the natural and physical hierarchy of the human 
body. 1° 
As such, Chinese people's self-perception, self-assurance and the desire for superiority 
were displayed through visual representation. The inward desire for power and the outward 
image were connected. 
" Feng. Youlan, edited by Derk Bodde. A Short History of Chinese Phibsophy (New York: Macmillan, 1948). p. 21. 
12 Fairbank. John King and Merle Goldman. China: A New History (Cambridge. Massachusetts: Belknap Press of Harvard 
University Press, 2006). p. 52. 
13 Tang, Zongli, and Bing Zuo. Maoism and Chinese Culture (New York: Nova Science Publishers, 1996). p. 182. 
14 Fairbank, John King and Merle Goldman. China: A New History (Cambridge. Massachusetts: Belknap Press of Harvard 
University Press. 2006). p. 384. 
's Jia, Wenshan. The Remaking of the Chinese Character and Identity in the 21'r Century: The Chinese Face Practices 
(Westport, Connecticut: Ablex. 2001), p. 22. 
16 Jia, Wenshan. The Remaking of the Chinese Character and Identity in the 21" Century. The Chinese Face Practices 
(Westport, Connecticut: Ablex, 2001), pp. 28-29. 
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While the Chinese concept of 'face' was developed from the Individual, it can be extended 
and applied equally to a group, denoting collective representation, place image, and even world 
recognition of China, " as long as it was associated with the people's own interests. This was 
essential for an understanding of the inherent force In the Chinese concern about urban Image 
construction. This aspiration was natural as upon the Liberation many Chinese cities and villages 
were in ruinous state after years of warfare, and was reinforced as many of these damages were 
the result of Western imperialism, which severely wounded the prestige of the former'Central 
Kingdom'. 
Outlook on nature: garden traditions 
While agriculture determined the social system, it also Influenced garden making In that the 
understanding of man-and-nature relationship as represented in gardens was generated through 
agricultural practices. It should be noted that, although traditionally scholar-officials, who did not 
actually engage in cultivation themselves, were usually builders or designers of gardens, their 
outlook on life and understanding of the world, as expressed In garden making, were essentially 
those of the farmer, because they were usually landlords with their fortunes tied up with 
agriculture. 18 
For the studies on traditional gardens in the modern era, the surviving gardens mainly of the 
Qing (1644-1911) period, especially imperial ones in Beijing19 and private ones in Suzhou20, 
were firsthand sources, and modem scholars often quoted the Ming Dynasty treatise, Yuan Ye 
(The craft of gardens), the most important classic text in the pre-modern China, 2' as a 
" Broudehoux, Anne-Marie. The Making and Selling of Post-Mao Beijing (London, New York: Routledge, 2004), pp. 29-30. 
18 Feng, Youlan. edited by Derk Bodde. A Short History of Chinese Philosophy (New York: Macmillan, 1948). p. 18. 
1s Zhou, Weiquan fig t1tX. 'Bishu shanzhuang de yuanlin yishu' [Garden art of the Imperial Summer Retreat] insLU M ®# WE 
7K. Jianzhu Xuebao. 6 (1960), pp. 29-32; Hu, Shaoxue Mt and Xu Yingguang 1*2k. 'Beihal jingxinzhai de yuanlin 
yishu' [Garden art of the Tranquil Heart Studio at North Lake] 4t; % 1), C. M ®#$Z*. J, anzhu Xuebao. 7 (1962), pp. 19-20. 
20 Chen, Congzhou M$]. Suzhou yuanlin [Gardens of Suzhou] *5f1{ R#, (Shanghai: Teaching Material Department of Tongji 
University, 1956); Tong, Jun I. Jiangnan yuanlin zhi (Gazetteer of Jiangnan gardens] JJA®#, 9. (Beijing: Zhongguo 
Gongye Chubanshe, 1963); Guo. Daiheng $; R g and Zhang Jinqiu ; {f tk. 'Suzhou liuyuan de jianzhu kongjian' 
[Architectural spaces of the Garden to Linger In of Shuzhou] Sf jo lMM l1VI2 7. Jianzhu Xuebao. 3 (1963), pp. 19-23; 
Wang, Juyuan IMF. 'Suzhou Ming Ging zhaiyuan fengge de fenxi (Analysis of the style of the Ming and Ging private 
gardens] f}Ißq; ft$®5ý#8p9f? är. YuanytXuebao. Vol. 2, No. 2. (May 1963), pp. 177-194; Pan. Guxi j (iaä. 'Suzhou 
liuyuan de guanshang than he guanshang luxian' (Sightseeing spot and route In Shuzhou gardens) lN1 WU! lit t tl ; Si 
Q. Jianzhu Xuebao. 6 (1963). pp. 14-18; Mo, Yongyan $17)cAt and U Wenzuo A$k. 'Yuanlin xiaopin yishu chug de 
yijiang' (Artistic arrangement of garden furniture] ®##ýjýM, 'L*fif i1! Ay $ ý, Jianzhu Xuebao. 6 (1964), pp. 13-16; Liu, 
Dunzhen ij f a. Suzhou gudian yuanlin [The classical gardens of Suzhou) '5M tOll ®#$, (Beijing: Zhongguo Jianzhu 
Gongye Chubanshe. 1979); Sun, Xiaoxiang *jEIT. 'Wenren xieyl shanshul pal yuanlin yishu jingjie' [The artistic realm of the 
literati gardens with mountain-and-water and mental imagery] JAM; JRLb*Z®}$E*tj[n. In Capital Construction 
Committee of Jiangsu Province M'5*] *1V2OR* ed. Jiangsu yuanhn mingsheng [Jiangsu gardens and scenic spots] 
M, 50#$f. (Nanjing: Jiangsu Kexue Jishu Chubanshe, 1982). pp. 3-20. 
21 Completed in 1631, Yuan ye was almost lost in China in the early twentieth century. In 1933, based on the private collection of 
Zhu Qiqian, it was complied and published by the Chinese Architectural Society. See JI, Cheng itil (b. 1582). Yuan ye (The 
craft of gardens] MX 3. (Peking: Chinese Architectural Society *®97(}, 1932). In 1957, the book was again published by 
the Urban Construction Press. See Ji, Cheng #tht (b. 1582). Yuan ye [The craft of gardens) ®) ;. (Beijing: Chengshl Jianshe 
Chubanshe, 1957). The scholarly exploration of this classic text in the modem era Included: Yu, Shuxun *MM, 1.11 Cheng he 
Yuan ye' [Ji Cheng and Yuan ye] it a (®s , YuanyiXuebao. Vol. 2, No. 1 (February 1963), pp. 59-68; Shi, Diandong 
bi 
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theoretical underpinning. Additionally, there were some attempts to summarise traditional garden 
design approaches in general. 22 Some scholars also explored how garden traditions could be 
effectively incorporated or re-invented in modem projects. 2' 
In all these explorations, yijing (mental imagery, 24 iftIA) was always identified as the 
aesthetic ideal and shan shui (mountains and water, tU*) as the predominant attribute of 
garden making, and these gardens were then termed as xieyl shanshul yuan (idea-writing25 and 
mountains-and-water garden, _; dj*k3). 25 While this term was derived from private gardens, 
the above two aspects were equally the most important characteristics of imperial gardens, for 
which construction the private ones sometimes even served as a model. 
" Yijing (Mental imagery, iftift) 
Of the word yijing, yi literally means 'idea' or 'meaning'. and fing literally means 'realm'. The 
compound word connotes the highest aesthetic pursuit In the creation and appreciation of 
Chinese traditional arts. But the concept is far more complex and profound than its literal 
meaning. It relates to the Chinese outlook on the world and the relationship between man and 
nature. 
In traditional China, man and nature were thought to be undifferentiated. The ancient 
Air, Wang Gongquan I' Z. Chen Xlnyl I*ji-, and Huang Maoni It 11141. 'Guanyu Yuan ye de chubu fenxi yu pipan' (A 
preliminary analysis and criticism of Yuan ye] X-T t®; ) 090e f jthfl. YuanyiXuebao. Vol. 4, No. 3 (August 1965). pp. 
159-166. 
22 Guo, Husheng $iA-,. 'Yuanlin de tingzi' (Garden pavilions) ®#, #pq#2T. JianzhuXuebao. 6 (1959). pp. 31,38-39; Shul, Mu 
**. `Yuanlin tide bian'e yu duilian' (The inscribed board and couplet In gardens) Benin Ribao (February 
17,1962); Dou, Wu r4; ß. 'Zhichi shanlin: woguo yuanlin yishu de j'unghua' (Miniaturised mountains and forests: the cream of our 
nation's garden art) JtiRtll#3- ®®#ýg gýý Renmin R, bao (March 18,1962); Peng, Yigang #-PM. Tingyuan 
jianzhu yishu chull shoufa fenxi' (Analysis of the garden architecture arrangement) 91M 1t%JE*j1I2T-1**. Jianzhu 
Xuebao. 3 (1963), pp. 15-18; Deng, Luzeng 51.111. Woguo gudian yuanlin thong zhi zhlwu ticar (Planting themes In Chinese 
traditional gardens) ®#ý®#$ýýý}7jý . In Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks Jt 3 '1 114 . Beijing ah! yuanhn 
luhue 
gongzuo nianbao (1961-1962) (Annual reportof Beijing landscape architecture (1961-1962)) Jttýi®##t3fý2ffi9 
(1961-1962). (June, 1963): pp. 97-101; Zhang, Yuanfeng i 2hongguo gudian zaoyuan yishu de jiben yuanze' (Basic 
principles of the Chinese classical garden making] tP®-NAM®E*pq j *rAIPJ. Xueshu Yuekan. 9 (1979), pp. 74-81. 
23 u, Jiale III ff;. 'Guanyu jicheng zhongguo gudian yuanlin yishu yichan do yixie wenti' (Some Issues about the development 
of Chinese traditional garden heritage) 9Eýf ý(aýDQ®( ýk pp9- jýlg- YuanyiXuebao. Vol. 1, No. 3&4 
(November 1962), pp. 361-368; U. Jiale *; B S3. 'Jicheng yu fazhan zhongguo yuanlin chuantong fengge de tujing' 
(Approaches to inherit and develop the traditional style of Chinese gardens) 1g ý ýýý®##{itýflý($(Iýig@. In Beijing 
Municipal Bureau of Parks ; It*-MM#4J1J. Beijing shi yuanlin 10hua gonpzuo nianbao (1961-1962) [Annual report of Beijing 
landscape architecture (1961-1962)] 4t7 iJ! O#ftS1*1rV (1961-1962). (June. 1963): pp. 102-107; Cheng, Shifu f1t1E. 
'Suzhou gudian yuanlin yishu guweijinyong do tantao' (An investigation of making the classic Suzhou garden art serve the 
present] S! t{$AM# E*'f; h`MMrtfiJ. JianzhuXuebao. 3 (1980). pp. 6-12. 'Gudian yuanlin chuantong ruhe 
guweijinyong' (How to make the garden traditions serve the present) tA(M##fitAIMfq-&h4 jq. Jianzhu Xuebao. 5 (1980), 
pp. 26-27. 
24 The word'yijing' was translated as'poetic imagery' In Editorial Board of Chinese encyclopaedia: architecture, landscape 
architecture, city planning and Editorial Department of Chinese Encyclopaedia Press $M*Z5## 4S, 9t2140M0 ä131i 
4 t> ' i)X+ )WAOMO, 4®J<ri4±13a! Akdt>Ä1A? S ed. Chineseencyclopaeda: architecture, landscape architecture, OY 
planning 4®k I4$43, It IA, 044. Ui! J. U. (Beijing: Zhongguo Dabaike Quanshu Chubanshe, 1988), p. 523. This 
translation highlighted the concept of yi or the poetic quality of Chinese traditional garden. It was translated as'spatial Imagery' 
in Zhang, Jiaji IK; ii! X. Zhongguo zaoyuan tun [On Chinese garden making] gp mIlia ; Q. (Taiyuan: Shanxi Renmin 
Chubanshe, 2003), p. 177. This translation emphasised the concept of jrng In the compound word. 
25 'Idea-writing' is a translation of 'xieyf in Siren, Osvald. Gardens of China (New York: Ronald Press Company. 1949). p. 29. 
2° Sun, Xiaoxiang *Ill. Wenren xieyl shanshui pal yuanlin yishu jingjie' (The artistic realm of the literati gardens with 
mountain-and-water and mental Imagery) In Capital Construction Committee of Jiangsu 
Province kZir(4E*)V jr j'i* ed. Jiangsu yuanfin mingsheng (Jiangsu gardens and scenic spots) JLir®1 Z1J. (Nanjing: 
Jiangsu Kexue Jishu Chubanshe. 1982), pp. 3-20. 
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mythology of Pan Gu about the origin of the world clearly indicated that man was part of nature 
and at the same time all the constituents of nature could be found In man. 27 This homologous 
relationship between man and nature was firmly associated with the agrarian tradition. It derived 
from the importance of having to pay attention to natural forces and maintaining harmony with 
nature, to guarantee harvest and thus livelihood. While this was to some extent an attitude 
common to any agrarian society, in traditional China this harmony was upheld as the central part 
of the philosophical and moral system. 28 
While the dependence on agriculture generated an automatic respect of nature, it also 
determined ontology, how nature was conceptualised. In farming practice, people gained 
experience through direct observation or immediate apprehension, which meant concepts were 
achieved by intuition. 29 This also meant that the world was felt with the 'heart'. As a result, the 
demarcation of the subject and the object was not encouraged, and the greatest concern of the 
Chinese was the development of intrinsic value of life. 30 As for this kind of spiritual fulfilment, 
according to Chinese philosophers, 'it is nothing less than being a sage, and the highest 
achievement of a sage is the identification of the individual with the universe. '3' This was 
fundamentally different from classical Western thought, where'the world is regarded as being 
constituted from particular entities that are instantiations of transcendent qualities or principles. '32 
Thus it was a distinctive characteristic of the Chinese ontology with the idea of a continuum of 
subject and object, internal and external, and also man and nature. 
With this philosophical tradition, yjing (mental imagery) was the result of the active 
interaction of the subjective and objective in artistic creations. But it emphasised the 
transcendental experience in the spiritual realm, rather than the material reality which is 
inevitably limited. This could be demonstrated by the idea, developed by Chinese philosophers 
long ago, that one could or should 'forget words when grasping the image' and 'forget images 
when grasping the meaning. '" Zhuangzi (c. 369 - 286 B. C. ) of the Taoist school added, Words 
are for holding ideas, but when one has got the idea, one need no longer think about the 
words. '34 
As gardens in the Chinese mind were ultimately the artistic representation of the cosmic 
27 lt was told that in the very beginning a primordial egg hatched a god. Pan Gu, who lived eighteen thousand years. When he 
died, his perspiration became the rain, his breath the wind, his voice the thunder, his left eye the sun, his right eye the moon. 
his head and limbs the mountains, his blood the rivers and seas, his muscles the fields, his hair the plants, and his fleas the 
ancestor of man. See also Keswick. Maggie. The Chinese Garden, History. Art and Architecture (London: Frances Lincoln, 
2003), p. 39. 
2' Murphey, Rhoads. 'Man and Nature In China'. Modem Asian Stuäaes, Vol. 1, No. 4. (1967). p. 314. 
" Feng, Youlan, edited by Derk Bodde. A Short History of Chinese Philosophy (New York: Macmillan. 1948), p. 23. 
30 Gao, Qinghai. 'The Specialty of Thought Pertaining to Traditional Chinese Philosophy and Its Value'. Social Sciences in China. 
Vol. 23, PL 4, (2002), p. 19. 
°' Feng, Youlan, edited by Derk Bodde. A Short History of Chinese Philosophy (New York: Macmillan. 1948), p. 6. 
u Makeham. John. The Confucian Role of Names in Traditional Chinese Gardens'. Studies in the History of Gardens and 
Designed Landscapes. Vol. 18, No. 3, (Autumn 1998), p. 190. 
" The texts In Chinese are '14 ;tl! ' and 'P} $1 X t'. 
34 Quoted from Feng. Youlan, edited by Dertc Bodde. A Short History of Chinese Philosophy (New York: Macmillan, 1948), p. 12. 
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pattern, 35 the issue of y fing (mental Imagery) became crucial In their creation. This emphasis on 
yijing (mental imagery) was clearly demonstrated by the Inclusion of the character y/ In the term 
xieyi shanshui yuan (idea-writing and mountains-and-water garden). Of this, xieyi refers to a 
painting technique of freehand brushwork that is performed in pursuit of yijing (mental imagery). 
Thus this term also reveals the close relationship between garden making and painting. More 
specifically, xie means'to draw' or'to write', and xieyf means to have an Image produced by 
liberal use of ink and strokes, with suggestion and self-expression rather than depicting an object 
with articulation or preciseness, thereby insisting on spiritual representation through random or 
spontaneous forms. 36 In this way importance was given to suggestiveness, and what was 
expected to be gained by an observer was often not In reality presented, but something in the 
heartfelt experience and imagination. As a result, the real meaning was delivered indirectly. This 
is the essence of all traditional literati arts, then including garden making, in China. 
The spiritual fulfilment beyond a material limit and indirect way of expression became the 
source for, and actually determined various garden design principles and approaches with the 
elements of poetry, buildings, plantings, and mountains and water. 
'Poetic quality and pictorial flavour' was regarded as one of the most important 
characteristics of Chinese gardens. " The Incorporation of poetry in Chinese gardens was 
necessarily related to the art of calligraphy, best presented In the form of inscriptions, i. e. names, 
couplets, and appreciative poems, 38 engraved on plaques or tablets placed above a doorway, on 
either side of an entrance or gateway, or under the eaves of garden buildings. These literary 
elements and written forms are considered as the most Important approach in pursuit of yijing 
(mental imagery). 39 Indeed, they are fundamental in that without them a garden is considered 
somehow incomplete. This idea was demonstrated by a story of the Invention of inscriptions for a 
garden in Dream of the Red Chamber. 40 These often highlighted characteristic scenes in 
gardens, made reference to classical literature, or connected to historical events, thereby 
stimulating the beholder's imaginations in an evocative manner beyond the boundaries of the 
garden. For example, Far Perfume Hall in Artless Administrator's Garden in Suzhou was named 
u Graham, Dorothy. Chinese Gardens (New York: Dodd, Mead & Co.. 1938). p. 3: Wang. YI I it. Yuanhn yu zhongguo wenhue 
[Garden and Chinese culture) IMMi90®Aft. (Shanghai: Renmin Chubanshe. 1990), pp. 272.273: 
Zhu, Ya-xin. Landscape Design in Chinese Gardens (New York. London: McGraw-HBO. 1988). p. 7; Wang. Yl I. Yuanlin yu 
zhongguo wenhua (Garden and Chinese culture) ®t4 IP Ml$. (Shanghai: Renmin Chubanshe. 1990). pp. 427.428: Wu, 
Jiahua. A Comparative Study of Landscape Aesthetics- Landscape Morphology (Lampeter Lewiston. N. Y.: Edwin Mellen 
Press, 1995), p. 126. 
" Zhou, Weiquan ]QJJCZ. Zhongguogudran yuanhin shi [The history of Chinese classical garden) *MtAM#. St~. (Beijing: 
Tsinghua University Press. 1999), pp. 13-20. 
'° These three written forms were identified in Keswick, Maggie. The Chinese Garden: History, Art and Architecture (London: 
Frances Lincoln, 2003), p. 161. 
'° Wang, YI I. Yuanlin yu zhongguo wenhua [Garden and Chinese culture) ®>?. (;. $ gP{1j Jft. (Shanghai: Renmin Chubanshe. 
1990), p. 434; Zhou, Weiquan $) tQl . 
Zhongguo gudan yuanhn shl [The history of Chinese traditional garden] 4i i5' lI MO 
P_ (Beijing: Tsinghua University Press. 1999). p. 19. 
40 The story was mentioned In Keswick, Maggie. The Chinese Garden: History. Art and Architecture (London: Frances Lincoln, 
2003), pp. 163-167. It was also highlighted in contemporary China to demonstrate the importance of literary dimension In 
garden making. See Shut, Mu **. 'Yuanlin N de bian'o yu duilian' (The Inscribed board and couplet in gardens) QCOV R1» 
411qß. Renmin Fäbao (February 17.1962). 
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with reference to the neighbouring lotus pond. The name recalled the famous eulogistic lines of 
the lotus flower by Zhou Dunyl (1017-1073), one of the founders of Neo-Confuclanism: 'Its subtle 
perfume pervades the air far and wide. Resting there with Its radiant purity, the lotus is something 
to be appreciated from a distance, not profaned by intimate approach. '4' Also, those poetic and 
normally four-character descriptions for traditional 'Eight Landscape Scenes' were obvious 
examples, which always corresponded to distinctive scenic areas of a garden or Imperial resort. 
While literary and written traditions were quite important to promote y'ing (mental imagery) of 
gardens in the past, they were equally important for the creation of new socialist landscapes after 
the Liberation, since most new leaders of the People's Republic had a preference for them. It 
was notable that Chairman Mao had extensive knowledge of traditional culture and participated 
in this with the related arts of poetry and calligraphy. While the'Three Big Mountains', namely 
feudalism, imperialism, and capitalism, were the archetypal class enemies in striving for 
socialism, Mao maintained in 1952 that calligraphy, despite it being traditionally a special skill of 
the literati, a social minority, 'was a neutral battleground on which class conflict was taking place. 
He asserted that if the proletariat did not take the lead in calligraphy... then the bourgeoisie 
certainly would. A2 
Buildings played such an important role in gardens that some scholars have understood 
gardens as part of Chinese architecture. " It is true that garden spaces were often organised by 
buildings, and the manner of arrangement became an important tool for the generation of yjing 
(mental imagery). Thus from the ideal of having a sense of the infinite within boundaries and the 
indirect way of delivering the ultimate cause, came the various design characteristics such as 
'avoiding seeing everything at a glance', 'dividing and multiplying', garden within a garden, 
spatial segmentation and layers, scene framing, contrast in spatial sequences, beyond the 
boundary or scene borrowing, and a sinuous layout. 
Plants served a role also in the pursuit of yijing (mental imagery). Human virtues were to be 
found in plants according to their visual characteristics or growth attributes. For example, pine, 
bamboo and plum trees made up the popularly celebrated 'three friends of winter', all of which 
were personified to have an indomitable spirit, and it was commonly practiced to plant them in 
one garden. Pine, as an evergreen aging with gaunt and bent configurations, suggested tenacity 
and persistence and was seen as a symbol of longevity. Bamboo, another evergreen, tall and 
straight, bending in the wind but never breaking, suggested strength and resilience and was a 
Confucian symbol of a true gentleman. Plum trees (Prunus mume Siebold et Zucc. ), blooming 
4' Quoted in Keswick, Maggie. The Chinese Garden: History, Art endAtchdecture (London: Frances Lincoln, 2003), p. 192. 
41 Kraus. Richard Curt. Brushes with Power. Modem Politics and the Chinese AR of Calligraphy (Berkeley. Oxford: University of 
California Press, 1991), p. 78. 
" Zhu, Ya-xin. Landscape Design in Chinese Gardens (New York, London: McGraw-Hill, 1988). p. 15. This phenomenon was 
noted in Hardie, Alison. 'Introduction'. In Keswick. Maggie. The Chinese Garden: History. Art and Architecture (London: 
Frances Lincoln, 2003). p. 9. 
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before any other plant during severe winter snow with flowers on bare stalks, symbolised an 
unconquerable spirit such as the struggle of humankind with hardship and survival. 44 Similarly, it 
was common to grow tree peony and sweet osmanthus (Osmanthus fragrans Lour. ) together in a 
garden as a representation of honour. The tree peony, referred to as the 'king of flowers', was 
opulent and colourful acting as a symbol of wealth, nobility, and prosperity. Sweet osmanthus 
also signified wealth, since the homophone of its Chinese name, gui, meant high rank. 45 Also, 
the chrysanthemum, described as the'late fragrance', was extensively cultivated as a symbol for 
'those who defy frost' and 'those who survive all others. ''s Moreover, the cymbidium orchid was 
regarded as a prototype of a perfect personality. Blooming in the woods with its perfume probably 
unappreciated by men, it nonetheless exuded a pleasing but not overbearing fragrance. Just as 
the Qianlong Emperor (1711-1799) said, When I find pleasure in orchids, I love uprightness. '41 
The lotus flower served as a Confucian model for the 'superior man' and a symbol of purity, as it 
emerged uncontaminated from the muddy dirt. 48 It is clear that plant symbolism for the yijing 
(mental imagery) purpose, like the treatments of other garden elements, demonstrated the 
Chinese outlook towards nature and the identification of man with nature. 
" Shan shui (mountains and water, tU*) 
The traditional Chinese concept for landscape is shan shui, that literally means 'mountains 
and water'. 49 It is in garden making that'digging ponds and piling mountains' became a common 
phrase. 50 The relationship between mountains and water was so inextricable that an old saying 
went, 'Where there are mountains, there is bound to be water in the same place. 's' As a 
representation of the cosmic scheme, mountains were regarded as the bones of heaven and 
earth, and water the blood of heaven and earth. 52 While an understanding of traditional painting 
principles was essential for the appreciation of traditional gardens, this importance of 'mountains 
and water' could be further demonstrated by the fact that shan shui painting enjoyed the highest 
N Moms, Edwin T. The Gardens of China: History, Art and Meanings (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1983), pp. 167-174; 
Zhu, Ya-xin. Landscape Design in Chinese Gardens (New York, London: McGraw-Hill, 1988). p. 114: Keswick, Maggie. The 
Chinese Garden: History, Art and Ar hitecture (London: Frances Lincoln. 2003). p. 192. 
's Zhu, Junzhen. Chinese Landscape Gardening (Beijing: Foreign Languages Press, 1992), p. 14. 
'° Zhu, Ya-xin. Landscape Design in Chinese Gardens (New York. London: McGraw-Hill, 1988). p. 114. 
" Quoted In Keswick, Maggie. The Chinese Garden: History, Art and An hitecture (London: Frances Lincoln. 2003). p. 191. 
'° This quality was highly praised in the famous essay, 'Al Dian shuo' (Loving lotus) of Zhou Dunyi (1017-1073), which was 
memorized by every schoolchild in traditional China. It read: 1 myself love the lotus because It grows out of the shiny mud, and 
yet is not defiled, and because it lives In the pure and rippling water without appearing like a too fascinating and seductive 
lady. ' Quoted in Moms, Edwin T. The Gardens of China: History, AR, and Meanings (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 
1983), p. 180; Keswick, Maggie. The Chinese Garden: History, Art and Architecture (London: Frances Lincoln, 2003), p. 192. 
`° Some scholars have noted this conception. See Graham, Dorothy. Chinese Gardens (New York: Dodd, Mead & Co., 1938). P. 
5; Makeham, John. 'The Confucian Role of Names In Traditional Chinese Gardens'. Studies in the History of Gardens and 
Designed Landscapes. Vol. 18. No. 3, (Autumn 1998), p. 190; Zhou, Weiquan INtjVt. Zhongguo gudian yuanlin shi (The 
history of Chinese classical garden] gP ®; 04 ®4P.. (Beijing: Tsinghua University Press, 1999), p. 13; Keswick, Maggie. The 
Chinese Garden: History. Art and Architecture (London: Frances Lincoln, 2003), p. 170. 
50 This was also noted in Zhu, Ya-xin. Landscape Design in Chinese Gardens (New York, London: McGraw-Hill, 1988), p. 49; 
Keswick, Maggie. The Chinese Garden: History, Art andAichitecture (London: Frances Lincoln, 2003), p. 182. 
s' Quoted in Keswick, Maggie. The Chinese Garden: History, Ail and Architecture (London: Frances Lincoln, 2003), p. 178. 
52 The Northern Song (960-1126) landscapist Guo XI (c. 1023-1085) said that Water Is the blood of heaven and earth' and 
'Stones are the bones of heaven and earth. ' See Morris, Edwin T. The Gardens of China: History. Art, and Meanings (New 
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1983), pp. 146,148. 
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status among the several classes of traditional Chinese paintings. '3 
The status of 'mountains and water' In the Chinese idea of 'landscape' resulted from their 
crucial role in the man-and-nature relationship. 'Mountains' were important first of all because of 
the mountainous topography of China. Second, while agriculture favoured first low areas, 
mountains were perceived as wilderness. They were associated with primordial worship and 
endowed with animism, while awe and respect were reinforced by the perception that mountains 
were the nearest to Heaven. Water' was considered as a source of life (as indeed it is in other 
cultures). It also became an object with animism, as it was observed that, 'in ancient China, 
when so much depended on the yearly rain cycle, it is not surprising to kind [sic: find] water 
infused with the power of immortality. '" 
All these gave birth to the Kunlun fable, which believed that Immortals Inhabited the western 
Kunlun Mountains with water surrounding the feet of the Mountains. This mountain-and-water 
pattern was developed in the Penglai fable around the age of Warring States (403-221 B. C. ). The 
'mountains' then came to be the three magical isles, i. e. Penglai, Yingzhou and Fangzhang, in 
the eastern sea, where one could get an elixir for eternal life. Water occupied a significant part In 
the imagery here. It was because of the boundless stretch of water, providing a greater ideal than 
the towering mountain in symbolising the immense universe of the Chinese cosmos, that the 
Penglai fable was favoured over the Kunlun one. 55 While the magical isles could never be 
successfully reached, replicas of the abodes of the Immortals were firstly built in the grand 
imperial garden under the auspices of the Emperor Wudi (141-86 B. C. ) in the Han Dynasty (202 
B. C. - A. D. 220). Here three rocky islands created in the middle of a lake symbolised the fairyland, 
with the expectation that the Immortals would mistake them for their true homes, thus generating 
the possibility of obtaining the secret of longevity from them. 56 This mountain-and-water 
composition, i. e. so called 'one pond three islands', became a basic pattern in the creation of 
Chinese gardens. While this juxtaposition of mountains and water was the result of the aspiration 
for Heaven, it further contributed to the cosmological connotation, as mountains and water 
respectively represented the cosmic pairs of yang and yin, the positive and negative elements 
fundamental to the Chinese world view. The segmentation of the horizontal plane of the water 
with the mountainous protrusions also happened to accord with the design principle of 'dividing 
The first class Is landscape, or shan shui, painting; the second is painting of'flower and birds'; the third Is that about humans or 
social events. 
u Keswick, Maggie. The Chinese Garden: History, Art andA chilecture (London: Frances Uncoln, 2003), p. 185. The animism of 
water was also discussed In Wang, YI MIL. Yuan/in yu zhongguo wenhua [Garden and Chinese cuiturej Qfl14$9MM" 
(Shanghai: Renmin Chubanshe, 1990), p. 13. 
ss Wang, YI -: Et 
i. Yuanlin yu zhongguo wenhua [Garden and Chinese culture) L I41 rt (ý jLý. (Shanghai: Renmin Chubanshe, 
1990). p. 58. Indeed, the fable well matched the conceived cosmic scheme at the time: nine continents located within the four 
seas (Small Sea), beyond which was the Big Sea stretching to the fusion of the Heaven and the Earth: and China. which 
literally means 'Central Kingdom', was the central continent. 
5a For more details of the story, see Morris, Edwin T. The Gardens of China: History. Art and Meanings (New York: Charles 
Scribner's Sons, 1983). p. 13; Wang. M I12. Yuanhn yu zhongguo wenhua [Garden and Chinese culture] ®(4 1jj 9P INVt. 
(Shanghai: Renmin Chubanshe, 1990). pp. 57-58; Keswick, Maggie. The Chinese Garden- History. Art and A chitecture 
(London: Frances Lincoln, 2003), p. 50. 
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and multiplying' developed later. 
This provided evidence of the importance of mountains and water of the Chinese world view, 
Heaven and nature. It was therefore not surprising that traditionally they were a favourite place 
for solitary contemplation and meditation. This was also a reason why scenic qualities reserved 
such a strong emphasis in garden making, where nature was to be miniaturised and 
represented. 
Ideology and policy In the modern Chinese landscape 
The development of Mao's China was guided by a strong socialist-communist ideology, as Mao 
deemed that rectitude of political thought was of paramount importance in accomplishing a 
revolution. Official policies for the landscape development were established within the ideological 
framework. They were the vehicles to achieve the socialist or communist ideal. 
Chinese communist ideology 
Mao Zedong Thought issued by the CCP was the core of the Chinese communist ideology. 57 It 
was known as the 'sinification of Marxism', which meant the attaining of revolutionary progress 
and socialist ideals, and was established as a general guideline in 1945 at the Seventh Party 
Congress held in Yan'an. S° The Party Constitution read: 'The Chinese Communist Party takes 
the theories of Marxism-Leninism and the combined principles derived from the practical 
experience of the Chinese Revolution - the ideas of Mao Tse-tung - as the guiding principles of 
all its work. 59 In September 1956 this statement was amended at the Eighth Party Congress as 
'The Communist Party of China takes Marxism-Leninism as its guide to action', 60 in which Mao 
Zedong Thought was not mentioned. This was because of the criticism of the personality cult 
after the death of Joseph Stalin (1879-1953). However, this did not mean that Mao Zedong 
Thought was not decisive for the Chinese society thereafter. In April 1969, at the Ninth Party 
Congress, the resolution of the Seventh Party Congress was re-presented, with Mao Zedong 
Thought considered as a new development phase of Marxism-Leninism, i. e. 'Marxism-Leninism 
s' Outside the People's Republic, the term Maoism has been used to refer to the Mao Zedong Thought since the 1960s. This 
was most probably a result of the Sino-Soviet Split In the early 1960s. and the tern 'Maoism' became a convenient way of 
condemning any policies or Ideological innovations that were not deemed acceptable by the Soviet Union. 
Yan'an was the destination of the long March (October 1934 - October 1935) and the centre of the Chinese communist 
revolution from 1935 to 1948. 
Conrad Brandt, Benjamin Schwartz, and John K Fairbank. A Documentary History of Chinese Communism (Cambridge. 
Mass.: Harvard University Press. 1958), p. 422. The Chinese text Is'4®fpft. L; ($>"! t; 'ýýJQ# Xp71ýiQý Ri tßiflý3ýYi 
trc-&' . IM-: ¬: 
JF. ß. '9. i i]E! -t; ift 9 äit'. See 'Party Constitution of the Chinese Communist Party (Passed In the 
Seventh Party Congress on June 11,1945)' 4{pip* (®ýýttg®fýl'EjC$-flQ9lis¬ý'ciFjt-Aý) 
httpY/cpc Deoate tom cn GBr64162/64168/64559/4442095 himl, accessed on 29108/2007. 
60 Chinese Communist Party. The Constitution of the Communist Party of China, Report on the Revision of the Constitution of the 
Communist Party of China (Tang Hs, ao-ping) (Peking: Foreign Languages Press. 1956). p. 9. 
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of the era in which imperialism is heading for total collapse and socialism is advancing to 
worldwide victory. '6' As a result of the ultra-leftist political climate of the Cultural Revolution 
(1966-1969), this view was rather heroic or over-optimistic, but Mao Zedong Thought had guided 
the ideology of the CCP since. 
The Sixth Plenary Session of the Eleventh Central Committee of the CCP held on 27 June 
1981 officially summarised and evaluated Mao Zedong Thought in Resolution on Certain 
Questions in the History of Our Party since the Founding of the People's Republic of China-61 
The'living soul' of Mao Zedong Thought for all the activities of socialist revolution and 
construction was identified as seeking the truth from the facts, mass line, Independence and 
self-reliance. These had been developed in CCP's search for the modernisation of the backward 
agricultural country since the early twentieth century and have been recognised also in the West 
as positive elements in Mao's heritage. 63 
The idea of 'seeking truth from the facts was put forward as early as 1930 by Mao in his 
article 'Oppose Dogmatism', in which he made the famous statement With no concrete 
investigation, one is not qualified to speak'. 6' This suggested that the success of the socialist 
revolution should be achieved through strategies based on self-generated economic, social, and 
political measures. Chairman Mao once talked of devising a 'Chinese Road to Socialism', which 
first of all suggested an emphasis on the peasant issue, the majority of the people. Mao 
highlighted the significance of this issue as early as 1923 at the Third National Congress of the 
CCP, stating that, while in Hunan province there were few workers and even fewer members of 
the Communist Party and the Nationalist Party, peasants abounded. 6S In other words, the 
industrial proletariat, considered as the principal force in a socialist revolution in Marxism, only 
constituted a minor part of the population in China. Since in any nation the capitalists, aristocracy 
or other oppressors always formed the minority and the proletariat the majority, Mao suggested 
that the overwhelming majority of the Chinese people, i. e. the poor peasants, should be relied on 
for the revolution. Additionally, Mao considered that peasants could also be regarded as 
proletariats if they were indoctrinated with proletarian ideology. The peasant issue was further 
articulated in his 1926 article 'Analysis of the Classes of Chinese Society'" and in 1927 in a 
61 Cha(, Winberg, ed. Essential (Korks of Chinese Communism (Toronto, London: Bantam, 1972), p. 431. The Chinese text Is 't 
ft*1. XJA±t#f4Rill Malftfi934rt; ". 3! ' 1X'. See'Party Constitution of the 
Chinese Communist Party (The Ninth Party Congress)' 4M #Jftitit* tZ (jt. k) . 
htto: l/bizbsh bidi aov cn/ShowArticle esD? AJideID-22433, accessed on 29/0812007. 
0 'On Questions of Party History - Resolution on Certain Questions in the History of Our Party since the Founding of the 
People's Republic of China'. Beijing Review. No. 27 (July 6,1981). p. 33. 
63 Schram, Stuart. The Thought of Mao Tse-Tung (Cambridge, New York: Cambridge University Press, 1989), p. 201. 
°' Author's translation. The Chinese text was ; R41A 12,2? &Zt '. See Mao, Zedong. 'Fandul benben zhuyl (1930 nian 5 yue)' 
[Oppose Dogmatism (May 1930)) &7f **. 1$ (19301t5 F)) . 
http: ffwww marxists oralchinese/171marxist omchinese-mao-193005. htm, accessed on 29/08/2007. 
es Tang, Zongli, and Bing Zuo. Maoism and Chinese Culture (New York: Nova Science Publishers. 1996), p. 188. 
Mao, Zedong. 'Analysis of the Classes of Chinese Society (March. 1926)'. In Selected NVor*s of Mao Tse-tung. Vol. 1 (Peking: 
Foreign Languages Press, 1965). pp. 13-21. 
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'Report of An Investigation of the Peasant Movement in Hunan'. 67 'Every revolutionary comrade', 
he said, 'should know that the national revolution requires a great change in the countryside. The 
Revolution of 1911 did not bring about this change, hence its failure. '" Whilst being in favour of 
the peasantry in the revolution, Mao put forward his unique and effective military strategy of 
'encircling the cities from the rural areas', which was indicated in his 1930 article entitled 'A 
Single Spark Can Start a Prairie Fire'. 69 Since Mao favoured the peasantry, the countryside 
became regarded as progressive and revolutionary, while cities were treated as conservative, 
the domain of the elite, such as bureaucrats and Intellectuals. 
This favouring of the peasants, the Mass Line was the perceived notion of representation of 
the majority of the people. There were three levels of meaning of the Mass Line. Firstly, it 
represented the revolution for the masses, which meant proletarian egalitarianism and public 
morality as features of a communist utopia. It was thus intended to serve the public heart and 
soul as a prerequisite to achieve this ultimate goal. Secondly, the force of the revolution derived 
from the masses who should be relied on to play a leading role, as Mao said once: With many 
people, strength is great'. 7° Thirdly, the approach should be 'from the masses, and to the 
masses', " which implied a respect for the common people and the close relationship between 
the leading cadres and the masses. This exemplified the nature of egalitarianism. 
The spirit of independence and self-reliance emerged during the pre-Liberation period 
especially in the Yan'an era (1935-1948), when backwardness and hardship of the Border 
Region were exacerbated by the Japanese invasion of the 1930s and by the Nationalists' 
blockade. Thus independence and self-reliance were initially promoted to overcome economic 
difficulties during wartime. In doing so, proletarian egalitarianism was emphasised, production 
aspiration was reinforced, and a range of moral values were generated. 
As a strategy against foreign aggressors, Mao in December 1935 in 'On Tactics against 
Japanese Imperialism', stated that We Chinese have the spirit to fight the enemy to the last drop 
of our blood, the determination to recover our lost territory by our own efforts, and the ability to 
stand on our own feet in the family of nations. 'n Independence and self-reliance had been 
Mao, Zedong. 'Report of An Investigation of the Peasant Movement in Hunan (March. 1927)'. In Selected Works of Mao 
Tse-tung. Vol. 1 (Peking: Foreign Languages Press, 1965). pp. 23-59. 
Mao, Zedong. 'Report of An Investigation of the Peasant Movement In Hunan (March. 1927)'. In Selected Works of Mao 
Tse-tung. Vol. l(Peking: Foreign Languages Press. 1965). p. 27. 
°° Mao, Zedong. 'A Single Spark Can Start a Prairie Fire (January 5.1930)'. In Selected Works of Mao Tse-tung. Vol. 1(Peking: 
Foreign Languages Press, 1965). p. 126. 
70 The Chinese text is ', k J; )i Lk'. Translated in Shapiro. Judith. Mao's War against Nature: Politres and the Environment in 
Revolutionary China (New York. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001). p. 20. 
71 'On Questions of Party History -Resolution on Certain Questions In the History of Our Party since the Founding of the People's 
Republic of China'. Beijing Review. No. 27 (July G. 1981), p. 33. 
n Mao, Zedong. 'On Tactics against Japanese Imperialism (December 27,1935)'. In Selected Works of Mao Tse-tung. Vol 1 
(Peking: Foreign Languages Press. 1965). p. 170. The self-reliance as wartime strategy was further emphasised In 1939 and 
1940. See Mao, Zedong. 'Interview with Three Correspondents (September 16,1939)'. In Selected Works of Mao Tse-tung. 
Vol. 2 (Peking: Foreign Languages Press. 1965). p. 270: Mao, Zedong. 'Tbe Identity of Interests between the Soviet Union and 
All Mankind (September 28,1939)'. In Selected Works of Mao Tse-tung. Vol. 2 (Peking: Foreign Languages Press. 1965). P. 
282; Mao, Zedong. 'On Policy (December 25.1940)'. In Selected Works of Mao Tse-lung Vol. 2 (Peking: Foreign Languages 
Press, 1965), p. 444. 
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highlighted for economic construction since the 1940s. 73 In 1942, Mao summarised his wartime 
experiences in Yan'an In'Economic and Financial Problems In the Anti-Japanese War': 
In the last five years we have passed through several stages. Our worst difficulties occurred In 1940 and 
1941, when the Kuomintang [Nationalist Party] created friction by its two anti-Communist drives, For a time 
we had a very acute scarcity of clothing, cooking oil, paper and vegetables, of footwear for our soldiers and 
of winter bedding for our civilian personnel. The Kuomintang tried to strangle us by cutting off the funds due 
to us and imposing an economic blockade; we were indeed in dire straits. But we pulled through. Not only 
did the people of the Border Region provide us with grain but, in particular, we resolutely built up the public 
sector of our economy with our own hands. The government established many industries to meet the needs 
of the Border Region, the troops engaged in an extensive production campaign and expanded agriculture, 
industry and commerce to supply their own needs, and the tens of thousands of people in the various 
organizations and schools also developed similar economic activities for their own support. This 
self-supporting economy, which has been developed by the troops and the various organizations and 
schools, is a special product of the special conditions of today. It would be unreasonable and 
incomprehensible in other historical conditions, but it is perfectly reasonable and necessary at present. It Is 
by such means that we have been overcoming our difficulties. " 
Thus on the rural land emerged the practice of associating industry and education with 
production whilst adhering to independence and self-reliance. 7s Although Mao at the time 
thought this approach was not applicable to all circumstances, due to the special attachment to 
the peasantry, it was to be emphasised in egalitarian policies after the Liberation, such as 
Walking on Two Legs' and the 'elimination of the Three Great Differences'76 of the Great Leap 
Forward (GLF). Additionally, production was very important to build up the economic foundation 
for revolutionary success. In view of the economic difficulties, Mao put forward the slogan of 'Use 
our own hands and attain the objective of ample food and clothing'. " Thus it was not surprising 
that the pursuit of production came to be seen as an indicator of being revolutionary. This was 
» See Mao, Zedong. 'Economic and Financial Problems in the Anti-Japanese War (December 1942)'. In Selected Works of Mao 
Tse-lung. Vol 3 (Peking: Foreign Languages Press. 1965), pp. 111.116. Mao, Zedong. 'Get Organized) (November 29.1943)'. 
In Selected Works of Mao Tse-tung. Vol. 3 (Peking: Foreign Languages Press. 1965), p. 154; Mao, Zedong. We Must Learn to 
Do Economic Work (January 10,1945)'. In Selected Works of Mao Tse-tung. Vol. 3 (Peking: Foreign Languages Press, 1965). 
p. 241; Mao, Zedong. 'On Production by the Army for Its Own Support and on the Importance of the Great Movements for 
Rectification and for Production (April 27.1945)'. In Selected Korks of Mao Tse-tung. Vol 3 (Peking: Foreign Languages 
Press. 1965), p. 325; Mao. Zedong. 'Situation and Our Policy after Victory over Japan (August 13.1945)'. In Selected Works of 
Mao Tse-tung. Vol. 4 (Peking: Foreign Languages Press, 1961), p. 20; Mao, Zedong. 'Smash Chiang KaI-shek's Offensive by 
AWar of Self-defence (July 20,1946)'. In Selected Woks of Mao Tsedung. Vol 4 (Peking: Foreign Languages Press. 1961). P. 
91. 
?" Mao, Zedong. 'Economic and Financial Problems In the Anti-Japanese War (December 1942)'. In Selected Works of Mao 
Tse-tung. Vol. 3 (Peking: Foreign Languages Press, 1965). p. 112. 
15 The significance of this practice was also mentioned In Meisner, Maurice. Mao's China and Aller. A History of the People's 
Republic (New York: Free Press, 1999), p. 48. 
'° The Three Great Differences' were the distinction between town and countryside, the distinction between Industry and 
agriculture, the distinction between mental and manual labour. Although the slogan was not advocated until the GLF, the idea 
was put forward by Mao just a few months before the declaration of the founding of the PRC In the report of the Second 
Plenary Session of the Seventh Central Committee of the CCP in March 1949: 'Since 1927, our work has been concentrated In 
the countryside... From now on, it will be a period when the emphasis shifts to the cities from the countryside and the cities 
lead the countryside... (But) consideration must be given to both the cities and the countryside. The work In the cities and In 
the countryside, workers and peasants, and Industry and agriculture must be closely Interrelated. ' See 'Zai zhongguo 
gongchandang digi jie zhongyang weiyuanhul dier cl quanti huiyi shang de baogao' (Report of the Second Plenary Session of 
the Seventh Central Committee of the CCPj ýfý(p3ýp`StýIttýdýyt, ýbiitS(t=ýc4S4ý4: i6'ýjbl4tr. 
http: llwww marxists oraºchinesel171marxist ora-Chinese-mao-19490305 htm, accessed on 27/08/2007. 
n The Chinese text is'p P-MT-, **FS? 1Q'. Mao, Zedong. 'Get Organized) (November 29,1943)'. In Selected Works of Mao 
Tse-tung. Vol. 3 (Peking: Foreign Languages Press, 1965). p. 154. 
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evident throughout Mao's era, and whether an activity was favourable for production was thus a 
criterion for being socialist, or not. For example, with their consumption-based economies, cities 
were traditionally considered conservative, but after the 1949 Liberation they were generally 
required to be production-based. Chairman Mao envisioned an Industrialised Beijing with the sky 
filled with smokestacks. 7° At the same time, 'consumption' was looked down upon, exemplified 
by the slogan, 'production first and livelihood second' which rang out during the Thirty Years. 
Besides the egalitarian vision and the aspiration of production associated with the spirit of 
self-reliance, the adherence to the spirit necessitated restrained social conduct and certain moral 
values that advocated mutual aid or cooperation and some ascetic values, such as hard work, 
self-abnegation, altruism and frugality. In the Yan'an base area, these conduct and values were 
of particular importance in view of the limited resources, the underdeveloped agricultural 
production and the harsh living conditions. They were elaborated in three articles by Mao, later 
canonised as the 'Three constantly read articles' in the early Cultural Revolution (1966-1969): '9 
'In Memory of Norman Bethune' (1939) praising the Canadian communist Bethune (1890-1939)'s 
'utter devotion to others without any thought of self : '° 'Serve the People' (1944) commemorating 
Comrade Zhang Side (1915-1944) whose death for the interests of the people was praised as 
being weightier than Mount Tai; 81 and 'The Foolish Old Man Who Removed the Mountains' 
(1945) encouraging diligent work no matter what hardships there would be, through retelling a 
traditional Chinese fable. 82 
With such ideological indoctrination, the slogan of'self-reliance'was later expanded and 
'. °3 became generally known as'Relying on our own efforts, and working hard for prosperity 
While this spirit of self-reliance was required for subsistence, development and ultimately 
emancipation of the Chinese people, it was not surprising that Mao considered suffering as 
essential for revolutionaries to acquire a lofty character. Characteristically, peasant-orientated 
thinking was strengthened by these advocacies, which intended to benefit poor peasantry 
Fairbank. Wilma. Liang and Lin: Partners in Explonng China's Architectural Past (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania 
Press, 1994), p. 170. 
" 'Maxims for Revolutionaries - The 'Three Constantly Read Articles". Pelnng Review, (January 6.1967), pp. 7-8. 10 Mao, Zedong. 'In Memory of Norman Bethune (December 21,1939)'. In Selected Works of Mao Tse-tung. Vol. 2 (Peking: 
Foreign Languages Press, 1965), p. 337. 
Mao, Zedong. 'Serve the People (September 8,1944)'. In Selected Woks of Mao Tse-tung. Vol. 3 (Peking: Foreign 
Languages Press, 1965). pp. 227-228. 
'= Mao retold the story: 'There is an ancient Chinese table called 'The Foolish Old Man Who Removed the Mountains'. it tells of 
an old man who lived in northern China long, long ago and was known as the Foolish Old Man of North Mountain. His house 
faced south and beyond his doorway stood the two great peaks. Talhang and Wangwu. obstructing the way. He called his sons. 
and hoe in hand they began to dig up these mountains with great determination. Another greybeard, known as the Wise Old 
Man, saw them and said derisively, "How silly of you to do thisl It is quite impossible for you few to dig up these two huge 
mountains. * The Foolish Old Man replied, 'When t die, my sons will carry on: when they die, there will be my grandsons, and 
then their sons and grandsons, and so on to infinity. High as they are, the mountains cannot grow any higher and with every bit 
we dig, they will be that much lower. Why can't we clear them awayr Having refuted the Wise Old Man's wrong view, he went 
on digging every day, unshaken in his conviction. God was moved by this, and he sent down two angles, who carried the 
mountains away on their backs. Today, two big mountains he like a dead weight on the Chinese people. One is imperialism, the 
other is feudalism. The Chinese Communist Party has long made up its mind to dig them up. We must persevere and work 
unceasingly, and we, too, will touch God's heart. Our God is none other than the masses of the Chinese people. If they stand 
up and dig together with us, why can't these two mountains be cleared away? ' See Mao, Zedong. 'The Foolish Old Man Who 
Removed the Mountains (June 11,1945)'. In Selected Works of Mao Tse-lung. Vol. 3 (Peking: Foreign Languages Press, 
1965), p. 322. 
°' The Chinese text '1I± I±, JRX914'or'Cj 1,10116'. 
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particularly. Traditionally, since poor peasants had to sustain themselves through toil while being 
exploited by the ruling class, they remained in poverty. Diligence and thrift were thus regarded as 
good characteristics for a proletarian orientation. On the other end, indolence, extravagance, 
desire for luxury goods and physical comfort, associated with the traditional exploitation by 
landlords, were considered as crimes. These were associated with deviation from'correct 
thought'. 
The Maoist ideology of seeking truth from the facts, mass line, independence and 
self-reliance was instrumental to the revolutionary triumph of 1949. In the socialist era they 
remained valuable when ideological rectitude was emphasised for the ideal future. However, 
within the political and economic development that followed, their original intentions were often 
lost. These resulted from the negative elements of the Maoist ideology: the overestimation of the 
role of man's subjective will, the personality cult of Mao himself, and the obsession with class 
struggle. In these, people's capacity to change the world by an act of will was exaggerated, 
personal loyalty to the superior in the same logic of the old social order and hierarchy rooted in 
Confucianism was intensified, and the difficulty and ambiguity in classifying people based on 
subjective criteria resulted in indiscriminate persecution of numerous 'class enemies' or'people's 
enemies'. 84 These activities were virtually characterised by impatience for the accomplishment 
of the socialist ideal and excessive stress on politics. 
Development phases 
Under the Maoist ideology, the Thirty Years' socialist development consisted of several 
distinctive phases with economic construction programmes, and political movements and events. 
A brief review of these phases is helpful in understanding how landscape policies developed 
within evolving economic, social and political situations. Six phases were identified: 
Rehabilitation (1949-1952), Progress (1953-1957), High Tide (1958-1960), Readjustment 
(1961-1965), Destruction (1966-1969) and Revival (1969-1979). 
" Rehabilitation (1949-1952) 
Since the mid-nineteenth century, China had regularly been on the receiving end of foreign 
aggression as well as internal political and social turbulence with the decline of the Qing Dynasty 
(1644-1911). The defeat of the Qing troops in the Opium War in 1840 marked the beginning of 
the semi-colonial society and China's modem endeavours to fight against imperialist powers in 
order to achieve national independency. The 1911 Revolution overthrew Qing rule resulting in the 
14 Schram, Stuart. The Thought of Mao Tse-Tung (Cambridge. New York: Cambridge University Press, 1989). p. 202. 
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founding of the Republic of China. However, the new regime failed to provide stable political and 
social conditions for building a modem country, and was followed by warfare among warlords, 
the First Revolutionary Civil War (1924-1927), the Second Revolutionary Civil War (1927.1937), 
the Anti-Japanese War (1937-1945), and the Third Revolutionary Civil War (1945-1949). All 
these not only undermined the economic basis for a modern country, but also left devastation 
everywhere upon the Chinese communists' 1949 takeover. The economy was thus weakened 
and the Industrial output In 1949 was only half that of 1936, the highest figure during the 
twentieth century, which was low compared with many other developed counties. 's Social 
inequality, corruption, inflation, crimes, food shortages and famine were common. Whilst 
measures were taken to tackle these to pave the way for socialist development, the CCP 
generally felt that three years would be required for a necessary rehabilitation. With the 
economic constraints, the ascetic values developed in the harsh conditions during the 
pre-Liberation era continued to take effect. Immediately after the declaration of the founding of 
the PRC, Mao called upon the revolutionary personnel of the whole country to'always keep to 
the style of plain living and hard struggle'. 86 In cities, the imperative of responsible use of limited 
resources and the practice of thrift In the design professions and urban construction works, were 
reinforced by the struggle against the 'three evils' (corruption, waste and bureaucracy) waged in 
December 1951 and the struggle against the'five evils' (bribery, tax evasion, theft of state 
property, cheating on government contracts and stealing economic information) started in 
January 1952. Being essential to maintain revolutionary spirit and ideological rectitude, this strict 
practice of thrift was of lasting significance for years to come. '? On the other hand, in the 
countryside Land Reform, as an egalitarian movement already carried out well before 1949 in the 
'liberated areas', was continued to pave the way for agricultural collectivisation. 
" Progress (1953-1957) 
In international politics. China naturally allied with the Soviet Union, not only because the 
two countries shared the same ideological ground, but also because China needed national 
security against the hostility of the capitalist world and economic and technical assistance for the 
es Zou, Denong `{ j&. Zhongguo xiandai janzhu shl (The history of modem Chinese architecture) tVWH1t1t 1Ap_. (Tianjin: 
Tianjin Kexue Jishu Chubanshe, 2001), p. 87. 
86 Mao, Zedong. 'Always Keep to the Style of Plain Living and Hard Struggle (October 26,1949)'. In Selected Wbrks of Mao 
Tse-tung. Vol. 5 (Oxford: Distributed by Pergamon, 1978), p. 23. 
S7 Thrift was constantly emphasised during the Mao era. See 'Fandui jlanzhu thong de langfei xianxiang' (Fight against waste In 
architectural constructions] 1st Iý ßp9 l3ýTýt. Renmin Rbao (March 28.1955); Ouanmlan kaizhan jieyue yundong' (Launch 
a movement for practising economy in an all-rounq way) $X f K1Sf IzF.. Renown F bao (May 14,1955); Cao, Baoming 9U 
Ja. 'Bixu zhizhl Iangfei tudi de xingwei (Land wasting must be checked) dx LJ"- 01 'j f. Renmin R boo (August 23, 
1955): 'Jianjue jiangdi fei shengchanxing jianzhu de ztuöiao' (Firmly reduce the standard of the non-productive architecture) RA 
Renmin Rbao (June 19,1955): 'Chengsh jlanshe bixu tube jieyue yuanze' (Economical principles must 
be followed in city construction) l rýiiý Lýäj i$ 3J ýiý1" RwPabao (May 24,1957); Women do xingdong kouhao: fanduf 
langfei, ginjian jianguol' (Our slogan for action: fight against waste, build up the country through thrift and hard work! ] W(]MjM 
q -jQ Jf I1®I . 
Renmin Fbbao (February 2,1958); 'Jleyue shi shehul zhuyl do jingjl yuanze' (To be thrifty is the 
socialist economic principle) 15f1J#tt1)Z t ;f 8%x'1. Renmin Rbao (October 17,1972). 
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socialist construction with the state of 'poverty and blankness', °° In other words, starting with a 
blank sheet to build up from a state of poverty. Only five months after the founding of the PRC, 
the Sino-Soviet Treaty of Friendship, Alliance, and Mutual Aid was signed during Mao's visit to 
Moscow in February 1950. 'Learn from the Soviet Union' became the prevalent slogan under the 
policy of 'Leaning to One Side'°°. The First Five-Year Plan (FYP) (1953.1957) was modelled on 
the Soviet First Five-Year Plan (1928-1932). The Soviet Union was now the main source of help 
and became the model to be emulated in various spheres of the socialist development (Fig. 2.3). 
With the implementation of the First FYP, considerable economic achievement was made 
with an annual growth of 18.4 percent in gross value of industrial output (14.7 percent In the 
original Plan) and an annual growth of 4.5 percent in gross value of agricultural output (4.3 
percent in the original Plan). 90 Additionally, the socialist transformation of ownership of the 
means of production was carried out during these years and was completed by 1956. All these 
demonstrated a promising socialist future for China. However, these were at the same time 
achieved at the expense of social equality and flexible political control of the CCP. 
The Hundred Flowers Campaign (1956-1957) was launched in order to address these 
problems. Under the slogan of 'Let a hundred flowers blossom, let a hundred schools of thought 
contend', intellectuals were invited and encouraged to have free discussions and even criticise 
the defects in governing by the CCP since Liberation and of problems generated in the First FYP 
(such as bureaucracy), to enable a more healthy development towards socialist ideals. 
Unfortunately, the Campaign was short-lived since the CCP soon perceived criticism as a threat 
to governance. Numerous intellectuals were classified as rightists. The Anti-Rightist Campaign 
launched in June 1957 dampened enthusiasm for beneficial explorations and actually marked 
the beginning of the distorted development of Chinese socialism. 
" High tide (1958-1960) 
In view of the economic achievement of the First FYP and with the criticism of conservative 
ideas for development, the Great Leap Forward (GLF) campaign, a fanatical attempt to achieve 
full communism as if overnight, was launched in May 1958 with the General Line, 'Go all out, aim 
Mao explicitly put forward the 'poor and blank' thesis when launching the GLF (1958-1960) In his article 'Introducing a 
cooperative'. See Mao, Zedong. 'Jieshao yige hezuoshe' jlntrodudng a cooperative) *tA-4 1ttii±. HonDOi (June 1.1958). 
pp. 3-4. For an English translation, see Mao, Zedong. 'Introducing a Co-operative'. Peking Review, (June 10,1958). p. 6. 
"" In one of his 1949 articles, Mao explicitly and firmly expressed the one side stand on socialism: "You are leaning to one side. ' 
Exactly. The forty years' experience of Sun Yat-sen and the twenty-eight yeah' experience of the Communist Party have 
taught us to lean to one side, and we are firmly convinced that In order to win victory and consolidate it we must lean to one 
side. In the light of the experiences accumulated in these forty years and these twenty-eight years, all Chinese without 
exception must lean either to the side of imperialism or to the side of socialism. Sitting on the fence will not do, nor is there a 
third road. We oppose the Chiang Kai-shek reactionaries who lean to the side of imperialism, and we also oppose the Illusions 
about a third road. ' See Mao, Zedong. 'On the People's Democratic Dictatorship (June 30,1949)'. In Mao. Zedong. Selected 
Works of Mao Tse-tung. Vol. 4 (Peking: Foreign Languages Press, 1961), p. 415. 
90 Documentary Research Unit of the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party #E $1L ARä1 rnffi, ed. Mao 
Zedong zhuan (1949-1976) (Biography of Mao Zedong (1949.1976)) , 
i# l); (g (1949-1976) . (s ipng: 
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Figure 23A propaganda ";;,, c. irning from the Soviet Union' was current 
A building worker is laying bricks. with a Soviet style building in the background with a portrait of Joseph Stalin 
(1879-1953) on the main facade The caption in the top left corner reads. 'The Soviet Union is our model t ýý* 
LIXIftflM, fVT). ' 
Source: IISH Stefan R Landsberger Collection (http /h%ww nso nt -tandsberger) 
high and achieve greater. faster, better and more economical results in building socialism'91 
formulated in the Second Session of the Eighth National Congress of the CCP (Fig 2 4) But the 
GLF was also launched to address social problems. such as inequality. resulting from the First 
FYP based on the Soviet model While the First FYP concentrated on the development in the 
cities, Mao at this time turned to the countryside where the CCP triumphed to seek revolutionary 
power by praising the 'poverty and blankness' and 'advantages of backwardness' of the majority 
poor peasants: 
Apart from their other characteristics China s six hundred million people are first of all poor and secondly 
'blank' That may seem like a bad thing, but it is really a good thing Poor people want change, want to do 
things, want revolution A clean sheet of paper has no blotches and so the newest and most beautiful words 
can be written on it. the newest and most beautiful pictures can be painted on it ®' 
Through this shift from the cities to the countryside, the movement was intended to eliminate 
the so called 'Three Great Differences' between mental and manual labour, city and countryside, 
and workers and peasants As a result, the Second FYP to be implemented from 1958, similar to 
the first one based on the Soviet model, was to be replaced by a particular Chinese approach 
In August 1958, the Beidaihe Conference was organised by the Central Political Bureau of 
91 The Chinese text is '3k Y 
92 Mao, Zedong 'Introducing a Co-operative' Peking Review. (June 10.1958), p6 
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Figure 24A prepaq, 3nda po-, Ier in 1vtihrn 1hi (_, LF campaign ( 1958 14+I, U v- v, . IuIm w(I It vi,, u, III,, r. r1 thr, 
editorial. 'Riding wind and cleaving waves from Peoples Daily on 1" January 1958 The four characters on 
the sail were the key words of the 'General Line' 'greater, faster, better and more economical ( f)p(J4)' 
Source IISH Stefan R Landsberger Collection (htto www, i sg nl, -landsberger) 
the CCP, and specific proposals were provided for the GLF °' Largely, the emphasis was on two 
movements One was to establish the people's communes to operate the agricultural 
collectivization on a much larger scale. The other one was to engage in steel making, as Mao 
proposed that China should catch up with Britain within seven years and the United States within 
eight to ten years in steel making. with the policy to 'Take Steel as the Key Link, Leap Forward in 
an All-round Way' 
The GLF was characterised by rapid and far-ranging developments Unusual emphasis was 
placed on production with the strategy of'high accumulation and low consumption' However, the 
economy was still too weak and social conditions too uncertain to serve as a solid foundation for 
the envisioned communism and to withstand radical transformations. Also, the flashy 'Wind of 
Exaggeration' exacerbated the economic imbalance. All these resulted in the dejected failure 
evidenced by the Three Difficult Years (1959-1961), in which millions of Chinese starved to 
death. sa 
" Readjustment (1961-1965) 
After the failure of the GLF, Mao's radical development policies gave way to more practical 
and cool-headed ones aimed at economic and social recovery In the Ninth Plenary Session of 
Q3 Forty resolutions were adopted in the Beidaihe Conference Two of them were the most important and influential One was 
The enlarged conference of the Political Bureau of CCP Central Committee calls the whole Party and people to strive for the 
production of 10.7 million tons of steel' (i; i it Fm #; ), ij k {j 7`31 ' i' 1.070 j' P4. J , fr fi' and the other was 
'CCP Central Committee's resolution of establishing People's Communes in the rural areas' (4,3t ßi111, i, ,, 1' it : ', fi i: 
4±frJlýf3J iX) 
Accounts about this famine abound. One of the latest estimated number of the people who died is 32 5 million See, Cao. Shup 
##4t. Dajihuang 1959-1961 man de zhongguo renkou (Great Famine Chinese population 1959-19611 ,1 
J1ri 1959-1961 
it Tj ci mAq (Hongkong Xianggang shidai guop chuban youxian gongsi, 2005). 
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the Eighth Central Committee of the CCP held in January 1961, the Eight-Character Principle, 
'Readjustment, Rectification, Supplementation and Improvement' was adopted. However, this 
policy did not result in an egalitarian society but led once again to a privileged class. With a fear 
of ideological degradation, Mao created his now famous slogan 'Under no circumstances should 
we forget class struggle' in the Tenth Plenary Session of the Eighth Central Committee of the 
CCP in September 1962, which finally resulted in the Cultural Revolution (1966-1969). 
In addition to the internal predicament of China, the international politics was equally 
problematic with the loss of the Soviet Union as an ally. Actually the abandonment of the Soviet 
model for development in the late 1950s raised much anger in the Soviet Union. Additionally, 
since Nikita Khrushchev's coming into power, there had been ideological divergences between 
the two socialist countries. The Soviet communist tenets were labelled and condemned as 
revisionism, which meant unorthodox Marxism, by the Chinese. In the summer of 1960, 
Khrushchev abruptly recalled the Soviet specialists in the Chinese enterprises, which finally 
resulted in the Sino-Soviet split and the exacerbation of the Chinese economic debacle. China 
also became isolated on the international stage, which had two immediate implications: first, the 
policy of self-reliance was required to be further emphasised; second, military aggression was a 
serious problem for the security of China within the antagonistic international environment. 
" Destruction (1966-1969) 
Officially dated from May 1966 to October 1976, the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution 
was another utopian movement, which like the previous GLF campaign brought about terrible 
turmoil and deep disaster for the whole nation. But the most appalling destruction occurred in the 
first three years of the movement. The Ninth Party Congress held in 1969 marked its climax 
when Mao Zedong Thought was upheld to a paramount status it had never enjoyed before. 
Unlike the utopianism of the GLF, the movement' was marked by a strange negative utopianism, 
its author far more preoccupied with the weight of the past than with any positive vision of the 
future. '95 Whilst striving for proletarian ideological rectitude, the period was largely characterised 
by violent assault upon so-labelled feudalism, revisionism, capitalism and with the intention of 
obliterating vicious elements both materially and spiritually (Fig. 2.5). 
" Revival (1969-1979) 
The Cultural Revolution began to be less violent and the domestic situation was somewhat 
improved from the late 1960s due to changes of the national and international political climate. At 
the time, there were some significant events in the communist world, especially the 1968 
invasion by the Soviet Union of Czechoslovakia. Another one was the Sino-Soviet border conflict 
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Figure 2.5 A propaganda poster from the Cullum' Re. motion (1966-1969) The Little Red Book is held high 
by a soldier, meanwhile the counter-revolutionanes are dealt a severe blow by the workers The caption 
reads, 'Hold high the great red banner of Mao Zedong Thought - thoroughly smash the rotten 
counter-revolutionary revisionist line in literature and art 
Source. IISH Stefan R Landsberger Collection (http /twww u§g nu-landsberger) 
which happened at Zhenbao Island in the Ussun River in March 1969 In view of these incidents. 
China required a revision of its foreign policy to counter the menace from the Soviet Union, and 
to act as another considerable socialist power in the international politics 
The Second Plenary Session of the Ninth Central Committee of the CCP held in late August 
1970 announced that China's foreign policy was now based on the principle of 'peaceful 
coexistence between countries with different social systems' This meant the capitalist countries 
could also be 'friends' and the policy was obviously directed to the amelioration of the 
relationship between China and the United States, another world power that matched the Soviet 
Union. The implementation of the policy was effectively followed by the 'ping-gong diplomacy in 
early April of 1971,96 China's entry into the United Nations in October 1971,9' and the visit of the 
American President Nixon in February 1972 °8 Within these circumstances, previous destruction 
was replaced by construction for the socialist development 
When Mao died on 9 September 1976, Hua Guofeng succeeded as Chairman of the CCP 
on 6 October. He continued Mao's political orientation and policies by claiming that 'to support 
96 In early April of 1971 a Chinese table tennis team in Nagoya. Japan. invited the Amencan team who also attended the match 
to visit the People's Republic Along with the US players were a number of American journalists They had been the first 
group of Americans to be permitted entry to China since 1949 On 11 April 1972 the Chinese table tennis team paid a return 
visit to the United States 
Nixon, Richard M RN The Memoirs of Richard Nixon (London Sidgwick and Jackson, 1978), pp 556.557 
9B Nixon. Richard M RN The Memoirs of Richard Nixon (London Sidgwick and Jackson. 1978) pp 559 580 
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whatever policy decisions were made by Chairman Mao' and 'unswervingly follow whatever 
instructions were given by Chairman Mao. ' But this meant largely a return to policies 
implemented during the pre-1957 period, rather than those of Mao's last leftist twenty years. 
However, Maoist ideology was now a spent force with the entire society disappointed after the 
GLF, and severely wounded during the Cultural Revolution. The convening of the Third Plenary 
Session of the Eleventh Central Committee of the CCP from 18 to 22 December 1978 marked 
the fundamental alteration of national policies, stressing more on economic construction rather 
than ideological struggles to build the modem nation. 
Modernity versus tradition 
Many policies affecting the landscape profession in the new era demonstrated a concern about 
the nation's age-old traditions, either the incorporation or the obliteration of them. Since 
socialism aimed to benefit the ordinary masses and traditions were often represented by elite 
culture of the past, such as Confucianism, the tension between modernity and tradition was one 
between the majority and the minority. Specifically, this issue related to the assumed suspect role 
of intellectuals in the socialist construction, in which it was thought that the masses should take 
the lead. On the other hand, since socialism was after all a theory imported from the West and 
modernity was also initially a European concept, and the traditions were of China itself, the 
tension between modernity and tradition was one between the foreign and the native. In this 
respect, tradition was related to the issue of nationalism. With the spirit of independence and 
self-reliance, Mao once talked of devising a 'Chinese Road to Socialism'. " These two aspects 
resulted in the pattern of Chinese socialist development where inspirations were often derived 
from the nation's own traditions. 
9 To be functional, economical and where possible beautiful (1955)100 
After the Liberation, with the consistent emphasis on plain living and hard struggle for 
building the modem country, the policy, 'To be functional, economical and where possible 
beautiful', was issued initially for architectural development in February 1955 in the Working 
Conference on Design and Construction held by the Architectural Engineering Ministry. This 
policy was later generally applied to construction activities, including that of the landscape. 101 
With economic constraints, this statement stressed pragmatism in design and construction 
Schram, Stuart. The Thought of Mao Tse-Tung (Cambridge. New York: Cambridge University Press. 1989). p. 196. 
100 Author's translation of 1JJ. t* 
101 Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks 4t tI1 ®t4M. Being sh! yuanbn gongzuo pngyan huibian (1949.1959) (A collection of the 
working experiences in Beijing landscape architecture (1949-1959)1 : lMi i® (4I('kt1YA X: fA (1949.1959). (January. 1960). 
p. 6. 
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and the cutting down of expenses. On the other hand, 'to be beautiful' or aesthetic pursuit was 
considered not an immediate necessity and was actually rather sensitive, since lt was not 
relevant to 'plain living', but might actually relate to something enjoyed by social minorities in the 
past. This notion could be confirmed by the sharp contrast between the war-tom lands of the 
then new China and its once cultural and material splendour of the imperial era. This reluctance 
of mentioning aesthetic issues was also demonstrated by the fact that, although a similar policy 
was put forward as early as July 1952,102 the careful wording qualifying the 'beautiful' was not 
fixed until three years later. 
" 'National in Form, Socialist in Content' and 'Socialist Realism' (early 1950s) 
When in the early 1950s the'Leaning to One Side' policy was implemented, the design 
principle of 'national in form, socialist in content' and the design theory of socialist realism' were 
introduced from the Soviet Union. These originated in early twentieth century Soviet art and 
literature to oppose the modem styles of constructivism, cubism and impressionism in Western 
capitalist countries, which were regarded as associated with decadent bourgeois art. The design 
principle was put forward by Stalin in 1925: 
For the proletarian culture we currently construct in the various nationalities involved in the socialist 
undertaking, according to the differences in languages and life styles, it is correct to adopt different 
techniques and forms of expression. Its content Is of the proletariats and the form is of the nation. This Is the 
culture of mankind in the world which socialism follows. 103 
The concept of'socialist content' included the whole gamut of ideological constituents: Party 
spirit, socialist spirit, progressiveness, popular spirit, etc.; and while criticising bourgeois arts, the 
diversity of the nation's own past, i. e. the traditional arts, were the source of inspiration for the 
'national form'. 104 These actually became the Stalinist annotation of'socialist realism', which was 
promulgated in October 1932 in his famous address to writers: 'An artist must above all portray 
life truthfully. And if he shows our life truthfully, on its way to socialism, that will be socialist 
realism. it05 It was further explained by Soviet scholars: 
For the art of socialist realism, it certainly has the relationship with the tradition of classical art, because the 
101 In July 1952, the First National Architectural Engineering Conference issued the design guideline: 'To be functional first, firm 
and safe second, and economical third. In view of architecture as a cultural product, visual effects and quality should be 
considered only when the above three are not compromised. ' Translated from: 'Zhongguo xiandal jianzhu lishi (1949-1984) 
dashi nianbiao' [Great events In the history of Chinese modem architecture (1949-1984)) cj, (p&fti. t tJ7i (1949-1984) ;C 
**V3 . J, anzhuXuebao. 10 (1985). p. 10. 
103 Quoted from Zou, Denong 93M Zhongguo xiandai janzhustw [The history of modem Chinese architecture) 4t IittttVtiC. 
(Tianjin: Tianjin Kexue Jishu Chubanshe, 2001). p. 145. Author's translation. 
104 Golomstock, Igor. Totalitarian Art: in the Soviet Union, the Third Rech, Fascist Italy and the People's Republic of China. trans. 
by Robert Chandler (London: Collins-Harvifl, 1990), p. 147. 
'os Quoted in Kemp-Welch, A. Stalin and the Literary intelligentsia, 1928-9 (Basingstoke: Macmillan. 1991). p. 131. and Gutkin, 
Irina. The Cultural Origins of the Socialist Realist Aesthetic, 1890.1934 (Evanston, III.: North Western University Press. 1999). 
p. 38. 
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art of socialist realism does not drift off the broad road of the history of the art and culture In the world, but 
rather the continuation and development of them... Also, to overcome formalism with subjectivism, those 
artists investigating new approaches feel it is urgent to study the experiences and lessons of traditional 
realism. " 
In China the guidelines of 'national in form, socialist in content' and 'socialist realism' thus 
resulted in the exploration of the nation's cultural heritage and the incorporation of traditional 
elements in new landscapes created. Soon after Stalin's death In 1953, the guidelines were 
criticised by Nikita Khrushchev in an architectural conference in November 1954. It was 
considered that the consequent unnecessary and over-elaborate formalities and ornamentations 
were a deflection of the proper direction that Soviet architectural art should follow. This problem 
was also pointed out in China in the First National Conference of the Director Generals of the 
Provincial and City Architectural Engineering Bureaus held by the Architectural Engineering 
Ministry from 27 December 1954 to 8 January 1955. The problem arose from economic 
considerations, i. e. the heavy expenses for the intricate traditional features, such as the 'big roof 
of traditional architecture. It was against the principle of being economical which had been 
established as a socialist principle since the early 1950s. 
" Make the past serve the present and foreign things serve China (1956) 
However, the exploration of traditional heritage was not entirely inhibited or abandoned in 
China after the criticism of the Stalinist theory, because the Hundred Flowers Campaign, 
launched in April 1956, brought about a slightly more enlightened atmosphere in which 
professional and academic explorations were not subject to rigorous ideological constraints. 
Besides the slogan of 'Let a hundred flowers blossom, let a hundred schools of thought contend', 
Mao put forward the statement of 'Make the past serve the present and foreign things serve 
China' in his Conversation with musicians on 24 August 1956.107 In the practices of design 
professions, applicable traditional techniques and even valuable design experiences of capitalist 
countries were critically assimilated rather than rejected indiscriminately. 
Although the Hundred Flowers Campaign ceased shortly after, the search for rewarding 
traditions still continued and there was a revival of the Soviet guidelines of 'national in form, 
socialist in content' and 'socialist realism' due to some utopian policies issued in the GLF 
106 Quoted from Zou. Denong MM)&. Zhong uo xiandai fanzhusM (The history of modem terse architecture) *MIR IMM. 
(ianjin: Tianjin Kexue Jishu Chubanshe, 2001). p. 146. Author's translation. 
107 The title is in Chinese's f 11 ?ý p9 ii; iä'. The statement was restated by him in February 1964 in a letter to the students of 
the Central Conservatory of Music. Its Influence In the landscape profession could be Identified In: Zhang, Yongzhu 3E. **. 
'Shinian tai de yuanlin xiushan' (Ten years of garden and park repairs) +* MM J$J3 ta. In Beijing Municipal Bureau of 
Parks 4M1 ®#M. Beijing shi yuanlin gongzuo j ngyan huib an (1949-1959) (A collection of the working experiences in 
Beijing landscape architecture (1949-1959)) Jt ®1 11thL"ýtiý (1949-1959). (January. 1960). p. 61; Yang, Hongxun 
MAM. 'Beijing zizhuyuan gongyuan nan damen sheji' (Design of the south gate of Purple Bamboo Park In Beijing) Il AW1 
rAJ ®MM; kf1i2it" Jianzhu Xuebao. 3 (1977): pp. 41-45. 
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The GLF (1958-1960) policy of Walking on Two Legs' partly encouraged the investigation of 
how applicable traditional elements could be incorporated in new creations. It was originally an 
industrial policy which envisioned rapid development of both the large-scale modern sector in 
cities and small and medium-scale labour-intensive industries In the countryside. Thus the'Two 
Legs' consisted of an urban one and a rural one. As cities were considered conservative and the 
countryside progressive, the policy contained two concepts that were opposite in meaning. Many 
pairs were conceived under different circumstances for different purposes in order to have a 
balance in various spheres of the socialist construction. Obviously, modernity and tradition 
constituted a pair. Others included mass movement and professional involvement, 109 long-term 
and short-term goals, 11° 'greenization' and beautification, and the popular slogan 'red and 
expert. While the GLF was a movement that stressed the countryside, it was the 'revolutionary 
leg' representing the interests of the majority people that was more emphasised. 
" Design Revolution (1964) 
In November 1964, two years after class struggle was explicitly advocated, Mao called for a 
Design Revolution in design professions, in which both the modem and the traditional issues 
became rather problematic. 
The modern mainly consisted of Soviet elements, which were then the target of criticism 
because of the deteriorated relationship between China and the Soviet Union since the GLF. 
Indeed, Soviet design practice, now labelled as revisionism, was conspicuous in the design 
professions due to the previous 'Leaning to One Side' Policy in the 1950s. For this mobilization, 
the then Vice-Premier Li Fuchun proclaimed: 
It is fundamental to firmly break with Soviet conventions. Without eliminating the influences of the modem 
revisionism and dogmatism, we could not proceed in all cases from the reality of China and the creativity of 
the people. But breaking with the conventions could not be achieved through amelioration bit by bit. We 
108 The Soviet concepts re-appeared in some project reports and research In the late 1950s and earty 1960s. See Chen. Ufang 
1 M);. 'Zhongguo yuanlin de tantao' (An exploration of Chinese gardens and parks) c PM (0 #(A) i4. J+anzhu Xuebao. 12 
(1958), p. 33; Uu, Shaozong My*. 'Gongyuan Wdi de guihua buju' (Planning of parks) /Aý®U*MJZt1 1J. In Beijing 
Municipal Bureau of Parks Jt3 ®t4 ed. Beijing shi yuaMm gongzuopngyan Awb+an (1949-1959) (Acolection of the 
working experiences in Beijing landscape architecture (1949-1959)) ßt1 ý1R=1Etý 'Z1ý (1949-1959). (January, 1960). 
p. 28; U. Jiale ! 1K S$ . 'Jicheng yu 
fazhan zhongguo yuanlm chuantong fengge de tujing' (Approaches to Inherit and develop 
the traditional style of Chinese gardens) ISAI; XA«MMI$f$tlRlIY)iltl. In Betprag shl yuanhn luhua nianbao 1961-1962 
(Annual report of Beijing landscape architecture 1961-19621 4t7; [ "i®14t2ftIllfro 1961-1962. (June, 1963). p. 102. 
10° Greening Office t7t4t#>%1r. 'Chengshi qunzhong lühua diaocha baogao' (Findings report of the urban greening by masses) 
In Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks itXt ) l4 . 
Be j+ng sh! yuanhn fühua 9ongzuo nianbao 
(1961-1962) [Annual report of Beijing landscape architecture (1961-1962)1 4tg rMJtU tI1tq) (1961.1962). (June, 
1963), pp. 57,96. 
Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks dtXI r® (UFA. Beijing shl WaM, n 10hue Qongzuo nianbao (1960) (Annual report of Beijing 
landscape architecture (1960)) 4t7 ' i®(4UffI11 MM (1960). (April, 1961), p. 5. 
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must dare to think, dare to act, and do away with superstitions or blind faith to have our thinking and working 
revolutionised. "' 
It was further expounded in Instructions for Design Revolution12 issued on 4 December: 
It is a design revolution from design concepts to design practices and principles, from technological theories 
to technological norms and management regulations. The basic objectives are to break with the old 
conventions and foreign conventions in the development of design activities,, shake off the Soviet 
regulations; get rid of the influence of bourgeois ideas; create and find the way for the design profession with 
Mao Zedong Thought in command, in accordance with the reality of our country, and in line with the General 
Line of being greater, faster, better and more economical; and have our design profession and design 
stewardship revolutionized. This is also a struggle In the design domain between being greater, faster, better 
and more economical and being less, slower, worse and more wasteful; a struggle In design Ideas between 
being socialist and being capitalist; and a class struggle to foster proletarian ideology and eliminate 
bourgeois ideology. 113 
With a proletarian ideal, the General Line of the GLF was now re-emphasised regardless of 
its fatal consequences. While ideological and economic issues were highlighted, design pursuits 
were simply associated with an unusual emphasis on politics and the requirement to be 
austerely economical. 
Traditional elements also became the target of liquidation, because the Revolution directly 
aimed at design professionals who were then representatives of the elite culture and whose 
professional knowledge distinguished them from the ordinary masses. They were criticised for 
having the defect of'three separations', i. e. separation from politics, separation from the masses, 
and separation from realities. For an ideological re-education and rectification, they were forced 
to 'go downstairs and come out of design institutions' and practice 'three combinations' which 
meant the combination of the work of officials, mass workers, and professionals. However, the 
implementation of these policies resulted in chaos. As the role of professionals was seriously 
undermined and that of the masses heightened, practical work was always done by the masses 
who did not have adequate and appropriate skills. Design quality was therefore inevitably 
weakened. 
Professionals were subjected to further expulsion in 1968, when the Cultural Revolution had 
resulted in significant turbulence in cities and the movement of 'up to the mountains and down to 
the countryside' was launched to control the chaos. They were dispatched to the countryside to 
be 're-educated by the poor and lower-middle peasants'. Professional organs were paralysed 
111 Quoted from Zou, Denong UM M. Zhongguo xiandai fianzhushi (The history of modem Chinese architecture) tPIEW ". 
(Tianjin: Tianjin Kexue Jishu Chubanshe, 2001). p. 291. Author's translation 
112 The title is in Chinese 'A-TiRif**99r13r . 113 Quoted from Zou. Denong %M$&. Zhongguo xiandal fianzhushi [The history of modem Chinese architecture) gpI ftitV 
(Tianjin: Tianjin Kexue Jishu Chubanshe. 2001), p. 292. Author's translation. 
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and caused to malfunction by the transfer. For example, the Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks 
was disbanded on 14 October 1968. All these meant nothing but a disaster for the development 
of modern Chinese landscape architecture. 
" To Destroy the 'Four Olds' (1966) 
'To Destroy the "Four Olds" was initially the slogan of the Red Guards In 1966 when they 
advocated to'destroy the old to establish the new'. The 'Four Olds' were defined as old ideas, old 
culture, old customs and old habits, in other words all associated with feudalism', denoting the 
deemed decadent past. But the idea had been put forward simultaneously with the Design 
Revolution two years earlier. Mao stated his disgust at the 'olds' through the criticism of potted 
flowers in a conversation with Wang Dongxing in 1964: 
The ornament of potted flowers is what is left behind in the old society. It was enjoyed by the feudal literati 
and officialdom class, the capitalist class, sons of the feudal princes or high officials, and those people 
carrying birdcages. Only those who are well-fed and have nothing else to do will have the spare time to plant 
it and place it. Although the whole country has been liberated for more than ten years or so, the number of 
potted flowers does not decrease, but increases instead, which situation should be changed now... From 
now on, more trees, especially fruit trees, should be planted in courtyards. Grain crops, vegetables and 
oil-bearing crops could also be planted. In Zhongshan Park and on Fragrant Hill in Beijing, fruit trees and 
oil-bearing crops should be replanted step by step. In this way, it is nice-looking, of substantial benefits, and 
good for future generations. "` 
This denunciation of the past was in essence the criticism of hedonism. In advocacy of 
proletarian ideology, this idea again originated from the peasant-oriented thinking characteristic 
and the emphasis on ascetic values. The ornamental elements in landscapes, which had no 
practical value and were not regarded as a basic living necessity, were therefore criticized in fear 
of ideological deviance. While this denunciation was obviously a political issue, it can also be 
considered as a reflection of the low cultural level of contemporary Chinese society, which 
resulted in an inappropriate understanding and thus depreciation of landscapes. 115 The specific 
action towards potted flowers was later officially announced in September that year in The 
Report of Abolishing Potted Flowers in Government Organisations, Enterprises and Institutions 
by the State Council, '" which could be considered the herald of 'Cultural Revolution' in the 
landscape architectural profession. 
114 Quoted from Red Flag of Faculty of South China College of Technology $I* ITLrjL tItII1i ed. Tao Zhu zal jianzhu linpyu do 
zuixing pipan p (A collection of criticisms of the crimes of Tao Zhu in architectural profession) ýq ýfi Sltýtt ffltt 13L 
(Guangzhou: South China College of Technology, 1967), p. 2. Author's translation. 
"s Li, Min *V. Zhongguo xiandai gongyuan: fazhan yu pingjia (Modem parks of China: development and evaluation) rV IN Up 
(Beijing: Beijing Kexue Jishu Chubanshe, 1987). p. 31. 
16 Editorial Board of Beijing chomgraphy Jr3 lý lA ý¬. Beijing zhi, shizheng Juan, yuanhn 10hua zhi (Beijing 
chorography, Municipal constructions volume, Beijing landscape architecture records) 4t* &" r iJStO- 1g1*Ufi:; " (Beijing: 
Beijing Chubanshe, 2000), p. 9. The title of the report in Chinese Is'; X-T$Z j#1X" rt11i! #tGtffi13äýEfl9)R'" 
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For the same reason of stressing Ideological rectitude, landscape architecture departments 
in universities, in which issues relating to traditional gardens were Important components in the 
curriculum, were among the first to be suspended. The staff were charged with being 'an 
agglomeration of feudalism capitalism, and revisionism' and 'training spoilt boys and girls'. The 
official documents issued by the Forestry Ministry for the suspension were dated 22 March and 
20 April 1965. It was notable that the Forestry Ministry was In charge of the landscape 
architecture education. This was most probably a result of the emulation of the Soviet education 
system. As landscape architecture department was actually 'yuanlin' department in Chinese, this 
connection to 'forestry' reinforced the revolutionary understanding of the yuanlin concept as tree 
planting in a confined area. It also showed the revolutionary greening vision, In which extensive 
tree planting was considered as something implemented by the masses and garden making was 
perceived as a field of work of some social minorities. 
Greening visions 
Greening, often referred to as the planting of trees, was one of the important elements to improve 
the visual and environmental quality of land in China, which upon the Liberation was a scene of 
devastation after decades of warfare. Clearly, this showed concerns about image construction, 
as Chairman Mao later expressed his vision 'to change the face of China''? with greening 
establishment when launching the National Landscaping and Gardening Movement in 1958. On 
the other hand, production would be an enduring pursuit in greening activities to contribute to the 
socialist economy throughout the Thirty Years. 
9 Lühua zuguo (Making Green the Motherland, Uft#fl ) (1956) 
'LOhua zuguo (Making Green the Motherland, Q%#IlQ)' was a great call, which first 
appeared in the editorial of People's Daily on 17 February 1956, for a nationwide campaign of 
extensive tree planting. "' On 1 March that year Chairman Mao again highlighted this issue in 
Chinese Communist Party Central Committee's Congratulatory Telegram to the Five Provinces 
(Autonomous Regions)' Youth Afforestation Conference. ' 19 It was notable that Mao also 
provided his personal calligraphy of the four-character slogan that year for the mobilisation (Fig. 
2.6). This official call was a natural outcome when further stressing the greening movement 
Editorial Board of Chinese agricultural encyrJcpaea. gardening volume 4W t9YFi#i: t-06i}Q1A3 0)2X0 E012 $40 
Mt. ® äi $#SýiA$ ed. Chinese agrkuluraiencycºcpeeda. gordeningvolume MTZ. 0 rill 11 15.72XINEO. 
(Beijing: Nongye Chubanshe, 1996). p. 58. 
'tühua Zuguo' (Making Green the Motherland) t2f itp. Benin Rbao (February 17.1956). 
19 The title is In Chinese'[P A*3k tEf WM1319)R f¬3Q14; k*M$4t(1'. See 'Dang he guojia hngdaoren youguan zhishu zaolln 
lühua guotu de zhishi he tid' [Party and national leaders' Instn ctions and dedications for tree planting, afforestation, and 
Making Green the Motherland) UtM+MJHfi Qf1A. 
httn: //www chinaareen nov cMYwzslvwzs Idtc c01, Mm, accessed on 17108J2006. 
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stated in the National Programme forAgricultural Development (1956-1967) first drafted in 
January 1956 by the CCP Central Committee: 120 
In the twelve years starting from 1956, where natural conditions permit and where there Is enough 
manpower to undertake the task, bare waste land and mountains should be clothed with green. Where 
possible trees should be planted In a planned way near houses, villages, and along roads and rivers'"... In 
addition to timber trees (including bamboo groves), the utmost use should be made of all manpower and 
uncultivated land In the cities and countryside to plant other trees of economic value, such as fruit trees, 
mulberries, Mongolian oak, tea plants, varnish trees and oil-bearing trees. 'u 
Although the official call was not issued until the mid-1950s, tree planting gained 
significance for the socialist undertaking from the founding of the People's Republic. From 1949 
to 1955, about 85,550,000 mu (5,703,333 hectares) lands were afforested (Fig. 2.7). 127 Actually, 
this planting activity had been emphasised in the previous Republic era (1912-1949) and had its 
root in the Chinese tradition. Thus, rather than an effort in search of modernity with tradition 
reluctantly explored or adopted, the movement in the new era appeared as a continuous effort 
for greening establishment from the pre-modem times. 
4f) glipp- -go- 
Art 
Figure 2.6. Mao's calligraphy of the four-character slogan'LOhua zuguo' (Making Green 
the Motherland, t 
. 
1t RM) in 1956. 
Source: tit /lwww areenberiiinv omlsvsmanone/editorNoloadFile/2006128006125152822838 ai!, 
accessed on 15108/2007 
120 The draft of National Programme forAgniculturat Development (1956-1967) was revised in October 1957 and finally adopted 
in April 1960 by the Second Session of the Second National People's Congress of the PRC. 
'_' These constituted the popularly defined Your-side' greening. 
122 National Programme forAgricultural Development 1956-1967 (Peking: Foreign Language Press, 1960). P. 1111- 
123 Publicity Department of the Forestry Ministry of the People's Republic of China $1 AR; U. Ua l4. Of$I[f414. LOhua Zuguo 
(Making Green the Motherland] Uit411 . (Peking: Zhonghua Ouanguo Kexue Jishu Puji Xiehul. 1956). p. 10. 
Figure 27A stamp issued in 1958. showing tree planting and mass 
mobilisation for the Making Green the Motherland' campaign 
Source private collect on 
In traditional China. to plant trees was a custom in the solar term of Pure Brightness "4 The 
Pure Brightness originated more than 2.500 years ago in the Zhou Dynasty (c 1122 - 771 BC 
and always heralded warm weather of the spring For this timing peasants' proverbs ran 
'Around the Pure Brightness, plant melons and sow beans",!, and 'For afforestation. never miss 
the Pure Brightness' '26 In addition. the Pure Brightness was traditionally the day to offer 
sacrifices to ancestors and to sweep graves to pay respects to the dead It was important to add 
new soil to the tomb as a report to the ancestors and a symbol of the beginning of work in the 
new year It was the disposition of soil that links the activity of tree planting and the sacrifices 
In the modern era. Sun Zhongshan (Sun Yat-sen) (1866-1925), who was often referred to as 
the 'father of modern China', attached special importance to tree planting As early as 1893. he 
advised in his Statement to Lt Hongzhang'27 that to make China prosperous and powerful there 
was dire need for the development of agriculture and arboriculture Soon after the 1911 
Revolution, the Nationalist government formally decreed adhering to the Chinese tradition that 
there should be a Tree Planting Festival on the Pure Brightness In 1928. to commemorate Sun, 
it was stipulated that the Festival should be on 12 March, the date of his death, every year 
Whilst tree planting was emphasised on the war-torn lands after the Liberation 'to change 
the face of China', its importance was strengthened due to its connection with agricultural 
production While this was the case in tradition, it was also no doubt crucial for the new 
developments, clearly stated in the above quotation in the National Programme for Agricultural 
Development (1956-1967) The Soviet soil chemist and agronomist Williams VR (1863-1939) 
also said that 'Farming. forestry and animal husbandry depend on each other Not a single one 
could be dispensed with, and they should be of equal importance 'This was later re-emphasised 
by Mao in October 1959i28 and even appeared as one of Mao's great quotations in the many 
subsequent publications on agriculture, forestry, animal husbandry. or other numerous 
pamphlets for mobilisation or publicity 
Among the twenty-four solar terms in Chinese traditional calendar, the Pure Bnghtness is the 5"one 
The proverb is in Chinese 'Mf gfi , 
jo fa. cy 
176 The proverb is in Chinese 'fQ$ 11 4, 
121 The title is in Chinese W 
Mao. Zedong i' Guanyu fazhan xumuye wenti' On issues of developing animal husbandry I J(} V (R IIIIiN'lt "IM 
(October 31,1959) hill) ! www wenshu net/lszUm, d%8.27 him, accessed on 05/08/2007 
° See for example. Dagao zhishu zaolin. jiasu linye panshe' [Go in for afforestation in a big way accelerate forestry industry 
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" General greening (1956) 
The call for'Making Green the Motherland' received an Immediate response from the 
National Working Conference on Urban Construction held by the Urban Construction Ministry in 
November 1956 with the concept of 'general greening' for the urban areas put forward: 
With limited financial investment for urban greening, the emphasis is not to lay out large parks, but to 
develop nurseries first, conduct a widespread distribution of trees, add more green to the city, improve the 
climate gradually, and spend less money but with greater effect. Only on the basis of the urban general 
greening, requirements, and availability of funding, can the creation of parks be considered step by step. Do 
not just pay attention to the creation of parks whilst ignoring the urban general greening, especially that of 
greening of residential areas which is the principal guideline and task for the urban greening development at 
present. Therefore, current work is mainly to actively take various measures and mobilise the masses to 
plant trees and flowers to make the residential areas green. 1° 
This statement corresponded to the concepts of yuanlin and Iühua, with yuanlin mainly 
referring to parks and IOhua mainly referring to tree planting of other sites. By assessing parks 
from the total area covered, they were considered to have only limited effect on the overall urban 
landscape and the greening of residential areas was therefore of widespread significance. The 
concern was in 'striving for general greening and improvement at key points'. '" In addition, 
restricted by the financial situation, the implementation of the policy was best manifested in the 
slogan of 'Popularization first and improvement second''u or'Greening first and beautification 
second"'" to have 'something' out of 'nothing"34. All these resonated with the policy of 'To be 
functional, economical and where possible beautiful'. 
Besides tree planting, lawn also became an issue in the general greening. This was most 
probably a direct result of 'Learning from the Soviet Union' from the early 1950s, in that it was an 
integral feature of greenspaces discussed in several handbooks then translated from the 
Mi4. X1'! 41jt$. Henan R+bao (February 20.1973): Editorial Board of Dazhai Geography of Xiyang County (PH 
11 c*1Ki duz fi', Flfl. Oazhai OW (Dazhai Geography) (Beijing: Shangwu Ymshuguan, 1975). p. 69. 
10 Quoted from Liu. Shanghua j *.. I. hongguo fen91ing yuanhn dangdai wushinian. 1949-1999 Fifty years of Chinese 
landscape architecture: 1949.1999) 1949-1999. (Beijing: Zhongguo Jianzhu Gongye Chubanshe, 
1999). pp. 4.19. Author's translation. 
's' Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks Jt3; EMM JUM. Being shi yuanbn gongzuo Jinpyan huibian (1949-1959) (A collection of the 
working experiences in Beijing landscape architecture (1949-1959)) 4t fiRlf411 tý ýiC (1949-1959). (January, 1960). 
p. 5; Editorial Board of the Historical Records of the Construction of Beijing 4tglliQSti&221406i*. Jianguo yila+da Beging 
chengshipanshe (The constructions of Beijing city from the founding of PRC) It (nC, t*MJt3ý*1 Lti9" Restricted 
publication (1986). p. 351; Editorial Board of Beijing chorogrephy 4tT, t! ilty; Ir X M*. Baying zhi. sh+zheng Juan, 
yuanlin 10hua zhi (Beijing thorography, City construction volume. Landscape architecture records) ftXt. " IVZt{2" (I4Ufk- 
Z. (Beijing: Beijing Chubanshe, 2000), p. 8. 
'u Editorial Board of Beijing chorography ýtl fiiliýf5 y'ý)a$" Bedang zhl, shizheng Juan, yuanhn luhua zhi (Beijing 
chorography, City construction volume. Landscape architecture records) k* ; t- iid (! - VaI Ut . (Beijing: 
Beijing 
Chubanshe, 2000). p. S. 
133 The Chinese text Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks JtX[fii WJ Rib. Beijing shl yuanhn gonpzuo j+ngyan 
huibian (1949-1959) (A collection of the working experiences in Beijing landscape architecture (1949-1959)) ittit'i V914It 
tt1Z}2 (1949.1959). (January, 1960). p. 87. 
's' Uu. Shanghua OA*. Zhongguo Mnp%mg yuanlin dangdai wushinian: 1949-1999 (Fifty years of Chinese landscape 
architecture: 1949-19991 c+mytlX! ®fJ ftE-{-tF: 1949-1999. (Beijing: Zhongguo Jianzhu Gongye Chubanshe. 1999). P. 
19. 
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Russian. '-'4 While in China lawns had been well developed with special maintenance techniques 
since the sixth century, '36 their development In the modern Chinese landscape might also be 
promoted by the English style landscape garden which was introduced by British colonists from 
the late nineteenth century. 137 
Moreover, it is notable that the concept of 'general greening' was at the time popularly 
associated with the terminology of 'point, line and plane', with 'plane' denoting general greening, 
or mainly the greening of residential areas, 'line' denoting linear forms of greening, such as 
shelterbelts, and 'point' denoting public parks. From the concept of 'point' also came the term of 
'scenic spot' which referred to small green areas with scenic values. Not surprisingly, this 
terminology also found its way in the greening of residential areas, a major issue of general 
greening, with small greenspaces around houses regarded as 'points', tree planting along roads 
as'line', and larger communal greenspaces as'planes'. This classification demonstrated a 
search for order with strategic manipulation whilst building new landscapes rather than a concern 
about the natural attribute of landscapes. 
Although the terminology was employed for the Chinese socialist undertaking, it originated 
in modernism in the West. It was first developed in the research on painting by Wassily 
Kandinsky (1866-1944) in the Bauhaus. 138 This terminology was introduced into China most 
probably via the United States, which had felt influence from modernism during the first half of 
the twentieth century, when some prominent Chinese architectural scholars, including Professor 
Liang Sicheng (1901-1972). either pursued their studies or practiced there. 139 While the 
terminology had a Western origin, its connotation was more complex in the Chinese context. 
With various types of forms included, what was envisioned was a comprehensive greening 
'u Lunts, Leonid Borisovich. Lahua jianshe (Greening construction) t7fftiti2, trans. by Zhu Junzhen IMVV$, Lfu Chengxian +j 
*91. Ma Shiwel $±S-. and Shen Dalun tt**. (Beijing: Jianzhu Gongcheng Chubanshe. 1956). Krugliakov, Yu. G 10. 
f. KpymAKOa 3%ll 4 4A. Chengshi loci gu: hua (Planning of urban gn enspaces) JAiVUtJ5 t J. trans. by Chong Zhu 1110. 
(Beijing: Chengshi Jianshe Chubanshe. 1957): A" H" %, T tt ßA. Huarying weisheng xue (Environmental Hygienics) LFIJ ] 
_. T, trans. by Jin Jingwu It X (Beijing: Renmin Weisheng Chubanshe, 1957): Urban Construction Research Institute of 
the Architectural Science Academy of USSR Sulian chengshi tuhua (Urban landscape 
architecture of the Soviet Union) ý(3>#r 1L f, trans. by Lin Maosheng #1112. Yang Chunsheng (. fit, and Wei 
Zhaoxuan 4E. (Beijing: Jianzhu Gongcheng Chubanshe. 1959). 
136 Chen, Zhiyi -, 'Chutan caoping qiyuan yu yanhua, jianlun caoping de gainlan' (On the origin, evolution and the concept 
of lawn) JSTj # ý; ý. jj! 7At#QgIR*. Caoyuan yu Cacping, 3 (2001). p. 9; Chen. ZhlyI ItZ-. 'Zaitan caoping do 
qiyuan yu yanhua Jigi gainian: zhongwen. hanyu do 'caoping' yid $ qita' (Re-discussion on the origin, evolution and the 
concept of lawn: the Chinese word 'caoping'and other related Issues) WIN 'XX 
#' -iaMbi#ft Caoyuan yu Caoping, 1 (2002), pp. 7-12. 
17 Some scholars confirmed the Influence from the English landscape garden on the use of lawns, but these arguments were not 
supported by persuasive evidence. See U, Min *It. Zhongguo xiandai gongyuen.: fazhen yu pingpe (Modem parks of China: 
development and evaluation) r ®Iý^teý®- Kfi (Beijing: Beijing kexue jishu chubanshe. 1987), pp. 116.118, Zhu. 
Ya-xin. Landscape Design in Chinese Gardens (New York, London: McGraw-Hill, 1998), p. 30. In the contrary, contemporary 
landscape architects acknowledged that lawns might be incorporated in Chinese traditional gardens where appropriate, in other 
words, the development of such landscape feature was not without precedent in Chinese garden or landscape history. See Sun, 
Xiaoxiang J+tE#T, and Hu Xuwel Mt&; 11. 'Hangzhou huagangguanyu gongyuan guihua shejl' V ho planning and design of 
the Flower Harbour and Viewing Fish Park In Hangzhou) JianzhuXuebao. 5 (1959), p. 24. 
1° Kandinsky, Wassily. Point and Line to Plane (New York: Dover Publications. 1979). This work was originally published In 
1926 as Punkt und Linie zu Flache, the ninth in a series of fourteen Bauhaus books edited by Walter Gropius and L. 
Moholy-Nagy. 
'31 Liang Sicheng (1901-1972) studied in the School of Architecture in the University of Pennsylvania and Harvard University 
successively from 1924 to 1927. He was appointed the visiting professor by Yale University and the Chinese delegate of the 
Design Consultant Committee for the New York United Nation Headquarters mansion In 1946. 
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system in which each and every aspect of greening would be attended to, exactly conforming to 
the ideal of 'general greening'. It was also observed by Galen Cranz after a 1977 visit to China 
that'Parks are some of many green 'spots' linked by lines of green to form an integrated 
green-space system. "4° 
" Dadi yuanln hua (National Landscaping and Gardening Movement, '" *ttb_(U4*fk-) (1958) 
The greening movement reached its climax in the GLF campaign (1958-1960), where 
Chairman Mao issued another great call. Dadi yuanlin hua (National Landscaping and 
Gardening Movement), proposing a dramatic transformation of the Chinese land under the 
communist ideal. It at the time acted as one of the supreme goals of the people's commune 
movement, stipulated in the Resolution on Several Issues of the People's Communes 112 
adopted in the Sixth Plenary Session of the Eighth Central Committee of the Communist Party 
on 10 December 1958. 
Based on the concept of yuanlin hua conceived four months earlier at the Beidaihe 
Conference, it was an elevation of the greening ideal of the 1956 slogan, 'Making Green the 
Motherland'. Mao stated in the Conference, We should turn all the lands of our country green 
and further into a garden (yuanlin hua), make it beautiful everywhere, and change the face of 
China. '"' This again conformed to the higher level of yuanlin concept than that of Iühua. But 
ironically, it indicated that the revolutionary vision of the future was grounded on Chinese garden 
traditions of the past. It was further explained by a practitioner. 
Yuanlin hua is extraordinarily broad in scale and bold in vision. It means that, where necessary and possible, 
trees should be planted, grasses be grown, and flowers be cultivated step by step, reasonably and taking 
into account local conditions, on all the lands of urban and rural areas of our nation, at the same time taking 
production as the central task, considering living requirements, and developing other provisions (such as 
sideline productions, cultural and recreational facilities, water features, rockeries and pavilions in scenic 
areas). Obviously, these much exceed the scope of placing potted flowers, creating gardens or parks, 
four-side greening, '" or afforestation in the mountain areas in the past. '45 
According to this explanation, the whole nation was looked upon as a garden. In other 
140 Cranz, Galen. 'The Useful & the Beautiful: Urban Parks In China'. Landscape. 23.2 (1979), p. 6. 141 'National Landscaping and Gardening Movement' Is a translation Of 'Dad°yuanlin hua' in Editorial Board of Chinese 
agricultural encyclopaedia, gardening volume cý (ý ýjýgý ja ýý pin ®ý ýýýý ýº ýýýý ýs ý, jý 
ý{t ed. Chinese agricultural encyclopaedia, gardening volume cPMTZJkI}#± , pJtM7, Q. (Beging: Nongye Chubanshe. 1996). P. 58. 
142 The title is in Chinese 
143 Quoted from Editorial Board of Chinese agriculturalencycbpaeda, gardening volume (ý pgof ýfi', W )r! > bi 
-Etf 12440A,, k, Zý3 4l 8ß ed. Chinese agricultural encycloioaed+a. gardening volume '13I IRA X14±4 . gnL%tME& (Beijing: Nongye Chubanshe. 1996). p. 58. Author's translation. 
144 The 'four-side greening' referred to tree plantings near houses, villages, and along roads and rivers, defined in the National Programme for Agricultural Development (1956-1967). 
145 Quoted from Chen, Junyu { ittA. 'Gong tühua dao yuanlin hua' [From greening to gardening] IdtJfU1®}lfl. Rennute R+bao 
(November 18,1958). Author's translation. 
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words, while a garden had a limited area, its boundary was now extended to be the borderline of 
the country. All garden features and functions were to be included and provided within this broad 
range of land. In addition, it was notable that production was now particularly emphasised as the 
core issue after being mentioned in the National Programme forAgricultural Development 
(1956-1967). To realise the ideal landscape of yuanlin hua, a 3-third system was proposed, i. e. 
one third of the land would be cultivated for grain crops; one third be reserved as fallows for the 
cultivation of grass for animal husbandry or manure; and one third for greening and gardening. 1° 
The concept of Dadi yuanlin hua covered all the above programmes. Of the additional word 
Dadi, Da means 'big' or 'great', and di means'land'. Although it is not fully appropriate to 
understand Dadi with a combination of the two meanings, the slogan simply meant to. tum the 
whole land into a garden and implied the range, quality and comprehensiveness of the 
movement within the enthusiastic GLF campaign. It was interesting that Mao also provided his 
artistic calligraphy for this mobilisation (Fig. 2.8). 
But the policy was elaborated in a somewhat different way in the editorial of the People's 
Daily in 1959: 
(ýý ý' 
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Figure 2.8 Mao's calligraphy for the National Landscaping and Gardening Movement: 'Shixing dadi yuanlin hua' 
(To turn the whole land into a garden, {Jjý2#hýiiý) in 1958. 
Source: httn, /lwww areenbeiiinn oralsvsmanaae/editorNaloadFilel200612/2006125152656557 nif, accessed on 15/08/2007 
16 Chen, Junyu { ttA. 'Gong tühua dao yuanlin hua' (From greening to gardening) 1, ktj%jjjM4 Z Renmin Mao (November 
18,1958). 
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Dadi yuanlin hua is the lofty ideal of making green the motherland. It requires that various trees be planted 
on all the lands of our country according to the overall planning and in line with local conditions. Through 
afforestation, get rid of barren mountains, wastelands, and even the Gobi Desert, reduce natural calamity, 
regulate climate, beautify environments, and create the conditions which will benefit both production and 
living. The goal of Dadi yuan in hua is not only to transform nature and beautify the lands, but also to take 
advantage of the mountain, water and plantings to promote production. 147 
This statement was most probably not provided by a landscape professional, and revealed 
that the policy was mainly interpreted as a mobilisation for afforestation, simply taking the literal 
meaning of yuantin as planting trees in a confined area. This differed from the professional 
definition of yuanlin hua, in which the nation was to be seen as a garden. But clearly, both 
definitions acted to stimulate and promote the greening movement. 
With the different interpretations of the policy, the direct result of its implementation was the 
great expansion of tree planting or afforestation on the one hand, and the creation of gardens or 
parks with traditional approaches on the other. With the implied value of traditions, the policy 
encouraged the revival of the Soviet guidelines of 'national in form, socialist in content' and 
'socialist realism', this despite the increasing criticism towards the Soviet model during the late 
1950s. 
" Combine greening with production (1958) 
Production was established as the pivotal issue in the National Landscaping and Gardening 
Movement. But the slogan of 'combine greening with production' was explicitly issued ten months 
earlier in February 1958 in the First National Working Conference on Urban Landscape 
Architecture held in Beijing, to highlight the production issue already mentioned in the National 
Programme forAgricultural Development (1956-1967). The slogan was reiterated in the Second 
National Working Conference on Urban Landscape Architecture held in Wuxi in December 1959: 
To develop urban landscape architecture in a greater, faster, better and more economical way, combining 
greening with production must be paid attention to... It should be carried out without doing harm to sanitary 
conditions, cultural recreation and city beautification. Since it is to combine greening with production. 
production is not the complete concern and visual quality is needed... To combine greening with production, 
the principal functions of the green spaces should not be impaired and at the same time economic benefits 
should be achieved. 14' 
In this policy, it was proposed that production should not be over-emphasised In the 
Quoted from' Xiang Dadi Yuanlinhua Qianjin' [Towards National Landscaping and Gardeningl rq]j, it M 14fffj i}A. Renmin 
Ribao (March 27,1959). Author's translation. 
Quoted from Uu, Shanghua ppl. Zhongguo fengjing yuanlin dangda! wushinian: 1949-1999 (Fifty years of Chinese 
landscape architecture: 1949-19991 I1 J4 4 ®#*l%ftE-1-' : 1949-1999. (Beijing: Zhongguo Jianzhu Gongye Chubanshe, 
1999). p. 25. Author's translation. 
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greening development, despite it being given such a central position at the time. However, 
production was wholeheartedly advocated to achieve full communism, and as a result of the 
great failure of the GLF campaign it continued to be crucial during the Three Difficult Years 
(1959-1961). 
" Take Grain as the Key Link and Ensure an All-round Development (1960) 
The over-optimistic GLF campaign ended as a huge failure resulting in significant economic 
and social disorder. The most well-known tragedy was the great famine during the Three Difficult 
Years (1959-1961). During this calamity, the policy of'combine greening with production' was 
stressed to tide over food shortages. On 7 March 1960, the policy of'Take Grain as the Key Link 
and Ensure an All-round Development' was issued in the National Working Conference on 
Agriculture. 19 Agricultural production was conceived even in greenspaces in cities, such as 
public parks. Additionally, it encouraged utilisation of verges of roads, embankments of water 
conduits, steep banks and even graves, which with various other locations of this kind of 
'leftover' land were jointly termed 'ten-side land', 150 on the basis that ten such types of land could 
be distinguished. 
While 'production' was emphasised in greening activities as a result of considerable 
economic constraints, it was also of crucial importance in case of war, particularly during the 
1960s when China was isolated in international politics. Slogans then issued included 'Prepare 
for war, prepare for famine, for the sake of the people' (1965)151 and 'Dig tunnels deep, store 
grain everywhere, and never seek hegemony' (1969)152. 
But as an expedient to alleviate the then grave economic condition, 'production' actually had 
nothing to do with a healthy landscape development, and the excessive stress on it rather 
undermined the aesthetic value of landscapes, with 'All-round Development' becoming empty 
verbiage. By June 1961 the Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks was critical of the fact that the 
guideline of 'Taking Grain as the Key Link' was taken too far, with ornamental planting being 
sacrificed for vegetables. '" In the autumn of 1962 the Beijing municipal authority provided a 
political slant on the issue by pointing out that it was a mistake of the city to be'only green 
without any red', with red representing ornamental flowers. *4 Although such ornamental 
19 Party Branch of the Agricultural Ministry VZk('$S'tIll. 'Guanyu quanguo nongye gongzuo hulyi do baogao' (A report on the 
National Agricultural Working Conference) XT-1M ZA-Tf'P1kUM1R r. (1960). 
htto: /lnews. xinhuanet. comlziliao/2005-01121/content 2491042. htm, accessed on 01/0612006. 
'so The 'ten-side land' means the small plots of lands by the side of fields, trenches, roads, channels, graves, houses, walls, 
woods, barren banks, and ponds. The Chinese text Is'i& S 3UI. lh, ; 1M. ("L, ih, /Aia. 1*9h. b14#1z, *JA 
ia'. 
's' The slogan is In Chinese '$&ß. $JZ. 1AI , 
'. Translations quoted from Shapiro, Judith. Maos War against Nature: Politics 
and the Environment in Revolutionary China (New York. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001), p. 138. 
'u The slogan is In Chinese'XMM, 1-4PI i. ; FKr1tI'. 
Editorial Board of Joyous Pavilion Park records MM, #141 1MI MO. Taoranting gongyuan zhi (Joyous Pavilion Park 
records) ß4iýfgý®w. (Beijing: Beijing Unye Chubanshe. 1999), p. 31. 
'' Editorial Board of the Historical Records of the Construction of Beijing girl iýtQ QS1ýSA ýj4. *. Jianguo ydal de Beijing 
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elements as potted flower were criticised by Mao when denouncing 'feudalism' In 1964, there 
was a return of them in September 1965, when the then vice-mayor of Beijing, Wan Li (b. 1916), 
came from his visits to the Soviet Union and East Europe. He instructed at the time that lawns be 
laid and flowers be planted in order'not to have bare earth under the sky'. 155 However, this might 
be seen as heterodoxy from the Maoist vision, and it was shortly invalidated and criticised as 
revisionism during the Cultural Revolution launched in May 1966. 
Transforming the countryside 
While the communist revolution triumphed with the support of the majority peasants, the 
transformation of the countryside was the result of the continued mass mobilisation as a practice 
of the Mass Line. The movements during the Thirty Years consisted of Land Reform (1950), 
agricultural collectivisation (1953), the people's communes (1958), and the'Leaming from 
Dazhai' movement (1964). 
" Land Reform (1950) 
Based on the socialist promises of 'the equal distribution of land' and 'land to the tillers', the 
Land Reform campaign was a massive redistribution of the land from the landlords to the poor 
and lower-middle peasants. The properties of the middle and rich peasants were left untouched 
in the process. 156 These different strategies towards different social classes were due to the 
consideration for the economic and social stability during the Recovery (1949-1952), as Mao in 
1950 maintained that'Don't hit out in all directions', 157 which meant to unite all possible forces, 
though probably bourgeois or capitalist in nature, for the initial economical recovery and social 
support. 
As the landlords constituted only four percent of the rural population, 155 the elimination of 
this class was not expected to bring about social resistance or disorder. Meanwhile, this action 
chengshi jianshe (The constructions of Beijing city from the founding of PRC) LtMlZt LMAt tt1$1ti2" Restricted 
publication (1986), p. 353; Editorial Board of Beijing chorography ýrýt r, i iý 1ý $ b3 s. Beijing zhi, Shizheng Juan, 
Yuanlin lühua zhi (Beijing chorography, Municipal constructions volume. Landscape architecture records) 4t3tt- fiiC(t'P- 
; 4L7! 1tZ. (Beijing: Beijing Chubanshe, 2000). p. 471. 
ISS Editorial Board of Beijing chorography ßt3 ßi3 7i tý #O Mt!. Beijing zhi. Shizheng Juan. Yuanhn lohue zhi (Beijing 
chorography, Municipal constructions volume, Beijing landscape architecture records) Jt* - L18 11014U%Z. (Beijing: 
Beijing Chubanshe, 2000). p. 353. 
156 Landlords referred to those who owned extensive lands, and only depended on rents from their landholdings for income or 
hired peasant tabour for the cultivation without working themselves. Rich peasants referred to those who owned extensive 
lands, though collecting rents or hiring labour, also made contributions to the cultivation. Middle peasants referred to those 
who owned lands, but did not collect rents and was basically economically self-sufficient. There were variations Ni this middle 
peasants category: when during busy seasons additional hired labour was needed, the work done by others would be 
calculated against that by themselves; If the proportion was higher than 20 percent. they were categorised as rich-middle 
peasants; If lower than 20 percent, they remained middle peasants; If they were however needed to be hired to generate 
Income to make up the financial deficiency of their family, they were categorised as lower-middle peasants. Poor peasants 
referred to those who owned limited lands and largely depended on employment for intone. 
's' Mao. Zedong. 'Don't Hit Out In All Directions (June 6.1950)'. In Selected Woks of Mao Tse-lung. Vol. 5 (Oxford: Distributed 
by Pergamon, 1978), pp. 33-36. 
'sl 2.6 percent stated In Fairbank, John King and Merle Goldman. China: A New H story (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Belknap 
Press of Harvard University Press. 2006). p. 352. 
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was desirable because the landlords allegedly did not contribute to production, but solely 
depended on the rents from their landholdings for accumulation of wealth, and were therefore 
considered useless economically, socially and politically In contrast. the middle and rich 
peasants, who constituted thirty percent of the rural population with traditionally much better farm 
implements than the poor and lower-middle peasants, contributed nearly half of the agricultural 
production. It was therefore essential to protect their interests in providing a secure economic 
base. ' S9 
Land Reform was completed in spring 1952 (Fig 2 9) The poor and lower-middle peasants 
benefited greatly from the movement, as they now could make their own living on their land 
However, this redistribution of land did not fully achieve its objectives, as the rich and middle 
peasants were still better off than the average, with some vestiges of the traditional exploitative 
social hierarchy remaining In addition, private ownership meant the land was as fragmented in 
small parcels as before However, the fact that the communists got the political support of the 
majority of the peasants through the campaign was of great importance for further social 
re-organisation and subsequent mass mobilisation for agricultural transformations 
NttfffeUtht 
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Figure 29A propaganda poster from 1952 announcing that Land 
Reform across the whole nation has basically been completed ' 
Source IISH Stefan R Landsberger Collection (htýtton usgnl/-landsherger) 
" Agricultural collectivisation (1953) 
Collectivisation was of such importance for agricultural production that It was considered by 
Mao as the only way to escape from mass impoverishment, improve peasants' livelihoods and 
159 Wong. John Chinese Land Reform in Retrospect (Hong Kong Centre of Asian Studies. University of Hong Kong 1973). 
Mesner. Maunce Mao's China and After A History of the Peoples Republic (New York Free Press. 1999). pp 92-94 
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fight natural calamities. 160 It would be implemented through three development phases. The first 
step would be the organisation of mutual-aid teams (MATs), in which peasants were organised in 
teams of six or more households that would assist each other. Secondly, mutual aid teams would 
be combined into 'semi-socialist' or'lower' agricultural producers' cooperatives (APCs), where 
land would be pooled and farmed cooperatively. Finally, 'lower' cooperatives would be 
amalgamated into 'higher' or'advanced' cooperative farms, i. e. collectives, which would abolish 
private land ownership and remunerate its members in accordance with the socialist principle of 
'to each according to one's contribution'. 16' 
Although collectivisation was carried out upon the Liberation and from 1953 would be 
facilitated by the completion of the Land Reform, only after 1955 did it start to be proceed at a 
strikingly rapid pace. By early 1955, while sixty-five percent peasant households had joined 
MATs, only fifteen percent had been organised into 'lower' cooperatives. The progress seemed 
slow and at the same time the fragmentation of plots restricted the introduction of more efficient 
work patterns and the use of modem agricultural technology, thus limiting productivity. The poor 
harvests during the years further indicated the need for an accelerated collectivisation, 
particularly as the weak agricultural economy would be a threat for the scheduled industrial 
development of the First FYP as well as the national economy as a whole. 1e2 
In his speech of 'On the Co-operative Transformation of Agriculture' on 31 July 1955, Mao 
criticised the conservative ideas in the CCP on the one hand, and encouraged radical agricultural 
transformation praising the immense enthusiasm for socialism of the mass peasants on the 
other. 
An upsurge in the new, socialist mass movement is imminent throughout the countryside. But some of our 
comrades, tottering along like a woman with bound feet, are complaining all the time, 'You're going too fast, 
much too fast. '... The high tide of social transformation in the countryside, the high tide of co-operation, has 
already swept a number of places and will soon sweep the whole country. It is a vast socialist revolutionary 
movement involving a rural population of more than 500 million, and it has tremendous, world-wide, 
significance... the leadership should never lag behind the mass movement. Yet, as things stand now, it is 
the mass movement which is running ahead, while the leadership cannot keep pace with it. 183 
With this mobilisation, by December 1955, sixty-three percent of peasant households had 
joined cooperatives. Collectivisation was essentially completed during the first half of 1956, and 
ISO Mao. Zedong. 'On the Cooperative Transformation of Agriculture (July 31,1955)'. In Selected works of Mao Tse-tune. Vol. 5 
(Oxford: Distributed by Pergamon, 1978). p. 195. 
Meisner, Maurice. Mao's China and Alter. A History of the People's Republic (New York: Free Press, 1999). pp. 130-131. The 
socialist principle of 1o each according to one's contribution' is considered by Marxists and other socialists as a characteristic 
of society after a socialist revolution and before the transition to communism. See for example. Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics. Constitution (fundamental law) of the Union of Soviet Sociahst Republics: adopted at the extraordinary Eighth 
Congress of Soviets of the U. S. S. R. December 5,1936 (Moscow: Cooperative Publishing Society of Foreign Workers in the 
U. S. S. R., 1936). 
1°= Meisner, Maurice. Mao's China and After. A History of the People's Republic (New York: Free Press, 1999). pp. 134-135. 
t" Mao, Zedong. 'On the Co-operative Transformation of Agriculture (July 31,1955)'. In Selected works of Mao Tse-tung. Vol. 5 
(Oxford: Distributed by Pergamon, 1978). pp. 184-185. 
virtually all the rest were incorporated before the spring planting of 1957 (Fig 2 10) " The 
process and result of collectivisation altered the social organisation in the countryside and the 
manner of managing land It was the collective strength of the cooperatives that were decisive for 
massive agricultural transformations 1fi5 
Figure 2 10 A propaganda poster from 1956 which encouraged taking 
the road of collectivisation in order to advance agricultural production' 
Source IISH Stefan R Landsberger Collection (http M nsg nil-landsberger) 
" People's communes (1958) 
Agricultural collectivisation achieved further momentum one year later when the GLF was 
launched for radical transformation of the countryside. It was suggested that collectivisation 
would be carried out in a much expanded scale with several cooperatives consolidated into 
people's communes in the CCP Central Committees Resolution on Establishing People s 
Communes in the Rural Areas1 passed in the Beidaihe Conference Mao praised this much 
larger organizational form in the Conference on August 30,1958 
The characteristic of the people's communes is firstly large. and secondly of public nature it comprises 
industry, agriculture. commerce, education and soldiers, as well as agriculture, forestry. animal husbandry, 
sidelines and fishery Being large is amazing With more people, the strength is tremendous Whilst being 
public. it is more socialist than cooperatives '6' 
t°' Mesner. Maunce Mao's China and After A History of the People's Republic (New York Free Press. 1999), pp 141-143 
les It was stated in the National Programme for Agricultural Development (1956-1967) that we much count on the agricultural 
co-operatives to plant trees and adhere to the policy that trees planted by co-operatives belong to them 'See National 
Programme forAgncultural Development 1956-1967 (Peking Foreign Language Press. 1960), p 18 
'Zhonggong zhongyang guanyu zai nongcun pan6 renmin gongshe wenti de )ueyi' [CCP Central Committee's Resolution of 
Establishing Peoples Communes in the Rural Areas) RemmnRibao 
(September 10.1958) 
Quoted from Song. Liansheng 4; LJ_, l Zonglux, an, dayuelin renmin gongshe hua yundong shimo General line, Great Leap 
Forward, the beginning and end of people's commune movement) , aYAtk, t. MiA, (Kunming 
Yunnan 
Renmin Chubanshe. 2002), p 173 Author's translation 
With the various components and functions included, the people's commune was conceived 
as not only a productive organization but also a new social organization It was believed to be the 
basic economic, social and political unit of the communist utopia (Fig 2 11) By the end of 1958, 
virtually all the rural population was organised in some 24,000 people's communes, which was 
realised through the amalgamation of 750,000 collective farms V'R But with the failure of the Gt F 
campaign, radical policies were abolished and the movement for people's communes also came 
to an end in 1960. 
Figure 2 11 A propaganda poster from 1958 praising the 'Peoples Communes' The photo featured was taken 
during the summer of 1958 when Mao inspected crops in Henan Province The five characters in Mao's 
calligraphy at the bottom read. 'The People's Communes are fine 
Source IISH Stefan R Landsberger Collection htt /Iwww nsg 91i-landsberuer) 
" In Agriculture, Learn from Dazhai (1964) 
Dazhai village in Shanxi Province underwent the above three movements, and came to 
prominence as a model in agricultural development with the slogan 'In Agriculture, Learn from 
Dazhai', issued by Mao in 1964 This was because it exemplified the power of collective efforts 
and the desired effects demonstrated in its remarkable village development through the people's 
strict adherence to self-reliance. This social conduct and moral values needed to be further 
promoted, when, after the 1960 Sino-Soviet split, China became isolated on the international 
stage 
From then on, 'Learning from Dazhai' became a nationwide movement and Dazhai an 
absolute model for emulation in the radical transformation of the countryside (Fig 2.12) After 
"'0 Meisner, Maurice Mao's China and After A History of the Peoples Republic (New York Free Press. 1999). p 220 





Hua Guofeng succeeded to Chairman Mao, carrying on Mao's ideology he convened a series of 
conferences on agriculture under the famous slogan But the Hua government was short-lived. 
and the slogan was finally invalidated in 1979 as one of the instances demonstrating the break 
with Mao's policies for development 
1.1 , h- .,., i-Jol, 
Figure 2 12 A propaganda poster from the Learn from Dazhai' Movement depicting crowds of people 
wholeheartedly trying to catch up with Dazhai for the sake of the socialist and communist undertaking with 
absolute enthusiasm 
Source IISH Stefan R Landsberger Collection (http /rwww ns nl/-Iandsberger) 
Conclusion 
China has been an agricultural country for centuries This provides the social and economic 
context for the understanding of the various cultural and material traditions The agricultural 
foundation was also of crucial importance for the modern development under the communist rule. 
in that the revolution succeeded with the general support of the poor peasants, the majority of the 
Chinese population upon the Liberation, and many social conducts and moral values of the poor 
peasants. such as hard work and frugality, were emphasised in the Chinese communist ideology 
for achieving socialist ideals. 
Of the thirty years' development of Chinese socialism, the 1950s was mainly characterised 
by a pattern of 'Leaning to One Side' with the policy of 'Learning from the Soviet Union' 
implemented From the late 1950s to the late 1970s, China strived to explore her own road to 
development, with enthusiastic and radical campaigns or movements, such as the GLF 
(1958-1960) and the Cultural Revolution (1966-1969) This period was however considered as 
the 'twenty lost years', 169 often with disastrous consequences and expedient or remedial 
readjustment measures 
69 Fairbank. John King and Merle Goldman China A New History (Cambndge Massachusetts Belknap Press of Harvard 
University Press, 2006). p 366 
Chrncse Traditions and Socialist Idn; ils 159 
With the variation of the economic and social situations, the political ideology either 
encouraged or rejected the exploration or incorporation of Chinese traditions in pursuit of 
socialist ideals. Chinese traditions were valued for advancement largely during the 1950s with 
the policies including the Soviet principle of 'National In Form, Socialist in Content', Mao's 
directive of 'Make the past serve the present and foreign things serve China', the GLF slogan 
Walking on Two Legs', and the National Landscaping and Gardening Movement. Traditions 
became the target of liquidation mainly during the Cultural Revolution (1966-1969), when 
professionals were required to engage in 'design revolution' and the masses were mobilised to 
'To Destroy the 'Four Olds". 
It seemed that the greening movement and the transformation of the countryside were not in 
a dilemma as to whether to explore traditions for modem development. The former acted as a 
continuous effort for greening from the pre-modem times, and the latter an immediate break with 
the past In search of an egalitarian landscape. 
Public Parks 160 
Chapter 3 
Garden in the City: 
Public Parks 
When in 1987 the first handbook on public parks appeared in China, they were being referred to 
as the 'face of the city'. ' The concept of 'face' was an age-old Chinese metaphor, later 
incorporated in Confucianism, used to describe power and social status of an Individual who 
should evade humiliation resulting from being challenged about personal emotions or feelings. 2 
Its use as a metaphor in the context of the city therefore not only provides evidence of the 
significance of public parks in the cultural context, but also how they were representative for what 
the city had to offer in terms of range of provisions and aesthetic quality. Public parks thus 
reflected Chinese social life and economy, and were an important political tool after the 1949 
Liberation when Mao Zedong (1893-1976) came to power. 
While Mao as a revolutionary is normally associated with a break with the past, this was not 
necessarily the case in the creation of public parks as they had to respond to both functional and 
aesthetic criteria. While foreign rational models were initially adopted, historic features and 
indigenous traditions in garden making soon proved just as important in the creation of new 
parks. For example, surviving historic features were upon the Liberation valued as cultural relics 
of the nation and were emphasised as a starting point for new design. Despite the fact that 
indigenous garden making was an expression of the former elite culture, it was eagerly adopted 
as a basis for the creation of modem parks, since it could then be demonstrated to express 
nationalistic values. This chapter explores which and how new public parks evolved as 
influenced by modem communist ideals, how they expressed modem values and how 
compromises were reached with respect to various demands and traditions. 
The emergence of public parks (1840.1949) 
By the time of the 1949 Liberation there had been public parks in China for some hundred years. 
These were however initially created not by the Chinese, but by residential foreign communities 
after the defeat of the Cling Dynasty (1644-1911) during the Opium War, or the First 
Anglo-Chinese War (1840-1842), after which China was forced to open its doors to foreign trade. 
As a result large numbers of foreign nationals from the United Kingdom, the United States, Japan, 
U. Min Tý t. Zhongguo xiandai gorVyuan: fazhan yu pinglia (Modem panes of China: development and evaluation) 4i if t'i 
®-V1g4qf ft. (Beijing: Beijing Kexue Jishu Chubanshe, 1987). p. 39. 
For more details of the historical development of the concept, see Jia. Wenshan. The Remaking of the Chinese Character and 
Identity in the 21" Cenlury: The Chinese Face Practices (Westport, Connecticut: Ablex. 2001), pp. 15-22. 
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France, Germany, Russia, Italy, Austria-Hungary and Belgium settled In cities In strategic coastal 
or riverside locations, such as Shanghai, Tianjin, Hankou, Guangzhou (Canton), Jiujiang, 
Xiamen, Zhenjiang, Suzhou, Hangzhou, Chongqing, Qingdao, Weihaa and Dalian. In these 
colonial 'concessions', foreigners traded and spent their leisure time. Here public parks provided 
a focus for social life and tended to reflect national styles from the respective home countries. 
The British laid out parks in the English manner, Including Public Park (1868), 3 Hongkou Park 
(1898), 4 and Shooting Range Park (1909)5 in Shanghai, which were Intended for foreign 
nationals and not open to the Chinese population. " Thus the concept of 'public' park was not 
understood by the Chinese, which is clear from the fact that Public Park, Shanghai, was named 
Foreign Garden. 7 Other examples of nationalistically themed public parks included in Tianjin 
Victoria Park (1887) created by the British, " and Germany Park (1900)2; In Dalian North Park 
(1898) and West Park (1898) by the Russians, and Electrical Park (1909)10 and Xinggepu 
Park(1909)" by the Japanese; and in Shanghai French Park (1909)12. In respect of design, 
these foreign style parks comprised functional zones for recreational activities, such as children's 
play, rambling and boating, and some park features, such as lawn and lake, uncommon in 
Chinese traditional literati gardens. But more importantly, these parks demonstrated to the 
Chinese people an open recreational pattern quite different from that of the traditional gardens 
characterised by an inward-oriented and sometimes reclusive nature. 13 It was in this context that 
some private gardens, such as Shen Garden (1881) and Yu Garden (1890) in Shanghai, were 
transformed and opened to the public to cater for the recreational needs of the Chinese society, 
and at the same time to build up Chinese people's self-respect in view of the humiliation caused 
s The park was renamed as Bund Park (qh * ®) in 1936. Spring Shanghai Park (pß1 j; M) in 1945, and Huangpu Park (* 4 
®) in 1946 by the Concession Bureau. 
The park became Kun Hill Park (MM ®) in 1934. See Editorial Board of Shanghai landscape architecture records c. tN 
#, t) r; 1& 1ä1k. Shanghai yuanlin zhi [Shanghai landscape architecture records) ß®(4t. (Shanghai: Shanghai Shehul 
Kexueyuan Chubanshe, 2000), p. 182. 
s The park was renamed as Hongkou Park ($p Q%M) on 1922. See Editorial Board of Shanghai landscape architecture records 
c±4* ® -0 Shanghai yuanlin zhi [Shanghai landscape architecture records) t ®j$ . (Shanghai: 
Shanghai 
Shehul Kexueyuan Chubanshe. 2000). p. 284. 
° The Public Park was not accessible to the Chinese public until 1928. Shooting Range Park until 1922 when it was renamed as 
Hongkou Park, and Hongkou Park until 1934 when it was renamed as Kun Hilt Park. 
The name was in Chinese Other local names referred to it with reference to the geographical location. Including 
Outer Ferry Park (yFjXIt14®). Bridge Park (jk*4M) or Bund Park See Editorial Board of Shanghai landscape 
architecture records cJ3si®# ) li; $3 jdQ" Shanghai yuanlin zhi (Shanghai landscape architecture records) .h 
li MI . 
(Shanghai: Shanghai Shehul Kexueyuan Chubanshe, 2000). p, 94. The inadequacy of the understanding of the concept of 
'public park' was also noted In Zhou, )Gangpin Jig 03 9, and Chen Zhehua F4&i'*. 'Shanghai jindai zujie gongyuan 
xixuedongjian xia de yuanlin fanben' [Concession parks in modem Shanghai: model gardens in the Western influences) t; 'I3& 
ftif)lf 4 ®i! g Ah-FM ®# 7-*. Chengshi Guihua Xuekan, 4 (2007), p. 117. 
° The park was also called English Park, created to commemorate Queen Victoria's Golden Jubilee. 
° The park became Liberation South Park (% l) after the 1949 liberation. 
10 After the Liberation. the park was re-named by the Dalian Government as Culture Park on 1 June 1946, and as Lu Xun Park 
on 11 May 1948. It was turned Into Dalian Zoological Garden In September 1966 proposed by the LOda Basic Construction 
Committee (#T1 iürbi¬). 
" The park became Star Sea Park after the 1949 Liberation. 
12 The park was also named Gu Residence Park after the village on the original site. It was renamed as Prosperous 
Park (A)(a M) in 1944 and Revival Park ()ý j'( c; ®) in 1946 by Shanghai Municipal Government. 
IS Zhou, Xlangpin IN t; 714, and Chen Zhehua r4); ä*. 'Shanghai jindai zujie gongyuan xixuedongjlan xla de yuanlin fanben' 
(Concession parks In modem Shanghai: model gardens In the Western Influences) t; lriFt}eifll'fi; QpýS f ähFdýQý(ý1 #" 
Chengshi Guihua Xuekan. 4 (2007), pp. 113-118. 
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by the foreign colonists. ', 
But the Chinese indeed in response also created public parks. These however again tended 
to be exclusive, catering for special needs of individual groups. One example is Cangxi Park 
(1897) in Qigihar15, where the local authority created a park for the amusement of soldiers 
stationed in this quiet border area, established at the Instigation of general Cheng Dequan 
(1860-1930). 'ß An example of a more enlightened approach was that of Xijin Park (1906) In 
Wuxi" created for the benefit of the country residents, with funds raised by local gentry. 18 The 
best known example was that of Leshan Garden in Beijing, where In 1908 an Imperial garden 
was transformed into a public zoological garden due to the personal largesse of the Empress 
Dowager Cixi (1835-1908). The various animals for this garden had been bought by, and 
presented to Cixi by an imperial delegation who had studied foreign affairs in Germany as part of 
the New Policies reform of 1906. Thus the establishment of this zoological garden derived from 
Western influences. It was officially opened to the public in 1908 with an admission charge of 
sixteen coppers for adults and eight for children. 19 Despite the imminent collapse of the Ging 
court, it does not appear to have been intended as a gesture to appease the general public. 20 
Despite the dramatic developments that coincided with the overthrow of the Qing Dynasty 
(1644-1911) and the establishment of the Republic of China in 1912, lauding an end to the 
imperial era bringing in Nationalist rule, this did not prevent foreign communities from creating 
parks in their colonial concessions, such as Jessfield Park (1914) by English in Shanghai21, and 
Japanese Park (1925) in Wuhan22. But more important from a Chinese perspective was the 
newly established Nationalist government led by President Sun Zhongshan (Sun Yat-sen) 
(1866-1925) which intended to shape society with the declaration of 'Three Principles of the 
People', i. e. nationalism, democracy, and people's livelihood. This was promoted with the slogan 
'For the sake of all the public', thus providing the political underpinning for a nationwide public 
park movement (Fig. 3.1). Initially this concentrated on opening imperial sites and private 
'" Zhou, Xiangpin j¬1I J i, and Chen Zhehua RM$. 'Shanghai gudian aijia huayuan de jindal shanbian: yl wanqing jingyingxing 
sijia huayuan weili' [Transition of Shanghai private gardens: an Investigation of the profit-oriented private gardens of Shanghai 
in late Qing) ± MTLV; tIMMiliRMR-C, t , AHfEtiLF ciEOM% ChengshiGuihuaXuekan, 2 (2007). pp. 87-92. 
15 It is now Longsha Park 
"Tian, Hezhuang Ill#t. 'Longsha Gongyuan' (Longsha Park) 
http: l/www. lnkp. Cov cn lvkp. asi ? actashowdetaildid=1481, accessed on 24/09/2007. 
" It is now Inner City Park (d* 4 ®). 
'Xiandai chengshi weidao do Wuxi xian' (Wuxi county as a modem city) 
http: fhvww igaw-wuxi oov. cnhigwh/mwxs/80511. shtml, accessed on 24/09/200T. 
19 This admission charge 'were usually more than an urban worker (who on average made only 40 coppers a day In the early 
twentieth century) could afford' and prevented 'almost 80% of the urban population from frequenting the parks: See Shi, 
Mingzheng. 'From Imperial Gardens to Public Parks: The Transformation of Urban Space in Early Twentieth-Century Beijing'. 
Modem China, Vol. 24, No. 3 (Jul., 1998), p. 245. 
20 Shi, Mingzheng. 'From Imperial Gardens to Public Parks: The Transformation of Urban Space in Early Twentieth-Century 
Beijing'. Modem China. Vol. 24, No. 3 (Jul., 1998). pp. 228-230. 
21 The park became Zhongshan Park (4i ij ) In 1944. See Editorial Board of Shanghai landscape anhiecfure records t± 
® ý) rAlloMQ. Shanghai yuanlin zhi (Shanghai landscape architecture records) , 
t; 1) p) JtZ. (Shanghai: Shanghai 
Shehui Kexueyuan Chubanshe, 2000), p. 104. 
22 Editorial Board of Wuhan gardens ttM®44 }rp(t. Wuhan yuanhn (1840-1985) (Wuhan gardens (1840.1985)) tR 71* 
(1840-1985) . (Wuhan: Wuhan Municipal Bureau of 




Figure 31 The calligraphy of Pres cent Sun Znongsnan , 18th-192 I o' he s, i e of &i the public ; 
This showed the advocated social value and political vision of the Republican era 
Source Shanghai Museum of Sun Yat"Sen's Former Residence ed Sun zhongshan jirnan Sun 
Zhongshan rfansheng danchen 130 zhounran [Sun Zhongshan In commemoration of the 1301h anniversary of Dr Sun's birth 
? -}, *LL t2 tj+ cPLU 1jll F 130 f ]f¬ (Shanghai Shanghai Renmin Chubanshe. 1996) 
gardens to the public, including the Altar of Agriculture transformed into South City Park (1912), 
the Altar of Soil and Grain transformed into Central Park (1914), Temple of Heaven Park (1918), 
the Summer Palace (1924) all in Beijing, Liu Garden (1913) in Hankou, and West Lake Park 
(1914) and South Park (1915) in Fuzhou. 
At this time Japan, which had just undergone a process of westernisation, became the great 
inspiration. with Chinese students being sent over there to investigate the various processes and 
practices This included horticultural studies and forestry, with some returning students becoming 
influential proponents in modern landscape architecture in China. including Wu Gengmin 
(1896-1991), who returned in 1920.23 Zhang Shouyu (1897-1985)24 and Chen Zhi 
(1899-1989)`5 in 1922, and Hu Changzhi (1899-1972) in 1928`6 It was through this route that 
` Wu, Guanglm X *{* 'Zhongguo findai yuanyi shiye de dlantf ren Wu Gengmin (The founder of the modem Chinese 
horticulture Wu Gengmin) c{ý (tp; &fý lei '# li' d7 R! 1lt: l-? ý I91 Cý 
http I/wwwgmw cn/content12 005-06-'10/content 2.48979 htm, accessed on 29/11/2006 
Deng. Jiguang fl 3 Woguo fmdai huahui xue de dianli ren Zhang Shouyu' (The founder of the modem Chinese flower 
studies Zhang Shouyu) ht! p nwww. gmw cn/contenv2Q05 06 10/content24891f9 htm, 
accessed on 29/1112006. 
Yang, Shaozhang }. ++ly* 'Zhongguo Imdai zaoyuan xue de dianji ren' (The founder of the modem Chinese gardening Chen 
Zht( http_! Wwwgmw cn/contenýl2005-10! 25/content 318881 hIM. accessed on 
29/11/2006 
Chen, Junyu %t Q% Woguo yuanyi zhiwu fenlei xue de xianqu Hu Changzhf(The forerunner of Chinese planting taxonomy 
Hu Changzhi) ! !Jý? gyp}? >> 'ý (fcfgý -AAM$ hlfp'/www tgmw cn/cnnlenj/ 005-06,110! cnr'IQ 'it 249Q04 Will, 
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public parks were popularized. With most existing public parks in China being exclusive places, 
the concept of public park was introduced primarily from Japan. This can be well illustrated with 
the use of the Chinese compound word gongyuan ('ý[@) to denote'public park'. It had originally 
referred to private gardens, 27 but the term was borrowed by the Japanese in the Meiji period 
(1868-1912) as a translation for the western concept of public park, founding their first public 
park, Ueno Park, in Tokyo in 1873.28 When public parks became a more general concept in 
China the Japanesed gongyuan was reintroduced to describe them. 
Ideas about public parks and their design not only came from Japan however, with Chinese 
students studying in different countries. These included Li Ju (1900-1982) who from 1915 to 
1922 studied horticulture in France and returned to China in 1923. From 1927, he produced 
various proposals for public parks, including Dragon Pavilion Park, Multi-layered Pagoda Temple 
Park and South City Park in Kaifeng, Five-Prefecture Park2° and Qinhuai River Park in Nanjing, 
Lakeshore Park in Hangzhou, and Junior City Park, South Suburb Park and Xindu Laurel Lake 
Park in Chengdu. 30 Another important figure was Chen Shifu (1907-1988), who from 1929 to 
1932 studied landscape architecture in the United States and returned to China in 1933. His field 
of work included city planning, landscape planning and park design, and he was responsible for 
the design of Xikou Park in Zhejiang and the completion of Junior City Park in Chengdu. " All 
these returning students also became important figures for the landscape development of the 
subsequent socialist era, either in education in universities or in practice in design bureaus. 
When President Sun Zhongshan died in 1925, a mausoleum was created in his honour, with 
contributions from Li Ju (1900-1982) and Zhang Shouyu (1897-1985). Capturing the mood of the 
time, the loss of China's reformer was commemorated as a nationwide movement in which every 
self respecting town would have a Zhongshan Park. There were parks with that name in Beijing, 
Tianjin, Nanjing, Shenyang, Dalian, Jinan, Qingdao, Shanghai, Hangzhou, Wuhan, Shashi, 
Zhongshan, Xiamen, and Shantou. These parks brought about a change of perception of public 
parks which were now regarded as places for'noble-minded recreation', 32 as a contrast to the 
debauched life styles of those who indulged in opium or gambling as a form of recreation. ' 
accessed on 29/11/2006. 
27 Chen. Zhi {4( . Chen Zhi zaoyuan wenflCollected works on landscape architecture of Chen Zhl Mi jA M®js X. (Beijing: 
Zhongguo Jianzhu Gongye Chubanshe. 1988), pp. 175.181; SM, Mingzheng. 'From Imperial Gardens to Public Parks: The 
Transformation of Urban Space in Early Twentieth-Century Beging'. Modem China. Vol. 24. No. 3 (Jul.. 1998). p. 227. 
r Shi, Mingzheng. From Imperial Gardens to Pubic Parks: The Transformation of Urban Space in Early Twentieth-Century 
Beijing'. Modem China, Vol. 24, No. 3 (Jul., 1998). pp. 226-227. 
2f It Is now Xuanwu Lake Park (Z L% M). 
30 U. Shuhua TAX-*. Woguo Jindai gongyuan jianshe de xianqu zhiyi: U Ju' (One of the forerunners of modem Chinese park 
movement U Jul ®if }ei: ®iFi@9'1gýýät ý'i" btto*ifwww omw cn/content12005-08! 22/content 289549 htm, 
accessed on 29/1112006. 
" Cheng. Xuke and Zhang Zugang 129114, JKM; W. 'Oa huanjing 10di xitong de tichu zhe: Cheng Shifu' (The Initiator of the 
greenspace system: Cheng Shifu) ; kEF1Jlt2itblttiEM1$t$`-42t#i£. 
Mttn1www cmw, cn/contentf2006-06/01/contentv417492, htm, accessed on 29/1112006. 
32 Uu. Wendao A15. 'Hankou shi ZN xianzai Jianglal [Hankou at present and In the future] 0(13 112&: 3At. Zhonguo 
Jianshe (1 November 1930): Xu, Yuanquan J* 4l. Shashi shizheng zhf jianshe (Municipal construction of Shashi] $ºj 1m ZE 
111% (1936). 
33 For one of the excellent accounts on the social problems and the Intention for the creation of parks In the late 1920s, see Wu, 
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Another concept was that of People's Park, to indicate the intention to benefit the general public. 
The first one was created in Baoding in 1936, in which South City Park had been transformed 
with the donation from Song Zheyuan (1885-1940), the Nationalist Chairman of Nebel Province. 
This example was also followed by others and pre-dated the socialist era. It seems that it was the 
modern ideal of promoting public life for the well-being of the wider society, received, adapted 
and finally accepted by the Chinese people during the Republican era, that most inspired the 
subsequent park development. 
The 1949 Liberation 
Internal Liberation wars and international warfare of the 1930s and '40s provided a politically 
tumultuous period and created social and economic instability which was not conducive to the 
creation of new parks, not to mention the maintenance of existing ones, with many falling into 
disrepair. Most parks were therefore in a dire condition in 1949 when the CCP liberated the 
population from the semi-colonial society. The endurance necessary to regain economic and 
social strength was popularly perceived as 'poverty and blankness'34 , with the notion that 
'full-scale reconstruction [was] under way'u. There were only 112 public parks in the entire China, 
amounting to a grand total 2,961 hectares, 36 a provision wholly inadequate. Even in Beijing, 
where former imperial sites made the city relatively well-endowed, a total of 772 hectares of 
parks for a total of some 2.1 million residents amounted to only 3.6 square metres per capita. 37 
This shortfall was to be made up under a socialist-communist agenda. 
However, as a result of the general devastation of cities and the limited resources for any 
construction upon the Liberation, little progress could actually be made in creating new parks. 
With initial concerns about urban hygiene, the creation of any new public park at this time 
occurred as a by-product of the mass movement of Patriotic Health Campaign. While restrained 
by the weak economy, a cost-effective, but conspicuous way to reflect the new political and 
cultural values was the practice of re-naming existing parks. This was particularly so while the 
Guobing gM M. Wo he Hankou Zhongshan gongyuan ji shizheng jianshe' (My personal involvements In the construction of 
Zhongshan Park and Hankou city) 1ý ý0 ýW ý. `®R11L Iýiü" In Historical Studies Committee of Wuhan Political 
Consultative Committee tt4 ät 3ý¬ 3ýiý A iý ed. Wihan wenshf tiliao wenku (c* san Juan) (Collections of 
Wuhan historical accounts (Vol. 3)) t ýiý# (ý: = C! )" (Wuhan: Wuhan Chubanshe, 1999), pp. 450484. 
s' The Chinese text is '-y; t=p'. It was upon the Liberation the popular description of the social and economic situations. 
IS The Chinese text It was upon the Liberation the common but inspiring advocacy for development. 
's U. Min TtZ. Zhongguo xiandai gongyuan: fazhan yu pinpjia [Modem parks of China: development and evaluation] 43®]2(; 
(Beijing: Beijing Kexue Jishu Chubanshe, 1987). p. 34; Uu, Shanghua Jpp'4*-. Zhong uo fengjmg 
yuanl: n dangdai wushmian: 1949-1999 (Fifty years of Chinese landscape architecture: 1949-1999] 
1949-1999. (Beijing: Zhongguo Jianzhu Gongye Chubanshe. 1999), p. 3. 
s' Beijing Statistic Bureau. Xanxinxiangnmg do Beijing: sanshiwu nian Jai Beipngshi guoming jinpji he shehu! fazhan gaikuanp 
(Thriving Beijing: brief accounts of the national economy and social development of Beijing of the thirty-five years) I1Xtrulg 'iat 
(Beijing: Beijing Chubanshe. 1984). p. 81. Beijing Municipal Bureau of 
Parks 413 ! J"iR94$JJ. Dangdai Beijing yuanlin fazhan shi [Modem history of Beijing landscape architecture) 1}tJtyit®1*$tK 
jt. (October. 1987), p. 11. 
policy of self-reliance was promoted as one of the most important directives by the CCP's coming 
to power While this policy had effectively commenced under the economic constraints in the 
pre-Liberation era, it continued to be crucial during the first years of recovery (1949-1952) Park 
development was certainly not exempted from this policy, since it was a concern that parks would 
not just require resources in their creation, but also for upkeep 
Digging lakes and raising mountains under the Patnotic Health Campaign 
Within these impoverished economic circumstances. the only possibility for the creation of new 
parks was by means of mass mobilisation of volunteer labour (including officials. students. 
workers and soldiers) This became a possibility during the Patriotic Health Campaign launched 
in 1952, which strove after basic sanitary provisions in order to provide a healthier environment 
The objective of this Campaign was to prevent and cure contagious diseases by cleaning up 
urban and rural areas. advocating the so-called 'eight cleanliness'. ie the cleanliness of children, 
body. indoor environment, courtyards. streets, kitchens, toilets, and barns, and 'five eliminations', 
i. e. the eliminations of fly. mosquito. louse, flea, and bedbug. and 'one capture', ie the capture of 
rats (Fig 32)38 
With these objectives, rubbish dumps were cleared, sewage ditches were dredged, and 
sumps were levelled or excavated As a result, the undesirable derelict sites within cities that 
proved unsuitable for building were proposed as parks and subjected to extensive earth works 
Since these operations were carried out without much forward planning, they generally caused 
existing conditions to be accentuated, deepening the lower lying land and raising higher areas 
Stagnant pools were dredged and further excavated with the spoil used to create artificial 
INIF 
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Fqure j2 Stamps issued in 196L' öev "'r F, i' ..! 4 .3,. , i- : -. i ,,. l652) successively 
Sanitation in 
Mines and Factories, To Wipe out the Four Pests, To Pay Attention to Hygiene . 
'Prevention of Diseases'. and 
Physical Drill' What was more relevant for the development of public parks was the second one The Four 
Pests' referred to rats. bedbugs, flies, and mosquitoes. which were included in the 'five eliminations' and one 
capture' 
Source Private collection 
'° Xiao, Aishu ti V#R4 '1949-1959 nian aiguo weisheng yundong shulun' (An investigation of Patriotic Health Campaign 
(1949-1959)) 1949.1959 if E 1: Ic! 
-iZ, 
wOiti Dangda' Zhongguo 5hs Vanpu Vol 10, No 1 (January 2003), p 98 
mounds. resulting in a process that was very similar to the mountain-and-water composition in 
traditional garden s39 This 'digging and mounding' tended to create the basic spaces that were 
planted with a framework of fast growing trees Yet it soon became evident that these new parks 
were badly arranged and devoid of the artistic quality of traditional gardens They also proved 
expensive to modify 40 Examples of parks that were created using mass mobilisation include 
Aquatic Park (1950) in Tianjin, North Cemetery Park (1950) in Shenyang. Zhongshan Park (1950) 
in Shantou, Egret Island Park (1951) in Nanjing. Jade Pool Park (1951). Dragon Pool Park (1952) 
and Joyous Pavilion Park (1952) in Beijing (Fig 3 3) Yet despite the physical and artistic 
shortcomings these parks were eagerly adopted as a clear representation of the new age since 
they had been created by the ordinary people who were enthusiastic and proud whilst 




w. 'ý,:; , _ `ý 
Figure 33 Digging and mounding project with mass manual volunteers for the creation 
of Joyous Pavilion Park. Beijing. in 1952 
Source Han. Jiang ; äi: I Taoranting (Joyous pavilion) ON"# (Beijing Beijing Chubanshe. 1958) 
79 See for example the project of Joyous Pavilion Park in Beging Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks it. i i1i (]} Ji 'Beijing shi 
i1iý) $,; (ql' +JiRit Taoranting gongyuan guihua shelf (Planning and design of Joyous Pavilion Park of Beijing) Ate, 
Jianzhu Xuebao 4 (1959). pp 26.29. Editorial Board of Beijing chorography it ? 1i t ti {. }Zi# t Ijj f Beijing zhi, Shizheng 
Juan YuaMm luhua zh (Beijing chorography. Municipal constructions volume. Beijing landscape architecture records) At i'. 
T., tfi 14 (Beijing Beijing Chubanshe. 2000). pp 155-156 
40 Liu. Shaozong 'Gongyuan ludo de guihua bulu' (Planning of parks) In Beijing Municipal Bureau 
of Parks qt r fi® fdi ed Beijing shr yuaNin gongzuolingyan huibian (1949-1959) 
(Acollection of the working experiences 
in Beijing landscape architecture (1949.1959)) 1t, 5, fbi[10*111t' ff{ To (1949-1959) (January. 1960). p 27, Li. Min -716 
Zhongguo xiandaigongyuan fazhan yu pingpa (Modem parks of China development and evaluation) 
! j41, ` (Beijing Beijing Kexue Jishu Chubanshe, 1987). p 55 
" Hua. Lanhong !; -iý+-># 
Chongpan zhongguo chengshi guihua sanshiman 1949-1979 (Reconstruction of China thtrly yearsof 
urbanism, 1949-19791 If if ti, [W Ili[ rfi l' X'1 f rt . 
1949-1979, trans by Li Ying 'rit (Beijing Shenghuo-dushu-xinzhi 
Sanlian Shudian. 2006), p 211 Originally published as Hoa. Leon Reconstruire la Chine trente ans d'urbamsme 1949-1979 
(Pans Editions du Moniteur, 1981) This sentiment was similar in the Soviet Union where after they were liberated from an 
oppressive regime volunteers, largely young people of secondary school and college age. eagerly contributed to the creation 
of their park of culture and rest See Brodsky. Bons 'The Psychology of Urban Design in the 1920s and 1930s The Journal of 
Decorative and Propaganda Arts. Vol 5. Russian/Soviet Theme Issue (Summer. 1987), p 87 
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Public parks as celebrations of ideology and culture 
With mass involvement public parks became a focus of, and resource for, the revolutionary effort 
of promoting socialism. This becomes clear in their naming42 as 'People's Park' (for about 10 
percent of new parks according to a 1982 statistic4), including examples in Ji'nan (1949), 
Shijiazhuang (1949), Chengdu (1950), Chongqing (1950), Shanghai (1950), Taiyuan (1950), 
Nanning (1951), and Tianjin (1951). Other parks celebrated military triumphs in the founding of 
the nation: in Anshan the former Morning Sunlight Mountain Park" was renamed as 219 Park 
after the city was liberated on 19 February 1948. Similarly, there were a Liberation Park in Dalian 
(1945), a Liberation North Park (1949) and a Liberation South Park (1951) in Tianjin; a Victory 
Park in Changshun (1948) and in Xining (1949); and 81 Park (1950) in Nanchang referring to the 
Army Day of 1"t August in memory of the founding of the Chinese People's Liberation Army. 
Revolutionary heroism was celebrated in the naming of Hunan Martyrs Park in Changsha (1951), 
while new social values were celebrated in Culture Park (1946), Sino-Soviet Friendship Park 
(1949), and Labour Park (1949) in Dalian; Labour Park in Jilin (1949); Youth Park in Ji'nan (1950); 
Mass Park in Fuzhou (1952)t5; Culture Park in Qingdao (1952), and Youth Park in Shenyang 
(1952). Further parks celebrated revolutionary figures, such as Zhongshan Park (1946), Lenin 
Park (1947)46 and Lu Xun Park (1948) 47 in Dalian, and Lu Xun Park (1950) in Qingdao. 
Though revolutionary, it would be easily acknowledged that the practice of naming had a 
long tradition associated with poetry and artistic written forms in the Chinese garden design. This 
connection with the past was indeed demonstrated in the calligraphy of the names displayed at 
park entrances. But to further promote the revolutionary connotation, park names were sometimes 
written by the revolutionaries themselves, such as that by Marshal Chen Y (1901-1972) 
produced for People's Park in Shanghai in 1950 (Fig. 3.4), 48 or for People's Park in Tianjin by 
Chairman Mao (1893-1976) in 1956 (Fig. 3.5). Such inscriptions became an important tool in 
promoting communism, and in their language were more immediate and readily understood than 
the traditional florid poetry of before. It highlighted that even with the greatest ideals for 
innovation it was impossible to shake off history, but also that it might be used for new purposes. 
Indeed, while not all names of parks acted as the manifestation of contemporary politics, the 
historical appeal was clear in many other park names, such as Jade Pool Park" (1951) and 
42 According to the preliminary survey of 203 public parks, out of the seventy four parks rehabilitated or created during the period 
from 1949 to 1952. thirty three (forty fire percent) parks were named with a dear manifestation of the contemporary politics. 
47 U. Min I&. Zhongguo xiandai gongyuan: fazhan yu pingfa (Modem parks of China: development and evaluation) 4M IXft 
(Beijing: Beijing Kexue Jishu Chubanshe, 1987). p. 34. 
" The name was to Chinese 'ij q tL 4 ®'. 
`s In 1962, Mass Park was renamed as South Park, the original name In the early twenty century. 
'° This park was renamed as Labour Park on 3 March 1949. 
47 This was derived from the name of Lu Xun (1881-1936). an important revolutionist, thinker and writer in the modem era. 
u Editorial Board of Shanghai landscape architecture records tt; p Ms }219 0 ff] t!. Shanghai yuanlsn zh, (Shanghai 
landscape architecture records] t ®# . (Shanghai: 
Shanghai Shehul Kexueyuan Chubanshe, 2000). p. 4. 
'° The name of 'Jade Pool' came Into being in the Yuan Dynasty (1260-1368). 
Figure 34 The entrance of today s Peoples Park. Shanghai The calligraphy work of Peoples Park ý ', ft :l ýl 
inscribed on the tablet was made by Marshal Chen Yi (1901-1972) in 1950 
ý; ,; t", -!, ý , ",, t t,., ' <nngfeng on 31/12/2007 
Figure 35 The entrance of today's Peoples Park. Tianjin The calligra; ,, , -" -' People's Park' (), , 
ý,; 
inscribed on the honzontal panel of the archway was made by Chairman Mao Zedong (1893-1976) in September 
1956 
Source Photograph by Fu Junming in Juty 2006 
ht1 ! 1096 6 ccnp c com/useriUser Templel! 2! ma n fyphp'? usend=109615R mg ; A=10%16 00540 accessed on 31/01/2008 
Joyous Pavilion Park'-0 (1952) in Beijing, Unmoored Ferry Park51 (1950) in Hefe, Black Dragon 
Pool Park 52 (1950) in Kunming, and Canton Elegant Park53 (1951) in Guangzhou, which were 
all related to relevant history of the site Actually, the Chinese communists upon the Liberation 
showed a concern about the respect to and protection of historic remains "0 Especially. prior to 
Joyous Pavilion' had been named in 1695 after a poem composed by Bat Juyi (772.846), which read, When chrysanthemums 
are golden and our homebrew is ready. you and I shall dunk and be joyous 1! ý fy $4 iW Wi " 
pki". ) ' Translated in 
Peking a tounst guide (Peking Foreign Languages Press. 1960), p 97 
" The name of 'Unmoored Ferry recalled the famous warfare at the unmoored ferry between Wet and Wu during the Three 
Kingdoms Era (220-280) 
The name of 'Black Dragon Pool' was derived from the Black Pool Temple (Xmf? ) originally on the site dated back to the Han 
Dynasty (202 BC-AD 220) 
The name was derived from one of the Eight Landscape Scenes of Guangzhou included in the park. e Canton Elegant Pine 
Waves (11111 4k 4:: ß) built in the Ming Dynasty (1368-1644) 
Before Beijing surrendered. Professor bang Sacheng (1901-1972) was brought a map of the city by an officer of the People's 
Liberation Army and 'was asked to designate areas where precious buildings and cultural relics must be preserved if artillery 
should be called into action See Fairbank. Wilma Liang and Lin Partners in EAplonng Chinas Architectural Past 
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the construction of Joyous Pavilion Park in Beijing, Chairman Mao stressed in 1950 that its 
traditional name should be retained: 'Joyous Pavilion is a place of historic interest in Beijing, and 
its name should be kept. '55 This care of traditional past was largely a result of the national pride 
after the victory over the foreign imperial powers and the founding of an independent nation. This 
signified that, besides promoting socialism, the country's history was also important to reinforce 
nationalism. As upon Liberation there were limited resources for the creation of parks it was 
necessary to preserve what was inherited from the past so that this would not only contribute to 
the nationalist spirit but also enhance park spaces both materially and culturally. 
Practicing self-reliance: the policy of r Yuan Yang Yuan (I Af N) 
As a result of the grave economic circumstances, any creation of parks was promoted through 
self-reliance, which was advocated as a national policy to overcome economic constraints and 
uphold the revolutionary spirit for socialist construction. It was extended in 1950 for park 
construction with Yi Yuan Yang Yuan (YYYY), 56 a policy of economic self-sufficiency which 
determined that parks should be considered as a resource and that they should be self-financing. 
This might be achieved for example through admission tickets, franchises, and shop rents, thus 
being able to settle the salaries of staff and workers and costs of management and maintenance, 
without having to rely for income on taxation. This policy effectively encouraged parks to be run 
as businesses, rather than being perceived as places encouraging social welfare by means of 
free access. However within the light of the economic circumstance of the time, this situation was 
perhaps inevitable, with the government maintaining free access was the intention once the 
economic situation had recovered. 57 
Moreover, the idea of self-sufficiency was explored through 'production' which was actually 
a general requirement for building up a socialist economy. Parks would contribute to the 
necessities of life, such as vegetables, and forage for animals. Water bodies were used for fish 
farming, starting in Beijing in 1951 when 1.7 million fish were bought from Wuhan and released in 
the lakes of the Summer Palace and North Sea Park. " With'lake digging' and 'hill mounding' of 
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press. 1994), p. 169. 
Quoted from Editorial Board of Joyous Pavilion Part records psrll¢ c^, MZ- 2219 OM O. Taorantuºg gongyuan zhi (Joyous 
Pavilion Park records) NM, DMZ. (Beijing: Beijing Unye Chubanshe, 1999). p. 26. Author's translation. 
Issued on 11 August 1950 during the Second Plenary Session of Park Management Committee of the People's Government of 
Beijing. The four Chinese characters 'Y! Yuan Yang Yuan' respectively and literally mean to use or take', 'park or garden', 'to 
support or maintain', and 'park or garden'. 
The Beijing People's Government stated In 1951 that: 'Free admission Is the aim, but it could only be realised providing 
various other [economic] conditions are well settled. ' See: Editorial Board of Beijing chorography ýt fi ýi u+#I 6ýý' 
Beijing zhi, Shizheng Juan. Yuanlin Whua zhl (Beijing thorography. Municipal constructions volume. Landscape architecture 
records) IM 9- 1x11 ®#$1% . (Beijing: 
Beijing Chubanshe, 2000), p. 486. 
s' Jin, Guangjin j3I 5. 'Beijing gongyuan xlong yangyu shengchan do fazhan guocheng' (The development of fish farming in 
the parks of Beijing] Jt i: 181 fit1f ffi P69äiýMPi. In Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks 4tX( ®##J3 ed. Beijing shi 
yuanlin gongzuo jingyan huibian (1949-1959) (A collection of the working experiences in Beijing landscape architecture 
(1949-1959)3 Jt3 ýil'ý# 411ýtý Z1ß (1949-1959). (January, 1960). p. 248. 
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other sites, such as Joyous Pavilion Park, Shichahal Lake, Dragon Pool Lake, and Jishui Pool, 
being completed in 1953, delegates of the First People's Congress in Beijing suggested that all 
the water bodies of parks should be utilised for fish farming. This directive was followed by the 
establishment of the Fish Farming Section of the Municipal Park Bureau in Purple Bamboo Park 
in April 1954, with concerted fish farming activities in the subsequent years (Table 3.1). 
Table 3.1 Statistics of fish farmed in lakes of Beijing parks (1954-1958) 
Lake area (mu) 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 
The Summer Palace 2,000 409,375 30,413 38,066 150,853 3,198,992 
North Sea Park 580 120,555 72,150 70,729 77,662 1,349,773 
Joyous Pavilion Park 250 70,308 57,267 34,511 39,131 974,092 
Shichahai Lake 440 n/a 56,060 n! a 45,998 n/a 
Dragon Pool Lake 600 143,263 198,235 90,769 118,558 1,337,251 
Jishui Pool 120 90.346 39,770 80,752 35,588 612,626 
Purple Bamboo Park 180 430,000 n/a 44,697 44,724 Na 
Zhongshan Park 200 73,352 63,329 48,426 81,638 1,240,908 
Note: I mu is equivalent to 1115 hectare or 1/6 acre. The statistics for 1958 might have been over-inflated under the Wind of 
Exaggeration' of the GLF (1958-1960), but nonetheless indicated the much expanded scale of fish farming. 
Source: Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks 4tXifi M #)4 ed. Beijing shlyuanln gongzuo jingyan huibian (1949-1959) (A 
collection of the working experiences In Beijing landscape architecture (1949-1959)1 ýt ®1ýI1ýLL' Zti'i (1949-1959). 
(January. 1960). p. 253. The figure of the Purple Bamboo Park in 1954 Is from Editorial Board of Garden History of Beijing 
Municipal Bureau of Parks It* ii ®(4P ed. Beijing yuanln dash! / shang (1949-1965) (Great events of 
Beijing landscape architecture, Vol. 1 (1949-1965)) Jt*C9# A*IZ, 1 (1949-1965) . (July, 1984), p. 26. 
But production was not limited to fish farming. It was one of the necessary functions of the 
greening movement stipulated in the National Programme forAgricultural Development 
(1956-1967), 59 under which a 1957 directive suggested that'Greening should be seen as an 
undertaking of production. '60 This helped to emphasise that greening not only made 
environmental differences, but that this also made economic sense and meant the planting of 
fruit trees, farming, and communal food production in parks. This was to be largely practiced in 
the following GLF campaign (1958-1960). Yet despite its close association with the national 
policy of self-reliance, the policy of YYYY remained contentious, since the above activities often 
undermined the recreational and aesthetic value of parks and the goal of self-financing 
meanwhile proved not to be achievable. It was later re-considered during the economic recovery 
of the Readjustment period (1961-1965) and heavily criticised under the altered political 
circumstances of the Cultural Revolution (1966-1969). 
S' National Programme forAgriculura! Development 1956-1967 (Peking: Foreign Language Press, 1960). 
00 Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks 4tgi4M )Q ed. Beijing sN yuanhn gongzuo jingyan huibian (1949-1959) (A collection of 
the working experiences in Beijing landscape architecture (1949-1959)1 ßt1 ýi l8i (4Iftt U Lt3ý (1949-1959). (January, 
1960). pp. 2.6. Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks 4t371 ß(4)J. Dangdai Beijing yuanirn /azhan shi (Modem history of Beijing 
landscape architecture) (October. 1987). PP. 16.224. 
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Soviet Influences versus Chinese approaches 
The Park of Culture and Rest Model: Gorki Park 
While during the pre-Liberation era it was mainly ideas from West European countries and the 
United States that influenced culture, including park design, in China, after Liberation the Soviet 
Union became the prime model. This was especially so during the 1950s when the 'Leaning to 
One Side' Policy (1949), which promoted a sense of political alliance and thus a socialist 
representation, was implemented. With it came models for virtually every aspect of urban 
development, such as planning, housing, greening, industry, infrastructure, as well as park 
design. The'Park of Culture and Rest', created in Gorki Park, Moscow In 1928, became a model 
for the organisation and design of socialist parks and was celebrated for its technical 
accomplishments throughout the communist world. 6' It was promoted in China by means of 
visiting specialists and handbooks, translated from the Russian, such as Greening Construction 
by Leonid Borisovich Lunts, translated in 1956.62 This elaborated on the philosophical and 
technical aspects of Parks of Culture and Rest as well as other greenspaces. In all, Gorki Park 
(276.5 hectares) which had been transformed from a rubbish heap to a flower garden for the 
people, was described as symbolising the height of socialism built on 'the rotting rubbish of 
tsardom'. °' 
The layout, proposed by Stalin (1879-1953), was a grandiose axial arrangement stretching 
from Red Square to Lenin Hills. The site itself was divided into four'zones', distinguished as 
Lenin Hills, Big Parterre, Neskuchny Garden and the Lushniki (Fig. 3.6). The Lenin Hills, located 
to the south, served for popularization of cultural and scientific knowledge, with a museum of 
fossils and a zoological garden to west, and a museum of plants and a botanical garden to east. 
With its extensive green spaces, this zone also served for rambling and rest. The Stalin 
Constitution Commemorative Tower placed at the hilltop provided a domineering monument at 
the end of the main axis. The Big Parterre designed as a'place for mass rest and the place for 
mass work', 64 was intended for mass assemblage and meeting. The area was entered through a 
monumental archway from Moscow's main traffic artery, the Garden Ring. The main avenue was 
symmetrically aligned with flowerbeds, fountains and gravel walks. The structural planting 
consisted of shrubs and trees that were clipped to geometric shapes with height restricted in 
order to retain an open vista, ideal for grand events. In contrast, the Neskuchny Garden, based 
" lt was not only a model for the creation of subsequent parks within the Soviet Union, but also one for many other countries, 
such as Hungary, Romania. Poland. East Germany, Cuba, and China. This was also mentioned in Hayden, Peter. Russian 
Parks and Gardens (London: Lincoln, 2005), p. 231, in which Japan was also included in the list 
u Lunts, Leonid Borisovich. LOhua jianshe (Greening construction) UtitjQ, trans. by Zhu Junzhen 91 1115. Llu Chengxian J 
*Kg, Ma Shiwel $±f6, and Shen Dalun ttkf. (Beijing: Jianzhu Gongcheng Chubanshe, 1956). 
" Hayden, Peter. Russian Parks and Gardens (London: Lincoln. 2005), p. 231. 
~ Quoted in Floryan. Margarethe. Gardens of the Tsars: A Study of the Aesthetics. Semantics, and Uses of Late 1&h Century 
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Figure 3.6 The design proposal of Gorki Paris of Culture and Rest in Moscow, USSR (late 1920s) 
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Figure 3.6 The design proposal of Gorki Park of Culture and Rest in Moscow. USSR (late 1920s) 
Big Parterre 1. Exhibition hall at the main entrance 2. Small garden In front of the main entrance 
3. Sports ground 4. Public playground and recreational area 
5. Existing hospital buildings 8. Young Pioneers' Pond 
7. Cultural and educational exhibition hall 
Neskuchny 8. Green Courtyard 9. Recreational Palace 
10. Offices 11. Music theatre 
12. Museum of Garden ARs 13. Rest pavilions 
Lenin Hills 14. Greenhouse of the Botanical Garden 15. Museum of Plants 
18. Entrance and exit of the Botanical Garden 17. Public buildings 
18. Stalin Constitution Commemorative Tower 19. Skating rink 
20. Sports ground 21. Museum of Fossils and Zoological Garden 
22. Entrance and exit for the southwest area of Moscow 
Lushnikl 23. Youth Palace 24. Sports ground 
25. Pond with world map 26. Housing 
Source: Lunts, Leonid Borisovich. Lohua franshe (Greening construction] UitIt Q, trans. by Zhu Junzhen skilI$, Uu 
Chengxian , t1*Y, 4. Ma S hiwei q± f$, and Shen Oatun y`t *j . (Beging: Zhongguo Gongye Chubanshe, 1062), p. 129. 
on an English landscape park created in 1834, provided intimate spaces with mature vegetation, 
ideal for quiet rest. " The Lushniki zone, at the foot of the Lenin Hills alongside the main axis, 
provided multiple sports facilities, including football fields, ski tracks, boating lake and a youth 
palace. Throughout the park there were also a great many other facilities and provisions, 
including theatres, a circus, bandstands, exhibition halls, lecture rooms, laboratories and reading 
rooms. In fact, the range of facilities so much determined the fondness of the people for the park 
and its popularity in the Soviet Union that it was largely perceived as a recreational centre rather 
than a designed landscape. " It became a symbol for the masses who could now exercise their 
right to enjoy life and work in the new Soviet era. Throughout, however, educational aspects 
were emphasised by commentators and state alike. 67 
The creation of Gorki Park provided the experiences from which some design guidelines 
were derived for a Park of Culture and Rest in general. This was done in a rational manner 
based on allocation of functional zones and strict land quotas for various social activities, defined 
as culture and recreation zone, sports activities zone, children's play zone, quiet rest zone, and 
administration and management zone. Each of these zones had requirements for hard surfaces, 
grass and planting, which were individually quantified. The'land quota' for park elements was 
recommended as follows (Table 3.2): 
Despite the current informality, the Neskuchny was originaDy a formal garden laid out in the middle of the eighteenth century 
with a number of enclosures framed by clipped hedges. See Hayden, Peter. Russian Parks and Gardens (London: Lincoln. 
2005). p. 184. 
Ivanova. K. Parks of Culture and Rest In the Soviet Union (Moscow: Foreign Languages Publishing House, 1939). pp. 6-9. 
Ivanova. K Parks of Culture and Rest in the Soviet Union (Moscow: Foreign Languages Publishing House. 1939). p. 17: 
Floryan, Margarethe. Gardens of the Tsars: A Study of the Aesthetics, Semantics, and Uses of Late 18th Century Russian 
Gardens (Aarhus. Denmark. Sagaponack. N. Y.: Sagapress: Aarhus University Press, 1996). p. 52. 
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Table 3.2 Recommended 'land quota' for elements of a Park of Culture and Rest (%) 
Area 
Functional zones Roads, squares, buildings lawns Shrubs and trees 
Cultural and educational zone 35 25 40 
Sports activities zone 40 25 35 
Children's play zone 20 30 50 
Quiet rest zone 10 30 60 
Administration and management zone 50 30 20 
Average in the park 15-20 25-30 55-60 
Source: Urban Construction Research Insulate of the Architectural Science Academy of USSR qý([ 3i<{ý { is tYi L L91 itl r. 
Suhan chengsh! luhua (Urban landscape architecture of the Soviet Union) j&t[Xf i1it jr, trans. by Lin Maosheng 41112, Yang 
Chunsheng 4Ot, and Wei Zhaoxuan RUQE. (Begtnp: Jianzhu Gongcheng Chubanahe, 1959). p. 57. 
Thus the concept of Park of Culture and Rest became identified with this rational approach, 
which provided an easy solution to complicated problems. It readily influenced the design of 
Chinese parks with functional considerations becoming the prime objective and quotas 
correspondingly being stipulated for designated zones. This planning-led approach for park 
features aimed to uphold and represent the socialist spirit, but meant, just as it did at Gorki Park, 
that new parks would be regarded as autonomous institutions, dominated by buildings providing 
cultural and recreational venues, rather than as a provision of public greenspace. In China, this 
directive tended to encourage the erection of buildings which could be let so that they might 
contribute to being self-financing. This seems to have reinforced the popular notion that'a 
garden in the Occident is planted but a Chinese garden is built'6° and may be why building 
structures continued to be of such significance in the new Chinese parks. 
Emulation of the Soviet Model versus traditional Chinese approaches 
Parks in China that followed the Soviet model of Park of Culture and Rest with its emphasis on 
functional zones and land quotas included Unmoored Ferry Park (1950) in Hefei, Star Sea Park 
(1950) in Dalian, North Cemetery Park (1950) in Shenyang, Canton Elegance Park (1951) in 
Guangzhou, Joyous Pavilion Park (1952) in Beijing, People's Park (1952) in Shanghai, 
Liberation Park (1953) in Wuhan, and People's Park (1955) in Nanchang. While zones were 
devised so as not to interfere with each other, they were 'rational' zones that enabled allocation 
for individual functions to be varied with respect to topography and local environmental 
conditions. For example in Beijing Joyous Pavilion Park (1952), a site bordered by Joyous 
Pavilion Road to north, Peace and Tranquility Road to east, Dragon Claw Pagoda Tree Street 
" Zhu, Ya-xin. Landscape Design in Chinese Gardens (New York, London: McGraw-Hitt, 1988). p. 73. 
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and a residential area to west. and the city wall to south, consisted of five zones an adult sports 
zone in the northeast, a children's play zone in west, a cultural recreational activities zone 
covering the vast area in the middle, an administration and management zone in southeast, and 
a quiet rest zone in southwest (Fig 3 7) Besides consideration of specific site conditions. these 
zones also conformed to the wider context by locating the first four zones close to the urban 
infrastructure for ease of access. while the zone intended for quiet rest was well screened by the 
south city wall69 With similar rational considerations. the zones within Unmoored Ferry Park 
(1950) in Hefei included a youth recreational zone beside the south entrance. a cultural activities 
zone in north stretching over the east and west of the park with an extensive water body. lawns 
and woods, a quiet rest zone in southwest with winding watercourse and isles, a zoological 
garden in southeast on an independent island. and a penjing7° garden in the northwest corner 
(Fig 3 8) Those of People's Park (1952). Shanghai. included a children's play zone in the 
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Figure 37 Plan of Joyous Pavilion Park. Beijing (1950x) shows the influence of the Soviet design approach 
through the allocation of functional zones, and the Chinese garden making tradition, the mountain-and-water 
pattern 
Source Han. Jiang AI Taoranting (Joyous pavilion) IN CA f (Beging Beijing Chubanshe. 1958) 
69 The south city wall was demokshed in 1956 But the vacated site was soon occupied by some factones As a result. the south 
boundary of the park was still blocked The park did not have a south entrance until 1987 
70 Periling is known in the West as bonsai which is a Japanese term since this hortrcuttural art, though originated in China, was 
first encountered by Westerners in Japan This was also noted in Moms. Edwin T The Gardens of China History AA and 
Meanings (New York Charles Scnbner's Sons, 1983). pp 153-154 
" The park was significantly, destroyed and the differentiation of functional zones was totally obliterated during the Cultural 
Revolution (1966.1969) In the late 1970s the park was restored with another three zones arranged a youth recreational zone 
in east, a sightseeing and rest zone in west. and a cultural and publicity zone in the centre See Editorial Board of Shanghai 
landscape architecture records (t Shanghai yuanhn zhi lShanghai landscape architecture records) I 
(Shanghai Shanghai Shehui Kexueyuan Chubanshe. 2000). p 111 
ý___--- 
Figure 38 Plan of Unmoored Ferry Park. Hefei (early 1980s) 
1 South entrance 2 West entrance 3 Ticket office 
4 Electric hobbyhorse 5 Children's play ground 6 Pergola condor 
7 Exhibition hall 8 Teahouse 9 Pier 
10 Unmoored villa 11 Management office 12 Flower shop 
13. No I Bridge 14 No 2 Bridge 15 South Ferry Bridge 
16 North Ferry Badge 17 Police substation 18 Zoological garden 
19 Embracing Spring Pavilion 20 Waterside pavilion 21 Peony Garden 
22 Long corndor 23 Unmoored Pavilion 24 Open-air theatre 
i'ubhr. Park, 78 
25. Skating rink 
28. Goldfish cultivation area 




20. Perytng garden 
32. Nursery 
35. Tomb of Zhang Uoo 
38. Toilet 
27. Badminton tourt 
30. Penjing corridor 
33. Red carp pond 
38. Sculpture 
Source: China Academy of Urban Planning and Design r'UltraJt t9 It M p,. , ed. Zhonppuo x# yuankn (New gardens 
and parks of China) aftg: Zhongguo Uny. Chubanshe. 1085). p. 70. 
Where Soviet guidelines did not comply with the allocation of zones in China was with respect to 
waterbodies, notably excluded from the Soviet land quotas, but such an important feature in 
traditional Chinese landscape design with its mountain-and-water pattern (Table 3.3). 
Table 3.3 'Land quota' for elements of some Parks of Culture and Rest in China (% 
Roads, squares Planting coverage Water other 
and buildings (lawns, shrubs and trees) bodies 
Joyous Pavilion Park, Beijing (59 ha) 14.3 55.1 29.5 1.1 
Unmoored Ferry Park, Hefei (31.3 ha) 10.1 53.6 35.8 0.5 
People's Park, Shanghai (18.9 ha) 18.9 81.1 
Source: Figures of Unmoored Ferry Park and Joyous Pavilion Park are from U. Min p&. Zhongguo xiandai gonpyuan- lazhan 
yu pingjia [Modem parks of China: development and evaluation) 4 zMllf; %p-7ta 4gftt. (Beijing: Beijing Kexue Jishu 
Chubanshe. 1987). pp. 41,44. Those of People's Park are from Xiong. Ming 19 J. Wen hue xiuxi gongyuan do pwhua she/( wentt 
[issues of the planning and design of the Park of Culture and Rest) ýi) ýý®QgT3f$+1iQitfýPi" Master of Architecture Thesis. 
(Beijing: Tsinghua University, School of Architecture. 1956). p. 44. 
Among the Chinese Parks of Culture and Rest the Culture Park in Guangzhou (Canton) 
was non-typical. First laid out in 1951 on a 7.7 hectares site, it was conceived for the Exhibition 
Fair of Specialities of South China and designed by architect Chen Boqi (1903-1973), who 
formerly studied architecture in Tokyo Institute of Technology (1930-1934) and in Technical 
University of Berlin (1934-1939). Its layout was grid-like creating twelve rectangular areas 
dominated by exhibition buildings. There were a children's play zone in the southwest, an elders' 
zone in the northwest, a cultural and recreational zone in the northeast, and an entertainment 
zone in the southeast (Fig. 3.9). After the exhibition in 1952 the site became the Lingnan Cultural 
Relic Palace and due to increasing Soviet influence in 1956 was renamed as Culture Park. It 
became a place for publicity, exhibitions, sports activity, and entertainment, thus functioning as a 
Park of Culture and Rest The various exhibition buildings in separate compartments proved 
helpful in providing desirable zoning, which was also of importance to emphasise ideology and 
serve educational purposes. With virtually no deliberate consideration for articulation of outdoor 
spaces and planting arrangement this park emphasised that buildings, which would 
accommodate various social activities, were of greater importance In a Park of Culture and Rest 
than a well-designed greenspace. This park therefore showed the excesses the pursual of the 
==Z> 1- 0 ý- 
Figure 39 Plan of Culture Paris. Guangzhou (late 1980s1 
(1) 
1 Garden within a garden 8 Hundred flower theatre 15 Chess hall 
2 Central square 9 Ping-pong hall 16 Aquatic pleasance 
3 Aquatic product exhibition hall 10 Central entertainment stage 17 Skating rink 
4 Rockery 11 Gymnasium 18 Pleasure ground 
5 Underground market 12 Dolphinanum 19 Exhibition centre 
6 Entertainment square 13 Administration centre 20 Exhibition hall 
7 Han complex 14 Periling garden 21 Reading room 
Source Liu. Tingfeng Lingnan year hn G uangzhou yuanlrn (Lingnan and Guangzhou gardens and parks) i üfý13! t . 
7`±H (ýU (Shanghai Tongli Univensty Press. 2003) p 182 
Park of Culture and Rest concept might lead to and how aesthetic pleasure of the outdoor 
spaces of the park was compromised 
Indeed, the Soviet design guidance was sometimes followed dogmatically in Chinese Parks 
of Culture and Rest without paying respect to landform, providing a rigid layout that was 
predictable and boring In the early 1980s it was suggested by some visitors of these parks that 
with an admission fee of three fen"'. they were worth a visit of only three minutes '' As a result 
the application of the Soviet design guidance was subjected to criticism by some Guangzhou 
(Canton) architects and landscape architects in the early 1960s 
Parks in some countries have always been planned with rigid allocation of functional zones In the planning 
of a Park of Culture and Rest, active activity zone and quiet rest zone are in most cases considered In fact, 
it is very difficult to make a Gear distinction between the active activity zone neighbouring scenic beauties 
with trees and the quiet rest zone Especially for parks with hills and lakes, if the distances between various 
activities and buildings are arranged appropriately, taking into account the incompatibility between them and 
with proper treatments, (different zones) could be well integrated and arranged conforming to site conditions 
'2 The 'ten' is the smallest measurement unit in the Ctunese currency system 
73 Li, Min IP f& Zhongguo ºuandai gongyuan fazhan yu pingpa [Modem parks of China development and evaluation) it, Ell IV 14t 
,; rZ®-&qf `ýi M (Beging Begxp Kexue Jishu 
Chubanshe. 1987). p f8 
and visitors' requirements For the planning of some special parks, according to years of practical 
experiences. we are aware that we should not be much restricted by the issue of functional divisions 
Furthermore, it was argued that some parks were too small to have distinctive zones. as for 
example Dongdan Park (4 75 hectare, 1955) in Beijing and Huaihai Park (2 67 hectare, 1958) in 
Shanghai. and that the Soviet model was only applicable to larger sites `ý' Despite this criticism 
Soviet park planning, as represented in the zoning of modern social activities continued to 
influence the creation of Chinese parks since it was easy to implement 
As a general rule in the creation of Parks of Culture and Rest. existing features that might be 
interpreted as part of the glorious and heroic past were preserved in new parks A good many 
sites had been the locations for revolutionary activities. such as meetings, assemblies and 
demonstrations, before the Liberation, which were sometimes remembered with monuments 
providing an important political and didactic statement The monument established in 1914 in 
memory of the martyrs in the 1911 Protecting Railway Revolution in Junior City Park in Chengdu 
became an important feature of the new People's Park (Fig 3 10) Similarly, there was a 
monument erected in 1946 in memory of the martyrs in the 1911 Revolution, and the other one in 
1947 in memory of the Chongqing fire-fighting martyrs (Fig 3 11) in Central Park. later renamed 
as People's Park Chongqing The Gao-Shy Tomb in Joyous Pavilion Park (1952) in Beijing was 
F: g, .I re Rlonument to lne Martyrs of the i, (, 1 
Revolution, established in 1914 in Peoples Park. Chengdu 
Source htip I/static pan xamro COm/photoslonpmaV4093560Ipg, accessed on 09/1 012 00 7 
'x Quoted from Li. Min f& Zhongguo xrandar gongyuan fazhan yu pingpra Modem parks of China development and 
evaluations it, [W y}ý-ý; RB--C J( 'jyfiq (Beging Beging Kexue Jishu Chubanshe. 1987). p 48 Author's translation 
'S Li. Min 'fie Zhongguo xrandar gongyuan lezhan yu pingpa Modem parks of China development and evaluation] 
:: (9-Xi AE `»i ür (Beijing Beging Kexue Jrshu Chubanshe. 1987), pp 4448 
another outstanding example (Fig 3 12) It was the tomb of Gao Junyu (1896-1925), one of the 
first few Party members of the CCP, who was broken down from constant overwork fighting 
against imperialism and warlordism, and his girlfriend. Shi Pingmei (1902-1928). also a 
progressive youth Its significance was acknowledged by Premier Zhou Enlai in 1956 when. 
while examining the master plan of Beijing. he pronounced that 'Revolutionary activities do not 
conflict with love affairs The preservation will bear educational significance for the youth 
Chongqing fire-fighting martyrs in Central Park. Chongqing 
Sow o, t'' ', ed by Wan T'n, it nq 
Figure 3 12 The Gao-Shi Tomb in Joyous Pavilion Parr, iSý :, 'tablished in 1925 and completed in 1927 in 
memory of Gao Junyu (1896-1925). one of the first several Party members of the CCP and his girlfriend Shi 
Pingmei (1902-1927). 
Source Han, Jiang A>I. Teorant+ng [Joyous pawlwnj PW "ý 4[ (Beging Beging Chubanshe. 1958) 
76 Quoted from Editorial Board of Joyous Pavilion Park records fR$;; IS&, & Taorandng gongyuan ihr Joyous 
Pavilion Park records) (Beijing Beijing Lmye Chubanshe. 1999) pp 29,102 Author's translation 
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For the same purposes, new features were added as an embodiment of the new lives in the 
socialist era or commemorating revolutionary events In the Soviet Union round dances on 
open-air dance floors became a popular pastime in early communism. which were emulated with 
similar provisions in China They could be found in many parks. as for example in Joyous 
Pavilion Park (1952) in Beijing in 1955 (Fig 3 13). " Unmoored Ferry Park (1950) in Hefei in 
1956,78 Culture Park (1958) in Harbin in 1958'" Ideological orientation was also emphasised 
through monuments or statues The 'Tower Guarding the River'. " constructed in 1957 in Stalin 
Park in Harbin, celebrated the successful defence against the biggest flood since records began 
On the top of the monument were represented a worker, peasant, soldier and intellectual holding 
high a red flag, with a relief base depicting the events Surrounded by a western classical 
colonnade, the Tower also transmitted Soviet influences. and provided a statement of man over 
nature, as well as praising socialist superiority (Fig 3 14) 
With the emphasis on political representation and functional provision with built structures. 
tree planting remained important so as to improve the urban environment It also appeared as an 
issue of politics in that it was carried out under the slogan of 'Popularization first and improvement 
second. 81 in order to quickly achieve greening But this was carried out with mass mobilisation of 
'Making Green the Motherland' thus without professional input, and was accomplished with little 
attention as to how this would be delivered to achieve visual pleasure For example at Joyous 
Pavilion Park, it was noted that: 'Visiting the park is as if strolling around streets The wide 
expanse of roads is just regularly lined with trees. Look' The lake looks like a swimming pool, 




F g.: :,,, n-air dance floor laid in Joyous Pavilion Park in Beijing in 1955 which was a res' "' a 
fashion to emulate the Soviet style round dances at the time 
Source Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks Ar t -ib R 14% Boiling shy yuanlm luhue gongzuo nienbao (1961-1962) Annual 
report of Beijing landscape architecture (1961-1962)) )t); -rbLf4tt(tIf . 
$N (1961-1962) (June. 1963) 
" The open-air dancing floor in Joyous Pavilion Park in Beijing was destroyed during the Cultural Revolution 
78 The open-air dancing floor in Unfettered Ferry Park in Hefei was removed in 1979 A waterside pavilion was built on the site in 
the next year 
79 The open-air dancing floor in Culture Part( in Harbin was the largest one in China at the time 
°0 The name of the monument was in Chinese ': AJ IA 
°' Editorial Board of Beijing chorography It; t}i ttp f) t, A* h± Beijing zhi Shizheng juen Vuanlin luhua zh, Beijing 
chorography. Municipal constructions volume. Landscape architecture records) It j?,!, ? i1 ff Df114tý! 1r. ý (Beijing Beijing 
Chubanshe. 2000). p8 
i2 Quoted from Wu, Huansun 'Lun gongyuan' 1On parts) Renmrn Rrboo (November 16 1956) Author s 
translation. 
were not fulfilled. Once the effects of single policy 'irrespective' greening became clear, it was 
argued that: As a park for the Chinese people, the Chinese architectural style should be adopted 
everywhere. As a scenic area in China, the characteristics of the national arts should be 
represented everywhere. 83 This statement advocated a return to nationalist policies and values. 
which was highlighted by the slogans 'National in form, socialist in content""' and Make the past 
serve the present and foreign things serve China'"s 
These nationalist values might be achieved by revival of traditions or through preservation 
of existing features. In Joyous Pavilion Park three pavilions, ie Brilliant Brightness Pavilion (; {} 
9) (Fig. 3.15), Glorious Autumn Pavilion (I). and Autumn Refreshing Pavilion tax). 
were built in a traditional style and given names with poetic quality in 1953 With the directive of 
'making the past serve the present , 
86 existing buildings. such as the Joyous Pavilion and the 
Temple of Mercy on the central island, were restored Additionally cultural relics from other 
locations in Beijing were rebuilt in the park, such as in 1954 the Tower of Painted Clouds (.;. (t) 
and the Sweet Sound Pavilion which originated from the Central and South Lakes. 
ý' 
Figure 3.14 Tower Guat aing the River was constructed in 1957 in Staiin ii. ; c -, r e: et'ate t!, e S Cr, sO, J 
defence against the biggest flood since records began It was a political statement in that it not only recognised 
Soviet influences but also praised the power of the people under socialism 
Source China Academy of Urban Planning and Design P®t9iORtJjQ; + ed Zhongguo -in yuaniu, ]New gardens and 
parks of China] i4i N9004 (Beijing Zhongguo Linye Chubanshe. 1985). p 42 
°J Quoted from Wu. Huansun 7-kk)4. 'Lun gongyuan' (On parks) iQ--; M Renmm F bao (November 16.1956) Author s 
translation 
This was the Soviet design guideline associated with 'sociahst realism' 
e5 This statement was put forward by Chairman Mao in his Conversation with mus, c ans (b' 11 '1 JK (! ) i on 24 August 
1956 during the 'Hundred Flowers' campaign It was restated by him in February 1964 in a letter to the students of the Central 
Conservatory of Music As a general guideline, it was also of importance for the development of landscape architecture For 
example, it was mentioned in Zhang. Yongzhu fit. -t. % 'Shinian jar de yuanlin xrushan' [Ten years of garden and park repairs) 
} f# IY) (`jj }ý. } i. In Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks ;t+ii 4# kä Beijing shi yuanlin gongzuo p+ngyan hwb+an 
(1949-1959) [A collection of the working experiences in Beijing landscape architecture (1949.1959)( 1f t, 13 [j 14 I 11 ,, 1''; i rfi 
(1949-1959). (January. 1960), p 61. Yang. Hongxun JA AM 'Beging zizhuyuan gongyuan nan damen shell [Design of the 
south gate of Purple Bamboo Park in Beging] Jr ý, lt l9 ix ä`RgAf1Cf li9 it Joanzhu Xuebao 3 (1977). pp 44 45 
Zhang, Yongzhu 'Shinian lai de yuanlin xwshan' [Ten years of garden and park repairs) tit 'k E! 6ti: f 11ät+A In Bequng 
Municipal Bureau of Parks it 9 fi (i M Y1 Beying shi yuanlm gongzuo pmpyan hwbian (1949-1959) [A collection of the working 
experiences in Beijing landscape architecture (1949.1959)) Jth1 týCB1ý1-it kfiM pi (1949 1959) (January . 
1960) p 61 
1 84 
rebuilt opposite the Joyous Pavilion and the Temple of M4-rcy t his group of buildings came to 
form the centre of the park (Fig 3 16) In 1955, two memorial archways that had originally 
spanned the East and West Changan Avenue were moved into the park in order to make way for 
a road widening scheme These were placed across the main access route to the Joyous 
Figure 3 15 The Brilliant Brightness Pavihon. constructed in traditional style in 1953 in Joyous Pavilion Park. Beijing 
was originally thatched 
Source Editorial Board of Joyous Pavilion Park records fit. $ ;;; ý. $ 4" kti Taorgnbng gongyuan ; hi Joyous Pavilion Park 






",;! e Vto: '! 0"' *, he jj.,:;.; 5 Pavilion Part( The Tower of Panted C: ouds and 
(above centre in the picture) stood opposite to the Joyous Pavilion and the Temple of Mercy (right). together forming a 
oonspscuous traditional feature in the centre of the pari( 
Source Han. Jiang A ;1 Taoranbng (Joyous pavilion] PNL. S f (Beging Beijing Chubanshe. 1958) 
Pavilion on Central Island, thereby emphasising a processional approach (Fig 3 17) While the 
park consisted of several rationally devised functional zones. there was thus a curious mixture 
between Soviet and traditional Chinese elements This mixture was typical of the half-hearted 
response of the Soviet model, which was primarily used to provide a convenient design 
methodology for otherwise traditional features But it is clear that modern socialist parks only 
found acceptance with the Chinese, if they appeared Chinese 
Iv 
Figure 3 17 The memona i, s ý,, 3, ed from the expansion of Chang an A, 
the Central Island of Joyous Pavilion Park 
Source Han. Jung A; I Taorantmg (Joyous pawlron) 1114''* (Beijing Beijing Chubanshe. 1958) 
The pursuit of tradition: the example of Viewing Fish at Flower Harbour Park 
It is therefore not surprising that the best regarded public park was not one that followed the 
Russian model, but one that explored Chinese traditions Viewing Fish at Flower Harbour Park in 
Hangzhou, designed by Sun Xiaoxiang (b 1921) in 1953 and largely completed by 1955. was 
exhibited both in the Soviet Union and at the first International Congress in Parks and Recreation 
in the United Kingdom in 1957 It exhibited excellence under socialism to the outside world, 
and continued its exemplary role even during the Cultural Revolution (1966-1969) when it was 
proposed that this park should serve as a model in park design and greening 88 
The park, southwest of West Lake in Hangzhou forms a peninsula between Small South 
Lake and West Inner Lake (Fig 3 18) Its history dates back to the Southern Song Dynasty 
(1127-1279) when Hangzhou was the capital, when it was praised as one of the 'Ten Landscape 
Scenes of the West Lake'89, with a private residence and garden, the Lu Garden - renowned for 
" Interview with Professor Sun Xiaoxiang 2 December 2006 
'Tao Zhu zai Guangdong yuanlin )ianshe zhong gantexie shenme'' (What has Tao Zhu done in the development of Guangdong 
landscape arch, tecture? I pt* t"4.; 3rittu. t{ ut it : '. ' In Faculty Red Flag of South China College of Technology 1h 
11 Fi #t L tI Ell ed Tao Zhu zai panzhu lengyu de zwring prpan p JA collection of cntiasms of the clines of Tao Zhu in 
architectural prolessionj jtj fiif Bk$6t( 4TRrt #tt1 IR (Guangzhou South China College of Technology. 1967), p 14 




Figure 3 18 The location of Viewing Fish at Flower Harbour Park (6) in Hangzhou (early 1950s) 
1 Provincial authority 10 Jewellery Mountain 
2 Municipal authority 11 White Causeway 
3 Lakeshore Park 12 Lone Mountain 
4 Park of culture and rest 13 Su Causeway 
5 Evening Glow Mountain Park 14 Three Pools Mirtonng the Moon 
6 Viewing Fish at Flower Harbour Park 15 Small South Lake 
7 Rest Area 16 West Inner Lake 
8 Ding Family Mountain Park 17 West Lake 
9 Lotus in the Breeze at Crooked Courtyard Park 
Sou rce Sun, Xiaoxiang ý+4# , and Hu Xuwei 1ip; 4l I 'Hang zhou Huagangguanyu gongyuan guihua sheli 
(Planning and 
design of Flower Harbour and Viewing Fish Park of Hangzhou) i ? fi iI ºýa' ;: LRlfi *lig if Jianzhu Xuebao 5(1959) p 20 
its flowers and fish - built there later Although it was neglected afterwards, there was a revival in 
1699 when Emperor Kangxi (1654-1722)90 erected a stele here with an inscription of 'Viewing 
Fish at Flower Harbour' A poem later composed by his grandson. Emperor Oianlong 
(1711-1799), 91 engraved on the back of the stele. promoted the poetic imagery of the landscape. 
commencing with 
At the foot of Flower Home Mountain flows the Flower Harbour 
; On the bodies of fish fall flowers which are in turn kissed by the fish it, ry ft+ 41 
Destroyed during the 1861 Taiping Uprising at the end of the reign of Xianfeng (1851-1861), 
the site was restored in 1869 during the reign of Tongzhi (1862-1874) It was again neglected at 
Causeway (15i ), Autumn Moon on Calm Lake (+A ht ff). Listening to Onoles Singing in the Willows Twin 
Peaks Piercing the Clouds ()' Three Pools Mirroring the Moon (= ! Cf7 }j), The Glow of the Setting Sun at Thunder 
Peak Pagoda (1110 '_> Evening Bell at Nanping Hill (rhlgajO). Lotus in the Breeze at Crooked Courtyard (04. I-jr4) and 
Melting Snow at Broken Bridge (Ah * lit) 
90 The reign of Kangxi was from 1662 to 1722 
°' The reign of Qianlong was from 1736 to 1795 
92 Author's translation 
the end of the Qing Dynasty (1644-1911), with dust the stele and an adjacent fish pond remaining 
covering an area of only 02 hectares (Fig 3 19) "' 
This was the condition of the site in which Sun found it. becoming inspired by the rich history 
for its further development Having been raised in a peasant family in Zhejiang. Sun loved 
painting and studied under Shi Shizhen (1908-1970)' and Sun Duoci (1912-1975) 0 This 
generated a deep understanding of Chinese traditional arts. such as drama. calligraphy and seal 
carving, laying the foundation for his understanding of Chinese gardens, from which. despite 
further studies in agriculture and horticulture, he came to perceive Chinese garden art as rooted 
46 
in traditional painting So when the mayor of Hangzhou suggested a Soviet style park with a 
grand axis and imposing buildings Sun suggested a more traditional Chinese approach °ý By 
that time the town already had a number of parks around the site Lakeshore Park (for the 
recreation of neighbouring residents to the northeast), Lone Mountain Park (for cultural and 
educational services to the north), the Rest Area (with sports facilities to the west). and two Parks 
of Culture and Rest (proposed to the east) These helped to provide an argument that further 
similar parks were not necessary, which, added to the fact that Hangzhou had become the most 
G ý.... ,q nistonc artefacts upon the labet a 
Flower Harbour 4tiIt.; its ) and the adjacent fish pond. Hangzhou 
Source China Academy of Urban Planning and Design it, EQ91, lk! VJiü ii W; T6i. ed Zhongguo tin yuantin New gardens and 
parks of China] ttiEW O®t4 (Beijing Zhongguo Linye Chubanshe. 1985). p 60 
°' China Academy of Urban Planning and Design r{ý (1 }i 1J tii it izif n, ed Zhongguo xm yuanhn ]New gardens and parks of 
China] L; I(1gVif* (Beijing Zhongguo Lrnye Chubanshe, 1985). p 59 
Shi Shizhen ( ? t+ t. `) graduated from the Department of Fine Arts of Nanjing Central University 
x5 Sun Duoc W-) was a student of Xu Beihong (i*.. ': A) (1895-1953) 
After being admitted to the Zhejiang University in 1942. Sun successively studied agnculture, agrochemistry and horticulture, 
and graduated in 1946 from the Horticulture Department After the liberation. he taught painting and professional drawing in 
the Horticulture Department of Zhejiang University. planting design and garden art in the Landscape Department of Beijing 
Agncultural College from September 1953 to July 1954. and garden art and landscape design in the Landscape Department of 
Bening Forestry College from August 1956 The mimeographed text books Garden art (LIU0 v.. I) edited by him in 1958 and 
Landscape planning and design (pp4+4Ik'Vjißit) in 1962 became the Chinese classics used by all of the landscape 
departments of the universities in China In 1981 the two text books were combined as Garden ert and landscape design later 
published by the Beijing Forestry University See Sun, Xiaoxiang ;I If Yuanlrn yishu p yuanlin shep ]Garden art and 
landscape design] 4{ ? it (Beijing Department of Landscape Architecture of Beijing Forestry University. 1986) 
Interview with Professor Sun Xiaoxiang, 2 December 2006 
famous tourist destination in China after the 1911 Revolution as a result of its location near 
Shanghai. 9B provided an argument for a new park with a scenic emphasis 
The new design respected the stele and the fish pond which was restored, while the site 
was much expanded to the west, incorporating an area of paddy fields, ponds, graveyards and 
woodland, totalling 18 hectares 100 The existing undulating topography naturally divided the site 
in five areas which were each given a different scenic character (rather than zones for different 
functional purposes of the Soviet model) (Fig 3 20) These included a Peony Garden, Goldfish 
Garden, dense woodland, lawn area, and the Flower Harbour (Fig 3 21) 
The Peony Garden was located on the hillock in the centre of the park. and was conceived 
Figure 3 20 Site survey of area proposed for Viewng Fish at Flower Harbour Park Hangzhou (early 1950s) 
1 Fish pond 2 Stele Pavilion 3 Jiang Village 4 Lotus pond 
5 Graveyard 6 Hillock 7 Woodland 8 Paddy fields 
Source China Academy of Urban Planning and Design L;: (p! QibWtji8itiäf%"6R. ed Zhongguo Kin yuantrn INew gardenand 
parks of Choral WO, M#* (Beijing Zhongguo Linye Chubanshe. 1985). p 59 
Shanghai people had easy access to Hangzhou after 1909 when the Shanghai- Hangzhou railroad was completed See Wang. 
Liping 'Tounsm and Spatial Change in Hangzhou 1911-1927' In Eshendi Joseph W ed Remaking the Chinese City 
Modernity and National Identity 1900-1950 (Honolulu University of Hawaii Press. 2000) 
Sun. Xiaoxiang ? J& *T. and Hu Xuwei fy)tA l 'Hangzhou huagangguanyu gongyuan gurhua she(i [The planning and design 
of the Flower Harbour and Viewing Fish Park in Hangzhou( {it t}1 ýL -h Ji :: X91+1': "J iii i( Jianzhu Xueboo 
5 (1959) p 19 
China Academy of Urban Planning and Design ed Zhongguo xin yuantin (New gardens and parks 













Figure 3 21 The design proposal for Viewing Fish at Flower Harbour Park, Hangzhou (c 1955) 
Source Sun. Xiaoxiang JtRýT. and Hu Xuwei AA! %1R 'Hangzhou Huagangguanyu gongyuan gwhua shed (Planning and 
design of Flower Harbour and Viewing Fish Park of Hangzhou) 4 +jiw li. 4 )re ii Jian? hu Xuebao 5 )1959) pp 
20-21 
ý, I 
so that it made optimum use of borrowed views of the extensive West Lake (Fig 3 22) Some 
intimate spaces were provided in the Goldfish Garden to east (Fig 3 23) and the dense woods 
largely preserved in their original condition to west (Fig 3 24) The Goldfish Garden. based on a 
series of existing lotus ponds, was enclosed by dense evergreen trees. including Lotus Magnolia 
(Magnolia grandiflora L) and Camphor tree (Cinnamomum camphors L) A small artificial 
mound divided the water surface in three different areas, and was initially intended to house a 
group of traditional buildings, but this, like a proposed waterside pavilion and an open corridor 
along the north bank, was not realized due to a lack of resources 10' The flat ground with 
graveyards northwest of the Goldfish Garden was turned into a large lawn, to serve as a 
multifunctional space for youth activities Adhering to the traditional garden design principle 'to 
avoid total exposure of everything at a glance', a group of Sweet Osmanther (Osrnanthus 
fragrans Lour) embracing a small space was placed in the centre of the lawn area breaking its 
Figure 3 22 The Peony Pavilion in Viewing Fish at Flower Harbour Park is located at a commanding position 
on top of the hillock It was planted with a wide range of trees and flowers 
Source Zhu. Junzhen 4,; '31 ^ Zhongguo yuanhn zhnvu jmgguan y shu [The art of planting design in Chinese landscape 
architecture] GJ` (# 1#7fif * (Beijing Zhongguo Jianzhu Gongye Chubanshe. 2003). p 96 
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Figure 3 23 Bird's-eye view showing the proposed Ve. ng Fish ,! t., e; Harbour Park. seen from east The 
Goldfish Garden with a group of traditional style buildings dominates the centre 
Source: Supplied by Professor Sun Xiaoxiang 
101 The group of traditional buildings of the Goldfish Garden was designed with a reference to the Garden of Harmonious Interest 
(I*[ ) in the Summer Palace in Beijing which Sun visited in the early 1950s when he lectured in the Beijing Agricultural 
College. The Scenery Rich Court also in the Summer Palace. provided the original inspiration for the design of the 
waterside pavilion. 
... ... 
'äMýý - ,. 
expansive flatness (Fig 3 25) The Flower Harbour was developed for pleasure-boats by the 
creation of an irregularly shaped watercourse through the former paddy fields connecting Small 
South Lake and West Inner Lake The excavated earth was piled up along the western boundary 
of the park and planted with dense evergreens (Fig 3 26) 
Thus the design of the park emphasised scenic qualities (rather than functional objectives), 
which while this was intended to promote aesthetic pleasure and recreation, was common in 
traditional Chinese gardens The latter aimed to achieve articulated spaces and layering, so as to 
generate a sequence of intimate spaces that were perceived as representing the wider world, 
even the cosmos. This spatial characteristic was fully explored in the new park. which in this 
context reintroduced the traditional feature of 'garden within a garden' in the Peony Garden and 
the Goldfish Garden But different from the past the spaces were created with planting rather 
Figure 3 24 Trio c! ine Peony Garden were mostly incorporated as features in the 
new design 
Source. China Academy of Urban Planning and Design c{i gt1J, ±p ptjt;; t 44 7:, ed Znongguo tin yuanfcn [New gardens and 
parks of China] : 'h; V, V- 77, It (Beijing Zhongguo Linye Chubanshe. 1985). p 62 
Figure 3 25 The :,,, , . _, . 'g 
i s- d; F o, %e: Barbour Pa;, ', roups of Lotus 
Magnolia (Magnolia grandiflora L) and Deodar Cedars (Cedrus deodara G Don) defined the southern boundary of 
the area, with the immense water body of the West Inner Lake and the West Lake to north A group of Sweet 
Osmanther (Osmanthus fragrans Lour ) was placed in the centre to create some depth 
Source China Academy of Urban Planning and Design 4 (IJtorh}akrJ Q if 1dled Zhongguo Ain pawti) [New gardens and 
parks of China] L{l11JaQQ4*. (Beijing Zhongguo Linye Chubanshe. 1985). p 60 
than buildings It was this use of planting to create spaces that was considered to be 
groundbreaking of this park 102 This innovation was officially acknowledged at the National 
Working Conference on Urban Parks held in 1986 "" 
Figure 3 26 A wandern; ý%Jle' nurse for pleasure-boats in the I iowct tý. , 
plantation of evergreen trees that also defined the western boundary of the park 
Source China Academy of Urban Planning and Design ,t: q tt{ 4!, #, Y ; yl i9 if ed Zhongguo xrn yuar nn (New gardens and 
parks of China] $L0M4 (Beijing Zhongguo Linye Chubanshe. 1985). p 60 
Transitions with the Leap: revolutionary experiments versus tradition 
When in 1958 the GLF campaign was launched in order to rapidly realize full communism, the 
National Landscaping and Gardening Movement was initiated later that year which encouraged 
the creation of public parks, as well as the creation of'garden-like' places X04 The total number of 
public parks in the country had increased from 112 in 1949 to 509 by 1959, with a total area of 
16,581 hectares. 105 
While over the previous years it had not been uncommon to explore and incorporate 
traditional elements, or the 'olds', in the creation of public parks, the 'olds' now became 
indispensable for building the communist future, or the 'new' This was led mainly by the 
maturing of communist ideology in China as being distinct from that of the Soviet model, which 
had been followed since the early 1950s The official policy of the National Landscaping and 
Gardening Movement responded to this new vision. particularly as in the case of the creation of 
new public parks the irrespective use of the Soviet model could be demonstrated to be rather 
Li, Min '; ` Zhongguo ziandai gongyuan fazhan yu pingpa (Modem parks of China development and evaluation( c{q jj,, jk 
®- ß! =3i` f? (Beijing Beijing Kexue Jishu Chubanshe, 1987), p 62 
Liu. Shanghua Rn'ý: Zhongguo fen9ling yuanlin dangdai wushinian 1949-1999 (Fifty years of Chinese landscape 
architecture 1949-19991 rP®RININ 14! Ii }-sf 1949-1999 (Beijing Zhongguo Jianzhu Gongye Chubanshe. 1999). p 
105 
104 Mao stated in the Beidaihe Conference in 1958 for the mobilisation. We should turn all the lands of our country green, create 
garden-like places. make it beautiful everywhere. and change the face of China ' See Editorial Board of Chinese agricultural 
encyclopaedia. gardening volume 43[7Vk (314S#i. ýrJ: itl "fiiüZr? +! ')IN dieSG'ti eil 
Chinese agricultural encyclopaedia, gardening volume 4i C> 1<pik ii4 #S. s01fcu u. {ý (Beijing Nongye Chubanshe, 1996), 
p 58 
'05 Liu. Shanghua IWti! i= Zhongguo fengpng yuanfin dengdai wushmran 1949-1999 (Fifty years of Chinese landscape 
architecture 1949-19991 r#ý®hýilt(! g# '`ifs}1 f 1# 1949-1999 (Beijing Zhongguo Jianzhu Gong ye Chubanshe, 1999), p6 
!- it Iir. 
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incompatible with present needs. A landscape professional suggested that: 'It was indeed 
feasible to apply Chinese garden making principles to the creation of relatively larger scale public 
parks. i106 This meant that garden traditions were considered as providing legitimacy and 
authenticity in creating new parks. Yet despite its rejection as a model, the Soviet design theory 
of 'National in Form, Socialist in Content' and'Socialist Realism' continued to provide the 
theoretical basis for the incorporation of traditions. 
The return of the mountain-and-water pattern 
'Lake digging' and 'hill mounding' projects, considered as representing the mountain-and-water 
pattern of traditional gardens, became the basis for the creation of a new generation of public 
parks, including Youth Lake Park (1958), Young Pioneer Park (1958), Unity Lake Park (1958) 
and Man Must Lake Park (1958) in Beijing, Yangpu Park (1958) and Long Wind Park (1958) in 
Shanghai, Xingqing Park (1958) in Xi'an, and Flowing Flower Lake Park (1958) and Lychee Bay 
Lake Park (1958) in Guangzhou. But of course these large-scale engineering works could be 
argued from a functional perspective in that they improved the urban hygiene and created 
recreation grounds as formerly pursued in the Patriotic Health Campaign; achieved flood control 
through lakes acting as holding ponds; and created the opportunity for fish farming for production. 
Also, within the highly moralistic GLF campaign, these projects were again carried out with large 
scale mobilisation of mass volunteer manual labour, which represented one of the basic socialist 
principles of'from the masses, and to the masses'. For example, 270,000 official cadres, workers, 
students, housewives participated in the construction of Long Wind Park enlarging the water 
surface from 69 mu (4.6 hectare) to 214 mu (14.27 hectare); 107 170,000 volunteers shifted 
395,000 cubic metres of earth in Xingqing Park; 10° and 106,700 volunteers expanded the lakes 
of fish farming in Purple Bamboo Park within the fierce winter conditions from November 1958 to 
January 1959 with immense revolutionary zeal (Fig. 3.27). 109 
While public parks of the early 1950s had been laid out without a design being produced, 
the park projects of the late 1950s developed methodologies in order to prevent wasted labour 
and aesthetically poor results. At Xingqing Park, for example, design proposals were requested 
100 Quoted from Chen, Ufang IMYAN. 2hongguo yuaniin do tantao' (An exploration of Chinese gardens and parts] OWRO(M 
V; 11. Jianzhu Xuebao. 12 (1958). p. 33. Author's translation. 
10T Editorial Board of Shanghai landscape archifeo e records c± ®(* s IQ Ig 0 j% *. 
Shanghai yuanhn zht (Shanghai 
landscape architecture records] LXMJ**. (Shanghai Shanghai Shehui Kezueyuan Chubanshe. 2000), p. 115. 
t0' China Academy of Urban Planning and Design 41 ti$)114 1tM g. ed. Zhongguo sui yuanhn (New gardens and parks 
of China] 4 Vi®I$. (Beging: Zhongguo Unye Chubanshe, 1985). p. 111. 
ýa Zhao, Chunru UDO and Ma Hongtu 4A19. Zizhuyuan wahu gongcheng' [lake digging projects of the Purple Bamboo 
Park] ý} A2t`3" In Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks lt ti f 4. Beijing sM yuanhn ponpzuo jingyan huwbian 
(1949-1959) (A collection of the working experiences k Beijing landscape architecture (1949.1959)1 ftt fl U21t tftC 
f: Ci (1949-1959). (January, 1960), p. 258. 
A 
ý. 
Figure 3 27 tit, i mounding project in Purple Bamboo Park. Beijing This 
was carned out in a severe winter with immense revolutionary zeal from November 1958 to January 1959 and 
aimed to expand the fish farming as part of the production programme 
Source Zhao. Chunru 4tv and Ma Hongtu t) AM Zahuyuan wahu gongcheng (Lake digging protects of the Purple 
Bamboo Park) 1 tj RJO- AIW In Beijing Municipal Bureau of Pants f! tl rb j 344 W 9erying shy yuanhn gongzuo pngyan hu, b, an 
(1949-1959) (A collection of the working expenences in Beijing landscape architecture (1949-1959)) J-J? iii i 44 1 11 t; 1°,! 19 
(1949-1959) (January. 1960). p 258 
from the citizens, and were examined by the Park Development Committee This committee 
agreed an approach and continued to work on site with the volunteers to address every detail 
The final result was a park dominated by the 800 metres long Xingqing Lake. oriented northeast 
to southwest. with an undulating bank including several peninsulas In the lake three islands 
Lotus Island, West Hill Island, and East Hill Island were formed, the composition of which was 
said to follow the traditional mountain-and-water pattern of one pond with three isles' 10 The 
material generated by digging the lakes had been used to create three distinct spaces East Lake 
in the northeast, Big Lake in the centre. and West Lake in the southwest These were connected 
by a serpentine watercourse which created a variety of spaces and a contrast of openness and 
enclosure, one of the traditional objectives of Chinese garden art As a whole, the layout, with a 
scale much larger than traditional literati gardens, might also show the influence of imperial 
gardens, such as the Summer Palace (Fig 3 28) Similar traditionally shaped water bodies were 
included in other parks, such as in Shanghai. Yangpu Park (Fig 3 29). and Long Wind Park (Fig 
3 30), in Guangzhou. Flowing Flower Lake Park. and Lychee Bay Lake Park". 
"° This mountain-and-water ideal was first developed around the age of Warring States (403-221 B C) in the Penglat table See 
Chapter 2 This traditional representation in Xingqing Park was mentioned in Li. Min 'f IS Zhongguo  , ndAi gongyunn 
leznan yu pingj+a (Modem parks of China development and evaluation) (Beijing Beijing 
Kexue Jishu Chubanshe. 1987). p 51 
Jin. Zeguang I} lk, Zheng. Zuöang )rg{JR, and He Guanglian t: J *-a 'Guangzhou sange rengong hu (Three manmade 
lakes in Guangzhou] f` ! ti ='i a-I dA Jtanzhu Xuebeo 8 (1959), pp 39 40 45 46 
Figure 3 28 Plan of Xingqing Park. Xi an (late 1970s) 
1 Xingging Lake 2 South entrance 
4 Fountain 5 Dragon hall 
7 Reading room 8 Aquatic product research office 
9 Conservatory 10 West entrance 
11 Police substation 12 Lodging house 
14 Monumnet to Chao Heng 15 Swimming pool 
1-1 South Fragrant Pavilion 18 North entrance 
20 Bandstand 21 Exhibition hall 
22 Children's play ground 23 Elednc hobbyhorse 
25 Chenxiang Pavilion 26 Peony Platform 
28 Changqing Pavilion 29 Bamboo Pavilion 
31 East Wind Bndge 32 Crooked Bndge 
34 Management office 35 Ticket office for pleasure-boats 
37 West Hill Island 38 Pavilion 
3 Pergola 
6 Remnant of the Diligent 
Administration and Working 
Mansion 
13 Flower Glowing Hall 
16 Fn it trees 
19 Great Harmony and East Wind 
Pavilion 
24 Chinese rose garden 
27 Lotus Island 
30 Water Gap Bndge 
33 lotus Bridge 
36 Greeting Spnng Bridge 
39 Peony Bridge 
40 Xingqing nursery 
Source China Academy of Urban Planning and Design ctý Wt r1: 1v t' :üit Mi n {Ki . ed 
2hongguo xrn yuanlin New gardens 



















Figure 3 29 Plan of Yangpu Park. Shanghai (1958). shows a mountain-and-water pattern with the waterbody 
subdivided by causeways and islands to provide visitors with a vanety of visual attractions and spatial 
experiences 
Source Chen. Lifang M jai 1 'Zhongguo yuantm de tantao (An exploration of Chinese gardens and pants( (! '1lam', 
Jianzhu Xuebao 12 (1958). p 35 
The continuing scenic tradition 
While scenic areas were uncommon in parks of the early 1950s they did occur in Viewing Fish at 
Flower Harbour Park. and were at this time generally applied in the layout of public parks It 
appears that the application of scenic beauties, a traditional objective in Chinese gardens. was 
promoted by the National Landscaping and Gardening Movement. because the Movement 
encouraged to turn the whole land into a garden', with traditional gardens serving as an 
inescapable source of inspiration in creating new parks Yet the emphasis on functional areas of 
the Soviet model was not departed from, but incorporated in the arrangement of scenic areas 
This was again a mixture of the Soviet modern and the Chinese tradition. since such rational 
consideration of functional divisions did not exist in traditional Chinese gardens where scenic 
beauties were mainly emphasised and appreciated for their naturalistic quality 
The mountain-and-water pattern enabled a great variety of scenic spaces to be created, 
such as in Xingqing Park (Fig 3 31) with distinct areas of the South Entrance area. Chenxiang 
Pavilion area, Flower Glowing Hall area. and Changqing Pavilion area The ruins of Xingging 
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Figure 3 30 Long Wind Park. Shanghai (1958), was also based on a mountain-and-water pattern with the water 
body subdivided into a vanety of spaces in order to create contrasts of openness and enclosure 
Source China Academy of Urban Planning and Design 41 {yIIIr1hINkJiQitM5ZRt. ed Zhongguo rm yuanbn (New gardens and 
parks of China] rP M I®4 (Beijing Zhongguo Linye Chubanshe. 1985). p 10 
rich history of China, with traditional garden features being added, such as the restored remnant 
of the Diligent Administration and Working Mansion 112 It also included Chenxiang Pavilion, 
modelled after a Tang Dynasty building (Fig 3 32). as well as the planting composition of the 
celebrated 'three friends of winter'. ie pine, bamboo and plum trees. around the Green Bamboo 
Pavilion in the Changqing Pavilion area While some functional zones were arranged. such as 
one for children's play in the southeast corner. some specific features also revealed Soviet or 
European influences, such as the symmetrical fountain on the central axis of the South Entrance 
area (Fig 3 28) Foreign style elements were incorporated into the park without violating the 
scenic framework and the mountain-and-water pattern 
and parks of China) 41 [W 44 L4 (Beijing Zhongguo Linye Chubanshe. 1985). p 113 
Figure 3 32 The C, ie",. x "L, ý ti. e : t" r,. '+! t ". ` 
(618-906) became the central feature of the Chenxiang Pavilion area of Xingqing Parte Xi an 
Source China Academy of Urban Planning and Design $I " E; ed hongguo in v e1 in New gardens and 
parks of China] rPMf p8# .. (Begmg 
Zhongguo linye Chubanshe 1985) p 114 
112 Its name is in Chinese *NjB $tC' 
iý 31 h, %aterbody v-11 1 ... ,... 1""', 't, Park Xi a, 
mountain-and-water pattern provided a framework for subsequent creation of scenic areas 
Source China Academy of Urban Planning and Design Jp n, ed Zhongguo am yuanhn New gardens 
"-ý rý 
.... ý. rý+fS, 
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Seven-Star Park in Guilin was a celebrated example, it being situated in a region well 
blessed with beautiful scenery. where there was a popular saying that 'East or west. Guilin 
landscape is best"' 13 With its dramatic limestone or karst topography, the region had been a 
popular tourist destination since the Tang Dynasty (618-906), since when this scenery occurred 
in literature, poetry and folklore. with some poems inscribed locally on cliffs The new park 
borrowed from this tradition and conceived seven scenic areas within its confines (Fig 3 33) the 
Flower Bridge area nearby the main entrance in west. the Seven-Star Karst area east as the 
central feature of the park (Fig 3 34). the Sand Continent area northwest for youth recreation. 
the Crescent Moon Mountain area southwest with the Accompanying Moon Pavilion and the 
Facing River Hall (Fig 3 35). the Sweet-scented Osmanthus and Lawn area to north of the 
Crescent Moon Mountain (Fig 3 36), the Camel Hump area south (Fig 3 37). and the Meeting 
Immortal Karst area at east 114 In this instance the naming of the various areas emphasised 
scenic values rather than functional ones 
4 
Figure 3 33 The seven scenic areas of Seven-Star Pari(. Guinn (late 1950s), were arranged according to the 
limestone topography and scenic charactenstics of the site 
Source China Academy of Urban Planning and Design '1 lR tj rtp W Pj i it äý n än ed Zhongguo iii' yuanin New gardens and 
parks of China) *M* M#4 (Beging Zhongguo Linye Chubanshe, 1985). p 102 
The Chinese text is 'fl #J *W '! J)3 k I, Translated in 'Huot+ang yrwen' (Awarded translations] `ft fJlW * Eft A 1, "H !? If 4'. 
ht 
_! 
Mrwgulm Com cn cut'NewsxwdV20051 1'1584 NMI. accessed on 09/1012007 
"' The Chinese names for these scenic areas were ' ii. ºr! # : 1:; 9t1 *V. fUd XO t; . fl 
ü 10ii #1 G+ . ii-ä 
*V. t. ilif t MA L' . 
See China Academy of Urban Planning and Design cp(>pp[r gý JiC' it t'F, ed Zhongguo x+n yuanl+n (New 
gardens and parks of China] +#+W & 00 f4 (Beging Zhongguo Linye Chubanshe, 1985). p 104 For some other accounts See 
The Landscape Architecture Group of Architectural Theory and History Research Section of the Architectural Science 
Research Institute jjýi*4'i iii%i . 
fjZIi£fifii5i'td1^n (ýf#13i 'Oixingyan gongyuan gu+hue [The planning of Seven-Star 
Parts] -Y).; IN Jianzhu Xuebao 6 (1960). pp 17-20. Shang Kuo pt 0 'Rong rengong yu daziran Guilin fengpngqu 
q+xmgyan (Incorporating the artfinal into the natural Seven-Star Park of Guilin] ý; +, L} I'I +" 41 f4 K4 V i, it t 
J+anzhu Xuebao 6 (1980). pp 25-28 
Figure 3 34 The Seven-Star Park was renowned for its spectacular grottos 
Source China Academy of Urban Planning and Design :s( q[ 1r t f'ii5ý it M %; V. ed Zhon09uo in yuanlm tNew gardnns and 
parks of China] ill 090Vaf4 (I 'q no 7hongguo Linye Chubanshe. 1985), p 106 
F :g re 35 The F-R er Ha an Mountain provided the possibility of good views 
and was a focal point itself 
Source China Academy of Urban Planning and Design qý(iatQ t t~j3 tii ^! ed Znongguo -on vuanim New gardens and 
parks of China] il IN It tB' nl Zhonoquo Linye Chubanshe IQP51 p 104 
Figure 3 36 The expans xtej to the north of the Crescent Moon 
Mountain of Seven-Star Park 
Source China Academy of Urban Planning and Design IP M it i' Ni C'J Qit ßd4 ri FK. ed Zhongguo rin yuanbn (New gardens and 
parks of Chmaj *(p&(q4 (Beging Zhongguo LinyeChubanshe. 1985). p 108 
gib, 
Figure 3 37 The Camel Hump f'"a . ieticrýhýr< ai anaei hump }torn whi( h thn name of tlu" 
scenic area was derived 
Source China Academy of Urban Planning and Design . ", b t t='i ;, tý :r fvd , 'h" ,;,;;; c ý.,, "-> ýNýw uaiden", wd 
parks of China] 10 l N- 4 (Beijing Zhongguo Lmye Chubanshe. 1985) p 104 
The revival of the 'literary' tradition 
It was noteworthy that literary associations of traditional gardens. continued to be of significance 
in the advancement of meaning and mental imagery in new public parks. now being employed 
for revolutionary purposes as well as evoking scenic associations 
Some parks were referred to with names deriving from poetry. traditional in form but 
revolutionary in content Chairman Mao's famous ci poem. Changsha, composed in 1925. which 
read 'Alone I stand in the autumn cold, On the tip of Orange Island. The Hsiang flowing 
northward" 15 served as an inspiration for the naming of Orange Island Park (1959) in Changsha 
The name 'Long Wind Park' (1959) as a contrast derived from a classical Chinese text. 'Wish to 
ride the long wind and cleave the ten thousand h"5 waves'. but was re-interpreted from a 
revolutionary perspective, with it being used by a newspaper editor the year before as 'Riding 
wind and cleaving waves' in harnessing the revolutionary mood, which was signified by the 
opening of the park on the National Day. 1959 The emotional mood was reinforced with the new 
lake being named Gleaming Mattock Lake (JRA) and the newly created hill within the lake 
Mighty Arm Mountain (t Lij) These were both directly excerpted from the poem 'Farewell to 
the God of Plague'. composed by Chairman Mao on 1 July 1958, which read 'Gleaming mattocks 
fall on the Five Ridges heaven-high. Mighty arms move to rock the earth round the Triple 
River'. 1" This kind of revolutionary naming excerpted from traditional style poetry went 
Translated in Salter. Chnstopher L In Memoriam Selected Landscape Poetry of Mao Ise-Tung The CM na Geographer No 
5 (Fall. 1976), p 52 The original Chinese text is it ý t! t*t, AI; I 1t). , fig 
A measurement unit in the Chinese Markel System One l equals 500 metres 
" Author's translation The original Chinese text is IF, b t(M ih 7, 
, 
'PP Within the high tide context this traddionat text was 
used one more years earlier on 1 January 1958 in the editorial, 'Riding wind and cleaving waves of the Peoples Daily See 
'Chengfeng polang' )Riding wind and cleaving waves] ! It Kid 1l Renmm Rrbao (January 1 1958) 
Translated in Salter, Christopher L 'In Memoriam Selected Landscape Poetry of Mao Tse Tung' The China Geographer No 
5 (Falt. 1976), 60 The original Chinese text is'. kit ': ai'3k1Rß14. tis.. ", 4! t'+. Aier, 
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alongside others which highlighted political events or ideological gestures, as is clear from Youth 
Lake Park, Young Pioneer Park, and Unity Lake Park in that the names commemorated the 
mass manual labour that created them. Also, the upsurge of the GLF Is commemorated In Man 
Must Lake Park, which was derived from the revolutionary slogan of 'Man must conquer Nature'. 
Another example that does not just use naming, but also again the traditional art of calligraphy to 
emphasise revolutionary events was the monument commemorating the martyrs in the People's 
War of Liberation located in Hunan Martyrs Park. This was established in September 1959 and 
contained Chairman Mao's inscription 'The Monument of Hunan Martyrs Parki1°. 
Expansion of production 
While tree planting had previously been considered as an undertaking of production, this 
gradually became to be considered as a passive, rather than active production, meaning that no 
immediate return was expected. 12° This becomes clear from the policy to'combine greening with 
production', 12' first issued in February 1958 at the First National Working Conference on Urban 
Landscape Architecture and was in line with the bombastic style of the GLF. Production now did 
not just consist of greening or fish farming, but included various other economic activities that 
would all contribute to the socialist ideal. 
The renewed emphasis on fish farming meant an astounding increase in the number of fish 
bred In Beijing parks during 1958 (Table 3.1) with existing lakes being extended or further 
excavated to enable this expansion to materialise. In Purple Bamboo Park, from late 1958 to 
early 1959, the 130 mu (9 hectare) lake was excavated by a further 1.1 metres with some 
100,000 cubic metres of earth being excavated. 122 This had been a pilot project, which was 
followed by further excavation in the Zoological Garden and the Summer Palace. To maintain a 
concerted effort, the Aquatic Product Office of the Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks was 
established in February 1959, which maintained the momentum for the next five years. 
The cultivation of fruit and vegetables, formerly regarded as agricultural produce, was now a 
directive for public parks. In Beijing, three orchards with a total of more than 600 apple and 
peach trees were planted in the Inner Altar of Zhongshan Park in the spring of 1958. In Temple of 
Heaven Park, fast growing timber in the Inner and Outer Altars was replaced by enclosed 
"u The Chinese text 
120 Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks Jt3 U! p lJ)R ed" Deüng shlyuankn Dongzuo Jsnpyan Awbian (1949.1959) (A collection of 
the working experiences in Beijing landscape architecture (1949.1959)1 ýt> filCl 2f1 t tli (1949.1959). (January, 
1960). p. 2. 
,: ' The Chinese text Is'f2f: 9$ 101'. 
ty Zhao. Chunru I *; 2 and Ma Hongtu $A®. 'Zizhuyuan wahu gongcheng' (Lake digging projects of the Purple Bamboo 
Park) 1t 7 Mlg lp=t2. In Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks itglr) M I4 ki. Beq ng sM yuanlun gongzuo ingyan huibian 
(1949-1959) (A collection of the working experiences in Beyup landscape anxutecture (1949.1959)) ýtKt R¢lý211 t#l; tZ 
12 (1949-1959). (January. 1960), p. 258. 
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orchards containing more than 10,000 fruit trees. By 1960, some 150,000 fruit trees, including 
apple, pear, peach, walnut, and almond trees, grapevines, and hawthorn, had been planted in 
forty-five Beijing parks. 123 In Hunan Martyrs Park in Changsha, terraced fields with an area of 
18,100 square metres were created on a mountainside promoting water and soil conservation, 
planted with tea bushes. '24 in Shanghai, Caoyang Park (1954) was closed in July 1958 in order 
to create a vineyard, which was not re-opened to the public until the next year. 126 
Production was of such importance for the socialist undertaking that it was upheld as central 
in the National Landscaping and Gardening Movement. Its significance was again highlighted In 
the Second National Working Conference on Urban Landscape Architecture held in December 
1959, with the additional requirement for financial self-sufficiency and the policy of YYYY being 
re-emphasised also. But it was clear by this stage that profit from produce could not be achieved 
overnight, which was the case in horticultural endeavour now incorporated in greening. The 
general enthusiasm for the GLF created a desire for quick results. This resulted in the 
introduction of animal husbandry in parks. An Eight-year Plan for Production (1960-1967) 
confirmed all these ideas and pronounced that parks were not only the places for culture and 
recreation, but also for production. It was recommended that animal husbandry with pigs, goats, 
chicken and deer, bee keeping, and fishery, as well as cultivation of fruit trees, and flower crops 
such as rose, peony, lily, and mint, should be increased further. 126 Thus while there were only 
354 pigs and 729 chickens in Beijing parks in early 1960, the number respectively increased to 
1,049 and 7,100 by the end of the year. 127 
While production was essential as a consequence of the still weak economy, it also served 
as a symbol of the hardship in the realisation of the communist utopia. Although production had 
little to do with recreation, agricultural fields and barns became important features of the socialist 
parks. While this was intended to assist an economic upsurge projected by the GLF, it continued 
to be of importance as the GLF failed and dire economic conditions prevailed. 
Expedient with the economic readjustment 
It was the unusual emphasis on production with the directive of 'high accumulation and low 
consumption' and the flashy Wind of Exaggeration' (i. e. the exaggeration of the statistics to show 
¶23 Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks Jt3; (4 M #4M. Dangdai Beijing yuaniin fezhan shi [Modem history of Beijing landscape 
architecture] 'I}t: 4tXi®4&IRSt. (October, 1987). p. 224. 
124 'Hunan Martyrs' Park' AMY1t 4 ®. httollab chinabroadcast cn13821º2005/O7t251156Gdi635085. htm. accessed on 
19/1012006. 
125 Editorial Board of Shanghai landscape architecture MOWS t. U%Mf4 s tfi 19 Oi%t!. Shanghai yuanlm zhi (Shanghai 
landscape architecture records) t; if ®#Z. (Shanghai: Shanghai Shehul Kexueyuan Chubanshe. 2000). p. 153. 
124 Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks It* ®(49" Dangdei Beijing yuanhn When shi (Modem history of Beijing landscape 
architecture) ' ftIti; EMJ$ )Kjt. (moo 1987), p. 224. 
127 Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks 4t3E'Ji ®#R" Beijing shi yuanlrn luhua gongzuo nianbao (1960) (Annual report of Beijing 
landscape architecture (1960)) ýtbtr i®(fit SýS1ýf¬ (1960). (April. 1961). p. 3. 
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economic growth) in the GLF, as well as natural calamities that followed, that were largely 
responsible for the serious economic shortfall. The Three Difficult Years (1959-1961) that 
resulted from the faltering economy were a massive disaster for the nation as a whole, with 
millions of Chinese starving to death. Thus cautious new measures were adopted to promote 
economic recovery. The Ninth Plenary Session of the Eighth Central Committee of the CCP held 
in January 1961 issued the Eight-Character Principle: Readjustment, Rectification, 
Supplementation and Improvement. Within the economic constraints, few new public parks were 
being created. The earlier policy of combining greening with production was further emphasised, 
but the requirement for parks to be self-financing was being re-evaluated. 
Further emphasis on production 
In order to feed the population and to revive the economy, production continued to remain of 
significance. During the Three Difficult Years (1959-1961), there was the guideline of 'The whole 
Party and people go in for grain in a big way'128 and Take agriculture as the foundation and go in 
for grain in a big way. ''n The Beijing Municipal Government confirmed that the problem was'not 
having sufficient food supplies'. '30 There had been the fervour in the reclamation of the'ten-side 
land'. 13' This indicated the urgency to make full use of any possible land resources for 
production. This policy also affected public parks in that cultivation was intensified. The scale of 
production in Joyous Pavilion Park was greatly increased with the expanded farming and the 
raising of an additional 487 chickens, ducks, pigs, and goats. 'u In their effort to comply, facts 
were sometimes distorted, even suggesting that an area of 13 mu (0.87 hectare) set aside for 
cultivation of produce in 1959, was increased by 1961 this figure reaching some 100,000 mu 
(6,700 hectares) 133, a measurement far exceeding the actual size of the park. This shift towards 
production of course meant that recreational and aesthetic potential of parks were being 
compromised. 
The much intensified fish farming also resulted in disaster when the large quantity of fish 
feed caused severe pollution of lakes resulting in algae growth and the killing off any biological 
128 The Chinese text See Editorial Board of the Historical Records of the Constriction of Beijing ItXüli2 
$S qZ M*. Jianguo yilai de Beijing Mengshl jºanshe [The constructions of Beijing city from the founding of PRC) It Mil 
Q'ýýt t iIt &. Restricted publication (1986). p. 352. 
129 The Chinese text is TAV-t *&I, ik)fR*'" See Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks 4tX[1! i fl* " Beijing sh1 yuanlin 
1uhua 
gongzuo nianbao (1960) [Annual reportof Beijing landscape architecture (1960)1 Jt7SiTi ®]4Uft3: Jt: frAl (1960). (April, 
1961). p. 4. 
130 Editorial Board of Joyous Pavilion Park re=ls Iý1 $%p Sý s b14. '. Taorantng gongyuan ih( (Joyous Pavilion Park 
records] pqM c; ®,. (Beijing: Beijing Unye Chubanshe, 1999), p. 31. 
"' For details, see Chapter 2. 
'u Editorial Board of Joyous Pavilion Park records Taaantvg pongyuan ZN [Joyous Pavilion Park 
records] pqP#4`®Z. (Beijing: Beijing Unye Chubanshe. 1999). p. 32. 
'" Editorial Board of Joyous Pavilion Park records OM #i: ® iI, Obl7v. Taoranbng gongyvan rM[Joyous Pavilion Park 
records] PNM*Q`®.. (Beijing: Beijing Unye Chubanshe. 1999). pp. 32,194. 
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life in the water and stench. This caused a political Issue and during his inspection to the Garden 
of Harmonious Interest in the Summer Palace In July 1964, Premier Zhou Enlal advised that: 
'From now on, fish should not be raised In the Garden, and lotus should be well planted. "34 
However during the economic readjustment there remained a political urgency to strive for 
produce, and despite this advice public parks became the necessary sacrifice for the nation's 
survival. 
Reconsideration of YYYY 
Yet despite the numerous efforts of public parks to balance the books following the introduction 
of the YYYY policy in 1950, few were in fact able to do so. The 1961 statistics for Beijing, for 
example, showed that only the Summer Palace, Zhongshan Park and North Sea Park, were able 
to earn the required revenue, but this was mainly as a result of pronounced historic interest that 
drew large numbers of visitors. All other parks, including Joyous Pavilion Park, Purple Bamboo 
Park, Temple of Heaven Park, Zoological Garden, and Botanical Garden, had to be subsidized 
by the Municipal Bureau of Parks to meet the deficit 13s This added to the environmental costs of 
agricultural production led to the YYYY policy to be re-considered, with a statement issued at the 
Third National Working Conference on Urban Construction of the Architectural Engineering 
Ministry"6 in January 1963 that confirmed: 
YYYY does not mean to be fully self-sufficient, but to serve the undertaking of landscaping and gardening 
with the income generated. It is essential to first improve the quality of urban greening, horticulture and 
services before enhancing income where possible ... YYYY should be implemented In line with specific 
conditions of each city. '37 
It should be acknowledged that this statement was generated with the understanding of the 
spirit of self-reliance, and the objective of self-sufficiency implied in the YYYY policy was thus 
considered problematic. However this was refuted shortly after, since it seemed that the firm 
adherence to the former would be best demonstrated by the accomplishment of the latter. By late 
February that year, in a working conference on landscape architecture held by the Beijing 
Municipal Committee, YYYY was thought to be an essential goal determined by the attributes of 
's` Li, Min i(. Zhongguo xiandai gongyuan: fazhan yu pines [Modem parks of china: development and evaluation] 43 111 IRR 
(Beijing: Beijing Kexue Jishu Chubanshe. 1987). p. 29. 
'u Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks Jt*i I t4 . Dangdai Beijing yuanhn lazhan sM (Modem history of Beijing landscape 
architecture] tjftjt33Mf4 . (October. 1987). p. 222: Editorial Board of Behang chorography JtX(fit LM 
JJ ObJ *. 
Beijing zhi, Shizheng Juan, Yuanhn lohua zhf (Beiiing chorography. Municipal constructions volume. Landscape architecture 
records] It* ; 9- ! VZEO" ®#U4_ . (Beijing: Beijing Chubanshe. 2000). p. 487. 
"" The name of the conference is In Chinese '433klt RXf2O, 'it-4z3tMtli, iEi$If f tit'. 
"' Quoted from Editorial Board of Beging chorography jtXi! ili4Ti tQ IT Mt. Be{isng zhi. Shizheng Juan. Yuanhn klhua zhi 
(Beijing chorography. Municipal constrictions volume, Landscape architecture records) ItX(j" didkf! " ®]4t. it . (Beijing: 
Beijing Chubanshe, 2000), p. 487. Author's translation. 
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the parks of the people. There would be two levels of its realisation: one was of low demands, i. e. 
the running expenses could be settled by the operation of those businesses; the other was of 
high demands, i. e. apart from the running expenses, self-financing should be achieved in five 
years to cover such programmes as restoration of old buildings, planting maintenance, and some 
additional small-scale building projects, such as pavilions. By March these ambitious visions 
were confirmed in Several Stipulations for the Development of Urban Parks and Greening Issued 
by the Architectural Engineering Ministry, in which was stated that: 'All parks and nurseries, 
according to their respectively different conditions, should try to realise YYYY. Where possible, 
besides the realisation of self-sufficiency, some other essential construction programmes could 
also be carried out. "-'4 But it remained problematic to achieve and in Beijing most parks 
continued with deficits for a number of years, with in February 1966 the Beijing Municipal Bureau 
of Parks conceding that it was not appropriate to enforce YYYY without considering the 
individual cases. 139 
In pursuit of 'Red Parks' within the political fervour of the Cultural Revolution 
Any progress during the period of the Readjustment (1961-1965) was slow, both in the economy 
and in the creation of new parks. By then the new public parks had suffered from development, 
change of use and neglect. The start of the Cultural Revolution In May 1966 meant another 
onslaught on public parks which lasted till the early 1970s. Overall this can now be considered as 
a great calamity for the nation, not only with respect to loss of heritage and resulting 
connectedness, but also as a result of diminishing civility. The Revolution emphasised the 
political consciousness and ideological correctness in order to dissolve social inequality, shape a 
pure proletarian society, and retain the 'red' colour of the Party. It was considered by Mao at the 
time, that there were some 'capitalist roaders' in the Party who attempted to pull the revolution in 
a capitalist direction, whilst pretending to uphold socialism. 'Destroy the old to establish the new' 
was now the popular slogan and a permanent revolution was envisaged. However the central 
message of the Cultural Revolution remained: 'Under no circumstances should we forget class 
struggle', which was first expressed four years before the revolution commenced. Similarly, 
potted plants were criticised as being associated with 'feudalism' in 1964.140 It also jumpstarted a 
IM 'Jianzhu gongchengbu guanyu chengshl yuanln IWwa gongzuo do ruogan guiding' (Several Stipulations for the Development 
of Urban Park and Greening) JI5M 1SX-f In Urban Construction Department of the 
Ministry of Construction iQ ß¢# 1I1 , ed. 
Chengshi yuanhn IOhua hangye zhongyao wenjian huibian (A collection of 
important documents for landscape architecture profession) f 7i ®týt3ý#TýIIßytf1 Ztpi" (1998), p. 315. 
19 Editorial Board of Garden History of Beging Municipal Bureau of Parks 4t1, iiTi®I114 M14itjgZ11; 0*, ed. Beging yuanbn 
dashi ji, xia (1966.1982) (Great events of Beying landscape ancNtecture. Vol. 2 (1966.1982)1 1t3' RA 1** IZ. F 
(1966-1982) . (July. 1984). p. 3. Editorial 
Board of Joyous Pavilion Park records Taoranhng 
gongyuan zhi [Joyous Pavilion Park records) Pill *Q [Mt. (Beijing: Beijing Unye Chubanshe. 1999), p. 34. 
140 See Chapter 2. 
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design revolution that aimed to quash foreign conventions. The basis for the new philosophy lay 
in revolutionary guidelines for park development that had been issued before the Revolution. The 
Fifth Urban Construction Conference held by the Architectural Engineering Ministry "' In June 
1965 pronounced: 
Parks and greenspaces are where people go for sight-seeing and rest and also where socialist education Is 
carried out. We must implement the class line of the Party, foster proletarian ideology and eliminate 
bourgeois ideology, and fight against the doctrine of 'back to the ancients'. We should better serve the 
proletarian politics, production, and the broad masses of the people... and be industrious and thrifty In 
building parks. Currently parks should not be created or extended. The development of zoological gardens 
should be restricted. 142 
In this official instruction little progress was envisioned, but any new park 'created' that 
followed the ultra-leftist proletarian ideological orientation, was issued with label of 'Red Park'. 143 
Under the ideology of the Cultural Revolution, this terminology showed the aspiration for a site 
that represented socialist or communist ideology and was without flaws. In such parks, 
recreation would be rather a minor issue and what would be brought into full play was the power 
of politics, the latest Maoist ideology. 
Destruction and 'construction' 
With 'destruction' being the catchword of the Cultural Revolution within a newly envisioned 
proletarian state, anything reminiscent of the imperial past was first targeted. In Joyous Pavilion 
Park murals were erased, panels with inscribed couplets were taken down, and Buddha statues 
were removed in 1966. Also in the park, the two magnificent imperial memorial archways, saved 
from the road widening scheme of Chang'an Avenue in 1955, were considered inappropriate and 
demolished in September 1971 as a result of the inspection of Jiang Cling (1914-1991), one of 
the notorious Gang of Four, since they were regarded as emblematic of the 'three big mountains 
lying like a dead weight on the Chinese people. '"` Their removal was followed by the erection of 
enormous boards with quotations from Chairman Mao and his portrait providing political 
'"' The name of the conference in Chinese is: 'Iý2ýßifittýý'" 
Quoted from U, Min SIC. Zhonpyuo xiandai pongyuan- lachen yu pingpa [Modem parks of China: development and 
evaluation) gp M 12ft 4 ®-3ClK4fft . (Beijing: Beging Kexue Jishu Chubanshe. 1987). p. 29. Authors translation. 
'"' 'Liangge jieji, liangtiao luxian, liangzhong yuaniin' [Two kinds of classes. two kinds of fines, two kinds of parks) i; i t6! " 
j* M ! J, A# ®#. j;. Yuanfn Gen* l. 5 (1968), p. 4. 
"" Zheng, Jiang 1EU and Ding Shan TWU. Taoranhnfl [Joyous pavilion) ¢gjSg. (Beijing: Beijing L6you Chubanshe. 1983). p. 
7; Editorial Board of Joyous Pavillon Park records pf; MJf ;: ® Jr. $Zbi 4? "TaorantuºpgonpyuanZN(Joyous 
Pavilion Park 
records] ßpj!. 43F4 ®Z. (Beijing: Beging Linye Chubanshe, 1999), p. 35. The three big mountains' were imperialism, 
feudalism, and bureaucratic capitalism. While the archways were removed during the Cultural Revolution (1966-1969). many 
uninformed people constantly raised the question how they disappeared even bil the late 1980s. See Editorial Board of Joyous 
Pavilion Park records P5j} TaorantuºggongyuanZN[JoyousPavilionParkrecords) pi)t. S#Wi)Z 
(Beijing: Beijing Linye Chubanshe, 1999). p. 95. 
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propaganda, highlighting proletarian ideology. 
Remarkably some revolutionary and political monuments were also targeted, such as the 
Gao-Shi Tomb in Joyous Pavilion Park, since this not only celebrated the revolutionary past, but 
also a love affair. Within the climate where hard struggle was promoted, enjoyment or 
amusement was not appropriate to the proletarian ultra-leftist ideology. Similarly the open-air 
dance floor was cleared away also, not only because of any criticism of enjoyment, but also 
because it was a product of 'Learning from the Soviet Union' and was then labelled revisionism. 
Another notable instance was that the dove sculpture in Peace Park (1958), Shanghai, erected 
to celebrate the tenth anniversary of the People's Republic as a praise of the new socialist era in 
1959, was demolished. This action embodies the confusion, upheaval and turbulence of the 
time. 
Some 'constructions' were simple and naive, without any deliberate design technique or 
consideration for existing site fabric. For example, In People's Park, Shanghai, in 1967 a 
north-south oriented road, 200 metres long and 15 metres wide, was laid across its centre and a 
further two secondary walks connected the two entrances to east. These road and walks were 
lined with plane trees (Platanus spp. ) and caused the park to be divided in quarters, thereby 
significantly altering its appearance. 145 Such insensitive interventions could be found elsewhere: 
in the Summer Palace where'the old enclosed, circuitous, and tortuous courtyards' caused 
visitors to lose their way, were 'transformed into open and straightforward corridors. "46 The 
ignorance shown in these examples was largely due to the lack of professionals and intellectuals 
to both prepare and discuss design proposals. Their shortage was a direct result of the targeting 
of these groups who were then driven to the countryside to engage in agricultural production to 
'learn from the poor and lower-middle peasants' for ideological transformation. 
Further 'constructions' took place as a result of the Cold War when China introduced a 
national policy of 'Prepare for War, Prepare for Famine, for the Sake of the People'. "' This 
resulted in incorporation of air defence positions and nuclear bomb shelters. In Joyous Pavilion 
Park, Beijing, these constructions started in October 1970 and took nearly two years to complete, 
shifting 150 thousand cubic metres of soil in the process and creating 18 metres high hills. 11 
Even higher hills of up to 32 metres in Temple of Heaven Park significantly affected the 
appearance of the original design concept, where thus far the Hall of Annual Prayer had been the 
"s Editorial Board of Shanghai landscape archdecture records c± ®(4*a Milt OR*. Shanghai yuanhn zh( (Shanghai 
landscape architecture records) J; %M('4Z. (Shanghai: Shanghai Shehul Kexueyuan Chubanshe. 2000). p. 111. 
16 Publicity Group of the Summer Palace IDK1®lif M. Yiheyuan gaige tongxin' (Revolutionary report of the Summer Palace] 
9JuM&1Aiaj3. Yuanbn Gerning. 5 (1968), p. 13. 
14 '? Translation quoted In Shapiro, Judah. Mao's boar against Nature: Pofts and the Environment in Revolutionary China (New 
York, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 2001). p. 138. 
1° Editorial Board of Joyous Pavilion Parte roads M; I"4g Mtlrgtg, 0RQ. Taorantuºg gongyuan zhl(Joyous Pavilion Park 
records) ß4fd c; ®. (Beijing: Bening Linye Chubanshe, 1999). p. 35. 
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dominant feature. 19 In Shanghai, most parks (People's Park, Transportation Park, Penglai Park, 
Shaoxing Children's Park, Quiet and Peace Park, and Xikang Park) were closed during the early 
1970s due to earth work schemes associated with national defence issues. These had a severe 
aesthetic impact, particularly as they were conceived as engineering solutions without any 
professional design input. Yet within the spirit of the time the people came to accept these 
intrusions as part of the revolutionary effort, not least because they created them with their own 
physical labour. In addition, it is clear that the loss of the recreational space was not a 
consideration, as hardship and suffering could be enjoyed for Ideological rectitude and hedonism 
had to be criticised. 
Intensification of production 
Within the context of the perceived threat of an international war and stagnating economy it is not 
surprising that the emphasis continued to be on production. This could not be achieved without 
hard labour and struggle, with leisure, luxury and enjoyment being taboo. This became a criterion 
for the creation of parks: 
Combining greening with production is an important guideline in the development of socialist parks... (We 
should] be clear about the direction in parks and greening of serving the proletarian politics, serving the 
socialist production and construction, and serving the living of the labouring people... Combining greening 
with production is not a pure technological issue and not an expedient for a short period of time, but a 
fundamental sign of the difference between the socialist park and those of feudalism, capitalism and 
revisionism, and an issue of political orientation and revolutionary line. 150 
In 1964 Mao used ornamental potted plants as a focus for criticism, with those in Zhongshan 
Park, Beijing, singled out as requiring too much time in order to maintain them, while there was 
an urgent need to further expand farming and fishery in the park. '5' Apple and peach trees in the 
Inner Altar planted during the GLF were added to with large-fruited Chinese hawthoms 
(Crataegus pinnatifida Bunge. var. major) being planted. These fruit trees were interplanted with 
medicinal plants, such as cockscomb, chrysanthemum, Isatis tinctoria L. and herbaceous peony. 
In the Outer Altar, crab apples (Malus spectabilis Borkh. ) were planted in the west and 
persimmon trees (Diospyros kaki L. f. ) in the south (Fig. 3.38). While tall fences had previously 
19 U, Min l&. Zhongguo xiandai gongyuan: fazhan yu pxja [Modem parks of China: development and evaluation) *M 12+t 
1; ®-WR4 (1?. (Beijing: Beijing Kexue Jishu Chubanshe. 1987), p. 20. 
10 Quoted from Hangzhou Park Management Bureau VLM -(Tp( . UitJC$. 'Yuanlin Jiehe shengchan hao, xihu fengjing mianmao 
xin' [It is good to combine parks with production, and the West Lake takes on anew look) QpJý} $ bi, ýitýÄý#ý14ýir" 
Jianzhu Xuebao. 1 (1976). p. 44. Author's translation. 
's' Horticultural Team of the Management Department of Beijing Zhongshan Parts Jt3t4 LL J; pail rJ CCEkL. 'Yuanlin liehe 
shengchan dayou kewei' [There is plenty of scope to combine landscaping and gardening with production) 9I J flä ß±P 4f 
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F gure 3 38 Tne produce plantings in Zhongshan Park. Beging (c 1968). included various fruit trees. 
walnuts. peanuts and a range of herbs 
Source Horticultural Team of the Management Department of Beging Zhongshan Park 1t5 ri1 W :: I-J 10, Pr VU 9, iA 'Vuanhn 
ºpehe shengchan dayou kewei [There is plenty of scope to combine landscaping and gardening with production) 4p 14 It 
PA fi aT I Jsenzhu Xuebao 6 (1974). p 30 
been used to enclose orchards, lower hedges now bordered them This enabled the public to 
view the fruit and flowers for visual enjoyment '5` It proved that production could be beautiful 
also with flowers in spring and fruit in summer and autumn (Fig 3 39,3 40) These orchards 
created an awareness of the production effort and the flowering and fruiting was seen as a 
reflection of socialist prosperity 153 
However, production was not always aesthetically pleasing or environmentally responsible. 
particularly when the balance was lost. such as in West Lake Park in Fuzhou, which in 1969 was 
Hua. Lanhong !; s1 Chongpan zhongquo chenyshv purhua sansh, n, an. 1949-1979 (Reconstruction of China thirty years 
of urbanism. 1949-19791 t [ti; r(I 19 fli t>t'tJ =ft! , 
1949-1979, trans by Li Yung Tit (Beijing Shenghuo-dushu-xinzhi 
Sanban Shudian. 2006), p 206 Originally published as Hoa. Leon Reconstru, re to Chine trenfe ans d urbanisme 1949-1979 
(Pans Edrtrons du Monueur. 1981) 
'U Horticultural Team of the Management Department of Beijing Zhongshan Park ft )? ý 111 
U 130 V IT S2VU Y. tli Yuanlin Iuehe 
shengchan dayou kewei' [There is plenty of scope to combine landscaping and gardening with production) (+q t4' ; s'I .'l 4t 
ý,! r, Jranzhu Xuebao 6(1974), p 31 
--I J_J3O 
Figure 3 39 The Inner Altar of Zhongshan Park (seen from northeast to southwest). where apple trees. peach trees 
and large-fruited Chinese hawthorns (Crataegus pmnafdda Bunge var major) were planted to be both visually 
attractive and economically productive 
Source Horticultural Team of the Management Department of Beging Zhongshan Park 11 r' (2,11; .. VQ f# Lj LRl ý. N! 'Yuanhn pehe 
shengchan dayou kewei' [There is plenty of scope to combine landscaping and gardening with produetionj N4 r', I '-I '{ 14 f , ;' 
Y" Jranzhu Xuebao 6 (1974 
Figure 3 40 The 0L.:. A :. + . ýý' .i-i.; persimmon trees in ; ate autwý r 
Source Horticultural Team of the Management Department of Beijing Zhongshan Park It Q 4I LL ; (g9l}i$ ý , ',!! i Yuanlin pehe 
shengchan dayou kewei [There is plenty of scope to combine landscaping and gardening with production) Vati ;'; ; 11 ' A. {t ý; 
'47 Jianzhu Xuebao 6 (1974) 
turned into May Seventh Farm '14 Zhongshan Park, Shantou. was turned into a pig farm, with 
the number of pigs peaking in 1971 at 2,526 '55 With such emphasis and little sympathy shown 
for aesthetic considerations or public recreation it is clear that the definition of production could 
be further extended It soon came to include 'productive institutions' or factories, for which parks 
were appropriated Areas within Joyous Pavilion Park. Bening, were usurped by the Real Estate 
' The name of 'May Seventh Farm' was denved from the 'May Seventh ' rural cadre school which was first established on May 7 
1968 for officials and bran workers' to regularly participate In productive labour as a process of ideological revoluhornlahon' 
"s 'A bnef history of the construction of Zhongshan Park, Shantou' jk c{r d j,.., L jj 19 T pf 
http /Istc Shantou gov uvsgk4 b htm, accessed on 22/12/2006 
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Management Bureau, a shoe factory, tannery, etc., and by 1971 some 37,100 square metres had 
been built over. 15' In Shanghai, 6,547 square metres of Fahua Park was appropriated for a kiln, 
brickyard, and rubber plant in 1966, '57 and Lujiazui Park was lost as a result of being built over 
for the No. 5 Public Transportation Company1S° In 1972. This illustrates the much reduced 
emphasis with respect to greening, and the fatal consequences for public parks as a result of the 
increasing pressure asserted by production. 
'Red'parks 
Most of the losses with respect to parks were as a result of the policies of the Far Left. These 
losses were not just material but also manifested themselves in the re-naming of parks and 
features. For example, Fragrant Hill Park, Beijing, was renamed as Red Hill Park; 150 in 1967 
Revival Park in Shanghai was renamed as Red Guard Park; 'g° In 1968 Liberation Park In 
Shijiazhuang was renamed as East Red Park. Park features were not excluded from this 
ideological cleansing: the Hall of Incense to the Buddha In the Summer Palace was renamed as 
Hall of Facing the Sun; 16' in 1969 West Lake in West Lake Park, Fuzhou, was renamed as Red 
Lake. 162 It is clear that the predominant leftist ideology was reflected by means of the red colour. 
Criticism of YYYY 
Although the problems of YYYYwere recognised well before the Cultural Revolution, the policy 
was now questioned as a result of the criticism toward profit making. Admission fees as part of 
the efforts to realise YYYY remained a political issue; during her inspection to Joyous Pavilion 
Park in September 1971 Jiang Qing (1914.1991) pronounced: 'Public parks should not charge 
admission fees. How could they take money from the working people? '163 By this stage this had, 
"s Among the misappropriations, an area of 5,028 square metres was occupied by the Real Estate Management Bureau of 
Xuanwu District in 1966 for establishing a residential area: 218 square metres by Beging Oianxiang Leather Shoes Factory in 
April 1967; and 900 square metres by Beijing Tannery in Apr 1970. See Editorial Board of Joyous Pavilion Park records )l M 
41%®ZiAIFOR*. Tac'antupgongyuanzhi[Joyous PavilionPark records] pitn# ®;. (Beijing: Beijing Urfa Chubanshe, 
1999), pp. 34-35. 
Editorial Board of Shanghai landscape architecture records 12I O Mt. Shanghai yuanhsn zhl (Shanghai 
landscape architecture records]JLf. (Shanghai: Shanghai Shehul Kexueyuan Chubanshe. 2000). p. 145. 
The Chinese name of the company 
U, Min I ft. Zhongguo vandal gongyuan: lazhan yu parpjsa (Modem parks of China: development and evaluation) 4(p lit 
aý®-71ilýýi tf . (Beging: Beijing Kexue Jishu 
Chubanshe, 1987). p. 20. The site was first developed in 1186 during the 
Jin Era (1115-1234). 
's0 Editorial Board of Shanghai landscape arhdedwe records tQ W Obit. Shanghai yuanbn zh! (Shanghai 
landscape architecture records) .t 
M1ý*. (Shanghai: Shanghai Shehul Kexueyuan Chubanshe, 2000), P. 98. 
's' Publicity Group of the Summer Palace BIGMZIfi ftI. Yiheyuan 9aipe tong zln' (Revolutionary report of the Summer Palace) 
f), i t"0®&f iA +fd. Yuanhn Gaming. 5(1968). p. 13. U. Min .7 kt. Zhonppuo xiondal pongyvan: 
lazhan yu pmpjta (Modem parks 
of China: development and evaluation) ý+miýft Q-ýý( yý . (Beijing: Beijing Kexue 
Jishu Chubanshe. 1987). p. 20. 
"t U. Min C. Zhonppuo xtandai gongyuan: lazhan yu pingjia (Modem parks of China: development and evaluation) 4i MIXit 
ZM-! ff. (Beging: Beijing Kexue Jishu Chubanshe. 1987), p. 20. 
'u Editorial Board of Joyous Pawbon Par* records p1; Ski; ®J; lß iii n ölt. Taoranhng gongyvan zh (Joyous Pavilion Park 
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in line with the revolution, already been included as an objective for the management of public 
parks, but economic constraints left but few options. In 1974, the Findings Report of Several 
Issues of Political Orientation and Proletarian Lino in the Stewardship of Parkst" Issued by the 
Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks stated that: 
We must... further clarify the major differences between parkt of socialism and parks of feudalism, 
capitalism and revisionism. This is a fundamental issue of struggle between the two lines. The policy of 
YYYY must be criticised thoroughly. It is actually a revisionist policy encouraging the covert act of'profiting 
in command', which resulted in 'ignoring revolutionary line and only paying attention to money'... 
Self-reliance and YYYY are two diametrically opposed lines and share no common ground. Only adhering to 
self-reliance is the correct political direction. 166 
In this statement the reference to self-reliance provides a new meaning in that it excludes 
any financial concerns. The policy of YYYY was at this stage generally considered as a means of 
villainous profiteering, since it encouraged income generation. This financial Issue remained a 
sensitive one, particularly as it contradicted thrift and plain living desired of poor peasants, to 
whom policies were now clearly directed. This favouring of poor peasants, rather than the 
revolutionary, might to some extent be considered as a strange manifestation of a long tradition, 
where the small-scale peasant economy was regarded as superior to commerce. 166 It was 
therefore ironic that a policy, which intended to promote self-reliance for parks, was deprecated 
in this way. On the other hand, the policy, originally generated within the economic constraints of 
China itself, became a revisionist one, as if it were a product under the Soviet ideology. This was 
eccentric, but it seemed that the label of revisionism then became a convenient tool for the 
criticism towards any suspicious ideological deflection. 
While now out of favour the YYYY policy was never forgotten. It was one of the policies that 
aimed to establish some order out of chaos in the immediate aftermath of the Cultural Revolution. 
The Third National Working Conference on Urban Landscaping and Gardening held in Ji'nan in 
December 1978 passed Opinions for Improving Urban Landscaping and Gardening, 167 requiring 
that 'where applicable, YYYY should be realised in parks step by step. "" The Beijing Municipal 
Bureau of Parks again stressed the issue of self-sufficiency in the implementation of the policy 
records] 1N g/0 (Beging: Bejing Linye Chubanshe, 1999). p. 35. 
'"" The title was In Chinese 'XT-J`M=ft43is TMfiJi(4la ttt1b7Y19' jAi2)4if*r'" 
Quoted from Editorial Board of Garden History of Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks Jtl fii ®1ýA ®(ý I1t2 1ý ý*. ed" 
Beijing yuanhn dashi f, xis (1966-1982) (Great events of Beging landscape architecture. Vol. 2 (1966.1982)1 Jtl'Li ®44"*$i'2. 
1 (1966-1982) . (July. 1984). p. 40. 
Author's translation. 
In the Imperial era, the grading of Chinese people was, from the higher to the tower, intellectuals, peasants, artisans, and 
merchants. 
The title was In Chinese 'ýEýbpý#ilfi®(f U41: 11tM $! L''. 
W. Shanghua q A*. Zhongguo tangling yuankn dangdai wushmian: 1949-1999 [Fifty years of Chinese landscape 
architecture: 1949-19991 c;, mRR®Jt ftt1¬: 1949.1999. (Beging: ZhonppuoJtanzhuGongyeChubanshe. 1999). p. 
34; Editorial Board of Beijing chorography lt M-Wi lfrr Berjvig M. Shizheng Juan, Yuanhn tuhua zhi (Beijing 
chorography. Municipal constructions volume. Landscape architecture records) Jtg ' iVA t' M(UU4tZ" (Beijing: Beijing 
Chubanshe, 2000), p. 488. 
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and estimated that it would be achieved before 1980. However, this policy was unachievable in 
reality and was finally abandoned in the National Working Conference on Urban Parks held in 
October 1986. '69 
The return of Chinese garden and park culture 
With the return of China to international politics marked by the visit by President Nixon of the 
United States in February 1972, the tensions between the East and the West gradually 
diminished. For diplomatic purposes it was now desirable to generate a favourable urban image, 
with the development of parks and greening being resumed with the guideline issued in 1972 
recommending 'having trees and flowers well planted for the revolution'. 170 Professional bodies 
were being re-formed, and the issue of garden design could once again be explored in earnest 
without the threat of persecution. 
Old parks were regenerated and new ones created. Fahua Park, Shanghai, appropriated by 
factories for production in 1966 with the remainder becoming neglected and overgrown with 
weeds, was re-developed in 1973, directed by landscape architect Zhou Zaichun"'. Despite 
historic criticism of the Soviet model, the allocation of functional zones continued to be a 
convenient approach in the re-design of this park. Similar to the design practice of the late 1950s, 
scenic areas and functional zones worked together to achieve an aesthetically pleasurable and 
spatially exciting experience (Fig. 3.41,3.42). But the importance of the scenery issue was more 
emphasised with scenic areas arranged along the central axis and articulated in a series of 
contrasting spaces: an open lawn (Fig. 3.43) and a small lotus pond (Fig. 3.44) were laid out in 
the south of the park; in the north of the park mountain-and-water pattern demanded an 
extensive programme of earth movement with a commanding hillock set on the north bank and 
crowned with a hexagonal pavilion signifying the end of the north-south axis. Functional zones 
were located around the central area, with a children's play zone in the southwest, a youth 
recreational zone in the northwest, and an elders' recreational zone in the northeast. At the main 
southern entrance, a flower bed was placed and a small mound was raised and planted with 
shrubs and trees, serving as a screen which resulted in spatial segmentation, so that visitors 
could not view the whole scenery of the park in one glance (Fig. 3.45). Traditional design 
'National Working Conference on Urban Parks' was in Chinese '$WtA iri Ll Dolit* i>7'. See Uu, Shanghua 4 PM. Z. 
Zhongguo fengjing yuanhn dangdai wushtvan" 1949-1999 (Fifty years of Chinese landscape architecture: 1949.1999) 
®{ IiftE-}-IF: 1949-1999. (Being: Zhongguo Jianztw G(xngye Gwbanshe, 1999), pp. 12,101. 
10 Editorial Board of Joyous Pavilion Pat* Mcords Pill # Z- M 5; i%*. Taorantu pongyuan zN (Joyous Pavilion Park 
records) {N > %®Z. (Beijing: Beijing Linye Chubanshe. 1999), p. 159. Editortal Board of Beijing thorography ßt3 ji tt 1 
Beug Mi. Shizheng Juan. YuaMm Whua zM (Beding chorography, Municipal constrictions volume. Landscape 
architecture records) lt3; t " iVnfi" MIMT . (Being: Being Chubanshe. 2000). p. 472. A 1961 graduate from the Beijing Forestry College. in the Design Section of Shanghai Park Department See: 'Resume of 









Figure 3 41 Plan of Fahua Park. Shanghai, after a regeneration programme in 1973, which introduced a 
mountain-and-water pattern that incorporated scenic areas and functional zones 
Source China Academy of Urban Planning and Design 43 M t# fi 1R £9lß it X11 5M. . ed 
Zhonppuo xin yuanhn (New gardens 
and parks of Chin) 41 IQWM44 (Beyin9 Zhongguo Linye Chubanshe. 1985). p 210 
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Figure 3 42 Bird's-eye perspective of the re-developed Fahua Park (1985) (seen from south) 
Source China Academy of Urban Planning and Design Ip(ptlE ii 1 1~)lýi it rtR ham. ed Zhongguo xin yuanhn (New gardens 
and parks of Chinas t t4 (Beijing Zhongguo Lmye Chubanshe. 1985). p 212 
1 
Figure 3 43 The open lawn of Fahua Park (seen from east; with the Lotus Fragrant Pavilion locatea to north A 
parachute tower is shown in the background 
Source China Academy of Urban Planning and Design q1M*J)RJyt91tl1{ R. ed Zhongguo sin yuanhn (New gardens and 
parks of China) 1P MW VQ {4 (Belling Zhongguo Lrnye Chubanshe. 1985). p 213 
principles about the spatial and scenic quality were further revived by the creation of a 'garden 
within a garden' , with in 
1977 a pending garden created in Seven-Star Park. Guilin, ' 7` and a17 
hectare garden named Crooked Pool in Flourishing Spring ( , thi ) created in Ritan Park, 
Beijing. in 1978.173 
172 China Academy of Urban Planning and Design u1 tt y[ (1i 1x L~; 14 it fd4 h (tii . ed 
Zhongguo sin yuandn (New gardens and parks 
of China) LPMVM 4 (Beijing Zhongguo Lrnye Chubanshe, 1985)1, pp 108-109 
"3 China Academy of Urban Planning and Design 1; 3{N tS ill 1X Pt t2 it iii =`6i. ed Zhongguo xin yusnhn (New gardens and parks 
of China] I(1W* OU14 (Beijing Zhongguo Linye Chubanshe, 1985) pp 204-209 
ý, 
. ý. l. 
rý`ý... r! 
i 
I-Iqure ? 44 T he l otuý, i ", I!, i ic F ragrant Pavilion in i , aria Park. provided an intimate space as a 
contrast to the open lawn to south and the extensive lake to north 
Source China Academy of Urban Planning and Design tPW! t rti OR MQ i? MA h FT . ed 
Zhongguo irn yuanm1 New gardens and 
parks of China] c{i(i]0M4 (Beging Zhongguo Linye Chubanshe. 1985). p 213 
f 
Figure 3 45 Flower bed at the entrance of Fanua Park in front of a raised area with shrubs and trees. which 
prevent views into the park 
Source China Academy of Urban Planning and Design ed Zhongguo xrn yuanlm (New gardens and 
parks of China) q, ®0r®#*. (Belling Zhongguo lmye Chubanshe. 1985). p 213 
Poetic quality was once again stressed in the naming practice In Joyous Pavilion Park. the 
Jade Rainbow Bridge (ifll) was completed in April 1975, the Carefree-Joyful Pavilion (IV' ý, # ) 
and the Containing Jade Pavilion (i ) in September. the Expecting Auspicious Pavilion (f 
in July 1976, the Pure Minded Pavilion the Knowing the Way Pavilion ( iý 1) 
and the Delighting in Guests Room ({p{; Z$T) in 1977 Besides aesthetic pleasure. this tradition of 
naming features associated with poetry and calligraphy also became an important tool to convey 
revolutionary policies In Children's Park (1972), Dalian, a stele incorporated Mao's revolutionary 
poem, The Red Army, never fearing the challenging Long March. looked lightly on the many 
peaks and rivers' 174 composed in 1935 It was set at the entrance of the children play zone and 
174 Translated by Edgar Snow in 1936. in h& JJar; hryjj QQ fl gws. o ghQ. 1221! 91 QQ Qp4, accessed on 7/12/2006 The 
served the practical purpose of dividing the space (Fig 3 46) Similarly. in Children's Park (1977) 
in Hangzhou, a screening wall with Chairman Mao's inscription 'Aim high. go ahead, and you will 
win was placed on the main access road (Fig 3 47) These inscriptions continued the 
concern about the education of future generations for the communist revolution 
The emphasis of ideological orientation with respect to new features and naming thereof 
was with respect to the revolutionary past, with a particular emphasis on the pre-Liberation 
legacy Statues continued to serve an important purpose in commemorating events and heroes 
One of Zhang Side (1915-1944). an early Red Army member who died as a result of a tragic 
Figure 3 46 The stele incorporating Mao's revolutionary poem. set at the entrance of the youth play zone of 
Children's Park, Dalian 
Source China Academy of Urban Planning and Design : [i tQ + 1?; k ;4V ed » ^or+gguo +w ý uanwl New gardens and 
parks of Chinas i#, LJ *4 31* (Bening Zhon99uo l nye Chubanshe 1985) p 136 
Figure 3 47 The screen wan with Mao s nscr, ption A, m r, igr, go ahead and you will win placed on the main 
approach of Children's Park. Hangzhou 
Source Teaching and Research Section of the School of Architecture of Tonar University Ný. $ ý'ý 4A 1 ýI1f#$ . ed 
Gongyuan guihua yu jsanzhu ruin (A couearon of designed parks( (Bepmg Zhongguo Jianzhu Gongye 
Chubanshe. 1986), p 168 
onginal Chinese text is 'tI V off iä 11. Fi plc tL f2 ýß{tý' 
"' The Chinese text is '*f * 'r SJ, AA f3 .t 
accident through the collapse of a charcoal kiln, '*" was erected in People's Park. Shanghai in 
1971 In the youth recreational zone of Unmoored Ferry Park (1950). Hefei. two statues. of which 
one carried an urgent despatch with a feather attached'"' - depicting the decisive military 
contact - and the other 'little heroic sisters of the prairie'"" - denoting the brave participation of 
youngsters in the liberation wars - were erected in 1974 In Children's Park. Zhanjiang a statue 
named 'South Sea young pioneer', was erected in 1974. and one of comrade Lei Feng 
(1940-1962) in Children's Park, Hangzhou in 1977 
The 'Long March', the 12,500 kilometres heroic journey of the Chinese Workers and 
Peasants' Red Army (1934-1935) and an important 'strategic moment' in the Chinese revolution. 
became a preferred theme for children's facilities, which in execution tended to often resemble 
landscape features along the journey There was a slide symbolising the 'snow-capped 
mountain' in Children's Park (1974), Zhanjiang (Fig 3 48). one in Children's Park (1977). 
Hangzhou, and one in Joyous Pavilion Park (1978). Beijing (Fig 3 49) Also 'single-log bridge' 
and 'chain bridge' were commemorative themes in children's play equipment, serving to allude to 
the adventure of the expedition It was clear that all these provisions again served didactic ends 
Thus by the late 1970s park politics had returned to the endeavours and policies of the 
1950s, except that it was more open to the outside world, and indeed attempted to woo 
international opinion. A delegation of Americans in 1977 compared with envy the ideological 
Figure 3 48 The slide symbolising in. ,,; . "': a - ý. ' , dren s Parts Zhanjiang 
Source China Academy of Urban Planning and Design c>, fý QJj2 j$ ý! n , ad Zhon9guo r in yuanlnn 
New gardens and 
parks of China] ®0j®44 (Being Zhongguo Linye Chubanshe. 1985) p 143 
16 Zhang Side ($t TITM) joined the Red Army in 1933 and the CCP in 1937 He died a heroic death in 1944 in a collapse of 
charcoal kiln Mao made his famous speech of Ssrvirp the People in the memonal meeting 
"' Author's translation of dS {g' 
18 Author's translation 
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Figure 3 49 The slide symbolising the 'snow-capped mountain in Joyous Pavilion Park, Beijing 
Source: Edional Board of Joyous Pavilion Park records Taoranhng gongyuan zhi (Joyous Pavilion Park 
records) Dý7? er¢i; fýi:;. (Beijing Beijing Linye Chubanshe. 1999) 
stance of public parks with the lack of interest exhibited then in the West Although the pursuit of 
production as a result of political urgency formerly often had negative effects on the recreational 
and aesthetic values of parks, it was seen as an impressive programme that distinguished the 
Chinese parks from those of the West It was through the integration of production and 
consumption, it was noted by Galen Cranz. that Chinese parks were created '(1) to contribute to 
economic productivity, (2) to provide a place for workers to rest, (3) to raise political 
consciousness, (4) to popularize science, (5) to show special exhibits, and (6) to beautify the city 
and extend the regional "greenization" program . 179 
The stipulation issued in the Third National Working Conference on Urban Landscaping and 
Gardening. held in December 1978. officially and more clearly showed the new direction for park 
development with the ideas of the 1950s reinstated 
For the development of urban landscape architecture, general greening should be realised first, and turn the 
city into a garden step by step Garden art must serve the socialist undertaking and be loved by the broad 
masses of the people. The guidelines of 'Let a hundred flowers blossom and a hundred schools of thought 
contend' and 'Make the past serve the present and foreign things serve China' should be conscientiously 
adhered to Earnestly study and inherit the legacies of our nation's excellent garden art. carry forward our 
nation's fine tradition, assimilate the achievements of foreign garden art, and make great efforts to create a 
new style with national form and socialist content " 
"' Cranz, Galen 'The Useful & the Beautiful Urban Parks in China' Landscape 23 2 (1979). pp 3-10 
Deo Quoted from Liu, Shanghua $ H: Zhongguo fengpng yuanhn dangdai wushintan 1949-1999 (Fifty years of Chinese 
landscape architecture 1949-19991 tP(JgJJVQM. JR fi t ft 1949-1999 (Beijing Zhongguo Jianzhu Gongye Chubanshe. 
1999), pp 35.41. Author's translation 
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Post-Mao parks 
From the directive of'tuming the whole land Into a garden' of the National Landscaping and 
Gardening Movement (1958), then came the vision of'garden city', i. e. turning the city Into a 
garden. 1°' Along with the Increasing attention paid to the environmental and living quality 
against the background of economic construction from the 1980s, this effectively promoted the 
development of public parks. While in the whole country there were 579 parks with a total area of 
15,200 hectares by 1978, and 679 parks of 16,192 hectares by 1980, these figures increased by 
nearly three to four times to 2,405 parks of 45,700 hectares by 1992, and 3,990 parks of 73,197 
hectares by 1998.182 It was also notable that in 1992 the Construction Ministry Initiated the 
appraisal of 'garden city', whilst singling out Beijing, Hefei and Zhuhai as the first three such 
cities, based on a comprehensive assessment of the urban environmental quality. 
It was not surprising that garden traditions, with the reiteration of the Soviet guideline of 
'National in Form, Socialist in Content', were further explored in new development in pursuit of 
'garden city'. Historic artefacts on sites were valued and preserved or restored, such as the Fang 
Pagoda, originally built during the reign of Xining and Yuanyou (1068-1093) of the Northern 
Song Dynasty (960-1126), incorporated in Fang Pagoda Park (1982), Shanghai, and the 
remnants of the city wall of Yuan Dadu (1260-1368) preserved in Yuan Dadu City Wall Relic Park 
(1987), Beijing. In terms of garden features, 'garden within a garden' became a popular approach 
to create interesting spaces, and quality places as well, such as a building complex with delicate 
courtyards built in 1981 in Culture Park, Guangzhou, 183 and a Peony Garden (1981), a Peach 
Garden (1983), a Splendid Autumn Garden (1988), and a Penjing Garden (1995) in Beijing 
Botanical Garden. '" Moreover, while scenic areas had been developed especially since the late 
1950s, the naming tradition of'Eight Landscape Scenes', i. e. poetic naming normally with four 
characters, was then explored in the creation of them from the 1980s. For example, eight scenic 
areas were proposed in Joyous Pavilion Park in 1985, the names of which were respectively 
Famous Pavilions in China (± X$*), Mountain Hall in Blooming Spring (@1JWn), Fleet Cloud 
over Ocean Island ()' Vast Expanse of the Nine Continents (jý,; }ff (ý), Mirrored Moon 
This was different from the concept of garden city as satellites to overcrowded industrial cities promoted by Ebenezer Howard 
at the turn of the twentieth century. See Ebenezer Howard. Garden Cities of To-morrow (London: Swan Sonnenschein & Co, 
1902). 
'u Liu, Shanghua l A-*-. Zhongguo lengjing yuanlin dangdai wushinian: 1949-1999 (Fifty years of Chinese landscape 
architecture: 1949-19991 4i MRJJ®14ft -t-t : 1949-1999. (Beijing: Zhongguo Jianzhu Gongye Chubanshe. 1999), pp. 
43.50.100. 
Zheng. Zuliang )($J9R, and Uu Guanping Ij'211, 'Guangzhou wenhua gongyuan'yuan thong Yuan" (The' garden within In 
a garden' in Culture Parts, Guangzhou) I-MlIt: r® '1 4L', Jianzhu Xuebao, 9 (1981). pp. 24.28. 
Editorial Board of Beijing chorography Jt 1111&1 Ij$. Beijing zhl, Shizheng Juan, Yuanhn 10hus zhi (Beijing 
chorography. Municipal constnxtions volume, Beijing landscape architecture records) drlý " TJaO- ®14Uf1 " (Beijing: 
Beijing Chubanshe. 2000). p. 206: Lin, Guangsl 14r y. 'Zhongguo dalu diqu xiandai yuanlin sheji sichao yu thijian' (Trend of 
thought and practices In Chinese modem landscape design In the mainland) rpW*{ss3ýiý1t®fiýiüit ý, Ilýi sYý. In 2006 
nian quanguo boshisheng xueshu luntan: tinyeit shengtai jianshe bngyu xiangguan xuake lunwen/i (Proceedings of 2006 
symposium of Chinese PhD students In forestry and ecological studies) 2006 $®1tlt +*iLiýýý bt lýütýitýc 
#flX! TJ4iQAJK (Beijing: Beijing Forestry University, 2006). pp. 2253-2260. 
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and Pine Waves (*A V4 ), Fairyland of Childlike Innocence Noble Character and 
Refreshed Prestige (MIUZM), and Joyous and Delightful Imagery (Pull 1 ). 165 Similarly 
approach could be found in Liberation Park, Wuhan. 186 
While the Soviet principle of 'National in Form, Socialist in Content' continued to take effect 
in encouraging the exploration of garden traditions, the rational design approach as Identified in 
the Soviet Park of Culture and Rest model also remained a convenient tool in the creation of 
parks. The allocation of functional zones with specified land quotas became a norm In Park 
Design Standards, a manual for the landscape profession published In 1993.181 
In the operation and management of parks, the invalidation of the YYYY policy, and the 
consideration of parks as part of the public welfare in the National Working Conference on Urban 
Parks held in 1986, demonstrated a pursuit of the true meaning of 'public parks'. However, it was 
not until the turn of the twenty-first century that the issue of free access was particularly 
addressed in the Enlarged Conference of Secretary-General of Chinese Park Association (April 
2001). But at this time, it was still impossible to abolish admission charge for all parks in view of 
some economic constraints. 168 
Conclusion 
Public parks in China are an excellent measure of the various political directions and arguments 
that dominated the twentieth century. They formed the main focus of the landscape architectural 
profession and helped to re-establish a design tradition which had been broken during the social 
and political unrest of the first half of the century. Foreign influences were consciously rejected 
as it continued to be necessary to re-affirm a Chinese identity after a period of wars and 
colonisation. The establishment of socialism under Mao provided a great incentive for the 
creation of public parks and the majority of parks were created during the 1950s under the 
relatively stable political and economic conditions with the numbers peaking in 1958 when the 
high-spirited GLF (1958-1960) was launched. However, the ten years of deprivation from the 
1°s Editorial Board of Joyous Pavilion PWk records pl; ti ý® ri; ýQ. Taoranhng gongyuan zhi (Joyous Pavilion Park 
records) pNn*ä®*. (Beijing: Beijing Unye Chubanshe. 1999). p. 46: Editorial Board of Beijing chorography 4l;? iVtM71; 
12190 jiQ. Beijing zhi, Shizheng Juan, Yuanlm kihua zhi (Beijing chorography, Municipal constructions volume. Beijing 
landscape architecture records) 4t)7Z" Ii f" 1I(ttuf1t. (Beijing: Beijing Chubanshe. 2000). p. 156. 
'b The 'Eight Landscape Scenes' planned in Liberation Park. Wuhan, were Plums In the Morning Sun (i1jt91R*). Lotus in the 
Breeze Embracing Jade Green (! ft<Q Oq $), Laurel at Sunset and Studying at Night (741 ), Jumping Shark with the Rising 
Sun (jRQBO ). Stringed and Woodwind Instrument with Tones (tt11fü). Listening to Bird Singing In Spring Dawn (gAflry"r 
Ca), Knotweed Pool Mirroring the Moon (*)-TIT]). and Blue Ripples and Spindrift (E ). See Teaching and Research 
Section of the School of Architecture of Tongji University ed. Gongyuan guihue yu jianzhu tuft (A 
collection of designed parks) s: ®JJ'J4f. LSA®7lt. (Beijing: Zhongguo Jianzhu Gongye Chubanshe. 1966). P. 103. 
Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks 4t3, r1) ®(#ß. ed. Gongyuan sheji guifan (Park design standards) O ®iSiitllbi (Beijing: 
Zhongguo Jianzhu Gongye Chubanshe, 1993). 
16° U, Min Ift. 'Guanyu chengshi gongyuan mianfei kailang wenti de sikao' (0n the free access of urban parks) X-TlI11 1; 
Qtj3fffii(ulllM 1R1 It. Guangdong Yuanhin. 2 (2002). pp. 3-6. 
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early 1960s to the early 1970s, which included the Three Difficult Years (1959-1961) and the 
effects of the Cultural Revolution, had a devastating effect on public parks, with few new ones 
being created and areas within existing parks being appropriated for other purposes, such as 
agricultural production, or even built over. Yet some parks were refurbished from the early 1970s 
onwards when China saw a re-opening of international politics and thereby the need to display a 
coherent image of communism, coinciding with alleviation of some of the strictures that had been 
imposed as a result of the weak economy and leftist policies. After the mid-1970s public parks 
once again served as a mirror for the communist ideology and professional values, just as they 
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Figure 3.50 Number of public parks constructed in China between 1949 and 1979 
Note: This figure is produced based on the sample of 209 public parks. Some years before 1949 are Included, as some cities 
were liberated earlier and parks were already constructed during these earlier years. 
Thus the experience of the Thirty Years under the socialist regime demonstrates the 
upheavals that characterised the journey from a semi-colonial society to a communist one. The 
stages of development are revealing of the political processes that worked on parks, from the 
search for the new or the modem, the interpretation of theoretical models and prototypes, to 
attempts at defining a local or nationally appropriate style. Initially the Soviet Park of Culture and 
Rest provided a model upon which many Chinese parks were based, with the 'new' consisting of 
the representation of the communist or socialist ideals and modem design methodologies, 
especially in the rational framework provided by the Soviet prototype. Through this public parks 
could be realised, without the incorporation of the 'olds' or traditions that characterised Chinese 
private gardens in the past, such as the mountain-and-water pattern, naming or the poetic quality, 
and the aesthetic appreciation of scenery. The return to traditional values was a result of the 
preoccupation of nationalism on the one hand and a continuing affection for nature in 
garden-making on the other. 
The continuing interest in the past was dealt a severe blow during the Cultural Revolution in 
the 1960s, when significant damage was inflicted upon any historic fabric, but this coincided with 
a decline in creating new parks. During this time the unusual emphasis on self-reliance and 
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self-sufficiency resulted in varying interpretations of the YYYY policy, through which the 
recreational and aesthetic values of public parks were compromised. This policy also affected 
access to public parks, which, despite requests otherwise, charged for entry during most of the 
era, a situation which has only altered as the economy has grown. The current study shows that 
communist ideals with respect to park provision were not achievable with a faltering national 
economy, and that public and professional acceptance of new parks was not achieved until the 
re-discovery of the nation's cultural roots from the early 1970s onwards. 
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Chapter 4 
Opting for General Greening: 
Housing Environments 
In the eyes of landscape professionals during the Mao era, greening was the principal concern in 
the design and construction of housing environments. The two handbooks about the housing 
environment of the era were exclusively discussions about greening arrangement in residential 
areas: Neighbourhood Greening (1959)' and Greening of Residential Areas (1981)2. Additionally, 
the greening of residential areas was the principal concern in the'general greening' policy (1956) 
'to change the face of China'. However, the implementation of the policy did not bring about the 
desired greening effect in residential areas. In Beijing, for example, by the late 1970s, the 
greening standard of 0.4 square metres per capita of the communal greening was only achieved 
in Peace Lane Residential Area, and that of Xinyuan Lane Residential Area was only 0.2 square 
metres per capita, with most other residential areas being terribly short of greening coverage. 3 
This poor condition of housing environment could be one of the crucial reasons why there has 
been virtually no research on it. Indeed, for the housing issues of the Mao era, research has 
been concentrated on official policies, 4 social and economic problems, 5 planning or 
architectural issues, 6 rather than landscapes. While there are certainly investigations on housing 
environment, they always focus on issues of the post-Mao era, with those of the Mao era not 
mentioned at all. ' This chapter explores the greening development of residential areas during 
the Thirty Years under Mao, grand in vision but meagre in the ultimate realisation, to fill the gap in 
current research; reveals the design ideas and approaches under the'general greening' policy; 
and analyses the problems resulting in the failure of the greening establishment. Moreover, as 
greening was only part of the housing environment, this chapter also explores other relevant 
issues of the outdoor spaces for a more comprehensive understanding of the development. 
' Research Unit of Regional and City Planning of Architectural Science Research Institute {j< fý{ýllý k1$ft>cýi )^Sý+J 
IJRV. Jiefang lühua [Neighbourhood preening] {}jtfit11t. (Beging: Jianzhu Gongcheng Chubanshe, 1959). 
2 Zhu, Junzhen $kni3. Juzhuqu lühua [Greening of residential areas) E(1CKt2%. (Beijing: Zhongguo Jianzhu Gongye 
Chubanshe, 1981). 
$ Fan, Yaobang V-910. 'Guanyu juzhuqu hell midu de jidian yijian' [Suggestions for reasonable density of residential areasi X 
+EflZä]liElEMjlAM SZJianzhuXuebao. 3(1980). p. 2L 
4 Such as Zhang, Xingquan. 'Chinese Housing Policy 1949-1978: The Development of a Welfare System'. Planning 
Perspectives, 12 (1997), pp. 433-455; Wang, Ya Ping and Alan Murie. Housing policy endpract ce In China (New York: St. 
Martin's Press, 1998). 
5 Such as Howe. Christopher. The Supply and Administration of Urban Housing In Mainland China: The Case of Shanghar. The 
China Quarterly. No. 33 (Jan. - Mar., 1968), pp. 73-97. 4 Such as Broudehoux, Anne-Marie. 'Neighborhood Regeneration in Beijing: An Overview of Projects Implemented In the Inner 
City since 1990' (unpublished Master of Architecture Thesis, School of Architecture, McGill University. 1994); L0, Junhua, Peter 
G. Rowe and Zhang Jie. ed. Modem Urban Housing in Chine, 1840-2000 (Munich: Prestel. 2001). 
7 Qian, Qian f X. 'Lun woguo dangdal juzhuqu jingguan huanjinp de fazhan he yanbian' (Development and evolution of modem 
Chinese housing environment) -; tft® ftE. (#CK As i(; 3jlMII(JQX. T, Fengimg Yuanlin. 1 (2007). pp. 72-77. 
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Soclo-economic context for housing development 
The pressure of housing supply 
During the Thirty Years, housing shortage was always a serious issue to be tackled due to poor 
housing stock and increasing population. Whilst designing residential areas, there was thus the 
intention to accommodate more and more people in a given site. This was meanwhile reinforced 
by policies for land saving, such as'opposing waste' put forward in the early 1950s, 'saving 
arable lands as much as possible and not occupying high-yield fields even an inch'° advocated 
in the GLF (1958-1960), and the leftist slogan, 'Thrifty is revolutionary'. during the Cultural 
Revolution (1966-1969). The direct result of these was to increase density in the height of 
buildings in residential areas. During the 1950s, apartment buildings were normally two to four 
storeys; during the 1960s, five storeys; and during 1970s, five or six storeys, and some twelve to 
sixteen-storey high-rise apartments were constructed. ° Moreover, excessive stress on thrift, 
especially in the Cultural Revolution, often led to irrational appropriation of outdoor spaces for 
building construction and as a result uncontrolled building density. 
However, despite the increase in floor areas, with the increasing population density in 
residential areas, the per-capita floor area kept declining, from 4.5 square metres in 1950 to 3.6 
square metres in 1978 (Fig. 4.1). 10 This was an important reason for per-capita floor area, rather 
than outdoor environments, being regarded as a paramount indicator of the living quality in Mao 
China. Building construction therefore always received priority, with environmental issues, such 
as greening, seen as secondary. It was noted that in the design of residential areas, buildings 
were always planned first and greening added afterwards. " 
The production aspiration 
While the outdoor environment was considered to be of lesser importance to the buildings in new 
residential areas, the continuing emphasis on production due to national policies for economic 
development led to housing being considered as a secondary issue. 
According to Marxist economic principles, the production of the means of production being 
" The Chinese text Is'y&ZEO, ßc5 f4 ff. See Zhang. Kagi 3E IIA. Gain zhuzhai sheji, jieyue jianshe yongdi' (Improve 
housing design and save land for constriction) jtii tItialt. ISf ijtQjt1 . Jianzhu Xuebao. 1 (1978). p. 
14. 
" The increase in house storey to save land was supported by some contemporary research. See, for example. Jin. ZI $`It. 'tal 
zhuzhai jianshe zhong Jinyibu jieyue yongdi de tantao' (Discussions; of land saving In housing construction] ; rE11tttiQ4iiA- 
Slq)iilLAQq %ý. Jianzhu Xuebeo. 3 (1975). pp. 24.29-31; L0, Junhua, Peter G. Rowe and Zhang Jie. ed. Modem Urban 
Housing in China, 1840-2000 (Munich: Prestel. 2001), pp. 166-167. 
L0, Junhua. Peter G. Rowe and Zhang Jie, ed. Modem urban housing In China. 1840-2000 (Munich: Prestel. 2001). p. 19. 
" Cheng. Shifu ! tttL, Zheng Xlaoxie W. An Yongyu IZt)ctq, Zhou Ganshi pq zF/. j. 'Guanyu juzhuqu guihua shejl jigs 
wenti de tantao' (Discussions of the planning and design of residential areas) ®( ýlQi9iQitJ1, t IQ9 all. Jianzhu 
Xuebao. 3 (1962), p. 3. 
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Figure 4.1 Completed housing construction and the average living space per capita in urban areas 
Source: LO, Junhua. Peter G. Rowe and Zhang Jie, ed. Modem Urban Housing in China. 1840-2000 (Munich: 
Prestel, 2001), p. 22. 
used to make the means of production increases fastest, followed by the production of the 
means of production used to make the means of subsistence (i. e., production of the means of 
production increases faster than all other forms of production). '12 Since housing was essentially 
'considered as the production of the means of subsistence -a non-productive component in the 
accumulation of capital, '13 it was not a priority in contemporary politics and economy, and 
'production first and livelihood second' was a prevalent guideline during the Thirty Years. As a 
result, government investment in urban housing was generally Insufficient, while major 
investment was channelled to the heavy industry sector. During the First FYP (1953-1957), the 
investment in new housing constituted only 9.1 percent of the total investment in capital 
construction, but it dropped even further in the 1960s when it constituted only 4 percent. By the 
late 1970s, the proportion was slightly increased, but was still only 5 to 7 percent (Fig. 4.2). '4 As 
investment in new housing was limited, this meant that outdoor environments, considered as 
being of secondary importance anyway, would have a very low priority indeed. The main impetus 
in this then did not come from landscape designers, as they were often not involved in these 
projects, but any achievements were due to enlightened architects involved, cooperation 
between design professionals, including landscape designers where possible, and effective 
official coordination and mobilisation of residents. 
'= LO, Junhua. Peter G. Rowe and Zhang Jie, ed. Modem Urban Housing in China, 1840-2000 (Munich: Prestel. 2001). P. 109. " L0, Junhua. Peter G. Rowe and Zhang Jie. ed. Modem Urban Housing In Puna, 1840-2000 (Munich: Prestet, 2001), p. 112. 
14 Su. Xing 'SM. 'Zenyang shi zhuzhai wenti Jiejue de kuat ziel (How to solve the housing problem more quickly? ) , '! y1M(IT 
WM iBtk9? Honpgi. 2 (1980), p. 8. 
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Figure 4.2 Trends of investment in capital construction, and non-productive and residential construction 
Source: L0, Junhua. Peter G. Rowe and Zhang Jie, ed. Modem Urban Houwg in China, 2840.2000 (Munich: Presto[, 
2001), p. 113. 
Hanglieshi experiments upon the Liberation 
The term, hanglieshi (j iJ ), refers to a planning and design approach in which housing is 
arranged in parallel blocks. 's This Bauhaus influenced model characterised Chinese housing 
design during the economic recovery of the early 1950s. With limited budgets, it proved to be the 
easiest and most viable form of construction to quickly ease housing shortage. Using apartment 
blocks was also effective in saving agricultural land from development and was economical in the 
laying of infrastructure. By introducing the rule to have buildings oriented north-south, with the 
main rooms, living room and bedrooms, arranged to south, it enabled maximum use of sunlight 
in winter and avoided the scorching sun in summer in these rooms, because of the continental 
monsoon climate of China. (Rooms facing east or west were not favoured, since the duration of 
sunlight for them would be fairly short in winter, whereas in summer they would easily get 
warmed up. ) The north-south orientation also facilitated ventilation, since the prevailing winds 
come from either southeast, south or southwest. " While this solution was considered new in 
housing design during the twentieth century, in fact the north-south arrangement had been the 
customary orientation in China for thousands of years, which was confirmed by others who 
praised it as a living 'national form'. '? 
While the orientation might therefore be considered as a traditional arrangement, the 
innovation in the hanglieshi layout was that the courtyard system of traditional housing was 
's The tern. hanglieshi. was translated as lined up in rows' In L0, Junhua, Peter G. Rowe and Zhang Jie, ed. Modem Urban 
Housing in China, 1840-2000 (Munich: Prestel. 2001). p. 122. 
L0, Junhua. Peter G. Rowe and Zhang Jae, ed. Modem Urban Housing in China. 1840-2000 (Munich: Prestel. 2001). Pp. 
122-123; Hua, Lanhong #II#. ChonQjian rhongguo: chengshl pwhua sanshmian. 1949-1979 (Reconstruction of China: 
thirty years of urbanism, 1949.19791 11 t4A®: tiifiMI_tIF. 1949-1979, trans. by U Yung U. (Beijing: 
Shenghuo-dushu-xinzhi SanGan Shudian. 2006). pp. 172.175. Ortpinafy published as Hoa, Leon. Reconstruire Is Chine: trente 
ans d'urbanisme, 1949-1979 (Paris: Editions du Moniteur, 1981). 
17 Wang. Hue $19. 'Guanyu juzhuqu guihua shejl xingshi do taolun' [Disansions of the layout of residential areas) X--TG (IH 
JX+1! 49Ä9T ißiQ. Jianzhu Xuebao. 5 (1956). p. 53. 
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abandoned. The auxiliary rooms or walls that constituted the east and west boundaries of the 
traditional courtyards were dispensed with, resulting in open spaces to north and south. While 
southward rooms were preferred, it was not always possible to achieve this ideal, but eastward 
rooms were considered acceptable, west facing ones undesirable, and the north facing ones the 
least tolerable. 
Caoyang New Village 
The new residential areas were often referred to as 'workers' new villages', since they were 
located near factories in suburban areas intended for industrial workers. They constituted the 
major part of urban housing during the 1950s, 18 and followed the construction guideline of 
'Serving the Party Central Committee, serving production, and serving the working class'19 . 
Caoyang New Village (1951) In Shanghai was exemplary as a model (Fig. 4.3), developed on 
some 3,000 mu (200 hectares) of agricultural fields to west. 2° The design and construction 
consisted of several phases. The first phase, known as the 1,002 family' scheme, started in 
September 1951 and was completed in April 1952. It was reported by Xinhua News Agency as 
'the first workers' new village in China. 21 While upon the Liberation housing conditions were 
poor with limited floor space and poor sanitary conditions, workers spoke highly of their new 
houses: We dream of houses all our lives. Today it becomes a reality! '22 The Village became a 
prototype for housing construction exemplifying socialism and acting as a window through which 
the lives of ordinary Chinese people were improved, to be seen by the outside world. From 1952, 
the Village received delegations from other countries, including Poland, Germany, Cuba and 
Pakistan. It was further expanded from 1952 to 1954, as part of the '20,000 family' scheme in 
Shanghai proposed by the municipal authority In April 1952 as'the outset of a much larger scale 
housing construction for workers in the near future'. 23 
The hanglieshi layout was proposed in the neighbourhood unit plan for the Village. 
Neighbourhood plans had been introduced to China in the Republican era (1912-1949) by 
I$ L0, Junhua, Peter G. Rowe and Zhang Jie. ed. Modem Urban Housing in China. 1840.2000 (Munich: Prestel. 2001). p. 113. 
'" Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks ; ltVt ©(4A3. Beijing shi yuanhn gongzuo jingyan husbian (1949-1959) [A collection of the 
working experiences in Beijing landscape architecture (1949-1959)) ýt P, [fi®tý=ftýLZ1ý (1949.1959). (January. 1960), 
p. 1. 
20 Editorial Board of Shanghai housing constructionreoadds ClAfj$EtIRZ) 195y bit*. Shanghai zhuzhal ienshezhi 
[Shanghai housing construction records) . 
t3Mtf [ýiQ . (Shanghai: Shanghai Shehul Kexueyuan Chubanshe. 1998). P. 144. 
21 Editorial Board of Shanghai housing construction records Shanghai zhuzhalpanshe zhi 
[Shanghai housing construction records) , 
t; %t#$(ti, Qt. (Shanghai: Shanghai Shehui Kexueyuan Chubanshe, 1998). p. 
145. 
22 Editorial Board of Shanghai ply planning records c± Ui V JJ JS) fQ; O j%L%. Shanghai chengshl guihua zhl IShanghal city 
planning records) t; tiJlfýrýi pý . (Shanghai: 
Shanghai Shehul Kexueyuan Chubanshe. 1999). p. 528. 
23 Editorial Board of Shanghai housing construction records ct X (j {j{Q Z 3i 12*O M *. Shanghai zhuzhal jianshe zhi 
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1 Nursery 3 Middle School 5 Shops 7 Housing management office 9 Plant nursery 
2 Pnmary school 4 Cultural centre 6 Cinema theatre 8 Factory 10 Caoyang Park 
Source Zhu, Junzhen i i? Juzhuqu ! uhua )Greening of housing areas) k;;!? :. " O (Beging Zhongguo Jianzhu Gongye 
Chubanshe. 1981). p 24 
Western planners and Western-trained Chinese specialists 24 The chief designer of the Village, 
Wang Dingzeng, a graduate of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. was introduced to 
the neighbourhood unit idea from a booklet published by the Shanghai Public Affairs Bureau in 
the mid-1940s 25 According to the design principles of neighbourhood unit, the Village 'was 
divided into three hierarchical levels neighbourhood. cluster, and village Each cluster had its 
own nurseries, kindergartens and primary schools, which were located at independent blocks 
within easy walking distance (less than ten minutes) The village had community facilities such 
as co-op shops. post offices, cinema, theatres. and cultural clubs at the centre, while commercial 
For details of the introduction of the neighbourhood unit concept to China dunng the Republican era. see Lu, Duanlang 
Remaking Chinese Urban Form Modemrty. Scarcity and Space 1949-2005 (London Routledge. Taylor & Francis Group, 
2006), pp 24-28 
15 Interview with Wang Dingzeug, 30 October 2004 Lu, Duanfang Remaking Chinese Urban Form Modernity. Scarcity and 
Space 1949-2005 (London Routledge. Taylor & Francis Group. 2006). p 29 
establishments [were) at the periphery Bounded by city thoroughfares, the village street system 
was laid out in a flexible pattern to accommodate the unevenness of the site "n Iwo to three 
storeys apartment buildings were lined up in rows with the north-south orientation Where 
appropriate, the orientation was adjusted to southeast or southwest to have a compatible spatial 
relationship with the curved streets The spaces between the houses were intended to be used 
for functional purposes There were pathways on the north side. leading to the entrances, while 
front gardens to south were surrounded with wattled fences, providing adequate space for 
hanging out washing, raising poultry, floriculture, planting fruit trees. grapevines, and so on, but 
exclusively by residents on the first floor While the families on the ground floor would have the 
privilege to have private gardens, the flats on the third or second floor were generally more 
preferred because of security issues Thus the gardens acted as a kind of compensation for 
ground floor residents and were intended to screen noise and dust from the street also The 
point of departure for the design however was still a concern about buildings and the way they 
functioned, rather than any consideration for the wider landscape context. despite the attention 
to orientation at planning (Fig. 4 4) A good many housing schemes at the time demonstrate a 
mixture of the hangliesht approach in the arrangement of buildings within a neighbourhood unit 
context, such as in Beijing, the Fuxingmenwai neighbourhood unit (1951). and in Shanghai, 
Kongjiang New Village (1952) and Anshan New Village (1952) 
While great achievements were accomplished in housing provision, the quality of public 
greenspaces of Caoyang New Village was far from satisfactory With the design of the spaces 
between buildings generally ignored as a separate issue, tree planting seemed to be the only 
contribution for landscape designers But as a result of the secondary importance of the 
environment, planting was postponed and it was not until 1953 that the Park Management 
Department of the Public Affairs Bureau developed a greening plan for the '20.000 family' 
A 
houses in order to screen noise and dust from the street, and also provided utilitarian spaces 
Source J, anzhu Xuebao. 2 (1959) 
Lu. Duanfang Remaking Chinese Urban Form Modernity Scanty and Space. 1949.2005 (London Routledge. Taylor 8 
Francis Group. 2006). p 30 
" Wang, Dingzeng ;f2: W Shanghai Caoyang xinxun zhuzhaiqu de guwhua shep' (The planning and design of the Caoyang 
New Village in Shanghai] t , 11ý1fýth1lti'r. Lvd4! lf. tc+)i90 Jianzhu Xuebao 2 (1956). p7 
Fq Lre 44 Caoyang New Village. Shanghai see-. I, east) Pnvate front gardens were to the ýc ,t , 11""" , 
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scheme. This proposed that in average every four families should volunteer In the planting of 
5,000 trees and 20,000 square metres of lawns, and the Installation of children's play 
equipment. 28 Additionally, local shortage of trees, with plants having to be transported from other 
nearby provinces or cities, such as Suzhou, resulted In the difficulty In establishing a greening 
programme. This was largely completed by October 1954, but with limited effect due to Immature 
planting (Fig. 4.5,4.6,4.7). It was however acknowledged that there was a lack of effective 
cooperation between architects and landscape designers In the design process, which was 
explained as the project was building led. It was revealed that the greenspaces of various 
locations within the residential area, i. e. those along the river and the neighbourhood park, were 
not integrated with each other as one. 29 
Despite the limited effect of greening, the aspiration to have a comprehensive vision was 
'realised' in the naming of roads, where reference was made to a range of trees or flowers, such 
as Plum Hill Road (14023), Maple Bridge Road ( #jla), Flower Brook Road (JE; 5M), Orchid 
Brook Road Plum River Road (1 )IIY ), Jujube Spring Road (Wßpf), Apricot Hill Road 
(it. Lj ), and Sweet Osmanthus Road (*. 1 ) (Fig. 4.3). While at the initial stage of greening 
establishment, there was generally a lack of variety of trees in provision, this naming approach 
was so important for the envisioned comprehensiveness of greening that some people in Beijing 
complained about such scarcity that, 'There was no road with a name associated with trees, 
such as Bodhi Avenue. '30 This approach at the same time helped create places with distinctive 
character, so that residents could find their way home effectively among those monotonous 
buildings of a repetitive pattem. " 
Emulation of the Soviet super-block 
While upon the Liberation the hanglieshi layout was conveniently adapted to the economic 
constraints and the urgency of housing provision within the context of the neighbourhood unit 
theory, which was practised without alternative approaches, it was soon challenged by an 
alternative approach, the Soviet super-block (dajiefang. * jii). This was a direct result of the 
28 Editorial Board of Shanghai housing construction records c. t >ý1Q a y; $> 1%*. Shanghai zhuzhal jranshe zhl 
(Shanghai housing construction records) t; 11(1tt1Ej2Z. (Shanghai: Shanghai Shehul Kexueyuan Chubanshe, 1998). p. 
279. 
2' Wang. Dingzeng yU tf. 'Shanghai Caoyang xinxun zhuzhaiqu de guihua she? (The planning and design of the Caoyang 
New Village in Shanghai) IA RIANit1({tggriMTjwqit, JianzhuXuebao. 2 (1956). p. 14. 
s0 Uu, Zhonghua Aft*. 'Fan youqing. gu ganjin, duo kuai hao sheng lühua shoudu' (Oppose Right deviation, go aN out. 
achieve greater, faster, better and more economical results In making green the capita! ) 5EV ¢jE, II f IJ, $ t, 4J1 %Uft1i dß. In 
Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks ; ltT, 1 ®)UI. Bailing sh! yuanhn gongzuo jingyan huibian (1949.1959) (A collection of the 
working experiences in Beging landscape architecture (1949-1959)) Jt Tt1"i ®I4IflL 2Ztß (1949.1959). (January, 1960), 
p. 1. 
s' The road naming approach for the creation of distinctive places was considered effective in residential areas and was 
reiterated In the 1960s. See Wei. Wenzhen 3ry jt; i=. Dui xiaoqu guihua shoji thong jige wend do kanfa' (Some Issues In the 
planning and design of residential areas) RJ&I`ä '"U9ißit4311Ti41td(i4 13 1. Jianzhu Xuebao. 12 (1963), p. 24. 
Figure 45A view of Caoyang New V cage. Shanghai. in mid-1950s. taken soon after trees had been planted 
Source Wang. Dingzeng i ýj: $ 'Shanghai Caoyang xinxun zhuzhapu de guihua shep' (The planning and design of the 
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Figure 46A communal green area in Caoyang New Village, Shanghai Tree planting was limited. and the area 
was fenced oft, probably for better maintenance (mid-1950s) 
Source Wang. Dingzeng j; tjj Shanghai Caoyang nnzun zhuzha, qu de guihua shep (The planning and design of the 
Caoyang New Village in Shanghai) 1 -. Agvtipp,;! 1{- CAMO't+1iQit J, anzhu Xuebao 2 (1956). p 15 
I 
Figure 47A view of Caoyarg id- ; st2 was limited and the trees 
themselves still immature (late 1950s) 
Source Research Unit of Regional and City Planning of Architectural Science Research institute i! iß#4 7tdiR lX 
*clJ1' l'i 
rtAl kCJk1f 5 jr Jrefang 1uhua (Neighbourhood greening) it] th 11jit (Beging Jianzhu Gongcheng Chubanshe, 1959). p 28 
khm. ýf. 
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implementation of the'Leaning to One Side' Policy (1949). 
At this time both hangliosh! and neighbourhood unit were criticised, since residential areas 
so established were considered boring. For Caoyang New Village, some visiting Soviet 
specialists commented on this shortcoming, recalling their own construction experiences: 'many 
leftist architects built dull barracks-like and box-like buildings... with the gable walls facing the 
street, resulting in a streetscape with a sheer sense of monotony. '" Some Chinese scholars 
continued the criticism: 'the arrangement was formulaic, dull, like barracks or even prison, and 
rather ugly'" and the 'major defect was the sheer monotony of the outdoor space provided. 34 
On the other hand, the neighbourhood unit was considered reactionary: 'In terms of layout of 
housing, the neighbourhood unit is adopted by capitalist countries while the super-block is 
adopted by the Soviet Union and other people's democratic countries... The major difference 
between the two is that the latter considers the city as a whole, and each block is an organic part 
of the city, while the former does not have anything to do with the city. This reflects the difference 
in social systems. ''s 
The Soviet super-block was then established as the new'orthodoxy'. It was stated in the 
1953 proposal of the reconstruction and extension of Beijing: 
Residential areas should follow the principles of super-block, normally covering an area of nine to fifteen 
hectares. To save land and municipal infrastructure, buildings should be generally no lower than four or five 
storeys... The super-block should be created with unified planning, unified design and comprehensive 
construction, and provided with cultural and welfare facilities, green spaces and children's playgrounds. 
Sufficient sunlight and fresh air should be guaranteed. 36 
But much of this guideline was not effectively implemented except for the architectural form 
of the Soviet approach which 'consisted of a grouping of four- to six-storey blocks of flats 
arranged around a quadrangle with public facilities in the centre. The schema stressed 
symmetrical axes and aesthetically coordinated street facades, which was more directly 
influenced by the Beaux-Arts for formal grandeur than by Marxist theory'. 7 'exhibiting a strong 
sense of order and formalism (Fig. 4.8). '38 'it was believed that the neat formation of this 
u Wang, Dingzeng j1Z f. 'Shanghai Caoyang xlnxun zhuzhaiqu do guilwa shejr [The planning and design of the Caoyang 
New Village In Shanghai) ± ; '! Q1; kti#4t#$lFMjlt lgtt. JianzhuXuebao. 2 (1956). p. 13. 
s' Author's translation. Ji. Ping tZ. 'Guanyu juzhu jianzhu buzhl tang'an de taolun' (Discussions about the housing layout) X 
P$JianzhuXuebao. 2 (1956), p. 103. 
" L0, Junhua, Peter G. Rowe and Zhang Jie, ed. Modem Urban Housing in China, 1840-2000 (Munich: Prestel. 2001), pp. 123. 
u Yang. Tingbao U E$. 'Guoji jianzhushi xiehui disi'ie dahul qingkuang baodao' (Report on the Fourth Congress of 
International Architects) Jianziu Xuebao. 2 (1955). pp. 73-74. Translation quoted In L0, 
Junhua, Peter G. Rowe and Zhang Jie. ed. Modem Urban Housing in China, 1840-2000 (Munich: Prestel. 2001). P. 140. 
36 Quoted from Beijing Jianshe Shishu Bianji Welyuanhul Bianjibu ýtX[[tLßSC }Ai]( ff! ý}>Äifl . Jianguo yilai 
de Beijing 
chengshi jianshe zilao., fangwu panzhu 11 [Historical materials concerning Beijing city constructions since the founding of PRC: 
architecture II) JIM a jEM; it7 i>af1 nt iRAt3: F 8(il3t(11. Vol. 5 (1992). p. 267. Author's translation. 
s? Lu, Duanfang. Remaking Chinese Urban Farn: Modemdy, Scarcity and Space, 1949-2005 (London: Routledge. Taylor & 
Francis Group. 2006). p. 31. 
3' L0, Junhua, Peter G. Rowe and Zhang Jie. ed. Modem Urban Housing in China. 1840-2000 (Munich: Prestel. 2001). p. 128. 
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Figure 48 Plan of a typical supe! ;K tr, e Soviet Union It ,..:, i shed in the rin st important journal 
for the architectural and landscape profession during the Mao era. the Architectural Journal 
Source Yang. Tingbao t6'[ß 'Guoji jianzhushi xtehui disipe dahui qingkuang baodao' Report on the Fourth congress of 
international Architects GgdT. f ! Jfith° ý 1iR i. Jianzhu Xuebao 2 (1955). p 75 rTl F, j, ,, 7. 
planning model embodied the spirit and order of a socialist society "9 Typical designs following 
the Soviet model included in Beijing. Baiwanzhuang Residential Area (1953) and Sanlihe 
Residential Area (1953) in the Western City District. and the Living Quarter of State Cotton 
Factory (the 1950s) and the Wine Immortal Bridge Living Quarter (the 1950s) in the eastern 
suburb, in Changchun, the Living Quarter of No 1 Automobile Plant (1954). in Wuhan. the Living 
Quarter of Wuhan Steelworks (1956), and in Shenyang. Tiexi Residential Area (the 1950s) 
However, the Soviet super-block model was also soon subjected to critical examination, first 
of all due to inconvenience caused while the inner-corridor plan was followed as in the Soviet 
housing design, cross-ventilation was seriously undermined, since a considerable number of 
eastward, westward and northward rooms were produced, access to sunlight was far from 
satisfactory; with some buildings arranged along the streets, the noise and pollution from the 
streets were found to be annoying 40 Secondly, this coincided with the 1955 criticism of the 
Soviet concept. 'National in Form, Socialist in Content', as 'having ignored the purpose of 
technology and economy in building construction and management' 41 The pursuit of formal 
'D Lü, Junhua, Peter G Rowe and Zhang Jae. ed Modem Urban Housing in China 1840-2000 (Munich Prestel. 2001). p 136 
40 Ji, Ping T. 'Guanyu Iuzhu jianzhu buzhi fang'an de taolun [Discussions about the housing layout) Xf A"; 1{ it' i ir, 1I 1, ;k ($) 
! l, it Jianzhu Xuebao. 2 (1956). pp 103-107, Wang. Hua ;)W 'Guanyu luzhuqu guihua she)i xingshi de taolun' )Discussions 
about the layout of residential areas] Y #) 1# (rý ý1ký114 it iý sC9'# i1 i1ý Jranzhu Xuebao 5(1956), pp 51.57. Cheng Shifu V, ' 
tU]k., Zheng Xiaoxie ; d; W. An Yongyu 'E*1Ai. Zhou Ganshi jlqjb# 'Guanyu juzhuqu guihua shep pge wentide tantao' 
[Discussions of the planning and design of residential areas] X-f Ell V fXj1j t'ß it Jl i ioI fýý i+ iiJ anzhu Xuebao 3 (1962). 
p. 3: LU, Junhua, Peter G. Rowe and Zhang Jie. ed Modem Urban Housing in China. 1840-2000 (Munich Prestel. 2001), pp 
126,128,132.136 It was at another time noted that the central courtyard was successful to be a children's play ground, and 
the quietness of the residential quarter on separated grounds was guaranteed See Li, Hongduo 11: 11f 'Ba wanzhuang 
zhuzhaiqu he guomian yichang shenghuoqu diaocha' [Investigation of Barwanzhuang Housing District and Stale Cotton 
Factory No. 1's Neighbourhood District) t'iJ i. tl 4 1c *1I ; dt{Aift JianzhuXuebao 6 (1956). p 22 
ý' Lu, Junhua, Peter G Rowe and Zhang Jie, ed Modem Urban Housing in China 1840-2000 (Munch Prestel. 2001). p 131 
grandeur as was the case in the Soviet prototype was not considered cost-effective 1 hardly, the 
courtyard system of spaces between the buildings was considered much more complicated than 
that of the Soviet model This problem arose particularly as a result of the requirement for high 
densities within a given site to accommodate the maximum number of people The courtyards 
between buildings were illegible and maze-like without any clear landmarks for people to find 
their way home (Fig 4 9) °` Finally, while the emphasis on symmetrical architectural grandeur 
resulted in formalism'43 it was argued that the super-block layout presented an 'orderly and stern 
ambience'44 and was thus lifeless This was considered as not compatible with the lively 
characteristic inherent to good residential areas °S With the inappropriateness of the Soviet 
examples in the Chinese context generally acknowledged from the late 1950s. its influence on 
the design of residential areas was limited 
The acquisition of nursery stock remained a problem with little greening taking place when 
buildings were completed, as a result the sterile characteristic of the super-block was reinforced 
(Fig. 4.10). The bleakness of new housing may have been one of the reasons why in 1956 Mao 
raised the issue and announced 'Making Green the Motherland', thereby launching the 
movement of general greening 
il cvý cvcss vci eý r3% ," 
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Figure 49 Plan of Baiwanzhuang Residential Area (1953) The courtyard system was much more complicated 
and intricate than that of the Soviet model 
Source: Li, Hongduo 'i$ 'Baiwanzhuang zhuzhaiqu he gu(xmian pchang shenghuoqu diaocha' (Investigation of 
Baiwanzhuang Residential Area and the Living Quarter of State Cotton Factory) el ?, (i t# ' VWW f* 1_E iIllk J, anzhu 
Xuebao. 6 (1956). p 20. 
42 Beijing Jianshe Shishu Bianji Weiyuanhui Bianjibu At tY 11992 ISIS IiI§! +} , ^, S'i$a n Jianguo yrler de Beijing chengshipanshe 
zibao fangwujianzhu 11 [Historical matenals concerning Beijing city constructions since the founding of PRC architecture Ill 
ifFii LkAM, Ar3, ý3 itjQjs ý4 f¬( if 1A II Vol 5 (1992) p 270 
Wang. Huabin 
-1 
4.. 'Women dui dongbei mouchang )uzhuqu guihua sheti gongzuo de pancha' (Examrnations of the 
planning and design of a residential area of a factory in the Northeast Chrnaj ft4OR4 )} At M) lei J1 V 1kß tlJj9 it 111 (rrl'l 
Jianzhu Xuebao 2 (1955), pp 20-23 
" Lü. Junhua, Peter G Rowe and Zhang Jie, ed Modem urban housing in China 1840-2000 (Munich Prestel, 2001). P 128 
'S Ji. Ping t2l: 'Guanyu juzhu tianzhu buzhi fang'an de taolun' (Discussions about the housing layout] Xf L' (IAA, a 1, MY-) 
WI' Jianzhu Xuebao. 2 (1956). p 107, Lu. Junhua. Peter G Rowe and Zhang Joe ed Modem Urban Housing in China 
1840-2000 (Munich Prestel, 2001). p 128 
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Figure -1 t,, (', v1or, an1, i o, tt,,. Wine Immortal Bridge Living Quartet , tr, r 1'41)Us) the housing environment 
appeared bleak with the extremely limited establishment of greenery 
Source Research Unit of Regional and City Planning of Archdecturai Science Research Institute 1IN 14t' KR ii'J'ý 
tfý ýi 1+)iýA , °, ' Jsefang luhua )Ne. ghbourhood greening) 4iUhtJ{' (Beging Jianzhu Gongcheng Chubanshe. 1959), pR 
An innovative investigation: the design of Felicity Residential Area (1954) 
In terms of housing layout, it was clear that the haan<>beshi approach and the Soviet super hock 
model shared the same problem of being boring in appearance The general dissatisfaction with 
respect to the uniformity was the main reason why 'huopo became the catchword in the 
subsequent search for more interesting spatial arrangements and more pleasing visual and 
environmental quality of residential areas 46 Of the Chinese compound word. huo' means 'lively' 
or 'vivid', and 'po' means 'splash' It was not appropriate to understand the word in this 
segregated way, it also had a different meaning within different contexts Within the context of 
the formalistic and monotonous housing layout, it might mean 'liveliness', 'naturalness' or 
'variety'. As long as outdoor spaces created lacked a distinctive character. it was also associated 
with the pursuit of a sense of place 
Although the shortcomings of the hangheshi and the super-block were acknowledged. their 
merits were obvious the former responded well to the climatic condition in China, the latter was 
effective to organise communal grounds with spatial cohesion for various daily activities There 
were attempts to address the shortcomings The 1954 design of Felicity Residential Area in 
Beijing marked the beginning of a search for a new form 
Located in the Chongwen District, the trapezium-shaped site of 12 hectares originally 
consisted of several office buildings and some one-storey houses in south and west, and limited 
facilities, including a cinema. a clinic. a nursery, a kindergarten and an elementary school The 
structure of the layout of the site was determined by designing the main streets, proposed at the 
location of a T-shaped two-metre deep gully, which was unsuitable for building construction As a 
result, the site was divided into three parts to south, east and west The proposed per-capita floor 
area was limited to 4 to 45 square metres, because the residential area was to be constructed 
See, for example. Lu, Junhua ýj tV-y- 'Xiaoqu panzhuqun kongtran goutu [Spatial composition of building groups in residential 
areal iJ, [ #4 M Jianzhu xuebao 11 (1962), pp 1.4 
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for circulating purposes for the regeneration of the old city. 
The residential area created consisted of a number of apartment blocks which were either 
north-south or east-west orientated in order to organise communal courtyards for recreational 
purposes for older people and children (Fig. 4.11). In the design of the apartment blocks, the 
inner-corridor plan of the Soviet model was criticised for being unable to provide residents with 
sufficient sunshine and cross-ventilation, leading to an open-corridor plan being proposed. 
According to the preference of the orientation of rooms successively south, east, west and north, 
the corridor, where the apartment blocks were entered, was located either at the northern or 
western side of the buildings; important rooms, i. e. bedrooms or living rooms, were located on 
the south or east side, while toilets and kitchens were located on the opposite side near the 
corridor. 47 As a result, not all of the access pathways to the buildings would be in the courtyards. 
Additionally, since in this case south or east elevations were considered as the main ones, not all 
of them would face the courtyards (Fig. 4.12). These resulted in asymmetrical courtyards, devoid 
of the rigidness of the hanglieshi and the super-block. Also, as apartment blocks were arranged 
either parallel or perpendicular to the boundary line of the site, some of the courtyards were 
trapezium-shaped, which were thus devoid of the rigidness of rectangle ones, thereby promoting 
a sense of flexibility and variety. 
Besides the communal courtyards for outdoor recreation between apartment blocks, 
so-called 'household courtyards', fenced by walls, were provided at the end of apartment blocks 
for the residents to collectively organise household duties, such as bicycle storage, washing lines, 
poultry pens, and rubbish containers. While these household courtyards were used collectively, it 
was not uncommon that some private ones were built along apartment blocks. According to a 
survey in March 1963 of the east part of the residential area, among the 270 households, 80 had 
private enclosures with an area of four to five square meters. A subsequent survey in November 
showed that another 30 courtyards had been added. 48 The function of these courtyards was 
similar to the front gardens in Caoyang New Village, Shanghai. But in this case, with increased 
building density and limited floor spaces per capita, they supplemented living space. It was 
therefore not surprising that these private enclosures were desirable, since floor area was an 
important indicator of living quality. 49 
Existing trees were preserved as a planning requirement and became important features of 
the communal courtyards, such as a 200 years old Sophorajaponica L. in east, and three more 
in west. These trees provided an immediate effect which was the more important, since quality 
" I. Q. Junhua. Peter G. Rowe and Zhan9 Jie, ed. Modem Urban Housing in China. 1840-2000 (Munich: Prestet, 2001), p. 133. 
" Zhou, Ganshi )ig T-ij. 'Guanyu gaijin zhuzhaiqu guihua sheji de jidian ygian' (Some opinions for improving the planning and 
design of residential areas) Xý: F, ftiJi1t MIlMit9'i1LA*SG JianzhuXuebao. 2 (1964). p. 15. 
'° In recognition of this requirement, in the early 1960s. there was the recommendation that every housing unit should have a 
household courtyard with an area of 100 to 150 square metres. See Chong. Stufu 11tt#3E, Zheng Xiaoxie A14 W, An Yongyu 
VcAdA. Zhou Ganshi pq : F1. j. 'Guanyu juzhuqu guihua sheji rige wenti de tantao' (Discussions of the planning and design of 
residential areas) XTH itIXAXYJM1t11TF7 1 )rt" JianzhuXuebao. 3 (1962), p. 3. 
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Figure 4 11 Plan of Felicity Residential Area Beijing (mid-1950s) 
a Apartment (three storeys) I Pnmary school 7 Commercial centre 
b Apartment ((our storeys) 2 Kindergarten 
c Apartment (six storeys) 3 Nursery 
d Apartment (tour storeys) with 4 Office building 
shops on the ground floor 
e Household courtyard 
g Service point 
h Children's play ground 




10 Boiler room (public baths 
on the ground floor) 
11 Garage 
(original budding) 12 Sports ground 
6 Mess hall 13 Small open spaces 
j Playground 
Source Hua. Lanhong !; _ ;+ st Chongpan zhongguo chengsh guthue sanshnnan. 1949-1979 
[Reconstruction of China thirty years of urbanism, 1949-19791 11 if ill (p i1 r}, fj1? ) = {- q . 1949-1979, 
trans by Li Ying -lit (Beijing Shenghuo-dushu-xmzhi Sanhan Shudian, 2006), p 179 
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Figure 4 12 Schematic plan of Felicity Residential Area. Beijing (mid-19505 showing 
important rooms, ie bedrooms or living rooms (in bold black lines) faced south or east 
Source Hua. Lanhong -$ViA 'Beijing Xmgfucun liefang shep [The design of the Felioty Residential 
Area in Beijing] ; ltq-#4#1tbthj9if J, enzhu Xuebao 3 (1957). p 25 
nursery stock was hard to obtain (Fig 4 13) In fact, the Chongwen District did not have a 
nursery until 1958 When available, trees were planted along streets or in courtyards 
by 
residents, generally without any professional advice 
° The planting of trees, or the greening 
programme, did not really get underway until the high tide GLF campaign (1958-1960) was 
launched. 
50 Interview with Professor Lu Junhua. 17 January 2005 
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. sting trees 
;' ýý Proposed trees 
Figure 4 13 Proposal for greening arrangement of Felicity Residential Area. Beijing (mid-1950s) 
Existing trees were largely preserved to provide an immediate greening effect, while proposed 
trees could not be realised as shown in the plan due to insufficient nursery stock 
Source Hua, Lanhong $4 ' Beging Xingfucun jiefang shep (The design of the Felicity Residential Area in 
Beijing) It9it 441 ditbiRit Jrenzhu Xuebao 3 (1957). p 30 
Opting for general greening 
In early 1956. Mao issued the great call Making Green the Motherland w%, hich n, ohilised ptcplte 
to plant trees to improve the environment The greening of residential areas was important in the 
movement, because residential areas occupied the majority area of the city 5' Additionally, in 
" It was estimated that residential areas constituted as much as 60 percent of the urban area See Zhu. Junzhen + Vjl¬ 
Juzhuqu luhua (Greening of housing areas) L' fý ttlt (Beijing Zhongguo Jianzhu Gongye Chubanshe. 1981). p 40 
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August that year, the name of the discipline of garden making (iap j k), or landscape 
architecture, 52 was changed to'urban and residential area greening (I iii [tCKt f fjk)' in 
the twelve-year plan of higher education formulated by the Higher Education Ministry. " Thus for 
the landscape practitioners, this greening issue became so considerable in the landscape 
development. 
This change was a result of the emulation of the Soviet landscape architectural education 
system, from which the original name of the discipline was copied. But for the Russians, the 
'residential area' referred to satellite towns around the city and to them 'greening' equalled 
'landscape architecture'. ` Obviously, in the Chinese context the meaning of 'urban and 
residential area greening' differed from the original Russian one, in that it reinforced the concern 
about the improvement of the living quality of the broad masses of the people, particularly 
workers - the proletariat - and their families, under the construction guideline of 'Serving the 
Party Central Committee, serving production, and serving the working class. ' In this respect, the 
greening development also bore political significance. 
The National Working Conference on Urban Construction held in November 1956 confirmed 
this greening policy and put forward the concept of'pubian 1ühua (general greening, fl3A ft)' 
by stating that 
Do not just pay attention to the creation of parks whilst ignoring the urban general greening, especially that 
of greening of residential areas which is the principal guideline and task for the urban greening development 
at present. Therefore, current work is mainly to actively take various measures and mobilise the masses to 
plant trees and flowers to make the residential areas green. u 
In the general greening policy, mass mobilisation was stipulated as the means for its 
implementation. Due to the immense scale of the work, it could be only accomplished through 
collective efforts. This also meant that the involvement of design professionals would be limited. 
But with limited economic resources and the pressure of housing supply, greening was still an 
insignificant issue in housing projects, because it was often considered as something that was 
$2 The major of garden making was established in 1951 In Tsinghua University, Beijing, and was considered as the starting point 
of the modem Chinese landscape architecture education. See ün. Guangsi 44r`. tr,. 'Huigu yu zhanwang: zhongguo LA xueke 
jiaoyu yantao (2)' (Review and Prospect: A Study of the Landscape Architecture Education In China (2)) P1 K L2--* W 
LA . 
4ftf[Uj4(2). Zhongguo Yuantin. 10 (2005), p. 76. 
53 Professor Chen Zhi (1899-1989) considered this naming as a result of the erroneous translation from Soviet text, when at the 
time the Soviet experiences were wholeheartedly followed in all spheres of developments. See Chen. ZN W. 'Dui woQuo 
zaoyuan jiaoyu de shangque' (Discussions about the landscape architecture education In China) fl )A(>a IDO i(fi fl 
Guangming Daily 34110 q 19 (October 10.1956). Un Guangsl thought the change of the name was perhaps a result of the 
intervention of some officials yet to be identified. See Un. Guangsi 4ýrZ. 'Huigu yu zhanwang: zhongguo LA xueke jiaoyu 
yantao (1)' (Review and Prospect: A Study of the Landscape Architecture Education In China (1)) 81 U! K td-t ®IA FU 
ft'ff NJ 11 (1). Zhongguo Yuanlin. 9 (2005). p. 6. 
54 The author would like to thank Du An In Saint-Petersburg State Forest-Technical Academy who explained some issues about 
the Soviet landscape architecture education system. 
Quoted from Uu. Shanghua n#. Zhongpuo fengjing yuanhin dangdai wushinian: 1949-1999 [Fifty years of Chinese 
landscape architecture: 1949-19991 tPMXJ! ®I4 1ft tIr: 1949-1999. (Beijing: Zhongguo Jianzhu Gongye Chubanshe, 
1999), pp. 4.19. Author's translation. 
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aesthetic and not absolutely required. This attitude could be confirmed by the explanation of the 
guideline, 'To be functional, economical and where possible beautiful (1955)', in the Architectural 
Art and Housing Standards Conference in May 1959: 
Houses and dormitories should be designed more comfortably to facilitate daily life, in which 'to be 
functional' Is the most important and 'to be beautiful should not be excessively stressed... Does this mean 
that 'to be beautiful' would be ignored? No... It could be achieved through enhancement of the relationships 
between individual buildings and building groups, more disposition of greening, more variations in colours, 
and some simple artistic treatments. 56 
Despite this attitude towards greening, the high tide of the GLF (1958-1960) was a great 
incentive for it. The First National Working Conference on Urban Landscape Architecture held In 
February 1958 in Beijing further advocated 'quanmian lühua (full-scale greening, tMOU 40'. 87 
Of the compound word'quanmian', 'quan'literally means 'com plete'or 'whole', and'mian' means 
'face' or'aspect'. The policy thus acted as an intensification of the general greening movement. It 
was notable that the term of 'green sea (t. )' was coined at the time, signifying the greening 
ideal for residential areas. " Within the movement, the many issues of housing environments 
were reduced to concerns merely about greening. Moreover, it was at this time that greening 
really started to be part of the official agenda for the construction of residential areas. In 
Shanghai, the Park Management Department of the Municipal People's Committee spelt out in 
1958 that the Municipal Real Estate Management Bureau was to be responsible for design, 
construction and management of worker's new villages, in which greening would be an integral 
part. 59 The situation in Beijing was similar from 1958 all houses were managed by the Housing 
Management Department and greening could then be established in an organised manner. 60 
At the same time, the pursuit of 'huopo (liveliness, naturalness, variety, or distinctiveness)' in 
housing projects continued. It was understandable that greening was considered important to 
complement the stiff and lifeless buildings, and thus improve the environmental quality of 
residential areas. This confirmed the notion that greening was something that would be done 
after the building construction had finished and was intended for visual and aesthetic values. 
S° Author's translation. Wang, Huabin I (g. 'Jul chuangzuo, null tigao zhuzhal jianzhu sheji shuiping' (Create actively, and 
make greatefforts to improve the housing design standards) $1(9Qj1'1:. 3 jý}iY{(ý LiSQiQitýký" JianzhuXuebao. 2 (1962), 
p. 20. 
sý Uu, Shanghua 4p)1 . Zhongguo fengfing yuanln dangdal wushinian: 1949-1999 (Fifty years of Chinese landscape 
architecture: 1949-19991 cP mRy}, RM#1- ftEt : 1949-1999. (Beijing: Zhongguo Jianzhu Gongye Chubanshe, 1999). p. 20. 
Research Unit of Regional and City Planning of Architectural Science Research Institute i 4ýi +äil StýcßKlý1+1$ tfilýfcý1 
Q)RJ. Jiefang 10hua (Neighbourhood greening) tSilt. (Beijing: JianzhuGongchengChubanshe. 1959). p. 9. The 
manuscript of this book was completed in October 1958. 
S° Editorial Board of Shanghai housing constnuctron records tý9t (f' 1 1Q IJ OR LN. Shanghai zhuzhai jianshe zhi 
(Shanghai housing construction records) t; ý (ItII Qt" (Shanghai: Shanghai Shehul Kezueyuan Chubanshe. 1998). p, 
279. 
00 Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks JtXE ®(44. Beijing aM yuanhn Qongzuo%ºngyan hu bean (1949-1959) (A collection of the 
working experiences In Beijing landscape architecture (1949.1959)) jt Xtr j@9f4I fl114Zf (1949-1959). (January, 1960), 
p. 211. 
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While the relationship between China and the Soviet Union deteriorated in the late 1950s 
and China embarked on her own road to socialism, the greening movement was imbued with 
nationalistic values with several distinctive concepts or slogans put forward. First, the aspiration 
of comprehensive or full-scale greening would be realised within a'point-line-plane' framework. 
Secondly, under the slogan of 'walking on two legs', there would be two complementary levels in 
greening establishment and management. Thirdly, greening should be an integral part of the 
so-called 'Six Unifications' of planning, design, investment, construction, distribution and 
management. 
The point-line-plane'vision 
The terminology of 'point-line-plane' was originally invented for modernist painting. When applied 
in the greening arrangement of residential areas, it was different from what was defined at the 
urban scale. 61 'Point' referred to the small greenspaces around houses, such as front gardens; 
'line' referred to the trees lined along streets, or rivers; 'plane' referred to the residential park and 
nursery, which would cover relatively larger tracts of land. Residential parks were at the time 
referred to as stamp-like, since they normally appeared stamp-like on plans of residential 
areas. 62 This analogy again showed that greening was considered as something that might be 
done after building construction was completed. The presence of plant nurseries was the result 
of the pursuit of production, and it was not unusual to 'borrow land to raise seedlings'63 in 
residential areas. These 'point', 'line', and 'plane' elements could be easily identified in residential 
areas, such as Caoyang New Village (1951) (Fig. 4.3,4.4.4.5.4.6,4.7) and Pengpu New Village 
(1958) (Fig. 4.14), Shanghai. Yet in the Chinese perception, it was the diversity and richness that 
were felt to be implied with this terminology of greening that counted. It enabled people to 
envision all kinds of greening at various scales would be ultimately achieved in'general greening' 
and 'full-scale greening'. 
Under economic constraints, different strategies should be applied for the three elements. 
This was best manifested by the directive of 'striving for general greening and improvement at 
key point'. 64 This concern about development at two levels was derived from the slogan of 
Walking on Two Legs'. 
°t See Chapter 2. 
12 Interview with Professor Zhu Junzhen, 8 October 2005. 
°' The Chinese text Is 'jf f$'f 1'. 
Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks At3 ®#Q. Beging shi yuanhn Qongzuo j npyan huibian (1949-1959) [A collection of the 
working experiences in Beijing landscape architecture (1949-1959)] ßt3 ýi®R1=jýtr1; L1ý (1949-1959). (January, 1960), 
p. 5; Editorial Board of the Historical Records of the Construction of Beijing itltlti. 5t4Il>; iI ýlbj4: " Jsanguo ydat 
de Beijing 
chengshi jianshe [The constructions of Beijing city from the founding of PRCj [imL; lAtA'1ýt3tltt<fi[tt2. Restricted publication 
(1986). p. 351; Editorial Board of Beijing cho ography 4t1$ Oba LN" Beyung zhi. shizheng Juan, yuanlm klhua zhi 
[Beijing chorography, City construction volume, landscape architecture records] ; ltg; t-- 1i12i&- 11314U%Z. (Beijing: 
Beijing Chubanshe, 2000). p. 8. 
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Figure 4 14 Plan of Pengpu Residential Area. Shanghai (1958) Greening was arranged according 
to the 
'point-line-plane' framework The main road of the area was mainly lined with C+nnamomum camphora 
L in 
order to give it a distinctive character, in contrast with other roadsides, which were planted mainly 
with 
Platanus onentalis L. 
Source. Zhu. Junzhen Juzhupu luhua Greening of housing areas] LL 11 Vtilt: (Beijing Zhongguo 
Jianzhu 
Gongye Chubanshe. 1981). 
The practice of 'Walking on Two Legs 
The policy of'Walking on Two Legs' was issued in the enthusiastic GLF campaign (1958-1960) 
originally for a balanced development between the countryside and the city 
This concept was 
later expanded to refer to many other bilateral relationships, such as that between the 
progressive and the conservative, or between development on a larger scale with greater 
effect 
and development on a smaller scale with limited impact In the greening arrangement, 
then, it 
consisted of a 'general leg' with low demand for greening at large, and a 'beautification 
leg with 
high demand for 'improvement' in greening quality 
In 1958, the greening of Sanlthe Residential Area. Beijing, was one of two pilot projects in 
the Western City District (Fig 4 15) `5 As this was adjacent to government organisations. 
including the National Planning Committee, it was frequently passed by foreign guests and 
provincial or municipal officials and was therefore of great symbolic importance for image 
construction and political representation The residential area accommodated some 3.000 
households from about 40 work units Greening of this residential area started in 1956 when 
the greening call was issued. with trees provided for each work unit free of charge by nurseries 
established locally 6 At this early stage, new developments were not yet coordinated by the 
Housing Management Department. as this did not occur until 1958 As a result, greening efforts 
were badly coordinated Each work unit planted trees immediately near their buildings either in 
lines or randomly The lack of an overall organisation additionally meant ineffectiveness in 
management and maintenance. resulting in a poor survival rate with a final result that left much 
M 
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Figure 4 15 Plan of Sanhhe Residential Area. Beijing (1953) 
Source Beijing Jianshe Shishu Bianji Weiyuanhw Bian4ifw ýt iýiQ {; ýSy Frt, fßillilfi Jsanguo yda, de Beging 
chengshi panshe zdiao fangwu panzhu N (Histoncal materials conoemmg Beging city constructions since the founding of 
PRC Architecture ill g®t 1 pqýt ýi biß lMV II N II Vol 5(1992). p 271 
65 The other one was Barwanzhuang Residential Area 
06 Fu. Shanyi fAfftj\ 'Sanlihe lummqu de luhua gurhua shop' (Planning and design of the greening of Sanhhe Residential Area) 
a1JAF V p7tf 1ý'l 'lj it In Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks 1t 5t tr [' f4 Pa Beijing shr yuanbn gongzuo/rngyan hurbran 
(1949-1959) )A collection of the working expenences in Beging landscape architecture (1949-1959)) It 11 r1ý DO h! 1.11 tti" t; I ºSi 
(1949-1959) (January. 1960), p 211 
°' In 1956 alone. totally 1,410.000 seedlings were provided by nurseries free of charge to the work units in Beijing See Fan. 
Lianshen <s. **III 'Beijing shinian tar de tuhua transhe' (Ten years of landscape architecture in Beijing) il f} fl ! 11(1')gß1- iii? 
In Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks it ih (q fl W Boiling shi yuanlm gongzuo /mgyan hurbian (1949-1959) (A collection of 
the working experiences in Beijing landscape architecture (1949.1959)) It St th L 14.111 kß`1; '1 19 (19491959) (January, 
1960), p7 
1 14i 
to be desired When from 1958 the efforts were better organised. they followed the Soviet model 
The Soviet super-block determined a formalistic treatment of the spaces that emulated the 
French formal style, as advised by Soviet specialists " The courtyards for 'recreation and rest' 
were designed as 'focal points' for 'beautification' (Fig 4 16) The overall design was organised 
by two crossing axes, creating four quarters with a circular planted bed in the centre The bed 
contained flowering shrubs, such as Synnga oblata Lindl . 
Prunus triloba Lindi 
, 
Hibiscus 
syrºacus L and Cotmus coggygna Scop , planted 
for visual purposes Moreover, the edge of this 
planting was decorated with wild flowers, and a line of shallow bricks determined the physical 
edge The four quarters provided lawned areas that were planted with trees of medium or small 
size, such as Prunus davidiana Franch and Prunus persºca Batsch They were edged with 
Thuja onentalis L hedges, with various openings to enable entry An additional two rectangular 
flower beds symmetrically marked the western entrance 
The greening for 'general' purposes lacked such attention to detail and was mostly arranged 
with practical considerations only, primarily for ease of maintenance and convenience Between 
parallel row buildings (Fig 4 17), clothes lines were provided at each corner, which were 
screened from the buildings by trees that were planted in lines On the other sides, lines of 
shrubs bordered these areas to provide well protected and screened enclosures The central 
area was arranged for recreation and rest. providing articulation of spaces with groups of trees 
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Figure 4 16 Schematic plan of a cox^'a'1 see. i av, a^aeci fe' beaus Sani''N' 
Residential Area. Beyng (late 1950s) 
Source Fu. Shanyi ft{}p{k Sanlihe juminqu de luhua guihua shelf tPtanning and design of the greening of the 
Sanlihe Residential Area] =_AIXK it in Beymq Municipal Bureau of Parks It tý fip040 
Beging shy yuanhn gongzuo pngyan hu+Gan (1949-1959) JA collection of the working experiences in Beging 
landscape architecture (1949-1959)) ! tX[fii®4IftOt° 16 (1949.1959) (January. 1960), p 212 
Hua, Lanhong Chongpan zhongguo drengshi yurhue sanshrnean 1949-1979 (Reconstruction of China thirty years of 
urbanism. 1949-19791 lp if r; r ßl tg, {i(s@tJ=t-$ , 
1949-1979. trans by Li Ying 17 J$ (Beijing Shenghuo-dushu-xmzhi 
Sanlian Shudian. 2006) p 55 Onginalty published as Hoa. Leon Reconstrwre le Chine tronte ans d'wban, sme 1949-1979 
(Pans ý-ddions du Moniteur. 1981) 
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Figure 417 Schematic plan of the greening arrangements between parallel buildings in Sanbhe Residential 
Area, Beijing (late 1950s) 
Source Fu. Shanyt ($lt 'Sanlihe (uminqu de luhua guihua she( (Planning and design of the greening of the Sanlthe 
Residential Areal = ýJ) [ ýýt (4 fýQ$iºiq{} In Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks Jt. It rt)(! i 4W Beijing shi yuanhn 
gongzuo pngyan hurbran (1949-1959) (A collection of the working expenences in Beijing landscape architecture 
(1949-1959)1 ýt Pß#4111 ! ! e°`. { tß (1949-1959) (January. 1960). p 213 
In between, stone tables and chairs were provided as amenities Additionally. the strips along the 
foot of buildings (next to the kitchens) were utilised for small scale food production shallots or 
beans were cultivated 
Roads in the residential area were lined with fast-growing and robust trees. such as poplar, 
willow and acacia Roadsides. with badly resolved levels and steep contouring were planted with 
Ulmus pumila L hedges to prevent erosion (Fig 4 18) While this treatment mainly resulted from 
functional criteria, it was promoted as being of both hygiene and aesthetic value also The 
residential area was defined by further trees and hedges, replacing mesh wire that had been 
positioned here for security (Fig 4 19.4 20) "" 
However, the formal layout resulted in practical difficulties and it was noted that 'within the 
geometric pattern. people had to turn left or turn right several times in order to go from one point 
to another. '" Thus this contrived arrangement forced residents to make their own routes 
following desired lines, resulting in the loss of planting This was felt to illustrate that dogmatic 
emulation of a foreign style did not work well in residential areas It also demonstrated the 
prevalent view that greening should be contrived according to the arrangement of buildings 
Besides 'striving for general greening and improvement at key points' in the greening 
arrangement, the practice of the policy. 'Walking on Two Legs', also consisted in the cooperation 
69 Fu. Shanyi it; lJB(k 'Sanhhe juminqu de tuhua gußwa sheji' (Planning and design of the greening of the Sanlihe Residential 
Areal = ; ýä; Fl' Cifi'ýt+)kfý A11 'Jlýit to Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks 1r ti 1ýIttIf4h Beijing sh, yuanhin gong%uolmgyan 
huibian (1949-1959) (A collection of the working experiences in Beijing landscape architecture (1949-1959)J It t, , )+OUl111 
-, Fifi (1949-1959) (January. 1960). p 213 
70 Fu. Shanyi {llllftx 'Sankhe )ummau de luhua gudwa shelf (Planning and design of the greening of the Sanlrhe Residential 
Area) =. ;ý J3; (ý g 9q t it IJ {Q it In Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks 1t ýr iý tý9 *4 h+! Beijing shi yuanlin gongzuo lrngyan 
huibian (1949-1959) (A collection of the working experiences in Beijing landscape architecture (1949-1959)1 At ", 'ih L I44-L 11 
t, eq to (1949-1959) (January, 1960), p 214 
Hua. Lanhong `; }}n; 4 Chongjian zhorgguo chengshi gu+hua sanshin: an 1949.1979 (Reconstruction of China thirty years of 
urbanism. 1949-19791 11 if ipM tf 5 JIL, $J =1 ff . 
1949-1979. trans by Li Ymg )'W (Beijing Shenghuo-dushu-xinzhi 
Sanlian Shudian. 2006), p 55 Originally published as Hos. Leon Recanstrwre Is Chine frenfe ans d'u ban, sme 1949-1979 
(Pans Editions du Moniteur. 1981) 
Figure 4 18 Schematic section of the road in Sanlihe Residential Area 
Source Fu. Shanyi (* 'Sanlihe jummqu de luhua guihua shetu (Planning and design of the greening of the Sanlihe 
Residential Area) = >7a ý[ý(ij( t 4r1Q%t)lilit In Beging Municipal Bureau of Parks 1f ý' fip0##ß$ 8eying shr yuanhn 
gongzuo pngyen hwbian (1949-1959) (A collection of the working experiences in Beijing landscape architecture 
(1949-1959)) ßt7 ijiQp#ý111 Eý' °`{ tg (1949-1959) (January. 1960). P 213 
1' 
Figure 4 19 Schematic section of the road around Saniihe Residential Area 
Source Fu. Shanyi 1$ i$(j; "Sanlihe tuminqu de luhua guihua shep' Planning and design of the greening of the Sanlihe 
Residential Areal =ýÄýýHA9t1t1t ý@$'JL4it In Bepmg Municipal Bureau of Parks 1r 9 '1, (ýpf#$ Beijing shu yuanhn 
gongzuo jingyan hu bean (1949-1959) [A collection of the wort ing experiences in Beijing landscape architecture 
)1949-1959)] It Iii®**J rý r, ; tfi (1949-1959) (January. 1960), p 214 
Figure 4 20 The entrance of Sanlihe Residential Area. Beijing Trees wem t :..,, iy lined along the roads 
(1958) 
Source Jianzhu Xuebeo 6 (1958) 
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between greening specialists and ordinary people in greening implementation and management. 
For example, four horticulturists worked together with the residents In 1959, and planting was 
successfully established. However, this tie of cooperation was broken and the horticulturists were 
withdrawn in the winter of the next year perhaps due to the failure of the GLF (1958.1960), the 
radical policies of which were then subjected to reassessment and annulment. As a result, the 
plantings soon declined, and only 15 percent of the newly planted Thuja orientalis L. survived 
and most of the walnut seedlings were lost also. 72 Thus mass movement might form an effective 
way to implement planting, but its establishment could not be sustained in the long run without 
effective coordination and professional involvement. 
On the other hand, because of the economic disaster resulting from the GLF (1858.1960). 
'striving for general greening and improvement at key point' In the greening arrangement as a 
practice of Walking on Two Legs' could not be implemented either, since it was initially a special 
objective under economic constraints. It was impossible to 'improve' In pursuit of 'beautification' 
in greening, but, with a concern about sustenance, common to cultivate fruit and vegetables to 
overcome food shortages, stressing the issue of production in the general greening policy. 
When in the early 1960s the economy gradually recovered as a result of Readjustment 
policies (1961-1965), greening found a renewed interest. A report by the Beijing municipal 
authority in the autumn of 1962 pointed out that it was a prevalent defect of the city to be 'only 
green without any red', ' red being seen to indicate 'beautification' issues. This highlighted the 
need to improve key points in general greening and a withdrawal from the pursuit of production. 
With the annulment of radical policies associated with the GLF, the 1960s also saw a 
reduced rate of housing construction. Rather than striving for extensive construction of 'worker's 
new villages' in suburban areas as in the previous decade, the emphasis was now on the 
regeneration of inner city areas. In Shanghai, for example, the emphasis of housing development 
was 'slum regeneration and urban image re-establishment'. 74 Additionally, the experiences in 
the planning and layout of residential areas were summarised in the mid-1960s as: 
Organise houses in dusters and groups with a sense of spatial openness; have houses artistically spaced 
and interlinked with greening; combine short-term and long-term goals with construction by stages; suit 
measures to local conditions with every inch of land valued. " 
n Greening Office t jt, $s; jr. 'ChengsN qunzhong k, hua diaocha baogao' [Findings report of urban greening by masses[ 4&1i 
g txf il; ilý9f r. In Beging Municipal Bureau of Parks 4t11 UM. B&ojing shi yuanhn tahua gongzuo ntanbao (1961.1962) 
[Annual report of Beijing landscape architecture (1961-1962)) Jt7tfii ©J4tJiin'r M (1961.1962). (June. 1963). p. 57. 
's Editorial Board of the Historical Records of the Construction of Beging 4tg11i g: ISfr. 14aJ%*. Jianguo yila1 de Beijing 
chengshi jianshe (The constructions of Beijing city from the founding of PRCJ JtMCAJ MJt &16ttq. Restricted publication 
(1986). p. 353; Editorial Board of Beijing Chorography 4tXtht7 }&$ZM*. Beijing ZN. Shrzheng Juan. YuafGn Lohua Zhi 
(Beijing LandscapeArthitedure Records) ßt 3; " MAO- MItUtZ. (Beijing: Beijing Chubanshe. 2000). p. 471. 
" Editorial Board of Shanghai housing oonsbuctron records t, j`XJJ [j to m90 (i¬º. Shanghai zhuzhai panshe zhi 
(Shanghai housing construction records) t fJ! IJigZ. (Shanghai: Shanghai Shehul Kexueyuan Chubanshe. 1998). p. 
151. 
rs The Chinese text is IF. 4®, ffffi Z; TJ1Jfi6'.. Utiij; i3iät. Zß. S)IOIilia; Witl! ]Y. 4f± '. SeeBai. Oemao 
Greening continued to be regarded as beautifying housing layouts and it was not 
considered until after completion of buildings The most famous project of the time was Pumpkin 
Lane Residential Area (1963) in Shanghai (Fig 4 21) Like Caoyang New Village (1951), once 
finished, the project became the focus of publicity and visits 'fi The area, covering some five 
hectares, once accommodated more than 16.000 people and was the largest slum in old 
Shanghai After the Liberation. it was among the first areas to be cleared in the Housing 
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Figure 41 Pian of Purnphan Lane Res, den?, al Area Shanghai tc 1964) 
Source Zhu. Junzhen VN K Juzhuqu luhua (Greening of housing areas) 1413 V ttit. (Beijing 
Zhongguo Juanzhu Gongye Chubanshe. 1981). p 19 
12344P Xiaoqu guihua butu de tantao' (Dnaisslons of the planning of residential area( tl+hABffitffi? J)enzhu xuebeo 
1 (1979), p 8, Beijing Jianshe Shishu BtanliWeiyuanhui Bianjibu ft; ttf, i, 9! 5 iitßlMS`h!;: 1ß111l1ß Jienquo yrlai Oe 8egqrng 
chengshi panshe zdhao fangwu panzhu 11(Histoncal materials concemmg Beijing city constructions since the founding of PRC 
Architecture III If [ tý4Vt ( 1t; t t& ,h if iß iA ý4 )T V It It II Vol 5 (1992) p 279 
° See for example. Shanghai Improves Environment H3inhus Seleoded News trams (1972). pp 31.32 
Editorial Board of Shanghai housing construction recorys cº M{; (ýt{º, t, t$5 hi* Shanghai zhuzheipenshe zhi 
(Shanghai housing construction records( t {I t tetiQ "i> (Shanghai Shanghai Shehw Kexueyuan Chubanshe. 1998). p 
225 
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Construction Plan, proposed by the municipal authority. However, the implementation of the Plan 
was postponed most probably due to the priority of industrial development and the construction 
of 'worker's new villages' in the suburban area in the 1950s. 
The principle of the regeneration was to accommodate the same number of families as 
before on the site without claiming additional land. 78 Although this goal was not entirely 
accomplished, the population density of the completed residential area comprised 2,299 people 
per hectare, '9 with a building density of 35.4 percent of the total area°°. Under these 
circumstances, there were no large open spaces left for greening, which was reserved around 
the boundary of the development and along the streets, with tree planting commencing in 1964. 
Additionally, as during the Readjustment period the economy was even weaker than that of the 
1950s, the greening strategy of 'striving for general greening and improvement at key point' 
continued to be emphasised. 
For 'general' purposes, trees were planted first of all according to utilitarian principles. 
Those along the periphery - railroads on north, a flyover of the New Republic Road on east, and 
highways, Sky Eye Road to south and Great Unity Road to west - were believed to be able to 
screen dust and noise from the city. 81 In order to quickly achieve greening, fast-growing trees, 
such as Cinnamomum camphors L., Nerium indicum Mill., Ugustrum lucidum W. T. Aiton, 
Distylium racemosum Siebold et Zucc., and Viburnum odoratissimum Ker-Gawl. were selected. 
At the same time, the selection was determined by trees that required limited maintenance. The 
streets in the residential area were lined with Platanus orientalis L. (Fig. 4.22,4.23), which 
differed from the greening along the boundaries to provided a distinctive appearance to the area. 
While 'general greening' referred to meeting some elementary needs, 'improvement at key 
point' meant more deliberate treatments of greening at some special places for distinctive visual 
quality. The main entrance from south had carefully selected and arranged plantings that highlighted 
the idea of approach and impressed visitors. Cinnamomum camphors L. and Magnolia grandißora L 
served as an evergreen background, in front of which flowering trees, such as Nerium indicum 
Mill. and Rosa chinensis Jacq., enriched the palette and enhanced the appearance (Fig. 4.24). 
Within the residential area, attractive plants, such as Buxus microphylla Siebold et Zucc. and 
Osmanthus fragrans Lour., were planted at intersections of streets or footpaths, providing 
distinctive markers by use of various species to reflect the identity of various arteries (Fig. 4.22). 
Editorial Board of Shanghai housing consbvcbaf records tt (7 [tig ) }glooi%L%. Shanghai zhuzhal/ianshe zhi 
(Shanghai housing construction records) tXfft tt2Z. (Shanghai: Shanghai Shehul Kexueyuan Chubanshe. 1998), p. 
225. 
Zhu, Yaxin *. VII. Taijieshl thuzhal yu WVhuo huxing: duoceng 9aomidu puihua jtanzhu sheji de tantao' (Terraced housing 
and flexible housing type: investigation o! multi-storey and high density planning and design) {t p; ýý{) > ýi Pßß-$i 
7161 f, ^ +JtýýiiRitp9r*1t. JianzhuXuebao. 3 (1979). p. 43. 
Zhu, Junzhen $K" it ed. Juzhuqu Whoa (Greening of residential areas) L J1 JKU %. (Beijing: Zhongguo Jianzhu Gongye 
Chubanshe, 1981). p. 18. 
Zhu, Junzhen $k "It ed. Juzhuqu 10hua (Greening of residential areas) ß (# QUU1. (Beging: Zhongguo Jianzhu Gongye 






Figure 4.22 Plan of part of the main road of Pumpkin Lane Residential Area Shanghai (c 1964) 
1 Platanus onentalis L. 4 Burus mscrophytle Siebold et Zucc 7 Viburnum odoratsssrmum Ker-Gawi 
2 Distylium racemosum Siebold et Zucc 5 Ceras chrnensis Bunge 8 Trechycarpus forlunet H Wendr 
3 Laurus nobilis L. 6 Nenum MrdrCum Mill. 9 Logustnim luadum WT Arlon 
Source: Zhu, Junzhen 'i i', i? Juzhuqu iunua Greening of housing areas] c, , c", 1c1ýc, nuh, c, ". r' 
1981), p. 74 
Figure 4 23 A vieý% of the main road in Pumpkin Lane Rcs,: e -:.. 
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Eye Road. with extensive trees planted (early 191 Us) 
Source Jienzhcu Xuebao 2 (1974) 
The failure of 'Six Unifications 
When in 1956 the greening call was issued, the nationalisation of industry was largely completed 
Within this context, more and more private houses were turned into public ownership This 
facilitated the coordination of the construction of housing, management and distribution, and the 
so-called 'Six Unifications' were proposed in the Decision on the Enhancement of Construction 
Work of New Industrial Areas and Newly-built Cites. issued by the State Council on May 8.1956 
It was stated' 'in order to make the construction of dwellings, shops, schools and other cultural 
facilities in the newly built industrial cities and workers' towns economical and reasonable, they 
should gradually meet the requirement of unified planning, design, investment. construction, 
distribution and management 82 Like the 'point-line-plane' schema. this also indicated an 
aspiration for a comprehensive and integrated development and it meant that greening 
arrangement was to be one of the imperative components in the design and construction of 
residential areas In addition, it was specified that design documents would consist of 'six 
drawings' the drawings of site survey, master plan. functional zones, services, elevators. 
infrastructure and greening 83 However, the 'Six Unifications' were rarely properly implemented 
with greening suffering as a result 
While planning the planting programmes. it was often unclear as to who would be in charge 
after completion Those in architectural design departments were not competent to address the 
design of plantings. because they after all did not manage the source of plantings, e nurseries 
This could be easily recognised in the 'drawing of greening' produced by architects, such as that 
for Xinyuan Lane Residential Area, one of two pilot projects in Beijing in 1964 B' This drawing 
included a rough indication of planting areas but did not contain any specification (Fig 4 25) The 
Lu, Junhua. Peter G Rowe and Zhang Jie ed Modem Urban Housing in China 1840-2000 (Munch Preslel. 2001) p 116 
These are inChinese'i'i1t5ittif" 1ý : fsß? ýh ýºLsRý" *R4i'i4l6" '$pJt4itf" Jw t#W. M See Beijing Jianshe 
Shishu Bianji Weiyuanhui Bianpbu ýtrtr it: 4'ý' tzlßiý, 'a±+lgt`iS#141i Jianguo yiiat0e Beijing chengshilianshe zd, ao fangwu 
panzhu i/ [Histoncal matenals concerning Beging city construction since the founding of PRC archdedure II) }>j (p :i (ri :' 
t it it i? i t4 )1:; htif AII Vol 5(1992) p 279 
The other one was the Dragon Pool Residential Area 
0 so boa. ----- 
Figure 4 25 The 'drawing of greening. by architects. of Xinyuan Lane Residential Area. Beijing which only 
indicated the areas designated for green coverage 
Source Xu. Yingguang I*ItA Beijing zuogiazhuang xinyuanli tuzhu xiaoqu'[Zuo Family Xinyuan Lane Residential Area in 
Beijing] ýr 4, r_o; In Zuo. Chuan 
.; ICI and Zheng Guangzhong t; f ? At- eds 
Beijing chengshigurhua 
yanpu lunwenji [A research anthology of Berying city planning) it ? tai l tQ JtýR h« (Beijing Zhongguo Jianzhu 
Gongye Chubanshe. 1996). p 231 
level of detail did not enable it to provide any detail or refinement without considerable additional 
knowledge. While this did reside with landscaping and gardening departments. they were not 
given or did not take responsibility for this type of work, because it was outside their normal 
scope of consulting on gardens and parks This was an important reason why the greening of 
residential areas often appeared extensive in the drawing but was limited in reality "s Also, since 
the greening, as a 'general' issue, would be implemented by the ordinary masses, and 
intellectuals were despised under Mao's ideology, the role of professionals was rather 
ambiguous and insignificant as a result. 
In construction, priority was always placed on buildings. leaving a building site till the end of 
the duration of the works Building debris often remained According to statistics in the early 
1960s in Beijing, among the residential areas that lacked greening coverage, 54 percent of them 
65 This phenomenon was pointed out by some contemporary scholars See Wei, Wenzhen ý; yZIQ Dui xiaoqu guihua shep 
zhong jige wenti de kanfa' (Some issues in the planning and design of residential areas( j4+V Sl' iJ iSJ it qwl i t, q 1iVJ. 
Jianzhu Xuebao 12 (1963), p 24. thou. Ganshi IN. { Ij 'Guanyu gau In zhuzhaiqu guihua shep de jidian ygian' (Some 
opinions for improving the planning and design of residential areas) T, I, in 111r, (f tijjSi if MIlrj It fi' Jsanzhu Xuebao 2 
(1964), p 18, Fan. Yaobang 4S. f` 04 'Guanyu (uzhuqu hell midu de )dran yi ian' (Suggestions for reasonable density of 
residential areas) , 
1. %' It N IT WIN M It e'x It Q Jianzhu Xuebao 3 (19801. p 22 
Au 
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resulted from poor coordination. " 
In housing administration and management, problems emerged again due to the status of 
buildings. The Housing Management Department took charge of buildings or infrastructure rather 
than greening. This resulted in limited emphasis on greening and little commitment. For example, 
in Beijing, a survey in the early 1960s of fifty newly constructed residential areas that were 
managed by the Department showed that, of the 149 hectares of land that should have been 
'greened', only 36 hectares were planted; these consisted of trees without any detailed 
treatment. 87 On the other hand, when a residential area was shared by several work units, the 
responsibility for greening was rarely clearly defined, since there was no overall coordination for 
projects carried out by work units. Quality control was therefore difficult. Additionally, public 
ownership of land implied that no one was actually responsible, which would lead to problems In 
management of greening and maintenance. 83 This failure of coordination was also the reason 
for low survival rate of trees in Sanlihe Residential Area. Similarly, in the Wine Immortal Bridge 
Living Quarter, Beijing, where over 100,000 trees had been planted since 1957, less than 10,000 
remained in the early 1960s. e9 
Destruction and appropriation during the Cultural Revolution 
The Cultural Revolution (1966-1969) launched in May 1966 was a great tragedy for the whole 
nation. 90 While the construction of housing environments could not be considered very 
satisfactory in the previous years, it was further undermined during this period of political 
upheaval. The involvement of design professionals in housing design was now limited, since 
they were driven to the countryside to engage in agricultural production to be re-educated by the 
poor and lower-middle peasants, with professional bodies being eliminated. Along with reduced 
investment, construction of new housing was further restricted. Under this situation, there was no 
possibility for any attention to greening, nor were there possibilities to improve housing 
°° Greening Office Uit b43;. 'Chengshi qunzhong Whua diaocha baogao' [Findings report of urban greening by masses] *? 11 
lit ilq$ . In Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks Jtlrl ©(4. jß. Beijing she yuanhn lohua pongzuo n, anbao (1961-1962) 
(Annual report of Beijing landscape architecture (1961-1962)) 4t MM 14 U A: Mf t IF IR (1961.1962). (June. 1963). P. 58. 
87 U. Linhual ! 4L. 'Chengshi juzhuqu lühua diaocha baogao' (Findings report of the greening of urban residential areas) b 
j j#ýL ýiy$ r. In Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks 4tiVM 14g. Beeng ahn yuanhn iahua gongzuo n, enbao 
(1961-1962) [Annual report of Beijing landscape architecture (1961-1962)] ýt fi®fýt3f . It 
M (1961-1962). (June. 
1963), p. 90. 
When Investigating the Chinese society. Professor Fel Xlongtong once commented that. 'Once you mention something as 
belonging to the public, it Is almost like saying that everyone can take advantage of it. Thus, one can have rights without 
obligations. ' See Fei, Xiaotong. From the Soil: The Foundations o( Chinese Society A Translation o( fei Xiaotong s Xsanptu 
Zhongguo'(Berkeley, London: University of California Press, 1992). p. 60. 
Greening Office tlfl; b c; j. 'Chengshl qunzhong Uwa diaocha baogao' (Findings report of urban greening by masses) UM 
g Apt 4ýiJgif isr. In Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks it3t1ll©tIM. Beijing shi yusntuf luhua gongzuo rnanbao (1961-1962) 
(Annual report of Beijing landscape architecture (1961-1962)) 4t tl flt3U1 9FAI (1961.1962). (June. 1963). P. 58. 
Editorial Board of Beijing chomgraphy JtXi1lli 7 £fl; *0 ? Q. Beijing zhl, Shizheng Juan, Yuanhn kihua zhl (Beijing 
chorography, Municipal constructions vokme. Beijing landscape architecture records) ; ltX(Z- T0JJQ" [+014JtZ. (Beijing' 
Beijing Chubanshe. 2000). p. 307. 
See Chapter 2. 
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environments otherwise. Actually, when within the ultra-leftist political climate there was a heavy 
assault upon hedonism, greening related to the issue of beautification was considered as 'feudal' 
or revisionist. It was not uncommon that, under the slogan of 'Sticking in a pin wherever there Is 
room'91 which meant to make use of every bit of space to save land, outdoor spaces were 
appropriated for building to provide Increased accommodation (Fig. 4.26). 
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Figure 4.26 The changes of per capita green coverage for residential areas in Beijing. There was no 
such coverage for residential areas during the Cultural Revolution (1966-1969). 
Q) Baiwanzhuang Residential Area Q Sturdy Pine Residential Area 
Q) Felicity Residential Area Q Unity Lake Residential Area 
Q Evening Glow Temple Residential Area Q Zuo Family Residential Area 
Peace Lane Residential Area 0 Pagoda Courtyard Residential Area 
© Dragon Pool Residential Area 0 Archen Lane Residential Area 
® Temple of Heaven South Residential Area 
Source: Shen, Jiren ttf . 'Beijing jinnian Juzhu xiaoqu guihua pingxf (Assessment of recently built residential 
areas in Beijing) ýt3tiü ýtýýlýý ýi ý"r" Jianzhu Xuebao. 2 (1983). p. 10. 
Development with high-rise housing 
The situation for housing development improved in the early 1970s when the political movement 
became less radical and again favoured urban construction in general. By this time, however, the 
pressure for additional housing became more acute than previous decades in view of the 
increased urban population. Moreover, the increased urban unemployment as a result of the 
chaos of the Cultural Revolution (1966-1969) meant that the agricultural fields around urban 
areas were not to be occupied for housing, because this would have resulted in peasants having 
" The slogan in Chinese Is'tJit}'. 
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to find employment also. 92 The early 1970s therefore saw increased number of high-rise 
buildings in residential areas as a dramatic measure to save land and accommodate more 
people. The hanglieshi layout was generally applied, but this meant residential areas continued 
to be first of all characterised by a boring appearance. A city planner summarised the 
characteristic of new residential areas in 1981, 'Houses are alike, the height of storeys are the 
same, all stand like barracks, and high-rises are arranged along roads. '93 It was noteworthy that 
greening was not mentioned in this statement. Actually, the deep shadow, as a result of the 
presence of tall buildings, was not favourable for the growth of plants. This had already been 
difficult in the 1960s developments when the majority of the new buildings consisted of five or 
six-storeys, but this was now considerably aggravated. It was observed by an architect that, 'On 
the shady north side of the houses, it Is difficult for plants to survive and there is bare land 
everywhere without any planting. In wind and rain, dust blows everywhere and it is muddy. '" 
Despite these physical constraints. some efforts were made to improve the housing 
environments mainly by planting. 
Caoxi Residential Area (1975), Shanghai, consisted of nine regularly spaced high-rises, with 
three sixteen-storey apartments to north and another six thirteen-storey ones to south (Fig. 4.27, 
4.28). With strategic planting, the spaces between the buildings were turned into courtyards. As 
most of the courtyards were in the shade for most of the year, shade-tolerant plants were 
selected, such as Trachycarpus fortunei H. Wendl., Nerium indicum Mill., Podocarpus 
macrophylla D. Don, Viburnum odoratissimum Ker-Gawl., Pittosporum tobira W. T. Aiton, and 
Buxus microphylla Siebold et Zucc. (Fig. 4.29). Apart from these physical considerations, the 
approach to greening was similar to before, and aimed to create a distinctive character with a 
sense of variety to complement the featureless buildings. This idea brought about different 
layouts for each courtyard as well as their entrances to east. Entrances were emphasised as 
they were considered of importance to project the right image. At the same time, as more 
sunlight was available on the east side than within the courtyards, flowering trees, such as 
Eriobotrya japonica Lindl., Cercis chinensis Bunge., Malus spectabilis Borkh., and Osmanthus 
fragrans Lour., were planted here for ornamental rather than functional purposes (Fig. 4.30). 
12 Hua. Lanhong . 
Chongjian zhongguo: chengsh( guthua sanshinian, 1949-1979 [Reconstruction of China: thirty years of 
urbanism. 1949-19791 Iº, tgP®: JjiVjjV--}-4,1949-1979. trans. by U Yng U. (Beijing: Shenghuo-dushu-xinzhl 
Sanlian Shudian. 2006). p. 168. Originally published as Hoa. Leon. Reconstruire to Chins- fronte ans durbanisme, 1949-1979 
(Paris: Editions du Moniteur. 1981). 
)Lt Qf. Guanyu tiyao )uzhuqu °' The Chinese text Is '(t -'t4 . )a 2-}& . jtß¢Ag1t, 7%P 1{l a*. See Fan. Yaobang 
guihua shuiping do ruogan wenti (Several issues about the Improvement of the planning of residential areas) X-T VIA it R 
J+ , J*SFM -TPi! I. Jianzhu Xuebao. 5 (1981). p. 47; Beding Jianshe Shishu Biarii Weiyuanhul Bianjibu lt ft AZISMIA 
OaM{; 3A S. Jianguo yifai do Bei ing chengshi, anshe zihao: fangwv panzhu H [Historical materials concerning Beijing city 
constructions since the founding of PRC: architecture III JtMUA M; ItXtttijLgA 4: lXbiitK II. Vol. 5 (1992), p. 291. The 
specific positioning of high-rise housing was directly a result of the consideration of land saving. It would be placed along the 
south or east side of the city road, so that the width of the road could be taken advantage of to act as the spacing between 
buildings required to have sufficient sunlight and the land within the residential area was therefore saved. 
°' Zhu. Yaxin *3EVI. Taijieshl zhuzhal yu Unghuo huxing: duoceng gaomidu guihua Jianzhu shell do tantao' (Terraced housing 
and flexible housing type: investigation of multi-storey and high density planning and design) ýpýýttt! J Pý--$T 
7föý(St 'LfdJiýýtiQi-ij 9 4. JianzhuXuebao. 3 (1979). p. 43. 
It could be acknowledged that during the Thirty Years, 'huopo', a sense of 'liveliness'. 
'variety' or identity, largely with a concern about visual quality. was explored in the greening in 
order to complement buildings, which were poorly designed and often likened to barracks With 
this analogy, housing development was exactly a representation of contemporary politics While 
since the closing of the Mao era, the concern about 'beautification' of cities has been promoted. 
'huopo' is nowadays still a convenient concept for the design profession, as visual stimulation 
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Figure 4 27 Plan of Caoxi Residential Area Shanghai (1975) 
Source Zhu. Junzhen Wjlýif Juzhuqu Iuhus (Greening of housing areas) 
jg t# Q to it (Beteng Zhongguo Jianzhu Gongye Chubanshe. 1981). p 28 
Lam. .. 4 
Figure a6C, w keSR ent. a Area. Shanghai (seen from east) (late 
1970s) 
Source. Joanzhu Xuebao 1 (1979) 
-w i' 
"1 
Source Supplied by Profe- "" 
"""' 
Figure 4 30 A courtyard entrance of Caoxi Res, ae t, a Area, Shanghai, 
where flowering trees were planted (late 1970s) 
Source Suppled by Professor Zhu Junzhen 
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Development since the 1980s 
To have a Tree Planting Festival on 12 March every year (clearly following the tree planting 
tradition of the Republican era) was proposed in the Sixth Session of the Fifth National People's 
Congress held on 23 February 1979. This mobilised the people to regularly volunteer for tree 
planting, which created a context for the development of general greening, and thus the greening 
of residential areas. Additionally, the issue of the greening of residential areas was particularly 
raised in the Fourth National Working Conference on Urban Landscape Architecture held in 
February 1982 in Beijing, and the directive, 'not to have bare earth under the sky' was 
reinstated. 95 At the same time, with the aspiration for greening after years of deprivation 
especially during the Cultural Revolution (1966-1969), the former leftist slogan 'Sticking in a pin 
wherever there is room' was changed to'Sticking in greening wherever there is room' °8 Detailed 
official regulations were also specified for the development after years of lack of effective control. 
For example, in Beijing, from the 1980s, the greening target was stipulated as no less than one 
square metre per capita. 91 Also, the investment for greening development was ensured in 1983 
when the financial consequences were particularly discussed in the First Working Conference on 
Landscape Architecture. " 
From the 1990s, the residential areas developed with extensive greening were regarded as 
of'yuanlin shi (garden style, EJ#3)'. 99 This however confirmed the limited understanding of the 
word 'yuanlin' in the modem era, as greening, or mainly tree planting, continued to be the first 
and paramount concern in achieving the 'garden' ideal, although the demand was then not only 
consisted in visual or aesthetic effects, but also sometimes ecological values of the environment. 
Conclusion 
This chapter shows that greening in residential areas did not realise the goal of general greening, 
as it was restricted by social, economic and political conditions during the Thirty Years. The 
limited progress of greening could be further demonstrated by the fact that while the 
achievements made in the residential areas discussed, often pilot projects, were limited, many 
Uu, Shanghua #; A*. Zhongguo /engjing yuanhn dangdal wushinian: 1949-1999 [Fifty years of Chinese landscape 
architecture: 1949-1999) $Rpa1, ß®(#3}t. R+JF, 1949-1999. (Beging: ZhonypuoJianzhu Gonpye Chubanshe, 1999). p. 45. 
~ t. iu, Shanghua a 94*, Zhongguo fenpjrng yuanhn dangdal wushinian: 1949-1999 [Fifty years of Chinese landscape 
architecture: 1949-1999) to mggt®(#Nf -{-1¬: 1949.1999. (Beging: ZhongguoJianzhuGongyeChubanshe. 1999). p. 53. 
Beiing Jianshe Shishu Bianji Weiyuanhul Bianjibu ltgillgSfi#1}21AOMC*1 fS. Jranguo yitai de Beipng chengshl jianshe 
Viso: fang" penzhu 11 [Historical materials concerning Beijing city constructions since the founding of PRC: architecture III 
f2ßit l3it9'ýýt3, tlt>[ iiEi$ýi## JXXJJ% II. Vol. 5 (1992). p. 306. 
~ Editortal Board of Beijing chongraphy ýfr,! (q rp lC, tii 3ýbi ý, Beijing zhi, Shizhenp /uan, Yuanhn Whua zhi (Beijing 
chorography. Municipal constructions volume, Beijing landscape architecture records) 4tgZ. flfLtf. Q(#t %; t. (Beijing: 
Beijing Chubanshe, 2000). p. 308. 
~ Uu. Shanghua ppy*.. Zhongguo fengpnp yuantin dangdai wushiruan: 1949-1999 (Fifty years of Chinese landscape 
architecture: 1949-19991 *MAN( ®# ; f{E-} lr: 1949.1999. (Beijing: Zhongguo Jianzhu Gongye Chubanshe, 1999). p. 72. 
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others could not even reach the same standards. For example. among the inner-city 
re-development projects in Shanghai, Pumpkin Lane Residential Area was the only project that 
reached construction stage. 1°° 
As a result of the emphasis on constructing buildings, the housing environment, and thereby 
greening, was only one constituent and was considered a minor issue. While it would be 
implemented through mass mobilisation, it failed to be an outstanding programme in the official 
agenda. This situation was only changed with the close of the Mao era, where there was a 
renewed interest in the urban environmental and living quality, with the general diversion of 
national policies to heal the negative consequences of the previous policies. 
Moreover, as greening was always emphasised as serving visual and aesthetic quality 
rather than functional reasons, the poor success rate was probably a consequence of this. The 
discussion of aesthetic issues was rather sensitive in the contemporary politics, especially during 
the Cultural Revolution (1966-1969), since it was associated with luxurious desire and thus 
ideologically problematic. 
10° Ma, Laurence J. C. and Edward W. Hanten. ed. Man Devek meat in Modem China (Boulder, Colorado: Westvlew Press. 
1981), p. 162. 
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Chapter 5 
The Making of Tiananmen Square: 
An Urban Square as an Image of Socialist Hegemony 
The concept of the urban square, the type of open space where various activities of the general 
public were enacted, did not really exist in China until the turn of the twentieth century with the 
intrusion of foreign imperial powers. The reason to a great extent found its way into the planning 
tradition of Chinese cities and the imperial social order, which effectively discouraged the 
formation of such urban space representing the public interests. Under foreign influences, some 
squares were first laid out inspired by foreign examples, in cities, such as Shanghai, Dalian, 
Harbin, Guangzhou (Canton) and Chongqing, where international settlements were 
concentrated. For example, Nicola Square built in 1903 in Dalian was in a Baroque style with 
intersecting avenues. ' But these squares in foreign fashion provided little value as examples for 
the development of town planning in the subsequent Mao era. What was more relevant were 
those squares formed during the struggles of the Chinese people, such as mass demonstrations, 
against imperialism within the contemporary political tension. These squares thus resulted from 
striving for national prestige and world recognition of China and constituted revolutionary images, 
displaying the power of the Chinese people. Such image was of special significance for and 
became preoccupation of the Chinese people in view of the humiliation under foreign imperialism 
and the desire for a new independent and democratic nation. 2 
Tiananmen Square was such a product from the early twentieth century. While the Square 
became more widely known in the West after the Mao era because of the 1989 Democracy 
Movement, 3 for the Chinese people it had been the political and cultural symbol of the PRC 
since the inception of the Mao era. Located at the centre of Beijing, the Square's importance 
gradually increased through a series of mass rallies during the twentieth century. These included 
the 1919 May 4"' Movement in protest against the Treaty of Versailles alienating Chinese land to 
Japan, which was the starting point for the New Democratic Revolution. There were subsequent 
mass parades and rallies in the Square during the 1925 May 30'" Movement, 4 during the 1926 
March 1 Bu' Movements during the 1935 December 9v' Movement, " and during the 1947 May 
It Is now Zhongshan Square. See: Uu. Nian ; jfF. Chu Jiateng V)fl . and Ma Bin $tt. 'Yingzao ylren de chengshi kongjian' 
(To create pleasant urban spaces: introduction to Dalian squares) >33QfiJlp9ltýfi*ý+Fa-*iil'l6; iý4. Gu ua Shi, t (1998). 
pp. 42-46. 
2 Broudehoux. Anne-Marie. The Making and SeiLng Of PW-Mao Bey ng (London, New York: Routledge. 2004). p. 29. 
s Some studies by western scholars on the transformation of Tiananmen Square were in fact triggered by this movement. See for 
example, Wu, Hung. mananmen Square: A Political History of Monuments'. Representation. No. 35 (Summer, 1991). pp. 
84-177; Hershkovitz, Linda. Tiananmen Square and the Politics of Place'. Pblrt cal Geography. Vol. 12, No. 5 (September. 
1993). pp. 395-420. Wu Hung's article was later revised as the first chapter of his book. Remaking Beijing, published In 2005: 
Wu, Hung. Remaking Beijing: Tiananmen Square and the üeabon ofA Fbl, bcal Space (London: Reaktion, 2005), pp. 15-50. 
The 1925 May 30'" Movement opposed imperialism and was triggered by the Shanghai Municipal Police's opening fire on 
Chinese strikers In the International settlement. 
1 The 1926 March 18"Movement called for an end to at unequal treaties signed between China and foreign powers, In addition 
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20'' Movement.? It was not surprising that in 1949 Chairman Mao chose the Square as the focal 
point for the founding ceremony of the socialist PRC, despite the fact that the Square had 
previously been used by emperors or officials for ritual activities. This added another layer to 
intensify the Square's significance. The Square was, therefore, a political window through which 
the whole world could see what happened In China and what China might be, and it was crucial 
in its design and redesign, construction and reconstruction as a political and social image to 
display socialist achievements of the new China. 
Due to its paramount status, the Square also became a glorious model and a design 
prototype, which other cities emulated in the construction of their own urban squares, such as 
People's Square in Shanghai, 51 Square$ in Taiyuan, and Tianfu Square in Chengdu. In addition, 
it was such a symbol rooted in the hearts of the Chinese people that its significance was felt in 
the countryside. There was a saying from Dazhai, the former agricultural pacesetter for the whole 
nation to learn from, that'Stand on Tigerhead Mountain, look at Tiananmen, and have the whole 
world in mind. '9 Also, the central square of the Dazhai village was sometimes considered as a 
'Tiananmen Square'. 10 In the post-Mao era, Tiananmen Square continued to be the original 
prototype. When in the 1990s there was a strong'square wind', which meant extensive 
construction of urban squares, ' it became an absolute model to be emulated to show off the 
increasing political and economic power. It was noteworthy that these projects were referred to 
as'image projects'. Tiananmen Square is therefore a representative case for investigation to 
understand how political, social or cultural power was demonstrated through 'urban images', 
which preoccupied the Chinese people. 
Not surprisingly, there have been many investigations on Tiananmen Square. Due to its 
frequent use for political purposes, the Square has attracted research within the political context. 
Wu Hung provided a study interpreting the Square as a strange assemblage of several political 
monuments, i. e. the Tiananmen, the Monument to the People's Heroes, the Great Hall of the 
People, the Museum of Chinese Revolution and History, and Chairman Mao's mausoleum, with 
their architectural disharmony and disciplined layout. The Square's enormous dimension of 40 
hectares was recognized as the most important character. While this spatial representation was 
totally different from the former narrow walled palace square, it was observed that the same logic 
to expelling foreign ambassadors. 
° The 1935 December 9'" Movement refers to a mass protest led by students in Beiping (present-day Beging) that demands the 
Nationalist Government to resist Japanese aggression. 
The 1947 May 20`" Movement was known as the Anti-starvation and MU-dvd-war Movement 
The name of the 51 Square was derived from the International Workers' Day or Labour Day on May 1. 
" Duan, Cunzhang fRI7*. 14b zai Dazhal shisan nian: yrwei dangbsoßzhe yanzhonp de Dazhai ren [My Thkteen Years In 
Dazhai: the Dazhal People in the Eyes of a Reporter of Party Newspaper) >ýi-=1 -_-( f X09*ýJl. 
(Beijing: Nongcun Duwu Chubanshe, 2003). p. 160. 
Ying, Quan fü4>5t. Chen Yonggul zhuan (Biography of Chen Yonggu+3 L4 fl. (man: Changjiang Wenyl Chubanshe. 
1996), p. 52. 
" Liu, Xiuchen'j3tjR. 'Jianzhu xing)iang, chengshl thejl, chengsN guangchang: ylge jhgguan thejish dui thoudu jianshe de 
jidian kanfa' [Architectural krage, urban design, urban square: some opinions of a landscape architect for the Construction of 
Beijing] )ý )R'#ýfiýiittt #A l`3 --Tý172i@itlý6> LifiGiliitfi'ý11 ýi . J+snzhuXuebao, 8 (2002), pp. 54-56. 
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of ritual, as well as the unshakeable authority as that of the imperial era, remained. Specifically, 
the design of the Monument to the People's Heroes was studied at length in terms of its location, 
form and connotations. 12 Linda Hershkovitz analyzed the relationship between the articulation of 
politics and the Square's spatial formation and popular movements. 13 But, besides these political 
studies associated with the production of space, further investigations are needed about the 
interaction between political issues, such as official policies, and design approaches. 
Taking cultural issues into consideration, some studies interpreted the Square as a paradox, 
since it on the one hand acted as the symbolic core of the new socialist nation, and on the other 
hand was bom out of an old palace plaza, formerly an important part of the imperial city. '4 But, 
there is still a need to reveal why such a paradox has been a reality; as the design and 
construction of the new Square were based on the old, what kind of tradition was dispensed with, 
and what was retained to further constitute the paradox; what the effects of the new ideas and 
old traditions were in the Square's design and construction. Moreover, as a study on the 
landscape, this chapter attempts a more holistic enquiry, taking into consideration such issues as 
greening development, which has been almost neglected in previous research. 
The old square 
Tiananmen Square was originally conceived during the Cling Dynasty (1644-1911) as a T-shaped 
space immediately in front of the Forbidden City and approximately in the middle of the 7.8 
kilometres long central axis of the Imperial City (Fig. 5.1). 
The old square was enclosed by red walls and gates, encompassing an area of 6.9 hectares. 
The two arms of the Square stretched east to Chang'an Left Gate, and west to Chang'an Right 
Gate. At the south end was Daqing Gate, which was renamed as Zhonghua Gate in the 
Republican era (1912-1949). Along the inner side of the red wall was the Thousand-step Gallery, 
made up of 144 rooms holding writs and archives. When in 1913 the Gallery was tom down by 
the Beiyang Government, the square was enlarged to 11.3 hectares. Outside the wall, two blocks 
of government ministries flanked the Square. To the east, among others, stood the Ministries of 
Rites, Industry, Population, and Medicine, and to the west, the Departments of the Five Armies, 
Imperial Guard, Police, and Justice. A popular saying went 'Those to the east govern our lives; 
those to the west govern our death (Fig. 5.2). ' ''s 
The Square connected Qianmen Avenue to the south with the city's east-west orientated 
12 Wu, Hung. 'Tiananmen Sauare: A Political History of Monuments'. Representation, No. 35 (Summer. 1991). pp. 84.177. 
13 Hershkovitz. Unda. 9iananmen Square and the Politics of Place'. Po4ticat Geography, Vol. 12, No. 5 (September. 1993), pp. 
395-420. 
14 Samuels, Marwyn S., and Carmencita M. Samuels. 'Beging and the Power of Place in Modem Chin', in Agnew, John A. and 
James S. Duncan, eds. The Power of Place: 8nnginp together Geographical and Sociological tmapmatrons (London. Boston: 
Unwin Hyman. 1989), PP. 202-227. 
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4 Jingshan Hill 
5 Shenwu Gate 
6 Oiangrng Palace 
7 Taihe Palace 
8 Taihe Gate 
9 Wu Gate 
10 Altars of Soil and Grain 
11 Ancestral Temple 
12 Duan Gate 
13 Tiananmen 
14 Daqing Gate 
15 Zhengyang Gate 
16 Bridge 
17 Xiannong Altar 
18 Temple of Heaven 
19 Yongding Gate 
Source Wu. Liangyong ''i 1' A 
Tiananmen guangchang de guihua he 
shelf [The planning and design of 
? tananmenSquare] A cf )rthd9) $9 
tti it JsenzhushLunw@n Js. 2 (1979). 
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Figure 52 Drawing of Tiananmen Square of the Ong Dynasty 11644-1911) 
Source Zhao. Dongn *[I Tiananmen Guangchang ITiananmen Square) AI1 )f 
IA. Joanzhu Xuebao. Z1 (1959). p 18 
arterial road, Chang'an Avenue Although the Square seemed to be a crucial point for the 
transportation of the city, the entry was restricted Rather than for transportation. the Square was 
actually almost solely for ritual activities Only the emperor and the empress could walk along the 
central axis for special occasions '6 The east arm of the Square was for celebrating the Number 
One Scholar standing out through the imperial examinations, and the west arm was related to 
the review of death sentences Ordinary people could only access the Square on these two 
occasions, which were in sharp contrast to each other One was with the expectation of 
ascending to the 'heaven', while the other was disastrously down to the 'hell' While these 
activities were connected to the ordinary people. they were nonetheless fully controlled by the 
imperial authority. The grandest of all ceremonies was the issuing of imperial edicts on the 
Tiananmen Tower when a new emperor was enthroned or a royal heir was born '' 
With all the integrated functions and activities for royalty. the spaces of the T-shaped square 
were arranged to create a forbidding atmosphere to strengthen authority The north-south 
orientated axis was 540 metres long and only 65 metres wide The east-west orientated space 
was 365 metres long and 125 metres wide (Fig 5 3) '° The varied dimensions provided a 
sequential experience of the spaces that created a feeling of harshness and an unusual stern 
impression, reinforced by the lack of planting (Fig 5 4) This landscape treatment served of 
course to emphasise imperial power 
° Su. Zeman »'j fý Tiananmen Guangchang gagian he gwhua de lingyan tantao' (investigations of the experience in 
Tiananmen Square's reconstruction and planning) (unpublished Master of Architecture 
Thesis. School of Architecture, Tsinghua University. 1965), p4 
Wu. Hung 'Tiananmen Square A Political History of Monuments Representation. No 35 (Summer 1991) p 91 
Su, Zemin 'Tiananmen Guangchang gayian he guihua de ºmgyan tantao' Jlnvestigations of the experience in 
Tiananmen Square's reconstruction and planningJ (unpublished Master ofArchitecture 
Thesis. School of Architecture. Tsinghua University. 1965). p5 
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Figure 53 Plan of Tiananmen Square in late Oing Dynasty (1644-1911 
1 Duan Gate 5 Chang an Left Gate 9 Zhengyang Gate 
2 Tiananmen 6 Chang an Right Gate 10 J, an Ou 
3 East Three Gates 7 Thousand-step Gaaery 11 Memonal archway 
4 West Three Gates 8 Daqtng Gate (Zhonghua Gate) 
Source Architectural archives. School of Architecture. Tssnghua University 
Figure 54 Tiananmen and Thousand-step Gallery (seen from the south) (before 1913) 
Source Fu. Gongyue 14 i: Sd. ed B rng ! ao c Omen [The old ceY pales of Begnp) it 5t fi tj 1I 
(Beijing Beging Meishu Sheyrnq Chubanshe. 2002), p 22 
The new nation's focal point 
On 1 October 1949. Tiananmen Squire took on i tw % t, i, f, fý, i tin ! (ýwiifmq , I, wni(, r1 Of thr. 
PRC Litter on the Square was cleared and weeds on Tiananmen Tower removed At the same 
time, terraces were established in front of Tiananmen for inspection of parades The most 
outstanding addition was the flagpole positioned opposite Tiananmen at the intersection of the 
north-south axis of the city and Changan Avenue, on which for the first time the national flag of 
new China was raised (Fig 5 5) In retrospect, the selection of this Square for the event affirmed 
the Square's unusual revolutionary tradition. which had gradually evolved through the various 
political movements since the early twentieth century On the other hand. it demanded further 
transformation as a representation of the socialist revolution in the new era 
  
t 
Figure 55T,, ana"r' c' S.:.. en ftc.. :,, 1 at the ntersectncn of the 
north-south axis and Changan Avenue 
Source Editorial Board of Great changes of the c& tel ed Gudu /ubdan - BeW+g Che+-gsni pensne 50 man 
[Great changes of the capital - the 50 years' construction of Belmg) ýj JIFF F- :' nt A f; 1. B 50 f9 (Bering Beiling Chubanshe 
1999) 
Commemorating the past the issue of a monument 
As early as March 1949, when Beijing was liberated from the governance of Nationalists. it was 
decided that a Monument to the People's Heroes should be built to commemorate the martyrs 
who devoted themselves for the socialist undertaking of new China and in Premier Zhou Enlal's 
words, 'to commemorate the dead and to invigorate the living' 19 A majority of communist 
leaders favoured Tiananmen Square as the location for the Monument Although it was also 
suggested that it should be somewhere else, it was clear that the Square was the most ideal 
In the speech delivered in the founding ceremony of the Monument to the Peoples Heroes on 30 September 1949 See Wu, 
Liangyong .K ($Js 'Tiananmen guangchang de gushua he she(i )The planning and design of Tiananmen Square) AkII! ' ti 
M, "k'J J &tt. Jianzhushi Lunwen Ji, 2 (1979). p 19 
place for accommodating the Monument because of the Square's central position in the 
revolutionary tradition However, the exact location of the Monument in the Square continued to 
be debated Various options were considered, all of which were located along the north-south 
axis of the Square, or of the imperial city (Fig 5 6) While it was considered a paradox to use the 
sacred imperial axis for the new purpose. 20 it could be expected that to take advantage of the old 
central axis was the only way to strengthen the importance of the new Monument Among the 
options was a proposal to remove the superstructure of Duan Gate and build the Monument on 
the remnant pedestal (Fig 5 6. a). another proposal for a similar treatment was suggested for 
Front Gate (Fig. 5 6, e) However, these suggestions of mixing the 'new' with the 'old' were 
rejected, as they were referred to as 'grotesque' by Mao Thus. the Monument was to be 
located within the space and separated from the surrounding building structures of the Square. 
but three options remained by August, just prior to the founding ceremony of the PRC scheduled 
on 1 October 1949 One was for the intersection of the north-south axis and the east-west axis of 
the then Xirongxian Lane (Fig 5 6, c) The other two options were either to the north nearer to 
R@0 wN Co "W 
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Figure 56 The five options is hc7e, , c. ! hc 'c at o^ of tt, e h1 r, t,. ,,,,. ""5 
Source Wu. Liangyong ;X Tiananmen guangchang de gushua he sheV (The planrwng and design of Tiananmen 
Square) jE (»bTiQ9 'J t2it JianzhusM Lunn Ji, 2 (1979 .p 
18 
20 Samuels. Marwyn S. and Carmencita M Samuels Beging and the Power of Place in Modern China, in Agnew John A and 
James S. Duncan. eds The Power of Place Bnngsng Together Geogreohrcal and Soaolog? cal Imaginations (London, Boston 
Unwin Hyman. 1989). p 220 
" Wu. Llangyong MIN 'Renmm Yingxiong Jinianbei de chuangzuo chengpu' (The design achievements of the Monument to 
the People's Heroes) ýK ;S 1c -, -iNM '111 hLAL Jtanzhu xuob&O. 2 (1978), p4 
Tiananmen (Fig. 5.6, b) or to the south between Zhonghua Gate and Zhengyang Gate (Fig 5 6, 
d), but nobody dared to take a final decision for this sensitive issue that determined the destiny of 
the Square. The final decision was taken by Premier Zhou Enlai, who rushed the issue and who 
after listening to the report by the Construction Bureau. expressed the preference to position it in 
the middle 22 Without challenging the leading officials' authority and their personal preferences, 
the process of decision taking maintained a hierarchical (social) system as was ingrained in the 
Confucian tradition. 
The proposed location of the Monument was officially approved in the First Plenary Session 
of the Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference (CPPCC) held on 30 September 1949, 
the day before the national founding ceremony. and the foundation stone was then laid (Fig 5 7) 
Additionally, an inscription for the Monument was composed for the occasion, which clearly 
demonstrated the aim of its establishment 
Eternal glory to the people's heroes who laid down their lives in the peoples War of Liberation and the 
people's revolution in the past three years Eternal glory to the people's heroes who laid down their lives in 
the people's War of Liberation and the people's revolution over the past thirty years Eternal glory to the 
people's heroes who from 1840 laid down their lives in the many struggles against internal and external 
enemies for national independence and the freedom and well-being of the people " 
Figure 57 Chairman Mao laying the tounoat cn stcr'e IC, ihe ß. 1,...... e.. 
Square on 30 September 1949 
Source: The foundation stone laying ceremony for the Monument to the People's Faeroes' (ý; ?6 qi ý; ", " iý O 7! t i uenymmq 
Daily (1 October. 2006) http //www_gaw Cn/01 gmrb12OO6-1 o/01 /contei 4ßg281 htm, accessed on t0102/200ß 
u Dong, Guanggi I yEgg 'Týananmen Guangchang Jtshi' Some records of Tiananmen Square] AV (i I' t, , tr' $ in Urban 
Planning Society of China, ed Wushmran huwmou - xrnznongguo de chengshi gurnus IFdly years' retrospection - Urban 
planning of the new China) T, -f- t( CnllW-1firig1 MIAs «fJ (Beypng Shangwu Ymshu Guan. 1999) pp 509 510 Chinese 
official publications praised Zhou for making the decision detiberatrvety on his own initiative See Wu. Liangyong Y; 15 It 
'Renmin Yingxiong Jmianbei de chuangzuo chenglw' [The design achievements of the Monument to the People s Heroes] k, 
[i 12 °d4fil$'111 ht 2t Jianzhu Xuebao, 2 (1978) p4 Repeated in Wu, Hung 'Itananmen Square A Political History of 
Monuments' Representation. No 35 (Summer. 1991). p 96. that Premier Zhou 'worked hard on the issue He took special 
trips to Tiananmen tower, from where he contemplated the Square and studied the relationship between Tiananmen and the 
future Monument in terms of their distance and relative proportion He finally armed at the decision to build the Monument in 
the middle between Tiananmen and Zhengyang Gate on the central axis ' 
2' Translation quoted from Wu. Hung Tiananmen Square A Political History of Monuments' Representation. No 35 (Summer. 
1991), p. 98 
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Looking into the future: the failure of Liang-Chen Plan 
The subsequent development of Tiananmen Square during the several decades after the 
founding of the PRC revealed various political forces. A visiting group of Soviet specialists in 
1950 suggested that the new socialist administrative organ should be within the centre of the old 
Beijing city and Tiananmen Square would be a crucial part of the centre (Fig. 5.8). But this was 
exactly what the Liang-Chen Plan (1950), produced by Professor Liang Sicheng (1901-1972) 
and Professor Chen Zhanxiang (1916-2001), 24 tried to avoid (Fig. 5.9). The Plan was a 
preservation proposal inspired by Patrick Abercrombie's 1944 Greater London Plan. " Taking 
the whole city into consideration, Liang and Chen argued that the old Tiananmen Square, 
together with the imperial city, should be deliberately preserved, because old Beijing was a 
unique masterpiece in urban planning and design in the world. t6 They believed that its 
preservation could not be accomplished with the Soviet plan, and advised that the new 
administrative core should be shifted to a site just beyond the western wall of the imperial city. 
This was based on the conviction that there was not enough space left in the old city to 
accommodate a huge administrative organ. On the contrary, by inserting this 'new' Into the'old' 
as the Soviet plan did, it was inevitable to do great harm to the perfection of the existing urban 
fabric and the new development would be at the same time much affected and restricted. It was 
therefore impossible to be satisfactory to both 'new' and 'old'. 
By separating the administrative core from the old city centre, the old imperial city could be 
effectively kept and there would be excellent opportunities for future enhancements. The entire 
imperial city was to be an extraordinary museum. like the Acropolis. The 39.75 kilometres long 
city wall would be incorporated into the structure of the new socialist city as an elevated linear 
public park, which would be one of the most extraordinary parks in the world. The top of the wall 
would become a public promenade, interspersed with gardens of potted plants and open-air 
restaurants. Former towers on the wall would be converted into galleries, museums, exhibition 
spaces, shops, and so on. 27 Meanwhile, Tiananmen Square would be a good centre for 
celebration and cultural activities, rather than a political centre. 
However, the Liang-Chen Plan was rejected due to heavy criticisms. First it opposed the 
Soviet plan, which was an offence against the'Leaning to One Side' Policy. As the Soviet 
_' Liang Sicheng (1901-1972) got his Master of Architecture degree from the University of Pennsylvania In 1927 and thereafter 
studied in Harvard University. Chen Zhanxiang (1916-2001), known in the West as Charles Chen. got his Master of 
Architecture degree from the University of Liverpool In 1943 and later studied h University College London. 
25 Abercrombie, Patrick. Greater London Plan, 1944: A Report Prepared on Beharl of the Standing Conference on London 
Regional Planning (London: HMSO. 1945). 
26 Liang, Sicheng W=. 'Beijing - dushi jibue do wubi jiezuo' (Beijing -a masterpiece of urban design] 4tJ(-(ß 1tx'iO X 
jtnft. In Zuo, Chuan, and Zheng Guangzhong, eds. 8eiiinp chengshl gwhua yen%iu Sunwenp (A research anthology of Beijing 
city planning) Jt Xib 1J +1Qi rRi$A* . (Beijing: 
Zhongguo Jianzhu Gongye Chubanshe. 1996). pp. 21.29. 
27 Liang, Sicheng 3 . "111. 'Beijing - dushi jihua 
de wubl jezuo' (Beijing -a masterpiece of urban design) dtl t-piiT it X 01 
tti1=. In Zuo. Chuan, and Zheng Guangzhong. eds. Beijing chengshl puibua yenpu tunwen p (A research anthology of Beijing 
city planning) ýt7tbýI JQ JM BýLfR" (Bei ng: Zhongguo Jianzhu Gongys Chubanshe. 1996). p. 27. 
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Figure 58 The Soviet plan in 1950 for the development of Beijing city 
Source Ed4onal Board of the H stoncel Records of Baying Construction Jt 1?, JJtt tt t, JDM * Jianquo #0 de 9eq ny 
dhengshi panshe Irbao Chengshi gwhua I JFMstoncal matenats tong Beyvig city consttudions since the founding of the 




Figure 59 Liang-Chen Plan produced in 1950 
Source Eddonal Board of the Nistoncal Records of Bailing Construction it. it jQ 7E 1; min 4D M !? J uo )mom do Beipnq 
chen9SM pan she zheo trianystw guiiua i (Historical materials concerning Beging city constructions since the found rig of the 
PRC Ptannng Ij it(pt; t3(IFpglt) Wihltt9 '4 It if Vol i (1995.2"° ed ), p7 
file Myk, uo of 1, anlnrnnn Sr . tte 
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experiences were to be generally followed, it was clear that the Soviet plan should be accepted 
without any question. The Soviet plan had been based on experience In the reconstruction of 
Moscow, the idea of preserving the old Moscow to be a museum and developing a now city in 
the suburban area had been criticized by Stalin as the unrealistic dream of the petty 
bourgeoisie. 28 Secondly, the issue of expense was raised and it was considered to be 
economical to carry out the construction based on the old city, since the existing infrastructure 
could be taken advantage of. Thirdly, it was suggested that the people in the old city did not want 
to move outside the old city. ' Fourthly, while there was a common concern for improving the 
ordinary people's living conditions in the old city, the Liang-Chen Plan was regarded as 
preserving the entire imperial heritage intact, together with the squalidness left by the successive 
wars. Chen Gan, a colleague of Professor hang Sicheng in the Urban Planning Committee at 
that time, continued his criticism much later. 
It was quite interesting to keep the old Beijing as a great exhibition hall for the art of architecture, but it was 
impossible to implement. Only the excessive litter in the old city was enough to prove it to be a mirage... The 
old architecture was indeed nice, but how could Chinese have a glorious face if it was appreciated within a 
dustheap? 70 
The execrable old artefacts were regarded as a factor for losing face and a cause of 
humiliation when they would constitute an image of world attention. The old city therefore had to 
be transformed to demonstrate the power of the new regime and the well-being of the society as 
well. It was meanwhile deemed that, if the new city were constructed in the western suburban 
area, there would be unbalanced development between the 'new' and the 'old', inevitably leaving 
the old city in an even worse situation. Also, it was argued that in the Liang-Chen Plan the 
significance of Tiananmen Square was denied by establishing another new city centre. While 
Chairman Mao declared the founding of the PRC on the rostrum of Tiananmen, the Square 
became 'the symbol of our great mother country and was what thousands upon thousands of 
people yearned for'. " Therefore, the Square would no doubt be the absolute core of the city. Its 
importance should not be undermined in any circumstances. But unfortunately, all these reasons 
in favour of rejection of the Liang-Chen Plan were questioned and claimed to be untenable in a 
2$ Editorial Board of the Historical Records of Beiing Construction Jt [tüi>ý ii fC1>i 6l >r p{! . J. anguo y+lar de 
ßetpng 
chengshipanshe zd aa" chengshi gu, dua I (Historical materials concerning Being city constructions from the founding of the 
PRC: city planning 1) I1®wt3it9'ýitJtbtýitEiitýiý: ltZ Q. tI 1(1995.2"' ed. ), p. 167, 
x° Interview with Chen Gan, on 17 April 1987. cited In Gao. Ydan A*. ad. Liane Sic eng xueshu slvang yanßu W*" JA 
research anthology of Uang Sicheng's academic thoughts] IR P-11+* f! it St X. (Boiling: Zhongguo Jianzhu Gongye 
Chubanshe. 1996). P. 52. 
3° Quoted from Wang, Jun IW. '1950 niandai: dui Uang-Chen fang'an da ksN kaocha' (The 1950s: the historical Wwestlgation 
of Uang-Chen Plan] 1950 t f;: IIJR 2i 1K M Mi jt4R. Shyi Zhcng; uo (http Jnwww cc ore cn). (2002). Authors translation. 
s' Su, Zemin 'SAlJ ¬ir. Tlananmen Guangchang gaiian he guihua do jirgyan tantao' (investigations of the experience In 
Tiananmen Square's reconstruction and planning) A nrUatitICiRtIM flC rtl. (unplished Master of AncNºecture 
Thesis, School of Architecture, Tsinghua University. 1965). p. 1. 
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re-evaluation about fifty years later. 32 
No matter how intense the debates were, no matter to what extent they were related to the 
professional or political considerations, and no matter which side was correct or wrong, the 
preference for the Soviet plan was most probably that of Chairman Mao's. The director of the 
Soviet group, Abramov once disclosed that Mao thought that the new government should be 
located within the old city and Mao was satisfied with the Soviet plan when he saw it for the first 
time. " On the contrary, he was angry with the Liang-Chen Plan: 1 heard that a professor wanted 
to drive us out of the city? '" While those emperors could be accommodated in Zhongnanhal, 
why could not I do the same? 'u Thus, it turned out that Chairman Mao's absolute authority led to 
and at the same time well matched a single centre in Beijing. 
Following the selected location of the new administrative core, Tiananmen Square became 
the focal point for political purposes in the city. Official prescriptions and political demands 
continued to have their full play in the subsequent transformations. 
Chang'an Avenue: a new east-west axis of the city 
With the prospect of the development of the Square, theoretical support was first sought from 
classical communist documents, i. e. the attribute of zero' in analytic geometry expounded in 
Dialectics of Nature by Frederick Engels: 
Zero, because it is the negation of any definite quantity, is not therefore devoid of content. On the contrary. 
zero has a very definite content... But now for analytical geometry. Here zero is a definite point from which 
measurements are taken along a line, in one direction positively, in the other negatively. Here, therefore, the 
zero point has not only just as much significance as any point denoted by a positive or negative magnitude, 
but a much greater significance than all of them: it is the point on which they are all dependent, to which they 
are all related, and by which they are all determined. 36 
While the Forbidden City acted as the zero point, i. e. the centre, of the old imperial city and 
provided a reference for the remaining urban fabric, the new Tiananmen Square, where the 
founding ceremony took place, should become the new reference for the development of the 
u See Wang, Jun TV. '1950 nlandai: dul Uang-Chen fang'an do ksN kaocha' (The 1950s: the historical Investigation of 
Uang-Chen Plan] 1950 fcft: XIICMi * a' P_ta. s JOV, ppuo(httpJtwwwcr, ory. cn), (2002). s' Interview with Ma Ju. the secretary of Peng Then who was the V en mayor of Bating Municipal Government, on 20 August 
1999. cited In Wang. Jun I. '1950 niandai: dui Uang-Chen tang'an do kshl kaocha' [The 1950s: the historical investigation 
of Uang-Chen Plan] 1950 f ft: IIW{ nIKMB53tAtU. Sh$ Zbonpguo (MtpJlwww tx. org on), (2002). 
u Interview with Uang Congiie, the son of Professor Uang Sicheng, on 5 July 1994, cited in Wang, Jun . 
111;. 1950 niandal: du! 
LIang-Chen fang'an do ßshi kaocha' (The 1950x: the historical Investigation of Uang-Chen Ptan)1950 tF1t: 1j; 914r1*ff1ITiS2 
vlg. Shiji Zhongguo (httpJlwww. cc. org. tn), (2002). 
u Interview with Un Zhu, the wife of Professor Uang Sicheng, on 8 August 2000, cited In Wang. Jun I V. '1950 niandai: dui 
Uang-Chen fang'an do 6shi kaocha' (The 1950s: the historical investigation of Uang-Chen Plan) 1050 tr ti: 51 jCX Ti >i£ ((1 Cfi 11 
U. Shiji Zhongguo (httpJ1www cc. org. tn), (2002). 
36 Engels, Frederick. Dalecbc s of Nature, trans. and ed. by Clemens Dutt (London: Lawrence and Wishart. Ltd.. 1941), pp. 
251-253. 
new city More precisely, for the establishment of the new order. for the construction of the 
Square, and for the future of the city, the new flagpole. the remarkable addition to the Square for 
the founding ceremony, was the zero of coordinates, the point of departure (Fig 5 10) 
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Figure 5 10 Plan of Tiananmen Sauare (1950-1951) 
Source Archdectural archives. School of Architecture Tsmyhua 
University 
As aforementioned, the flagpole was placed at the intersection of the north-south axis of the 
city and Changan Avenue. While the north-south axis had existed for hundreds of years, the 
east-west axis was then not evident, although Changan Avenue, traditionally not accessible for 
the general public, had been opened as an urban thoroughfare since the founding of the 
Republic of China in 1912 Changan Avenue was thus subjected to new development, but which 
first of all meant that mass destruction was directed towards the inherited old artefacts on the 
land, to 'liberate' the new layout of the restrictions Walls. gates and memorial archways along 
the Avenue were demolished the east and the west 'Three Gates' and their associated red walls 
were destroyed in 1950; Chang'an Left Gate (Fig 5 11) and Right Gate (Fig 5 12) at both arms 





Source Fu. Gongyue A1:; Id. ed Be" ieo cnengrnen free oa city pates of eerNl f1 Qt bf 
f I. (Beging Beymg Meishu Sheyuq Chubanshe. 2002). p 21 
The commonly rehearsed argument for the destructions along Changan Avenue was seen 
to be to accommodate the envisioned heavy traffic, but greatly exceeded reasonable estimates 
While there was also massive demolition elsewhere ºn the old city. other reasons included the 
need of building materials But this was considered not very convincing, and regretfully. it is 
rather remarkable that nobody seems to know the true reasons for a job that took so much effort 
and so many people and lasted for so many years'' The common mind could hardly 
understand the reason for this massive destruction the land freed from these ancient buildings 
seemed incommensurate with the energy and manpower wasted ºn the project , 38 
In fact, the demolition could not be properly understood without taking into account the need 
to represent the political power of the new era In effect. Chang an Left Gate and Right Gate 
caused difficulties in the display of power when parades passed through them The procession 
" Leys. Simon Chinese Shadows (Harmondsworlh Penguin 1978) p 57 
38 Wu, Hung 'Tiananmen Square A Political History of Monuments ROPrssentation. No 35 (Summer 1991) p 88 
Figure 5 11 Chan 
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Source Fu. Gongyue A .. 1t. ed 8e vig tso chengmen (The old cty pates Of 0"0 191 it 9t Ut 
f] (Bepmg Beqing Metshu Sheyxg Chubanshe, 2002). p 21 
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had to be split at Left Gate, only to be reunited in the Square through which it was hard to 
maintain an ordered pattern. As a result, it was unlikely to provide a convincing ceremony, 
particularly as a similar disorder occurred on exiting the square at Right Gate. Moreover, in order 
to get through the gateway, the army flags in the procession had to be lowered, thus bending 
their'heads', which aroused serious issues. 34 This was seen as an offence caused by tho'old' 
towards the 'new', since the 'new' was physically lower than the 'old'. To lower a head in front of 
an old imperial Gate in order to pass through was unacceptable, and reveals the traditional 
concern for'face'. Added to the facts that they indeed caused traffic accidents and therefore 
inconvenience for new developments, prior to their demolition, the Gates were criticized for their 
'crimes' against the people in organized mass meetings. `° After ground was cleared and 
buildings demolished, it became a representative location for the display of power (Fig. 5.13), as 
well as an ideal location for mass parades during festivals (Fig. 5.14). 
The Monument to the People's Heroes 
To establish the Monument 
After the decision to build a monument In the Square, its design was discussed and revised on 
numerous occasions. More than 1,000 architects, landscape architects, artists and engineers 
were mobilized to take participation in the design and more than 240 design proposals were 
submitted from all over the nation. " It took nearly a decade for the design and construction of 
the first phase. Construction began in August 1952, with the Monument being unveiled on 1 May 
1958. The approved inscription in the First Plenary Session of the CPPCC provided a significant 
symbolic function in the design. In Chinese traditional gardens. Inscriptions provided stories, 
shaped narratives, stimulated memory, or recorded merits and virtues, and were indispensable 
to carry meanings and generate mental imagery. Due to the prominence of the inscriptions that 
formed such a traditional feature in traditional gardens, other related practices followed and were 
incorporated in new projects. 
General forms of the proposed monument were explored (Fig. 5.15), which may be related 
to four options for the monument that were categorised as low and concentrated' (Fig. 5.15, a-c); 
'low and dispersed' (Fig. 5.15, d); 'high and dispersed' (Fig. 5.15, e); and 'high and concentrated' 
Su, Zemin *51IJ R. 1lananmen Guangchang gaiian he guihus do Jingyan tantao' (Investigations of we experience In 
Tiananmen Square's reconstruction and planning) A flflfaätlUaJJ IMHUt' 4. (unpublished Master of Architecture 
Thesis. School of Architecture. Tsinghua University. 1965). p. 14; Interview with Professor Gao Y1an, 21 November. 2004. 
Gao, Ylan X ft", ed. Liang Sicfeng xueshu sixiang yan, u fum 7 JA research anthology of Uang Sitheng's academic 
thoughts) #p'', 4t%-}t': ', $Unieljfi" (Beier: Zhon4guo. Aanzhu Gongye Chubanshe. 1996). p 54. 
Editorial Board of the Wistoricat Records of Beging Construction DTI ý; Q ý! fß111 jýl L* UI1ýl. JjanguoyOasde Beijing 
chengshi jianshe ziliao: fangwu jianzhu f (Historical materials concerting Beijing city constructions from the founding of the 
PRC: architecture I) IXUI1V( I. Vol. 5. (1992), p. 83. 
Figure 5 13 The military review of the fifth anniversary of the founding of 
the PRC along Changan Avenue on National Day (1 October). 1954 
Source http //pop 6park com, 1de 1 ohne5 ±y45W hUN. messed on 311/112t2007 
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Figure 5 14 T e D'agc' La... e Avenue on National Day 
Source Chen. Han-seng The story of Tien An Men G, me Reconstrucfs Vol VII No 5 (May 
1958). p 22 
(Fig. 5.15, f-o). The low-rise option intended to provide an intimate scale, and would have 
appealed as a symbol for the ordinary masses, but was rejected. because It was deemed difficult 
and unsuitable to 'best represent the lofty spirit and unsurpassable achievements of the people's 
heroes' 42 The Monument should therefore instead serve as a connection to the revolutionary 
past rather than a statement of the present It was notable that. as the Monument would stand on 
the central axis, with a concern about the town planning tradition, there was an opinion 'that the 
view along the central axis should not be blocked' 43 Consequently. a 'low and dispersed' 
42 Wu. Llangyong ',. CAk Renmm Yungxmong Jmuanbei de dwangzuo cheng1ru' (The des gn achievements of the Monument to 
the People's Heroes) ', li3ýiýtc'ýiR99týNtthtK Juan7hu Xusbao 2 (1978). p5 
Wu. Liangyong i CvfN Renmin Yingxiong hrnanbel de chuangzuo drona, u The design achievements of the Monunienl Io 
the People's Heroes) , 





Figure 5 15 Proposed designs for the Monument to the People s Heroes 
Source Wu, Liangyong { Rermm Ympwor g Jnsanbei de chuanpluo thengpu' (The design amts of the 
Monument to the People-s Heroes) kR i1 je4Qfntlt! IAIK Jranzhu Xuebso. 2 (1978). pp 6-7 
proposal consisted of a series of traditional style gateways straddling the axis (Fig 5 15. d) But 
this was rejected also, as it was criticized for simply copying old traditional forms and not enough 
to embody the spirit of the new era Additionally. it was obvious that in this case it was 
problematic as there was no obvious space to carry the inscription, so important for the 
Monument. 
Indeed, it was most probably the role of the inscription that resulted in the preference for the 
high and concentrated' category, which meant a single solid column Several principal officials in 
the Central Committee suggested that the Longevity Hill Stele in the Summer Palace and the 
Jade Island in Spring Shade Stele at the foot of White Pagoda Mountain in Bethai (Fig 5 16), all 
ýýýp 
.ae.: wo. vw ". 
Figure 5 16 The Jade Island n Sr , ,a Shade Stele, with inscnption by the 
Emperor Qianlong (1711-1799). at the foot of White Pagoda Mountain in Bethai 
Source Siren. Osvald The Gardens of China (New Yor% Ronald Press Company 1949) 
with distinctive inscriptions, were examples that might be emulated `' Thus the shape of the 
Monument appeared to be determined by traditional examples But there was again an attempt 
to save the long view along the axis Routes through the pedestal were proposed (Fig 5 15, k). 
but were rejected for not obeying the logic of an architectural structure of a solid column on a 
hollow base. It was therefore considered not stable enough to match and embody the people's 
heroes' indomitable spirit Thus the Monument turned out to be a solid column on a solid base 
As the inscription was to be given considerable significance. it was prepared by Premier 
Zhou Enlai, because he was especially skilled in traditional Yan style calligraphy4 (Fig 5 17) 
On 9 June 1955, Chairman Mao wrote a further eight characters for the Monument which read 
'Eternal Glory to the People's Heroes' (Fig 5 18). and was engraved on the main north elevation 
of the Monument, with Zhou's inscription on the south side It was notable that the Monument 
was orientated to north, violating the classical rule of traditional architecture and town planning 
which determines buildings to face south Thus the Monument was perceived as being at the 
south end of the north-south axis of the imperial city Also, it has been observed that this 
proposal had special political significance for the urban development, as it resulted in the 
juxtaposition of the Monument and Tiananmen. thereby embracing the Square in the middle at 
the time to become a self-contained unit and the absolute centre of the new Beijing as well as the 
" Zheng, Guangzhong WIS* cp 'Xinlmg de fengbel - tong Liang Srdleng xunsherp de shougao 'Renmrn Vrngmong Jrnianbet 
shelide pngguo' tanqi' [Monument of the soul - retrospection from the manuscnpl Design Process of the Monument to the 
People's Heroes', by Professor Lang Sacheng] i 't' C9 1 iR- kl T lü 189 1 44 <, k is to ýt }ply, + l1 > {s 
Jianzhu Xuebao, 6 (1991). pp 25-28 
The Yan style calligraphy was created by Van Zhenqing (709-785), the famous calligrapher of the Tang Dynasty (618 906) It 
has been one of the most influential styles in the art of Chinese calligraphy ever since 




















































Figure 5.17 The calligraphy work of Premier Zhou Enlai 
(1898-1976) for the inscription included on the 
Monument to the People's Heroes, which was 
composed on 30 September 1949 in the First Plenary 
Session of the Chinese People's Political Consultative 
Conference (CPPCC). 
Source: Editorial Board of the Historical Records of Beiing 
Construction lt: xtitiit #; MI4ZM*. JianguoyilaideBeijmg 
chengshi jianshe (Beijing city construction since the founding of 




Figure 5.18 Mao's caffigraphy, 'Eternal Glory to the 
People's Heroes', for the Monument to the People's 
Heroes. 
source: flemal Glory to Vie Peoples Heroes. 
wwwshaoshan novyVwricMhnt, oso? Artrdetba20S. 
accessed on 11 /0212008 
starting point of the new order for later developments 46 First of all however. this orientation was 
derived from functional considerations. in that the majority of people would experience the 
Monument from the north side, as political activities. such as mass parades. would normally be 
carried out along Changan Avenue and to north of the Monument 
The use of traditional inscriptions on two of the elevations further led to preference of similar 
detailing with architects proposing a small roof (Fig 5 15, h, m o) with a combination of wudlan 
style and hi style, derived from the roof of traditional Chinese architecture, for the coping of the 
Monument, 47 while sculptors preferred heroic statues on top (Fig 5 15. g. n) The debate was 
settled in a conference held in 1954, in which Peng Zhen, the mayor of Beijing Municipal 
Government. decided to adopt a traditional roof design Peng considered that with the 
juxtaposition of statues and inscriptions, the theme of the Monument would be amhfquous 
Indeed, it was clear that the inscription would inevitably be overshadowed by statues. while it 
'could only be engraved on the column base under the figure's feet' 411 Certainly. in this case. 
how could the Monument have a glorious elevation, if the official texts were set in a 
disadvantageous position (Fig. 5.19)? 
The executed Monument was a solid column supported by a double plinth and a double 
terrace. The upper plinth was decorated on all sides with carvings of eight wreaths of peones. 
I. ;. " ,, 
pia I: 





Figure 5 19 The north an I scut! ` e'e t' . 'ý . ^r' 
y c' .., 1 "t" 
i,,, 
Source: Wu. Liangyong ? Ftvj$ Renmui Yingxtong Juuanbei de thuangzuo thenaju (The d" n actuevenwm of the 
Monument to the People's Heroes ht Jwlzhu Xuebeo. 2 (1978), p7 
'° Wu, Hung. 'Tiananmen Square A Political History of Monuments Representstron. No 35 (Summer. 1991), p 96 
47 Wu. Liangyong V, Rio 'Renmin Ymgxiong Jinianbei de thuangzuo cherq(ru' (The design achievements of Rk Monument to 
the People's Heroes) IS tLRi>? A'ýLýti tüßi JianzhuXuebao. 2 (1978), p6 
46 Wu. Hung. 'Tiananmen Square A Political History of Monuments' R. Wsssnrairon No 35 (Summer 1991). P 98 
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lotus and chrysanthemums, the traditional symbols of nobility, purity and perseverance. The 
lower plinth was carved with ten bas-reliefs, which depicted chronological events during the 
revolutionary period from the Opium Burning at Humen In Guangdong (Canton) In 1840 to the 
Successful Crossing of the Changjiang River in 1949.40 The selection of reliefs was the 
responsibility of the Historical Materials Committee administrated by the Party's leading historian 
Fan Wenlan (1893-1969), and the carvings were completed by a group of sculptors led by Liu 
Kaiqu (1904-1993). 50 The representation of historical events on bas-reliefs has a long history In 
China and can be traced back to the Han Dynasty (202 B. C. - 220 A. D. ). 
The double terrace served as a broad platform, which consisted of an upper square terrace, 
and a lower terrace, covering an area of more than 3,000 square metres and deriving its shape 
from a crab apple blossom, a form of long Chinese tradition. Also. the lower terrace, with the 
north-south length longer than the east-west lengths' strengthened the north-south orientation 
of the whole design of the Monument, thus again following the long tradition of the site. 
Despite all the respect for tradition, the Monument at the same time subverted it, In that it 
faced north and obstructed the sacred central imperial axis. The latter aroused criticism from the 
Belgian historian, Simon Leys, who considered that 
[T]he monument... would by itself be of no particular note if it were not for the privileged place it has, exactly 
in the center of the vista from Ch'ien men Gate to Tien-an men Gate... this insignificant granitic phallus 
receives all its enormous significance from the blasphemous stupidity of its location... The planner failed to 
realize that by inserting his revolutionary-proletarian obscenity in the middle of that sacred way he was 
neatly destroying precisely the perspective he wanted to capture for it' 
However, this criticism was to some extent misleading. The central location did not really 
matter, as there had been considerations for saving the vista along the axis in the design process. 
In fact, the main concern about the vista was that, when observing from the north of the Square, 
the Monument should be higher than Zhengyang Gate. 53 Thus the main issue over the sight line 
was still that the 'old' must be surmounted. Additionally, some principal architects considered that 
the obstruction of the axis was not a problem and instead was of a desirable effect'... through 
'° The depicted chronological events began on the east side and moved cloaWse arotmd the tower plinth. On the east side 
were the Burning Opium at Humen in Guangdong (Canton) in 1840 and the Jintian Uprising in Taiping Heavenly Kingdom in 
Guangxi from 1851-1864. On the next side facing south were the Wuchang Uprising in 1911 which ended China's dynastic 
history, the May 4th Movement in Beijing in 1919 and the May 30" Movement in Shanghai in 1925. To the well the pictures 
were the Nanchang Uprising in Jiangxi in 1927 and the War of Resistance against Japanese from 1937-1945. On the last side 
facing north were carvings of Grain for the Front. the Successful Crossing of the Changtiang River in 1949 and, last. a picture 
entitled 'Long five the Liberation Armyl' 
60 Shu. Jun MV. 7iananmen guangcang bshl dang'an RUstorlicall archives of Tiananmen Square) nr1MYilt(ý . (Beijing: Zhonggong Zhongyang Dang)lao Chubanshe. 1998). pp. 107.108. The other sculptors I ctuded Zeng Zhushao (21 t? 
12). Wang Bingzhao (I t). Fu Tlanchou (1AXt't). Hua Tianyou (A g9 A). Wang Unyi (fl Z. ). X1ao Chuanjiu (t'1 f4 A). 
Zhang Songhe (; (f1 1) with other assistants. 
s' The upper terrace was square, with 32 metres each side. Of the floor plan of the lower terrace, the east-west length was 50.5 
metres, and the north-south length was 61.5 metres. 
u Leys. Simon. Chinese Shadows (Harmondsworth: Penguin. 1978), pp. 53-54. 
13 The monument was 37.94 metres high, higher than thhe Tiananmen. The Zhengyang Gate was about 42 metres high. 
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studying, we recognized that the central axis of Tiananmen Square no longer represents the 
former Imperial Path. The importance of the Monument will be most effectively highlighted by this 
central position. '" Moreover, the form of the Monument seemed to be a natural outcome in the 
search for an appropriate political representation. This requirement together with Ideas for the 
design of the Monument evolved as a result of debates between designers and the new leaders. 
The designers were'educated and reformed'" by the process of selecting, comparing, rejecting, 
and revising the designs. It could be expected that, with the supportive spirit and socialist 
enthusiasm of the people, and the demanded Ideological orientation as well, whatever the 
ultimate form of the Monument, this might be praised by an appropriate explanation, as the 
principal architects did. 
Greening for the Monument 
In early 1958, when the Monument was almost completed, a pine grove was proposed to south 
of the Monument to act as a backdrop, thereby having a distinctive visual effect, as the 
Monument was of a pale colour that would be a contrast to dark green pine trees. Although this 
proposal could be considered revolutionary in the context of the Square in that planting 
arrangement had been absent since the imperial era, it was at the same time traditional In the 
context of Chinese culture, because land ploughing and tree planting were associated with the 
sacrifices to ancestors and were thus essential 'to commemorate the dead'. While 'the 
Monument derived its shape from ancient stele recording important political events or authorizing 
standard versions of the Classics', Wu Hung noted that, 'in an ordinary person's eyes it began to 
look like a tablet that would be built in the family graveyard. Just as one visits and revisits a family 
graveyard to trace one's origin, so people visited and revisited the Monument to refresh their 
memories of previous struggles and sacrifices. i56 Indeed, some traditional places for ritual 
activities or commemoration, such as the Temple of Heaven and the Temple of Ancestors, 
served as design references for the creation of the pine grove. 57 
The selection of pines for the commemoration purpose also conformed to tradition, because 
evergreens represent a symbol of perseverance and long life. The proposed pine grove was 
considered as a representation of 'the revolutionary martyrs' everlasting faithful and unyielding 
spirit'. " The Square's old spatial structure was again the basis for the design of the 'new/ grove. 
Wu, Liangyong AfAtt. 'Renmin Yingxiong Jinlanbei do chuangzuo chengjiu'[me design achievements of the Monument to 
the People's Heroes] Jý 3ýi$t ix&'ýC1f F. Y>`t" JianzhuXuedao. 2 (1978), p. 5. 
u Wu. Hung. mananmen Square: A Political History of Monuments'. Rep'esentabon, No. 35 (Summer. 1991). p. 98. 
S6 Wu, Hung. Tiananmen Square: A Political History of Monuments'. Representation, No. 35 (Summer, 1991). p. 107. 
s' Wu. Llangyong X J}t*. 'Renmin Yingziong Jinlanbei do chuanpzuo ct*r ajtu' (The design achievements of the Monument to 
the People's Heroes) 1ýý tAtý ýQ9tý9f 8t. JjanzhuXuebao, 2 (1978), p. 9. 
5° U. Jiale *f j]. Mananmen guangchang do 10hua' (The greening of Ttananmen Squared X VL(JrfA fnjuc . In Beding Municipal Bureau of Parks Atg ®lýQ. Being aN yuaMm Qonpruo jingyan Aulen (1949.1959) (A collection of the working 
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The east and west boundaries of the planting area were defined by existing roads, along which 
the Thousand-step Gallery and its adjacent red walls were formerly located. A ten-metre wide 
north-south footpath on the central axis ran through the planting area, leading to the Monument. 
Conforming to the Square's regular arrangement, Chinese pines (Pinus tabulooformis Carribro. ) 
were planted in a neat grid of five metres, with Sabina chinonsis L. hedges lining the boundaries 
to east and west to demark the area. 
Despite all the references to the 'old', the grove was in fact a product of contemporary 
politics. It could be easily acknowledged that the tree planting appeared to accord with the then 
slogan-like principle for roadside planting, 'Roads laid, trees accompanied'. 69 Till 20 April that 
year, a total of 392 pines had been planted on the square (Fig. 5.20). 60 Additionally, regularly 
arranged flower beds along either side of the central footpath, displayed bright-coloured flowers 
that were planted to represent the 'magnificent future of the proletarian undertaking'. 61 Soon 
after the planting of pines, the area was turfed 62 according to the practice referred to by a 
slogan in the 1960s: 'Not to have bare earth under the sky'. " Turf was transferred from the 
Temple of Heaven Park. In addition, four lawns were arranged at the comers of the platform of 
the Monument, visually connecting the base of the Monument with the width of the pine grove 
and providing a visual anchor for it. The lawns in 'delightful green' were seen as 'a symbol of a 
flourishing scene all over the new country'. " During the second phase of the construction, the 
pine grove was extended towards south In late 1958, with another 114 pines planted around 
Zhonghua Gate (Fig. 5.21,5.22,5.23). 55 
Thus the Monument was by and large a re-invention of the traditional style stele that was 
normally placed within a green setting. It represented the Soviet guideline, 'National in Form, 
Socialist in Content', and could also be referred to by the 'Chinese also new' principle stipulated 
in 1958 for the expansion of the Square for the tenth anniversary of the founding of the PRC. " 
experiences In Beijing landscape architecture (1949-1959)1 ýt QDI#It1 kýL: ýlIý (1949.1959). (January, 1960). p. 21. 
Wu, Uangyong A)54%. 'Renmin Ymgxiong Jinianbei do chuangzuo chergjk (The design achievements of the Monument to 
the People's Heroes) kf Xt$$?. titMtlf fltt. Jianzhu Xuebao, 2 (1978), p. 8. 
s" The Chinese text Is ' 1X8 Ij'. See Editorial Board of Beynp Chorogrephy Jt> li 1t1i f& $0 bit. Baying ZK ShD 
Juan, Yuanlin Whua zhi [Beijing Landscape Architecture Records) IM ; &. 4ina- ®(#t2f*. (Beying: Beging Chubanshe. 
2000). p. 12. 
Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks At); di)i ®(4q. Dangdai Beipnp yuanhn fazhan shf [Modem history of Beging landscape 
architecture] ' ftR3t®#4rrK . (October 1987). P. 41. 
"' U. Jiaie ß$53. Tiananmen guangchang do 10hw' (The greening of Tananmen Square) A 11 tA()'jUR . 
In Belling 
Municipal Bureau of Parks Jt); t! {9(*a1 . Beging IN yuanin 9'ongzuo #Wan huibian (1949-1959) (A collection of the working 
experiences In Beiiing landscape architecture (1949-1959)) Jt7stVMIt3: %U1 Zlii (19x9.1959). (January. 1960). p. 21. 
62 This was proposed by municipal officials on 25 April 1958. 
63 The Chinese text is '±U'. See Editorial Board of the Historical Records of the Construction of Beging 4t9ltI2St U38i 
340M*- Jianguo yilai de Beijing chengshlianshe (The constructions of Baying city from the founding of PRC3 1t W k. 11it Q')! t 
7 }gib . 
Restricted publication (1986). p. 353. Editorial Board of Beging Chovogn phy 4tgqiItrj; LIQV Dom V10, 
ShizhengJuan, Yuantn Whua ihr (Beijing Landscape ArcNtect<re Records) Jt; [ - i(iZLIM. Q(4tJfZ-, (ße ing- Beding 
Chubanshe. 2000). p. 9. 
U. Jiale 11U SR. Mananmen guangchang do tühua' (The greening of Tiananmen Square) X! Z flr1An U %. In Beijing 
Municipal Bureau of Parks 4t3t1V®4Ab" Beging aNyuan go^GjuoMCYanhwban (1949.1959) (A collection of the working 
experiences In Beijing landscape arc iteclure (1949-1959)) it7; [r, pi}Iftk ýý1f'i (1949.1959). (January, 1960). p. 21. 
as Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks 4t $M 14M. DafVdar' B&M yuanhn fazhan shi (Modem history of Bening landscape 
architecture) ' ttjt) iMJý ]Rt_ (October. 1987). P. 41. 
Zhu, Zixuan and Reginald Yin-Wang Kwok. 'Beijing: The Expression of National Political Ideology'. In Kim, Won Bao, Mike 
Douglass. Sang-Chuel Choe, and Kong Chong Ho, eds. Cufur and the Qty in East Asia (Oxford: Clarendon Press; Now York- 
Oxford University Press, 1997), pp. 135.144. 
Figure 5 20 Tiananmen Square in mid-1958. when the Monument and the first 
phase of the establishment of the pine grove were completed (seen from south) 
Source. Fan. Yaobang 
. 
Q1ß 'Xiandai chengsht wenhua gudu [The modem city and the 
cultural capital] Fftt* ji ý}i Jianzhusfi, 6011994) p 23 
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Figure 5 21 Plan of Tiananmen Square in late 1958 after the completion of the 
second phase of the establishment of the pine grove to the south of Zhonghua Gate 





Figure 5 22 Plan of the Monument to the People's Heroes and the surrounding greening 
arrangements Within the pine grove Zhonghua Gate was demolished (late 1958) 
Source Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks 4)- +po t4 psi Beymp yuanten youxiu shep I" JA collection of 
excellent landscape design in Bei(ingi ýtT ®{ tkiliititlýCR (Beijing Zhongguo Jianzhu Gongye 
Chubanshe, 1996), p 23 
by this point fully established Around the Monument, four lawns were lard which completed the rectangular pattern o! 
the ground floor plan 
Source: Contribution from Xinhua News Agency. Architectural archives. School of Architecture Tsmghua University 
The new Square: the creation of a `sea' 
While debates surrounding the design and construction of the Monument were G, reion(jed ind 
lasted for nearly a decade, the Square was radically expanded three times within a year to 39 5 
hectares. This was accomplished within the highly enthusiastic GLF campaign (1958-1960) 
While destruction of the 'olds' was often needed for new development in the early 1950s, the 
scale of destruction was now unprecedented The vision of the 'new' whist breaking with any 
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restriction of 'old' was clearly demonstrated in Mao's 1958 statement when launching the GLF: 
Apart from their other characteristics, China's six hundred million people are, first of all, poor, and secondly, 
'blank'. That may seem like a bad thing, but it is really a good thing. Poor people want change, want to do 
things, want revolution. A clean sheet of paper has no blotches and so the newest and most beautiful words 
can be written on it, the newest and most beautiful pictures can be painted on itY 
A'blank sheet of paper' was what destruction would achieve and seemed to be a 
prerequisite for the creation of the 'new' Square. Although the 'blank sheet of paper' was largely 
achieved by the time of the GLF, new development was nonetheless subjected to various ethical 
constraints. This included the 'face practice' In order to maintain authoritative power and 
appropriate image construction. As a result, it would have been impossible to realise an entirely 
revolutionary square. This dilemma was acknowledged by Mao himself in the early 1960s when 
he stated that the'clean sheet of paper' envisioned by him when launching the GLF had become 
a canvas marred by all manner of political and ideological blotches. " 
Although the radical transformation of the Square only happened in 1958, numerous 
proposals were produced during the 1950s, but these were largely investigative and there is little 
evidence of them having influenced the final layout. But in order to achieve a more 
comprehensive understanding, it is important to review the previous explorations, as this 
provides a context for the completed scheme and helps to illustrate compliance with the socialist 
ideal. 
The proposals in 1950 largely retained the T-shaped arrangement defined by the gates and 
walls, including Chang'an Left Gate, Chang'an Right Gate, and the red walls beside the 
Thousand-step Gallery (refer to Fig. 5.10). Proposed buildings were to be arranged 
symmetrically on either side of the square as at other traditional palaces. As a result, proposals 
were neither radical nor innovative (Fig. 5.24). 
With the implementation of the 'Leaning to One Side' Policy in the early 1950s, socialist 
construction was generally modelled on Soviet experiences. The 1954 proposals reflected Soviet 
ideas put forward by the director of the Soviet specialist group, Abramov, who rejected previous 
proposals that were cast as conservative: 
I could see no reason to have two or three-storey buildings, but not to have five-storey buildings in 
Tiananmen Square. Beside the Kremlin Palaces in Moscow. there was once a thirty-two-storey buildings 
being constructed, but the Palaces did not seem to be dwarfed by it... Why does the city have to be flat? 
Who will consider it to be beautiful in this way? °° 
°' Mao. Zedong. 'Introducing a Co-operative', Peking Review, (June 10.1958), p. 6. 
ee Meisner. Maurice. Mao's China and After. A H, story of the Peoples Republic (New York Frei Press. 1999). p. 299. 
69 Quoted from Editorial Board of the fistorical Records of Beijing Constnxiwn Jtl; ()} iitSC if týiA blip lýW Ile. Jaanpuo ii) do 
Beijing chengshi Janshe ziiiao: chengshi guihus I flistorical materials concerning Being city constructions since the founding of 
M .. Wt , ý"eU CI 
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Figure 5.24 Three design proposals for Tiananmen Square in 1950 The-, (luau ý%, as dpyrjfrr1 Hfl ft (I v! I,. 
conform to the old T-shaped spatial structure The buildings that flanked the square were planned like 
another traditional palace outside the Forbidden City 
Source: Architectural archives. School of Architecture. Tsmghua University 
As a result of this observation, huge buildings were proposed to achieve an imposing 
grandeur. In one of the design proposals. a building similar to the main building of Moscow 
University dominated the centre of the Square (Fig 5 25) In 1956, however. the Soviet idea to 
have massive buildings in the Square was rejected. because it was realized that a proper scale 
of the 'new' would have to be compatible with the Monument. which was then under construction. 
as well as with the surrounding buildings (Fig 5 26) However. design proposals produced at the 
time were not convincing enough to inspire implementation There was uncertainty about the 
final size of the Square and the function of any proposed buildings While the length of the 
Square was defined as 880 metres by Tiananmen to north and Zhengyang Gate to south. there 
were three options for the width. 350.400 or 500 metres The option of 350 metres was 
approximately that between the former Chang'an left Gate and Changan Right Gate. that of 500 
metres was the distance between the red wall on either side of Tlananmen, that of 400 metres 
appeared to have been an attempt to a compromise of the above two options Knowledge of the 
function of any proposed buildings was important in order to be able to debate any proposals for 
the square, as from the early 1950s arguments about whether the official administrative 
institution should be in or outside the city and whether the old city would be a cultural centre or a 
political one, resulted in an impasse with respect to the purpose of the Square Some proposals 
continued similar ideas to the Liang-Chen Plan and insisted that the Square should mainly carry 
cultural functions and the new buildings therefore might be libraries or museums Others 
considered the Square as a political centre and the new buildings should therefore mainly serve 










Figure 5.25 Three of the designs proposed for Tiananmen Square in 1954 Huge bu idmgs 'Acre t rr, t, , ýr rf r 
the square to achieve visual and spatial grandeur This is particularly so in the Soviet-influenced third 
proposal, in which a massive symmetrical building similar to the main building of Moscow University 
dominates the centre of the square 
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Figure 5.26 Three of the designs proposed in 1956 for Tiananmen Square when the Soviet idea of having 
massive buildings in the square was rejected Nevertheless, all these proposals were still tentative, since the 
functions of the surrounding buildings were still in question at the time 
Source: Architectural archives, School of Architecture, Tsinghua University 
administrative purposes. It could be expected that considerations of the former group blind to 
the requirement of political representation and image building would unlikely stand the test of 
official review. 
Indeed, it was Mao's instruction that settled all the problems When standing on the 
Tiananmen balcony on the National Day of 1956, Mao indicated that the Square should reflect 
new China's characteristics age-old history, vast territory. abundant resources and populous 
people. To match such a sense of grandiosity, the Square should be big enough to hold an 
}ac $ (meire) 
The Making of T, aninmen Sq tarr 1102 
assembly of one million. Accordingly it should be wide enough and extended straight towards the 
south, starting from the point where the red wall on either side of Tiananmen stood. The width of 
500 metres was therefore selected, and the Square was to be flanked by the Great Hall of the 
People on west, and the Museum of Chinese Revolution and the Museum of Chinese History on 
east. 70 Mao determined an unusually large scale for the Square. Professor Liang Sicheng 
(1901-1972) expressed his concerns that this would result in a desert without human scale being 
considered properly. But the overruling criterion was to have a square big enough for political 
demonstration of hundreds of thousands of participants. Professional considerations became 
naive in the presence of political needs. 
Mao's prescriptions became the guideline for revising the design. Soviet ideas now exerted 
a lesser influence. In fact, with the Ideological differences between China and the Soviet Union in 
the late 1950s, there was no further support from Soviet specialists. In 1958 when a deadline 
was set in the Beidaihe Conference for the design and construction of the Square to be 
completed before the National Day of 1959 to celebrate the tenth anniversary, it was made to 
appear that the Soviet legacy was the pursuit of an impressive image without consideration of 
functional issues. With the GLF being launched simultaneously, China was looking forward to 
built socialism and achieve communism with much higher speed and much bigger stride than 
that seen under Soviet influence. A grand Tiananmen Square was therefore of crucial importance 
to illustrate socialist achievements as a milestone for the new era. 
By then, proposals also came from army officials. With the start of the Cold War in the late 
1940s and the end of Korean War (1950-1953)7', national defence became part of the political 
agenda and a real concern in urban development. It was suggested that Tiananmen Square 
might be an area for landing of helicopters and that any of the thoroughfares might be used as a 
runway in case of a war. For these defence purposes, the Square should be at one level similar 
to surrounding thoroughfares. A continuous even surface was also a prerequisite for parades and 
assemblages. In addition, electrical services along Chang'an Avenue should be buried, tram 
tracks cleared, and the surface reinforced to sustain military tanks. 72 Thus, the immense scale 
was conceived and justified for military purposes and with the mounting threat of war. 
Several proposals were submitted, in which, following Mao's directive, the Square was 
7° Dong, Guangql If; * 11. Tiananmen Guangchang JishF (Some records of Tianarmen Square) X1Z(71"14Ll >t, In Urban 
Planning Society of China. ed. Wushinian huimou -Xmzhongguo do chengs? U gu+hua [Fifty years' retrospection -Urban 
planning of the new China] E IF 0114-ýfi ý't3799> f. Qýl. (Beging: Shangwu Ymihu Guan, 1999). p. 514. Ma, Ju Ijti). 
'Pengzhen he Tiananmen Guangchang Jianshe' [Peng Then and the Construction of Tianarwnen Square) 1G A toA (I/-I* 
it s. Bainian Chao, No. 10 (2000); Wang. Jun I . '1950 Handal: dul Uang-Chen fang'an do lishi keocha' (The 1950s the 
historical investigation of Uang-Chen Plan] 1950 S ft: llKlj WM 53t41t. Shg1 Zt onpguo (httpl/www cc. org cn). (2002). 
71 It was also called the War to Resist America and Aid Korea'. 
'= Wang, Jun I . '1950 
Handal: dul Uang-Chen fang'an do kshi kaocha' pe 1950s: the historical investigation of Uang-Chen 
Plan] 1950IFft: { 9ýfýik S. ShijiZhongguo (httpJMrww. Cc. ag cn). (2002). Tao. Zonpzhen A; r*1R. 'Ttananmen 
Guangchang guihua he renmin dahin tang sheji do yixie xianwekenzhl do kngdao zhlMl he shell Mixiang nefian' (Soveral 
Unknown Official Prescriptions and Design Connotations of the Design of flananmen Square and the Great Nap of the People) 
:R 52 11ýý>t¬ýdiftitbý-'ýlxhAf1fn%V)t2ifil0i4it1w,. %WA. httpJJwwwabbs. com cr'bbs/ntyl. (2003). 
conceived with a width of 500 metres, with none being fully satisfactory (Fig 5 27) The problem 
now was how to resolve the design of the flanking buildings Officials demanded separ, at. ' 
buildings to be united to one facade The Museum of Chinese Revolution and thf, Mwwurn MMt 
Chinese History would be rationalised to the Museum of Chinese Revolution and History to be 
located on the east side. The Great Hall of the People on west was to consist of three parts the 
Great Hall, the Banqueting Hall, and the office building of the People's Congress It shows that a 
massive scale and grandeur were once again the criteria for an appropriate solution This 
resulted in two enormous buildings flanking the Square. with main elevations of more than 300 
metres long and a height between 30 to 40 metres (Fig 5 28) With these extraordinary 
dimensions, these buildings were thought to match the Square well In arguing the case in favour 
an architect considered that the relationships between the buildings and the Square matched 
traditional palaces, with a height of 40 metres and the square with a width of 500 metres 1 12 5. 
which was similar to the traditional 1 10 proportion Examples of this scale included the palace 
square of the Hall of Supreme Harmony in the Forbidden City' -' However, like that of the 
argumentation for the Monument. such reasoning was farfetched and purely intended as an 
attempt to gain political favour 
Indeed, it was difficult to dispense with traditions in the transformation of the Square Like 
the design of the Monument, it was imbued with references to its past (Fig 5 29) Mao had 
already determined the width of the Square as the distance between the red walls of Tiananmen 
This decision determined the location of the Museum of Chinese Revolution and History and the 
Great Hall of the People. The two new north-south axes through the Square were extended with 
the two bridges across the moat in front of Tiananmen. leading to the entrances of the Worker's 
t- 
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Figure 5.27 Three of the design proposals for Tiananmen Square in 1958 







" See: Su, Zemin 3Nlj R. 'Tiananmen Guangchang gagian he gwhua de pngyan tantao (Investugatrons of the experience in 
Tiananmen Square's reconstruction and planning) Iunpublished Master of Archdecture 
Thesis, School of Architecture, Tsinghua University. 1965). p 20 Wu. Liangyong V r! 14 'Tiananmen Guangchang de gu. hua 
he sheji' (The Planning and Design of the Tiananmen Square) : 'ýZ ;) J' tfi(i111f t^; º:. ý , J, an; hush iunwen p 2(1979) p 31 















Figure 5 28 The final design proposal (1958) 
Source Architectural archives. School of Architecture Tsinghua University 
Cultural Palace and Zhongshan Park. which were the converted former Ancestral Temple and 
Altars of Soil and Grain These axes divided the Square into three parts a wide expanse in the 
middle and two rectangular areas in front of the Museum and the Great Hall respectively The 
central area was paved while the other two were largely planted 
The planting emphasised the Monument and complemented the formation of separate 
spaces and serving as a foil to the buildings (Fig 5 30) 7' The north-south axes were arranged 
with Chinese pines (Pinus tabulaeformis CarnQre ) and Sahx matsudana Koýdz var 
umbraculifera. They were planted at five-metre intervals and framed the Square They also acted 
as a visible implementation of the policy, 'Road laid, trees accompanied' In view of the limited 
planting stock available and the large sizes required (0 15-0 25 meters diameter), these trees 
were then the only option available for roadside planting Despite the requirement for innovation. 
" Li. Jiale Ili ýt 'Tiananmen guangchang de tuhua (The greenng of Twnsnmen Square) & %i )J` ttr if-A in 8"wiig 
Municipal Bureau of Parks ar Vi N141iS B y'r g shy yusnhn gongzuo Nngyat hu6a' tpýD 1959) (A c eciýn of wonýmg 
experiences in Beijing landscape architecture (1949.1959)1 it , tiNH Itt! W. i (19-19-1959) 1Juxury 1960) p 22 
" Editonal Board of Beijing chonography ft 1f 4)!! i 1,1. ry, 5QM*8. -n tti Sh+thýnp lean W, * w, fuhua tn, (11" 
chorography. Municipal constructions volume. Beil rN ianm cape a records) 1t' ! t" e tlp4.4 tU14 + (Be to 
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Figure 5.29 Plan of Tiananmen Square in 1959 after re-construction for the tenth anniversary of the founding 
of the PRC The broken lines show the locations of demolished features Chang an Left Gate Chang an Right 
Gate. and the red walls, indicating how the new spatial structure was related to the old one 
Source. Architectural archives. School of Architecture. Tsin9hua Unrversdy 
this was a traditional choice also Chinese pine was an age-old symbol for tenacity or 
perseverance, and willow was a traditional favounte of poets They had also served as avenue 
plantings for the approaches to imperial palaces 6 
While the planting of pines and wiiiov%s might thus be considered as traditional, the lawns in 
front of the Great Hall and the Museum stiere seen as revolutionary products They appeared to 
respond to the contemporary advocacy. Not to have bare earth under the sky'. but might also be 
a result of the Soviet influence on the design of such urban open spaces. despite no Soviet 
specialists being actually involved at this time Thus the area in front of the Great Hall was 
turfed with Carex rrgescens VI Krecz. and that in front of the Museum with Buchloe dactylosdes 
Engelm 
. 
Also the creation of planted areas such as these was a change from traditional building 
typology where planting would be concealed in traditional courtyards and was not visible from 
Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks it. riy VB t, 41fi Begmq yuanrm your, u shop p sn (A coiledwn of excellent landscape design in 
Beijing] ý1tnr GJt4'J>1kig jt *F* (Beging Zhongguo Jianzhu Gongye Chubanshe, 1996) p 23 
" Editonal Board of Beijing chorography It ni + tf ?)!. Oi $: 1' ; '. Beijrg zh, Shirheng Juan YuavThn SUhua tM IBegmg 
chorography. Municipal constructions vohime. Beijing landscape arthitedure records] ! ä, 11j 4) ai M44 t. 14 !. (Beijing 
Beijing Chubanshe. 2000), p 353 
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Figure 5 30 Plan of the greening arrangements in Tiananmen Square in 1959 for the tenth anniversary of the 
founding of the PRC 
Source U. Jiale P_ 't: Tiananmen guangchang de luhua [The greening of I ianarx»en Sauara) 
Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks 11 Tq IiGq R"# N Beijing shr yusnhn gongzuo pngyai+ huobran (1949-1959) lA coNecten of 
the working experiences in Beijing landscape architecture (1949-1959)) !i 1700 W! '1 N11 ; IN (1949- 1 9591 (January 
1960). p 21 
public areas. These planted areas conformed to the spatial order of buildings rather than creating 
an artificial ideal within. The area in front of the Great Hall was symmetncal and divided into 
several parts, at the north and south ends were two small gardens corresponding to the two 
lounges at the northeast and the southeast corners of the building The large lawn area was 
visually extended with a strip of lawn along the building base Finally, flower beds were arranged 
at regular intervals along the east-west axis of the building to the main entrance (Fig 5 31) This 
arrangement was reflected in the area in front of the Museum 
Later, after the design and construction for the tenth anniversary, the Square was largely 
paved over to north in order to accommodate political purposes. such as mass parades or 
demonstrations (Fig. 5 32,533), while the east. west and south sides were then planted with 
groves that were ideal to accommodate daily recreation (Fig 5 34) However, as a result of the 
objective to accommodate mass activities, the Square was primanly charactensed by its almost 
featureless flatness This kind of treatment purely for political purposes was conceived by 






Figure 5 31 Plan of the greening arrangements in front of the G, eat Hia ' o' ti"e Pec r'e 'o 
anniversary of the founding the PRC in 1959 
Source Source Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks i; y tii MM% Beypng yuanbn youxiu 5l i /! /ln (A Golfe lion of e. cellent 
landscape design in Beijing] ýt7, ý®fi#'1[ i i? WiR (Beijing Zhongguo Jianzhu Gongye Chubanshe. 1996) p 25 
foreigners as being a dull. abnormal and empty desert, without a sense of direction Some 
within the Chinese Democratic Party expressed their dissatisfaction with respect to the needs of 
the ordinary people. An analogy was drawn between the construction of Tiananmen Square with 
that of the construction of the Great Wall by Qinshihuang, the first emperor in feudal China This 
is because large numbers of ordinary people were resettled in order to make way for the 
Square's expansion, resulting in their living conditions being senously undermined This did not 
really improve till the 1980s when the economy improved 79 Also in this note it was observed that 
the socialist state's extravagant expenditures of mass labour mobilized to produce spectacular 
results were similar to that for the grand projects in the imperial past 90 
78 Leys, Simon. Chinese Shadows (Hannondsworlh Penguin, 1978) pp 56-57 
79 Wang. Jun T 7f-'. '1950 niandai dui bang-Chen fang an de Irshi kaocha [The 1950s the historical investigation of l rang-Chen 
Plan) 1950 f }i, : jr? 4Z! ß f) * fib fhi! ' 0 ,, 10 
Shrjr Ihonpguo (http trwww cc orq cn) (2002) 
eo Anagnost, Ann 'Cultural Nationalism and Chinese Modernity'. In Betu Harumi ad Cultural Natrona ssm in East Asia 
Representation and Identity (Berkeley California tnsldule of East Asian Studies, University of Cakfarua 1993) p 68 
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Figure 5 32 1 he huge openness of Tian; inmren S(I-Iff, In peen from the north) 




Figure 5 33 Five huge Chinese cnai actc! s Long Live Cna --x% tw issennhiiq(c of 
people (seen from north) 
Source: Contribution from Xinhua News Agency. Architectural archives School of Architrclure Tc: r, gh;; a t 
purposes. such as mass rallies and meetings, meanwhile r'e green areas t'e ! "t '. ' --eilt tc -, -, 
Heroes and in front of the Great Hall of the People and the Museum of Chinese Revolution and History were where 
people could go for informal recreation 
Source: Contribution from Xinhua News Agency. Architectural archives. School of Archftdurs. Ts#ghua UnwersAy 
Despite favourable and adverse criticism, the Square clearly demonstrated the power of the 
new nation and the liberation from the so-called 'Three Big Mountains', namely imperialism, 
feudalism, and capitalism. Premier Zhou Enlai once praised the Square by analogy, when a 
human stands by the seashore, the sea does not seem far away, the sky does not seem quite 
high, and the human does not seem tiny . 81 This brought a Chinese traditional saying to mind. 
which went, 'a fish swims at its convenience in the sea, and a bird flies at its convenience in the 
sky '82 The sense of liberation was thus realized through the Square's enormous size and it 
acted as a material projection of the mental imagery of the communist utopia 
40 
8' Wu. Liangyong '4 [', 1 (! A 'Tiananmen Guangchang de pwhua he shelf [The Planning and Design o11he Tiananmen Square) A 
gZ[] T-thly) "kljkc Qit. Jianzhushi lunwen p, 2 (1979), p 31 
82 This saying in Chinese is ' ig eý rý Rý f ?, A fT N, V 
SI 
Visions for future development 
While the design for the tenth anniversddry of the People "F puhil, n1, WnI* , ''!!, .1, r ! 1,1ý 
northern part of the 880 metres long Square, in the 1960s debates ignited again about future 
development at south, i e. the area south of the Monument, the Great Hall and Museum 
The issue was over shou (to enclose. ') versus fang (to release. t) " Shou meant the 
flanking buildings should be nearer towards each other in order to make the Square narrower 
than at north (Fig. 5.35, a, b). Fang was actually Mao's option, as he already indicated in 1956 
that the Square should, with the same width of 500 metres, be extended straight to south (Fig 
5.35, c). It seemed that the shoo concept disobeyed his orders 
Those who preferred shou appreciated a traditional arrangement where spatial sections 
would be revealed gradually They were afraid that the fang approach would create a Square 
where everything would be seen within a glance They claimed that the present size of the north 
part was already wide enough for political purposes. and that a somewhat enclosed part at south 
would help to articulate a variety of outdoor spaces with a sequential hierarchy This suggestion 
was criticized for its parochial nature, which appeared to have struck a note with people's 
broad-minded sentiments in the new era Whatever the intensity of the debate. it did not exert 
any effect on the construction, as it was overtaken by the Cultural Revolution in 1966. which 
halted the debates around the layout of Tiananmen Square 
This deadlock did not prevent the Square from continuing to be a place for the 
demonstration of revolutionary power and the high spirit of the people Eight times at Tiananmen 
from August to November 1966. the communist leaders received Red Guards (Fig 5 36). and 
aý-ý 







Figure 5.35 The design proposals in 1964 for the shou-lang debate 





87 Nancy Shatzman Steinhardt discussed the issue of show and lang in Chinese Irnpenal Ory Pranning But it seemed that some 
misunderstanding of the real concern of the debate occurred In the book the relationships between Beging c Ay s Mute 
developments with Tiananmen Square were addressed for the shou-lang issue See Steinhardt Nancy Shatzman Chwesrj 
Impenal City Planning (Honolulu University of Hawaii Press 1990) pp iß0.101 
Figure 5 36 Parades of Red Guards along Changan Avenue in 1966 when the Cultural Revolution 
was launched The slogan on the banners read. 'Long Live the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution 
Source http //pop 6park. comnife2/messages/gvkl4856 html, aooessed on 04/02/2008 
there was a sea of Red Guards (Fig. 5.37) Also, the Square accommodated mass rallies in 
response to Mao's call for world unity against imperialism of the United States in May 1970 (Fig 
5.38). In addition to these officially approved gatherings, the Square again accommodated 
spontaneous mass movements as did in the early twentieth century After Premier Zhou Enlal 
died in January 1976, there were numerous assemblies and dedications in the Square in 
commemoration of him on the Pure Brightness (4 April) (Fig 5 39). which was however at the 
time suppressed by the official authority Either organised or spontaneous. all these events 
meant that any future development of the Square would have to reflect political desiderata 
Expansion with Mao's mausoleum 
The Cultural Revolution ended with the death of Mao in t 4. 'C, 1 ýi, s 
signified further changes to the Square when it was suggested to dedicate a mausoleum to him. 
located within it While the issue of location was again not undisputed, 04 the outcome was still 
inevitable within the political context Just as Mao determined a single centre for Beijings 
development in the early 1950s, the location of his mausoleum in this centre was required to 
match his paramount status. 
The mausoleum, 75 metres square, was situated to south of the Square between the 
Monument and Zhengyang Gate, replacing the pine grove formerly to south of the Monument 
Like the Monument, the mausoleum faced north, thus maintaining a continuity Its height was 
determined by the criterion that it should be higher than Zhengyang Gate if seen from north of 
the Square (Fig. 5.40) 85 
Besides in Tiananmen Square, some suggested a location on Fragrant t-Mll west of Beq. ng others proposed a site on Ji+gshan 
Hill behind the Forbidden City. still others selected the palace courtyard vnmedtatety behind Tiananmen See Gao. Ydan $ 
'Maozhuxi jiniantang shep guocheng zongpe' (Summary of the design of Charman Mao's Mausolets (! I6, "º ci ;f 
. 
Jianzhushi lunwen p. 1 (2003). pp 1-25 
es The mausoleum was 33 6 metres high 
Figure 5.37 A sea of Red Guards holding high the Little Red Book and celebrating the launch of 
Cultural Revolution in Tiananmen Square (1966). 
Source: http Hpop 6park comAite2/messages/gvkl4856 html. accessed on 04/02/2008 
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statement 'People of the World, Unite and Defeat the US Aggressors and 
All Their Running Dogs' 
Source: 'Firmly Supporting Chairman Maos Statement' China Rec OnstruCts Vol XIX. No 8 (August 19701 p6 
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in Tiananmen Square in April 1976 
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Figure 5 40 Plan of Tiananmen Square in the late 1970s 
Source: Design group of Chairman Mao's mausoleum t, tl*teýrýr ýr)4 1i Mao zhuxi ºrrnantang zongli gwhua 
[The overall planning of the Chairman Mao's mausoleum) tý? * ey+%tNt? j J+Onzhu Xueb&o 4 (1977) p7 
The mausoleum was surrounded by a courtyard which measured 220 metres by 260 metres 
As a result, the shou-fang controversy during the 1960s no longer was a problem and the Square 
was now extended with an even width of 500 metres Around the mausoleum complex. the 
Square was paved so that it might be used for political purposes By paving this area also, the 
Square could now accommodate some 200,000 more people than was possible in 1959 'On 
occasion of grand rallies. Chairman Mao's mausoleum would be surrounded by broad masses 
This would give expression to the theme that Chairman Mao is among the masses and that 
Chairman Mao forever lives in our hearts 'B7 With the inclusion of the mausoleum. the ideological 
significance of the centrality of the Square in Beijing, and at the same time in the country was 
strengthened. 
As the Square was expanded, not everywhere was paved however Two bands of planting 
were incorporated in the courtyard of the mausoleum The planting area was turfed. with trees 
e6 The Square could hold 400,000 people in 1959 for the tenth anniversary of founding of the PRC 
°7 Author's translation Design group of Chairman Maos mausoleum . *, t OR tý; Rg1 t~lýß it tt Mao ihuxi limantang rongto 
guihua' [The overall planning of the Chairman Mao's mausoleum) t_ tRºc'; tV V'. %lQ +! JW: hu Xuefuro 4 t19771 p6 
and shrubs planted regularly in lines, which conformed to the overall formality but also 
responded to the commemorative theme (Fig 5 41) 
On the 30-metres-wide outer band, three rows of Chinese pines (Pinus tahulaeformis 
Carriere. ) dominated the courtyard, planted with six-metre spacing along the outer periphery 
But unlike the pines formerly behind the Monument, which had served a-, a , verhol of the r-rot; 
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Figure 5.41 Plan of the courtyard of Mao's mausoleum 
Source: Design group of Chairman Mao's mausoleum tJ Mao rhuxi tmianlang zongti guahua 
jthe 
overall planning of the Chairman Mao's mausoleum] '1-, 1 RRtc'ý1! ýi 1f*Wt't Jianthu Xusbao. 
4 (1977) p9 
6e One more metre than that of the former pine grove, why was advised by speoslists 
from the Beging Municipal Bureau of 
Parks to have a better shape of the plant 
everlasting revolutionary spirit, these were said to be used to create 'an extensive green in which 
the great leader and teacher Chairman Mao would forever rest in peace' "" Additionally. Mao's 
revolutionary accomplishments were commemorated with thirteen of these pines which had 
been especially selected in and transported from Yan'an, denoting his resplendent thirteen years 
there (1935-1948) leading to the triumph of the Chinese communist revolution The inner 
periphery was lined with deodar cedars which with their weeping branches emphasised the 
mood (Fig. 5.42). Between these two lines of evergreen, Crataegus pinnatihda Bunge var major 
was planted in lines in response to Mao's directive to plant fruit trees, so that 'it is nice-looking. of 
substantial benefits, and good for future generations' 90 While this statement formerly came from 
economic concerns, the trees now connoted that the socialist advancement would be achieved 
generation after generation, as they would have glorious flowers in spring and solid fruits in 
autumn year after year 
The inner ring was attached to the foot of the mausoleum. and was lined with round-sh, rped 
Buxus microphylla Siebold et Zucc., which alternated with firs on the north and south sides 
where the building was entered to emphasise the approach (Fig 5 43) 
As a whole, the planting responded to the symmetrical monumental order, and provided an 
important representation of contemporary politics It was notable that the political connotation 
was here continued in the symbolic use of plants. This ancient tradition was adopted for new 
revolutionary purposes. It is also clear that the process of planting provided a clear opportunity 
for political propaganda as the planting acquisition and establishment were achieved through 
Figure 5 42 A vieva of tr, e ty. a, Nla,: s n; auso; e.., . (. ..,,.,. a,, ý, t c, 1, ; ,,.. , 
to the commemoration theme and loosely spaced in order to give a sense of spaciousness to the courtyard 
Source: Guojia toben jianshe weiyuanhui jianzhu kexue yanpuyuan pa ; t* if jR Jý M it It14I rte, P ed Moo zhu,, 
jimantang [Chairman Mao's mausoleum] 3L 119, >, ' ; ý, ;' (Beging Zhongguo ºianzt u gongye chubanshe, 1978) 
89 Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks . 
1kß d)OU#4 N Mao zhuxi prnan tang do luhua gongcheng' (Greening for Chairman Maos 
mausoleum) ,) 
19f kýjt#Q W Jianzhu J, shu Z1 (1978). p 113 
90 Quoted from Red Flag of Faculty of South China College of Technology -1 
t1611 ad Tao Zhu zai panzhu Anpyu do 
zuixing p pan p (A collection of criticisms of the crimes of Tao Zhu in archAedural profession) ýtp i1 1gflfýj ýº f1 ftt fiý fý 
(Guangzhou: South China College of Technology 1967), p2 Author's translation 
Figure 5.43 Along the foot of the mausoleum, 8uxus microphylla Siebold et Zucc and Picea spp were 
regularly placed conforming to the overall spatial order 
Source: Guojia jiben jianshe weiyuanhui jianzhu kexue yanjiuyuan q iV l t{ ýt +r! d jrý eßt %lac : t,,, 
jiniantang [Chairman Mao's mausoleum] L #. JV, rý> tr. (Beijing Zhongguo jianzhu gongye chubanshe 1977 RI 
mass mobilisation. While some trees were obtained within Bering, others were sourced from all 
over the country: Shandong Province in east, Guangdong Province in south. Shaanxi Province 
and Hebei Province in north, Yunnan Province and Sichuan Province in southwest, and Hunan 
Province in the centre. The maintenance of this political showpiece was similarly an educational 
opportunity and provided an opportunity for showing political respect with at the busiest days, the 
area being tended by one person per square metre. 91 Although the huge material and labour 
cost did not reflect the latest advocacy, 'Thrift is revolutionary'. this was an exceptional case 
Development in the post-Mao era 
In the late 1970s, Mao's political ideology began to be replaced by economic cis ti es '.,! tt, t 
socialist development. Yet within this context. Tiananmen Square remained of special political 
significance, which continued to be strengthened by further modifications In April 1991, a new 
much grander flagpole replaced the old one in order to improve the ceremony of raising and 
lowering the national flag Whereas the old flagpole had a pedestal with only four square metres. 
the new one was set on a platform extending to about 400 square metres This was an attempt to 
properly match the scale of the Square, which was now much larger than in 1949 when the old 
flagpole was established. The old pedestal had been surrounded by a balustrade, causing an 
awkward moment in the ceremony where soldiers had to climb across in order to complete the 
ceremony, thereby not providing an appropriate 'face' for China as a place of world attention (Fig 
5.44). 
B1 Beijing Municipal Bureau of Parks AL S rli V94W Dangdai Beying yuanhn /ezhan shy Modern history of Beging landscape 
architecture] ýýt)rs; (niký ikt L (October, 1987). p 44 
F. ' 
Figure 5 44 The new flagpole established in 1991, which was much grander 
than the old one, with the surrounding carefully designed furniture 
Source: Photograph by author on 21/01/2005 
By the early 1980s, concerns began to be expressed about the bleakness of the Square and 
its lack of planting, which resulted in the Square being referred to as an urban thermal island 92 
Additional greening reflected the environmental concerns with terraces formerly for inspecting 
parades beside Golden Water Bridge being replaced by flowerbeds in 1982 Much later in 1998, 
lawns were planned around the Square's periphery (Fig. 5.45) However. these and other ad hoc 
modifications did not address the real problem of bleakness and inhuman scale at moment when 
it was not in use for enormous assemblies. Extensive paved areas remained the Square's 
predominant characteristic. The Square was however rarely used at capacity but inefficiently 
used for political purposes alone It served occasionally for a grand show during national 
festivals, but was seldom adopted for normal functions, such as daily recreation There was little 
provision for seating or places to shelter, for example These problems have become 
conspicuous as the Square has become an increasingly popular tourist site A recent 
commentator noted that, 'Tiananmen has never been much of a public square but. throughout 
the twentieth century, it stood as an important representational space'. 93 Urban life in the Square 
was sacrificed by the requirement for upholding a political image as a representation of the 
power of socialist China 
92 Luo. Jianmin 
_V3IW. 
'Shiping Tiananmen guangchang de gwhua' (An evaluation of the planning of T ananrnen Square) ut ti 
j ß)1f Qt ±<+J. Jianzhu Xuebao. 05 (1981), pp 28-33. Zhang. Jmgzhe. Zhou Yixmq. and Liu Jihan tip) , IN V. : 1IS 
tt. 'Cong xiao gihou kan Tiananmen guangchang de luhua' (An evaluation of the greening of Tlananmen Square by studying 
the microclimatej /, IJ ýi}9ii)EgZl )T-t ' *Jk Jranzhu Xuebao, 12 (1982), pp 28-31 
93 Broudehoux, Anne-Marie. The Making and Selling of Post-Mao Beijing (London. New York Routledge. 2004) pp 167-168 
Figure 5 45 Vertical aerial photo of Tiananmen Square at the turn of the 21" century Flowerbeds 
beside 
Golden Water Bridge were laid in 1982 replacing the former terraces used for inspecting parades 
Several 
lawns around the periphery were laid in 1998 Despite the greening establishment the 
Square remained 
largely paved, ideal for holding grand political events and projecting a powerful urban image 
Source: www digitalglobe corn, accessed on 22/812005. 
Conclusion 
After the 1949 Liberation, Tiananmen Square emerged from the centre of 
symbol of the emergence of socialist China Its re-creation 
from an ancient ntualistic imperial 
space was first of all based on obliterating the 'olds', and was guided 
by revolutionary ideals The 
former sanctuary core displaying imperial power was transformed into a 
focal point displaying the 
power of the broad masses and the new socialist nation 
However, many traditional elements 
were incorporated in the built landscape. so that 
the Square would be a unique Chinese one. and 
certainly a socialist one as well 
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In the eyes of some foreign scholars, 'to be sure, Tiananmen Square and its component 
buildings were only barely Chinese in appearance... the Square and Its buildings lacked all but 
the most incidental of traditional Chinese architectural treatments'. " However, as wo have seen, 
traditional elements in the Square could be easily identified, such as the calligraphy work on the 
Monument to the People's Heroes carrying memories, and planting acting as political symbol 
pertaining to traditional cultural connotations. Moreover, although the huge featureless plane was 
the immediate impression of the Square, the dimensions of the old T-shaped square were the 
reference for the new spatial organisation. For example, the width of the former bar of the old 
square can be detected in the square lawn at the foot of the Monument. Therefore, rather than 
being irrelevant to design precedents, the 'olds' often served as a proof for the validity and 
authenticity of the 'new'. 
In the process of modifications to the Square, official leaders' prescriptions, such as Mao's. 
played a vital role. The most important decisions were taken by political leaders. As a result of 
the oppressive regime, politicians were never challenged, and the result is representative of the 
authoritarian view. Therefore, although many options were collected from professionals and 
ordinary people, fully coherent layout could not be achieved. The socialist ideal, 'from the 
masses, and to the masses', as Premier Zhou once said, 'to have the Tiananmen Square 
constructed as a place which people like most', 95 did not materialise. The excessive stress of 
political needs produced an inhuman space unsuitable for daily use. However, while the initial 
concept was basically conceived by the leaders, the collective efforts from different professions, 
including landscape designers, architects and sculptors, was a potent force to improve the 
quality of the designed elements in the Square. This was particularly so during the 1950s. 
This analysis shows that it was a Chinese concern for 'face' that largely determined the 
design for Tiananmen Square. Despite the incorporation of some 'olds', the Square was a clear 
representation of contemporary politics. Socialist power was ensured and represented through 
an extraordinary but appropriate image. As such a product, the Square itself acted as a big face 
of China, in which political and cultural significations could be discerned. 
" Samuels, Marwyn S.. and Carmencita M. Samuels. 'Beging and the Power of Place in Modem China'. In Agnew. John A. and 
James S. Duncan, eds. The Power of Place: anging Together Geograph" and Sooodopicar Imspmatws (London. Doa on: 
Unwin Hyman, 1989). p. 220. 
n Wu. Uangyong AI 1n. Tiananmen guangchang do guihua he thejr (The planning and design of Tlananmen Square) A JZII 
1`J*fnjjC1jtliftii'" Jianzhushi Lunen Ji. 2 (1979). p. 48. 
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Chapter 6 
Rural Land under Communist Utopia: 
The Dazhai Model 
Dazhai, a small village of Xiyang County in eastern Shanxi Province, lies more than 1,000 
metres above sea level on loess plateau of the Taihang Mountain. It was once the glorious 
agricultural model for the whole China to emulate, after Chairman Mao Zedong (1893-1976), 
issued the slogan'Nongye Xue Dazhat (In Agriculture, Learn from Dazhai) In 1964. Since then, it 
attracted hundreds of thousands of visitors to experience Dazhai each year, not only from 
various parts of China herself, but also from abroad (Fig. 6.1). 
As China had been an agricultural country for centuries and peasants always constituted 
the majority of population, ' the vast rural area was of unusual significance for China's 
development in various spheres. In fact, it was always a crucial concern for CCP's revolutionary 
activities, both in the Liberation war before 1949 with a military strategy of 'encircling the cities 
from the rural areas'2 and in the socialist construction period after 1949 with development 
strategies such as'narrowing the differences between town and country'. Therefore, as Dazhai 
became a model to be learnt from, the study of Dazhai was fundamental to understand the sea 
changes on the rural lands of China. 
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Figure 6.1 Change of the numbers of visitors during the'Leaming from Dazhai' movement. 
Source: drawing author based on figures in Wang. Junshan j%dj, ed. Dazhai Cvn Ih! tDazhai vinage records] A 911Z. 
(Taiyuan: Shanxi Renmin Chubanshe. 2003). pp. 263-273. 
t Of China's 540 million population. 480 million were peasants at the time of the CCP's takeover. 
2 This military strategy was formulated in Mao's 1930 article 'A Single Spark Can Spark a Prune Fire'. However. In 1030. Mao 
was nonetheless interested in capturing major cities to have a nation-wide uprising. Only after the third failure to capture 
Changsha City, did Mao decide not to arrack big and medium-sized cities. The military strategy was finally formulated after the 
accomplishment of the famous Long March In northern Shaanxi in 1938. For more details, see Tang. Zongu. and Ng 2u0. 
Maoism and Chinese Culture (New York: Nova Science Publishers, 1996), pp. 187.201. 
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attention. Also, Dazhai has been much researched. But, while a great many investigations exist 
on such issues as ideological orientation, social manipulation, economic development, 3 
propaganda stimulation, 4 effects of the 'Learning from Dazhai' movement, 5 and so on, the 
exploration of landscape issues has been far from adequate. There have been several accounts 
of the most conspicuous and popularly admired part of Dazhal landscape, the terraces. Out these 
are either mainly praising the Dazhai spirit of perseverance in building terraces with primitive 
tools in harsh conditions, ° or still short of details of how the terraces were designed and 
constructed. ' Neville Maxwell investigated the housing establishment of the village, but it 
resulted in a superficial description that is insufficient. ° The latest and the only study on the 
landscape issues published is an article by Chinese architects, Wang Haisong and Li Su, in 1996, 
about the relationship between flood control works and the formation of the village, with an 
emphasis on the central square. 9 
The landscape issues of Dazhai therefore need further exploration, and this chapter set out 
to make up for this deficiency. It investigates the relationships between general policies and 
design activities, reveals ideas about the layout and arrangement of fields, housing and open 
spaces, assesses how landscape design met the revolutionary spirit, and establishes the effects 
of the landscape transformation. 
The 'designer', Chen Yonggul 
Chen Yonggui (1915-1986), a representative of the poor and lower-middle peasants, the majority 
of the population in the old society of pre-Liberation China, was bom in 1915 (Fig. 6.2). Chen 
Such as Tannebaum, Gerald. 'The Real Spirit of Tachar. Eastern Horizon, Vol. X, No. 3 (1971). pp. 5-36: Meisner. Mitch. 
'Dazhai: The Mass Line In Practice'. Modem China, Vol. 4, No. I (1978). pp. 27-662, Maxwell, Neville, ed. Chinas Road to 
Development (Oxford: Pergamon, 1979), pp. 41-95. 
4 Such as Lu, Xin-An. 'Dazhai: Imagistic Rhetoric as a Cultural Instrument'. American Communication Journal. Vol. 5. No. 1 
(2001). 
° Such as The correspondent. 'Pace-setters for Socialist Farming'. Peking Review. Vol. 8. No. 49 (1065). pp. 21.23. Saner 
Christopher L. The Litany of Tachal and the Foolish Old Man: Agricultural Landscape Modification in Mainland China'. 
Professional Geographer. 24 (2), (1972). pp. 113-117, Leys. Simon. Chinese Shadows (Hannondswo1h: Penguin, 1978), pp. 
74-75; Liang, Hang, and Judith Shapiro. Return to China: A Survivor of the Cultural Revolution Reports on China Today 
(London: Chatto & Windus, 1987), pp. 213-226; Shapiro. Judith. Mao's War against Nature Politics and the Environment in 
Revolutionary China (New York: Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001). pp. 95.137. 
° Tannebaum, Gerald. 'The Real Spirit of Tachai. Eastern Honzon. Vol. X, No. 3 (1971). pp. 11.12. 
Buchanan, Keith. The Transformation of the Chinese Earth: Aspects of the Evaluation of the Chinese Earth from Earliest Tines 
to Mao Tse-tung (London: G. Bell and Sons. Ltd. 1970), pp. 152-153; Editorial Board of Dazhai geography of Xiyang County it 
pp11 cjk1Xf-Ijs tQ #9. Dazhai ddi [Dazhai geography) jt; *l. (Baying: Shangwu Ynshuguan, 1975). pp. 19-24: The 
Scientific Research Group of the Tachal Production Brigade. 'Taichal Field - Its Reconstruction and Its Fertility Characteristics'. 
Scientia Sinica, Vol. XIX, No. 1 (1976), pp. 8-9; Maxwell. Neville, ed. China's Road to Development (Oxford: Pergamon, 1979), 
pp. 41-42,55. In Keith Buchanan's description, there Is an error timing in which the terraces were said to be built after 1963. 
Christopher L. Salter also noted In 1977, 'Although the story of the landscape modification programs In Ta. chal from the middle 
1950s on is available in part In Maxwell's article and In works by Tannebaum (1974) and otter authors, there stag remains to be 
written the earth and stone technology account of the transformation of the landscape. Such a work vm not come from one-day 
or three-day visits, but rather from a residential opportunity which will someday be a reality. In Satter, Christer L. Ta. chal 
beyond Ta-chat: Some Unsuspected Lessons for the USA from a Chinese Campaign'. The China Geographer, No. 7 (Spring, 
1977), pp. 60-61. But no such work has been done yet. 
° Maxwell, Neville, ed. China's Road to Development (Oxford: Pergamon, 1979), p. 51. 
° Wang, Haisong, and U Su 3,; 1jIA, -ITIJ. 'Shandl fanghong yu cuntuo xingtai: Shand sheng Dazhal cun kaocha' (Flood control 
In mountainous region and village form: Investigation of Dazhai Wage In Shanxi Province) 
1F#i V. Architect Hallt, No. 72 (1996), pp. 64-66. 
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Figure 6.2 Chen Yonggui (1915-1986) building terrace walls 
Source: Editorial Board of Tachai Picture Album of Shanxi Province Techa& 
Pacesetter in China's Agnculture (Peking Foreign Languages Press. 1978) 
received neither education nor any professional training It was not until after Liberation in the 
late 1950s that he addressed his illiteracy while in his forties However, he was apt in dealing with 
the land in practice as a peasant, and was good at acquiring knowledge through personal 
observation and meditation. He was elected as the secretary of the Party Branch of Dazhai in 
1952. Thus, it was Chen who led Dazhai villagers in landscape transformations and from time to 
time suggested ideas for changes in the landscape. 
Chen's childhood was miserable. When he was six years old. his family was broken up and 
scattered to various places, because his father failed to provide a subsistence income Chen 
became an orphan the next year. At that time, since landlords and rich peasants had most of the 
land, and poor and lower-middle peasants had to work for them to eke out their livelihood. lack of 
land was regarded as the root of exploitation and impoverishment in Chen's mind He later said. 
'Peasant, peasant, land is their livelihood'. 10 Therefore, when the poor and lower-middle 
peasants were in possession of land through Land Reform, Chen had great enthusiasm and 
resolution to engage in land, which to him equalled socialism Additionally, as a basically poor 
man who had experienced considerable hardship, he had special affection for the poor people 
and had a good sense of serving the public. Personal suffering as a result of deprivation in the 
pre-Liberation times became the driving force and benevolence became the personally for him to 
work diligently for the betterment of the majority and struggle for socialism during his life 
° Duan, Cunzhang fQ Wo zag Dazhai shisan man ynvei dengbao t zhe yanzhong de Oezhe, ren [My Thirl"n vea; s in 
Dazhai: the Dazhai People in the Eyes of a Reporter of Party Newspaper) ItTJ A$ { st * rRt 'a 
(Beijing: Nongcun Duwu Chubanshe, 2003), p8 
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The Dazhai Spirit 
When Chairman Mao issued the great call 'In Agriculture, Learn from Dazhai' In 1964, Premier 
Zhou Enlai summarized Dazhai experiences in the First Session of the Third National People's 
Congress, as'the principle of putting politics in command and placing ideology in the lead, the 
spirit of self-reliance and hard struggle and the communist style of loving the country and the 
collective'. ' All these were what Dazhai people earnestly practiced as they advocated. 
While upon the Liberation China was nearly at a starting point that all unattended tasks were 
to be undertaken, the situation of which actually remained for years to come, willing of devotion, 
hard work, plain life, and so on, were all required in various developments. Accordingly, what 
Dazhai people thought of the communist world was quite simple to have just 'dwellings with 
downstairs and upstairs, with electric light and telephone, while not requiring cattle for cultivation 
and oil for lights. "2 As poor peasants constituted the majority, Dazhai people, such as Chen 
Yonggui, being part of that majority, were always willing to serve the public. They even had an 
extended vision to have a popular saying: 'Stand on Tigerhead Mountain, have the whole country 
in mind and the whole world in view. '" Guo Fenglian, succeeding Chen Yonggui as the 
secretary of the Party branch of Dazhai Brigade in 1973, further advocated, 'in making socialist 
revolution we must see 10 or even 100 years ahead instead of confining our vision to merely one 
or two years; we must not only think of bettering our own livelihood but also have In mind the 
whole country and the people of the whole world. '14 
With the lofty realm of thought, the policy of self-reliance, issued as early as the 1930s by 
the CCP in Yan'an base, gained further prominence. In Dazhai people's words, 'In making 
revolution we must rely on ourselves instead of others. The state is ours. If we all rely on the 
state, whom could the state rely on? ''S There were plenty of examples of Dazhai's self-reliance. 
Perhaps the most outstanding one was the announced six'no's during the 1963 catastrophe, la 
which attracted the state's central committee's attention, and Dazhai was subsequently held up 
as the national model. Some foreign scholars were suspicious of the reality and validity of 
" Joint Editorial Board of Dazhal Exhibition Hall of Xiyang County and Historical Relic Committee of Shanxi Province (j Ep n; k 
J M. 11.1 Historical relic' monograph of Dazhei revolutionary historical relic 113: AT 
ýjtlj{+J. (Beijing: Wenwu Chubanshe, 1976). 
" Duan, Cunzhang f2i7t. Wo zai Dazhai shisan nian: yiwei dangbao jizhe yanzhOng de Dazhai ren (My Thirteen Years in 
Dazhai: the Dazhal People In the Eyes of a Reporter of Party Newspaper) 
(Beijing: Nongcun Duwu Chubanshe, 2003), p. 171. 
13 Duan, Cunzhang JAi7. Wo zal Dazhai shisan nian: yiwei dangbao fthe yanzhong de Dazhai ran [My Thmeen Years in 
Dazhai: the Dazhal People in the Eyes of a Reporter of Party Newspaper] 
(Beijing: Nongcun Duwu Chubanshe. 2003). p. 169. 
14 Kuo, Feng-lien. 'Persist in Vigorously Criticizing Capitalism and Building Socialism'. In Hua, Guofeng. Let the Who)e Party 
Mobilize for a Vast Effoi't to Develop Agriculture and Build Tachai-lype Counties throughout the Counts Summing-up Report 
at the National Conference on Learning from Tathai in Agriculture (October 15,1975) (Peking: Foreign Languages Press. 
1975), p. 40. 
is Hsin, Hua-wen, and Chao Feng-nien. Tachai: Standard Bearer in ChinasAgnculture (Peking: Foreign Languages Press, 
1972). p. 9. 
In the 1963 flood calamity, most of the Dazhal village were significantly destroyed, but Dazhai villagers advocated three 'no's 
for outside assistance: refusing state relief grain, refusing state relief funds and refusing state relief materials, and three no's 
for yields: no decrease in public accumulation, no decrease in grain contribution to the state and no decrease in the Income of 
the collective members. 
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Dazhai's self-reliance, suggesting they received outside aid. " Such criticisms were presented 
after the late 1970s when the'Learning from Dazhai' movement was officially stopped. However, 
a careful detailed investigation by Qin Huailu confirmed the truth of Dazhal's self-reliance. " 
Additionally, in Chen Yonggui's own but somewhat melancholy words, 'It should be based on 
facts. Do not praise you to the sky at one time, and press you down to the land at another time. i10 
On his deathbed, he again warned, 'Do not make any claims from the Party organization. We are 
never that kind of men. s20 What could be recognized was that those criticisms were actually 
influenced or misled by the required tactical strategies for supporting the diversion of the general 
policies after the late 1970s in China. William Hinton, an expert on the revolutionary 
transformation of Chinese agriculture, also commented, 'New policy makers could not ... reverse 
course without first tearing Dazhai's image apart and replacing it with another. '2' Moreover, In 
those criticisms, self-reliance and self-sufficiency were always lumped together in the 
contemporary political circumstances. 
As self-reliance was stuck to, hard work with one's own hands was considered 
indispensable to get rid of impoverishment, rather than profiting by others' toil. With the visions of 
the future, Dazhai people said, We must not only talk hard about socialism, but also work hard 
for it; if we only talk about socialism, but do not work for it, we are not really building socialism. '22 
Hardship was collectively regarded as something that could be enjoyed. When working hard In 
building socialism, Dazhai slogan ran, 'the more we do it, the better we like it and the greater our 
courage and ability to do it well. '23 Some later questioned the great suffering through intensive 
physical labour and eating formidable frozen food in fields, and stated 'in Agriculture, Don't Learn 
from Dazhai'. 24 As it was mainly the criticism of the absurdity and abnormality of Cultural 
Revolution (1966-1969) and the oppression of political wind, the Implied message was that it was 
'T Leys, Simon. Chinese Shadows (Harmondsworth: Penguin. 1978). p. 74; Maxwell, Neville, ed. China's Road to Dev&c mera 
(Oxford: Pergamon, 1979), pp. 42.69; Shapiro, Judith. Maos War against Nature: Ficht cs and the Environment in 
Revolutionary China (New York; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001), pp. 98.100.106.237. In aA these listed 
criticisms, the labour provided by the People's Liberation Army (PLA) was mentioned, which should be those to Dazhai's 
irrigation works. But the help was on the PLA's own initiative and was spur-of-the-moment and kiegutar, which had nothing to 
do with Dazhai's adherence to self-reliance. This detailed Investigation was provided in Gin. Huac1u, edited by Wiliam Hinton. 
Ninth Heaven to Ninth Hell., The History of a Noble Chinese Expenment (New York: Barricade Books. 1995), pp. 542-545. 
See Gin, Huailu, edited by William Hinton. Ninth Heaven to Ninth Hell: The History of a Noble Chinese Experiment (New York; 
Barricade Books, 1995), pp. 539-560. 
10 Duan, Cunzhang fa*. Wo zai Dazhai shisan nian: yM ei dangbao pzhe yanzhong de Dazhai ren (My Thirteen Years in 
Dazhai: the Dazhai People in the Eyes of a Reporter of Party Newspaper) $t- (QRic',, ltýQ'tj1XJý. 
(Beijing: Nongcun Duwu Chubanshe, 2003), p. 16. 
20 Duan, Cunzhang fA} *. Hob zal Dazhai shisan nian: yiwei dangbao frzhe yanzhong do Dazha+i ren (My Thirteen Years in 
Dazhai: the Dazhai People In the Eyes of a Reporter of Party Newspaper) 
(Beijing: Nongcun Duwu Chubanshe, 2003), p. 17. 
21 Gin, Huaiiu, edited by William Hinton. Ninth Heaven to Ninth Helt. " The l'*story of a Noble Chinese Experiment (New York: 
Barricade Books, 1995), p. 652. 
u Kuo, Feng-lien. 'Persist In Vigorously Criticizing Capitalism and Building Socialism'. In Hue, Guofeng. Let the N? iolo Party 
Mobilize for a Vast Effort to Develop Agriculture and Build Tachai4ype Counties throughout the Country Summing-up Report 
at the National Conference on Learning from Tachai in Agna, lture (October 1äi 1975) (Peking: Foreign Languages Press, 
1975), p. 41. 
27 Hua, Guofeng. Let the Mote Party Mobilize for a Vast Effort to Develop Apncufture and Build TaChai-type Counties throughout 
the Country. Summing-up Report at the National Conference on Learning from Tachal in Agriculture (October 15,1975) 
(Peking: Foreign Languages Press, 1975), pp. 20.21. 
24 Llang, Heng, and Judith Shapiro. 'In Agriculture, Don't Learn from Dazhar. In Return to Chlna A Survfvw olthe Cultural 
Revolution Reports on China Today (London: Chatto & Windus, 1957). pp. 213-226. 
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no good to stress politics to excess, mentioning it and agricultural production in the same breath. 
There was no way out to follow a model formalistically. Indeed, the great achievements of Dazhai 
landscape construction by hard work could not be denied. 'Learning from Dazhai' did not mean 
copying outward appearance, but grasping the inward spirit. As Hinton also noted, those 
accomplishments 'were a fruit of the Dazhai spirit, not the Dazhai spirit itself. '25 
The selflessness grounded on socialism and communism, self-reliance, and hard work were 
Dazhai's spiritual wealth. This spirit was the inherent and driven force to have Dazhai landscapes 
transformed. Thoughts and beliefs guided actions, and material world was changed as a result. 
The original landscape 
Lying on loess plateau, Dazhai village was 2 kilometres from east to west and 1.7 kilometres 
from north to south, 26 with a whole area of 3,051 mu (203.4 hectare). 2' The overall topography, 
with about 250 metres fall, 28 was higher in the southeast, with the summit being of Tigerhead 
Mountain, and lower in the northwest. This north orientation violated the Chinese traditional 
planning principle that villages should be located with a southern exposure to have an ideal 
positioning with adequate sunshine, proper ventilation, ample water resources, and so on. But, 
traditions of the terraced farmland construction and the special housing style of cave dwelling 
were sustained for long, and were typical of the loess region. 
These typical landscapes conformed to the loess nature, which outstanding characteristic is 
the proneness to vertical cleavage, resulting in precipitous valleys and unique cliff landscapes. 29 
In addition, human impacts, dated from historic times, brought about considerable soil erosion. 
All these had the loess plateau 'dissected into a maze of gullies and hills'. 30 Intensive terracing 
was the only viable way to have the loess land suitable for crop cultivation. Yet the condition of 
fields in Dazhai was even more difficult. The north orientation, violating traditional wisdom. 
exacerbated unfavourable climatic effects in the loess region and the lack of maintenance of 
fields before the Liberation. 
The terraced fields in Dazhai were dispersed around the village area, whose unfavourable 
geographical condition was popularly known as'Qigou baliang yimianpo' (seven gullies, eight 
ridges and a mountainside). The seven gullies, successively from east to west named Xiaobeiyu, 
25 Qin, Huailu, edited by William Hinton. Ninth Heaven to Ninth Hell: The History of a Noble Chinese Experiment (New York: 
Barricade Books, 1995), p. 649. 
26 Wang, Junshan IIOLll, ed. Dazhai can zhi (Dazhal village records) ii$t . (Taiyuan: Shanxi Renmin Ctubanshe, 2003). p. 
1. 
27 Sun, Jianxuan IiIt#{. 'Dazhal daba yudi jingyan' [The experience of building embankment and cultivated field in Dazhai) jk 
#JiQZ*t &. Dazhai Archives. Vol. 32, No. 1.1 (1964). p. 6.1 mu Is equivalent to 1115 hectare or 1/6 aas. 
28 The highest altitude was 1,166 metres, and the lowest 909 metres. 
2ß Tregear, Thomas Refoy. China: A Geographical Survey (London; Sydney: Hodder and Stoughton, 1980), 269. 
30 Zhao, Songgiao. Geography of China: Environment. Resources, Population. and Development (New York Chichester. J. 
Wiley, 1994), p. 193. 
Houdi, Baituo (White Camel), Laofen, Zhaobeiyu, Langwozhang (Wolf Den), Mahuang (Ephedra), 
were all more than 10 metres wide and 20 to 30 metres deep (refer to Fig 6 15) " The ridges in 
between stretched toward south to the mountainside which was of Tigerhead Mountain with 
gradient from 20 to 45 percent. 32 The gullies, ridges and mountainside, having the nature of 
loess deposit, were annually eroded by the violent winds, uneven rainfall with ferocious deluge 
during the summer, and severe drought during the rest of year, especially in spring Additionally. 
human interventions such as excessive deforestation further exacerbated the situation As local 
villagers were long accustomed to make fires to keep warm and do the cooking with brushwood 
at home, the surviving few trees around the fields at the time of Dazhai's liberation in 1945 
included one walnut tree and several peach trees. " As the vegetation was seriously 
compromised, there was extensive erosion which continued year after year, leaving the 
mountainside with a barren rock surface (Fig. 6.3), gullies with randomly scattered rocks (Fig 
6.4), and some disconnected sections of the ridges in the fields The path system in the fields 
was as a result of this disadvantageous surface quite underdeveloped and dilapidated, but 
where extant it followed the natural topography and was steep and winding There was a popular 
proverb in Dazhai that the uneven footpath could 'kill a squirrel by tripping over and kill a snake 
34 by tortuosity' . 




Figure 6.3 Heavily eroded mountain sides showing barren roc faces 
Source: Learning from Tachai in Rural China (Peking Foreign Languages Press. 1975) 
7' Editorial Board of Dazhai geography of Xiyang County #ßp$ c, *ith ) t, 1 Dazhai ddr [Dazhat geography) , f, 
I[ tfhiy 
(Beijing: Shangwu Yinshuguan, 1975), p. 18. 
32 Editorial Board of Dazhai geography of Xiyang County -j11911 O> ttn1 Wm4 tM Dazhai dr6 tDazhai geography) *' $ -IV (Beijing: Shangwu Yinshuguan, 1975), p. 17. 
33 Editorial Board of Dazhai geography of Xiyang County ß(B)4 (, *ttPfi) 3 , ti; U) Dezhai dilr [Dazhai geography] 4, jbnii{ 
(Beijing: Shangwu Yinshuguan, 1975). 69: Wang, Junshan ±1ýi, ed. Dazhai can zhi (Dazhai village records[ A*t t 
(Taiyuan: Shanxi Renmin Chubanshe, 2003), pp. 13,90. 
" Wang, Junshan I W, ed. Dazhai can zhi [Dazhai village records) }q; t; (Taiyuan Shanxi Renmm Chubanshe. 2003), p 
122. 
35 Sun, Jianxuan ; 'J't }. 'Dazhai daba yudi jingyan' [The experience of building embankment and cultivated field in Dania, ) I. 
#TU)jh; ifh t. Dazhai Archives. Vol. 32, No. 1.1 (1964), p 6. 
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Source: Learning from Tachai in Rural China (Peking Foreign Languages Press 1975) 
Cultivated fields were fragmented into more than 4,700 tiny plots The largest plot was no more 
than 3 mu (0.09 hectare) and the smallest less than 0.1 mu (0 007 hectare) 36 Mostly lying on the 
ridges and along the mountainside, the plots were high in the centre and low along the periphery, 
which made water retention problematic and also meant the loss of soil and fertilizer. so these 
fields came to be named 'three-loss field'. The soil was thus constantly depleted, and nutrients 
and manure lost. Furthermore, land distribution amongst Dazhai's villagers was very unequal. 
with landlords and rich peasants holding the largest area, while the majority of the population - 
the poor and lower-middle peasants . 
37 were exploited and had to struggle for survival (Table 6 1). 
there were no initiatives and no possibility to improve the land The output of the landm in a good 
year was only about 100 fin/mu or 0.75 ton/hectare. 39 
Table 6.1 Possession of land in old Dazhai 
Landlords and Rich-middle Peasants and Poor Peasants and 
Rich Peasants Middle Peasants Lower-middle Peasants 
Households 4 12 48 
Area of the land (mu) 480 176 144 
Proportion of land 60°/,, 22% 1 
Source Wang. Junshan I trzi;. ed Dazhai c;. ', _h Pazhai vi cage records) ,I ''T, ý ý;,, ý , ":, ."h. ý , ", r;, " 
2003), p. 30. 
36 Editorial Board of Dazhai geography of Xiyang County {) PH It (kIN tt+. 11) 4;, 7; rit Dazhar d+n (Dazhai geography) ', &I* I? 
(Beijing: Shangwu Yinshuguan. 1975), p 15. 
37 Upon the Liberation, class divisions were based on the people's economic conditions, such as the amount of privately owned 
properties. In Dazhai, people were classified into six categories poor peasant. lower-middle peasant. middle peasant 
rich-middle peasant, rich peasant and landlord 
38 Traditionally. the autumn-harvested grain crops in Dazhai included millet, sweetcom, kaoliang and wheat Some others 
included barley, pea. mung bean. soybean, black soya bean, red bean. cowpea and potato Oil-bearing crops included 
castor-oil plant and sesame. Vegetables included leaf mustard, fresh kidney beans, pumpkin, radish and green Chinese onion 
See Wang, Junshan E1Qt11, ed. Dazhai can zhi [Dazhai village records] Alf"). '. (Taiyuan Shanxi Renmin Chubanshe. 
2003). pp. 67-68. 
39 Editorial Board of Dazhar geography of Xiyang County ft ß(j4 (k$tth ) 161; 41 Dazhai this (Dazhai geography) , r, $1fALT 
(Beijing: Shangwu Yinshuguan. 1975), p 15. 
Figure 6 4An crudc. i quliy showing evidence of flash, 11 , is 
The main housing for villagers was located at the foot of Tigerhead Mountain around the 
end of Houdi Gully in the north of the village The gully bed served as the main access road 
running through the central village. At the village entrance, a small building spanned the gully to 
act as a gateway, which was a traditional feature of Chinese village to mark its boundary and 
indicate its existence (refer to Fig. 6.22) 40 Most of the houses were distributed along the gully 
side, i. e. on the loess cliff. The nature of the loess was 'utilized by the people to solve their 
housing problems ... 
The cliff face is cut into to form houses, sometimes of two and three 
storeys'. 41 This kind of cave dwelling is of 'a narrow facade and extending into the cliff' '' In 
Dazhai, the housing arrangements were affected and restricted by the rugged landscape 
conditions. Individual houses were separated and scattered They had no fixed orientation and 
were arranged organically, with only the consideration for the convenience of acquiring natural 
lighting and facilitation of the daily entry and egress of the house (Fig 6 5) 
ff.. IV -I -too 
Figure 65 Cave dwellings of mpovenshed Da: ha: peasar'ts tý 'c c; r, t "" ; f, ' . ": 
Source: Learning from Tacha in Rural China (Peking Foreign Languages Press. 1975) 
Unfortunately, this kind of simple cave dwelling is 'terribly vulnerable', since the loess area is 
subject to earthquake, which 'brings the cliff faces down in great landslides. burying all beneath 
them and destroying the fields which often lie above' " This was the common type of housing for 
the majority of poor and lower-middle peasants. while the landlords and rich peasants had 
well-established brick houses with tile-roofs Planting within the settlement was also extremely 
limited. A large willow tree stood beside the middle of the gully way, which has been there since 
living memory. Tradition has it that it was under this tree that peasants had been flogged to their 
deaths by landlords in the pre-Liberation period for any suspected offences and had therefore 
been named 'poor man's tree'. " 
40 The building accommodated Dazhai primary school after the Liberation 
" Tregear, Thomas Refoy. China A Geographical Survey (London. Sydney Hodder and Slou9tIon 1980), pp 289 270 
42 Liu. Laurence G Chinese Architecture (London Academy Editions. 1989), p 179 
43 Tregear, Thomas Refoy A Geography of China (London University of London Press 1965) p 213 
" See Chen, Yonggui yj, jct. 'Yongyuan )engen Maozhuxi. gaolu hongqi xunpgIaryrn' )Foüow Chairman Mao closely fwr<ver and 
hold high the red banner forward) '}dj'iRYNt, tº M. A1ptlEttf6)Elifl Oernaj Archness Vol 75 No 11 (19691. p2 tiun 
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In summary, the landscape of old Dazhai had greatly suffered from natural forces, human 
interventions, and social conditions. The village was also impoverished with a low grain produce 
with most of the population consisting of poor and lower-middle peasants. In order to develop 
production and increase the living standard, it was necessary to undertake drastic improvements. 
Upon the Liberation, Land Reform was implemented, in which the lands were confiscated from 
the landlords who disappeared as a class, and were then equally redistributed to the majority 
poor people. From 1946, under the great call to 'get organized' by Mao, who regarded 
collectivization as the only way to escape from mass peasant poverty, the mutual-aid teams 
(MATs) came into being. However, these provided little progress with limited impact on the 
landscape, which remained fragmented as small parcels. 45 Further change took place after 1952 
when collectivization operated on a larger scale. 
The ten years development with collectivism 
In the winter of 1952, an elementary co-operative, i. e. mutual-aid team, consisting of 49 
households was set up by Chen Yonggui. By the end of 1953, all MATs and individuals united to 
be an agricultural producers' co-operative (APC's). With organized Dazhai villagers being of one 
heart, a Ten-year Plan of land construction was drawn up in 1953 to deal with the seven gullies, 
eight ridges and the mountainside. This period from 1953 to 1962 covered the First FYP 
(1953-1957), the GLF (1958-1960), and the Three Difficult Years (1959-1961). Although the 
development policies were quite different during each period, the pursuit of collectivism was 
unchanged, with the People's Communes, a collective organization of a much larger scale, 
formulated in the GLF. Also, the farmland reconstructions, especially the creation of terraced 
fields and the amelioration of the general environment, adhering to the 1953 Ten-year Plan of 
land construction, were continually stressed. 
Creation of terraced fields 
In Dazhai, the best known and most widely reported built landscape consisted of the terraces, 
which were constructed out of the execrable loess gullies and slopes working assiduously with 
human power, and provided an admirable high grain output. `' It was later honoured as 
14; Duan, Cunzhang fji. Wo zai Dazhai shisan nian: yiwei dangbao fzhe yanzhonp de Oazhai ton Imy Ttwteen Years in 
Dazhai: the Dazhal People In the Eyes of a Reporter of Party Newspaper] ý$ #>K t-_ (2 Q 8larpp3 *ý 
(Beijing: Nongcun Duwu Chubanshe, 2003). p. 96. 
4s Such fragmentation was also the case for other parts of rural China at the time, noted in Tuan. Yl-fu. duns (Hariow, longmans. 
1970), P. 187. 
Dazhal's figure was remarkable. In 1956, a target was set In National Programme for Agriculture Development. that the 
grain-yield In the area north of the Yellow River. as Dazhai, should be 400 fin/mu (3 tonsfia), between the Yellow and 
Changjiang River 500 fin/mu (3.75 tons/ha), and for the area south of the Chanajiang Rlver 600)IMrw (6 tonslha) Daztiars 
Tho [ \zhat model 1210 
Dazhai-type terraces to be emulated by all other rural areas in China. 
In this hilly area, slopes were to be turned into fine terraces, desolate gullies embanked to 
produce fertile fields, and small plots consolidated into larger ones. Since the construction of 
terraces required much strenuous labour, such as crushing stones, soil displacement, leveling of 
fields, and so on, it could be achieved only through collective efforts (Table 6.2). These 
operations were always presented as a battle against nature through mass mobilization, as 
Dazhai people themselves carried them out with the slogan, 'Man Must Conquer Naturel' The 
intention was to reclaim good arable land out of a barren environment in order to increase 
harvest yield. 
The creation of terraces occurred with boundless enthusiasm in the new era, tying in with a 
good many deliberate and rational construction strategies. Chairman Mao had stated the 
relationship between human force and the natural principles as early as 1940 in Yan'an base, 'for 
the purpose of attaining freedom in the world of nature, man must use natural science to 
understand, conquer and change nature and thus attain freedom from nature. '" The main issue 
in the design of terraces was how to appropriately accomplish flood control, since flooding 
always occurred in the summer and was liable to wash away the fields. Several treatments were 
devised for the mountainside and the fields alongside the gullies. 
With a full comprehension of the overall natural constraints, Dazhai villagers first treated 
mountain slopes and secondly the gullies, since 'floodwater flows from above to below. lt the 
gullies were tackled directly without dealing with the slopes, nothing will come of it'. 18 
However, this cognition was not achieved at the beginning of the Ten-year Plan. In the 
winter of 1953, Dazhai villagers commenced to terrace Baituo (White Camel) Gully, as it was 
deemed to be the easiest one to control with its relatively gentle gradient. With one and a half 
months' work, 25 stone embankments were established and 9 mu (0.6 hectare) farmland 
created. 49 As the first accomplishment since the APC's was established, the gully was renamed 
as Hezuo (Co-operation) Gully to commemorate the event. As the name of the gully would now 
be part of daily circumstances, this helped to foster the ideology of the socialist spirit. 
figure'crossed the Yellow River In 1958 with a grain-yield of 543jk/mu (4.07 tonsfia), 'crossed Changjiang River In 1964 vAih 
a grain-yield of 809 firmu (6.07 tons/ha), and broke the bottleneck of 1000 pn/mu In 1970. For the figure of 1958. sea 
'Shanxisheng Xiyangxian Dazhal dad UI jiben shuzi' [Statistical figures of Dazhai Brigade of Xiyang County in Shand Provincal 
LU? 5 i4ffßpý Dazhai Archives. Vol. 36, No. 1.1 (1964), p. 7. For the figures of an these three years. see 
Editorial Board of Dazhai Geography of Xiyang County 9 P3$ t AXttMa fQ, $tn. Daztai D, q [Dazhal Geography) ** *A 
(Beijing: Shangwu Yinshuguan, 1975), p. 3; Maxwell, Neville. ed. China's Road to Development (Oxford. Pergamon, 1979), p 
43; Wang, Junshan -lL11, ed. 
Dazhai can zhi [Dazhal village records) jkZ f lt. (Taiyuan: Shand Renmin Chubanshe. 
2003), pp. 72-73. 
47 Mao, Zedong. 'Mao Zedong zal 1940 nian Yan'an ziran kexue yanjiuhul chenglihul shangde janghua' [The speech doltvered in 
the conference of the founding of Yan'an Natural Science Research Institute In 19401 t; I fE1940 fr JL%Z [t p E {7tA>;; *tX 
New China ; g*_*jJ. (March 15,1940). Translation quoted from China- A Geogreph+cai Sketch (Peking 
Foreign Languages Press, 1974), p. 109. 
Sun, Jianxuan 7131 . 'Dazhal Daba 
Yudi Jingyan' [The experience of building embankment and cultivated kid in Dazta, ) 
W j`JJ; QAT bgYA. Dazhai Archives. Vol. 32, No. 1.1 (1964), p. 11. 
'° Wang, Junshan IW. ed. Dazhal Cun Zhi (Dazhai village records) (Taiyuan: Shanxi Renmin Chubanshe, 2003). 
p. 38. 
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It was not until 1957, when Dazhai villagers had failed twice, in 1955 and 1956. in treatino 
the Langwozhang (Wolf Den) Gully, the largest one among the gullies that they began to take 
the issue of reclamation of the slopes more seriously It was observed that floodwater ran 
downwards with increasing speed and was therefore more ferocious and destructive in gullies 
To resolve the problem, a series of pits, plantations, ditches and wells were established on 
mountain slopes to serve as a network to reduce the speed of the water The pits, of about t 
metre in diameter each, were arranged like fish scales with 3 to 5 metres spacing. ° and were 
effective in temporarily retaining the water The lack of vegetation cover on the mountain slopes 
also began to be recognized as a serious problem in the water and soil conservation Walnut 
trees were planted in the pits later, and totally 8 mu (0 5 hectare) slope lands were planted with 
trees in 1957.51 Ditches were dug along the contours and connected with other ditches 
downwards the slope, with small opening for each embanked terrace (Fig 6 6) When it rained 
lightly, water was led onto the terrace via the opening and enabled silt to be deposited When 
rainstorms came, the opening was manually blocked preventing the field from being flooded 
Floodwater was then drained through designated routes The downward ditches were connected 
with subterranean flask-shaped wells, so that some floodwater could be stored for future use In 
case of water shortage (Fig. 6.7). 
The gullies were subjected to several design criteria in order for the terraces to withstand 
floodwater. Again, as 'floodwater flows from above to below', it was proposed that terraces 
should be constructed in upper reaches first and lower levels secondly To reduce the menace of 
floodwater, tributaries were to be dealt with first and arteries secondly As for the arrangement of 
f 
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Figure 66 Schematic bird's eye view of the terraced fields and dranage system on the motxtt m slopes 
Source: Sun, Jianxuan JýJt4} 'Dazhai Daba Yudi Jmgyan [The experience of budding embankment and cuRwafed few u, 
Dazhaij Dazhai Archives Vol 32. No 11 (1964), p 21 
Interview with Dazhai villager. Zhao Huaxiao. 26 September 2005 
'Shanxisheng Xiyangxian Dazhai dadut jiben shuzi [Statistical Figures of Dazhal BngW* of Xryeng County un Shan%, lo mo 
Why*tt ßt311 j, $ jýýk * 4. I'1'. Dezhai Archives Vol 36. No 11 (1964), p 28 
Figure 6.7 Schematic section of flask shaped underground reservoir collecting rain water for re-use in dry periods 
Source. Editorial Board of Dazhai Geography of Xiyang County f, R114 f¢, '; tfl Da: hx 06 IDarhai Geopraphyl " *!!! 
IT. (Beijing: Shangwu Yinshuguan. 1975). p 47 
embankments, since it was usually steeper in the upper levels than in lower reaches, they were 
more frequent in the upper levels than the lower, so that the force of floodwater would be 
gradually reduced, and was not so powerful that it might damage successive retaining walls 
In order to optimise the limited manpower and material resources, the embankments were 
built in those places where the gully was relatively narrow In addition. the embankments varied 
in size. Some were relatively narrow and low, these being the subsidiary ones were built in units 
while others were to be stronger and higher forming the main barriers Although the 
differentiation between embankments derived from the consideration for optimization of 
resources, they complemented each other and in combination were indispensable in 
withstanding floodwater and thus protected fields. The main barriers were always located at the 
intersection of tributary and artery and were capable of withstanding greater stress They were at 
the same time considered to be allocated between every three to five subsidiary embankments 
dividing the gullies in larger sections (Fig 6 8) Each year. silt was deposited bit by bit in the 
gullies with the floodwater flowing through. The main walls were correspondingly increased in 
height as the years passed by and more silt was deposited. burying some subsidiary 
embankments, thus forming larger level fields above each other 
Besides the arrangements on the embankments, drainage systems were also established in 
the embanked gully fields, similar to those on the mountain slopes Ditches were laid along the 
side of the gully with small openings to each embanked field (Fig 6 9) 
Embankments were designed to deliberately drain excessive quantities of water within the 
fields, by indentations made in the walls (Fig. 610). The indentations would not be arranged in 
one line along the gully since this would aggravate scouring, but were set back irregularly instead 
The pool beneath the indentation at the foot of embankment was designed to receive the falling 
water. Here consideration was given in order to reduce the speed of the water and prevent the 
foundation from being washed away (Fig 6.11). This included for example the top of the lower 
embankment to be higher than the foot of the upper embankment (Fig 6 12) When the terraced 











Figure 6.8 Schematic plan of the arrangement of 
subsidiary and main embankments 
Source: Sun, Jianxuan ? ''Jt%{. 'Dazhai Daba Yudi 
Jingyan' [The experience of building embankment and 
cultivated field in Dazhai])#]; tý^1 Dazhai 












Figure 69 Schematic plan of drainage system in 
the gully fields 
Source Sun. J; anxuan }*if U 'Dazhai Dabs Yud, 
Jingyan' [The experience of building embankment and 
cultivated field in Dazhaij {, $ ; ts1, r-, gAil Ift Dazhsr 
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Figure 6.10 Schematic section of retaining wall with 
an indentation in the middle 
Source: Sun, Jianxuan ? 'J' tJ. 'Dazhai Daba Yudi 
Jingyan' [The experience of building embankment and 
cultivated field in Dazhai)ý7ftj Dazhai 
Archives. Vol. 32, No. 1.1 (1964), p 20. 
((j 
j. $. A' .f 
Figure 6 11 Schema(c ee lc. of w. j , %. + 
a puddle at the foot of it 
Source Sun. Jianxuan 1"t" it fi Dazt+ai Daba Yudi 
Jingyan [The experience of bWldrng embankment and 
cultivated field in Dazhai) Darm, 
Archives Vol 32. No 11 (1 )p 21 
walls were no longer necessary and walls were then simply built higher at both ends and lower in 
the middle, so that excessive water would directly flow through, smoothly and placidly 
Embankments were arch-shaped, with the curve pointing upstream to resist the stress of 
floods (Fig. 6.13). 52 This arch idea was resolved after the failure of straight walls in the 
Langwozhang (Wolf Den) Gully. Although the walls had been considered to be strong enough. 
they were all destroyed during the summer floodwater in 1955 and 1956 The predicament was 
finally resolved by Chen Yonggui who contemplating the failures of these embankments lay 
awake at night, and whilst looking at the vault of the cave dwelling, he wondered why this 
structure, following an age-old local tradition, did not collapse despite the great stresses from 
above. This also reminded him the arched stone bridge in the Houdi Gully, which sustained the 
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Figure 6.12 Schematic section of the relationship between the lower and upper embankments 
Source: Sun, Jianxuan J+ $f. 'Dazhai Daba Yudi Jmgyan' (The experience of building embankment and a, mvsted hem in 
Dazhaij DazhaiArchives. Vol 32. No 11 (1964). p 13 
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Figure 6.13 Schematic plan of arch-shaped retaining wall across gullies with the curve po. ntung upstream fLK eºtra Streay, h 
Source: Sun. Jianxuan ; 'Jr3}4{. 'Dazhai Daba Yudi Jmgyan [The experience of building embankment and a, lnvated äe40 in DamN) 
1 }-)ffjý; il- ttr.. Dazhai Archives. Vol. 32, No 11 (1964). p 16. 
52 This was an often mentioned striking invention, such as in Buchanan. Keith The Transformation of the (i, nese L sKh . iyv. r. r 
of the Evaluation of the Chinese Earth from Earliest Times to Mao Tse-tung (London G Bell and Sons Ltd 1970) p V. S i 
Editorial Board of Dazhai Geography of Xiyang County M R314 (, l', W ttr i'1') +R', tit a: hes Dk JDathaiGeography) ý. $ fr IT 
(Beijing Shangwu Yinshuguan, 1975), 22. The Scientific Research Group of the Tathai Produdron Bogade Taichai F Mkt It1 
Reconstruction and Its Fertility Characteristics' Sc: entia Simca. Vol XIX. No 1 (1976) p 9. Maxwell Nevins ed Chma s 
Road to Development (Oxford. Pergamon. 1979). pp f1,55 
The Dazh u Modre 1225 
successful terracing of the Langwozhang (Wolf Den) Gully for the third time in 1957,63 'Arch' 
thus became a keyword for their shared structural characteristic. This engineering advancement 
was vital to the whole terrace creation, with the construction of three successive years later 
widely praised as'The Three Battles against Langwozhang'. 
Transition with the Leap 
The triumph of Dazhai people's dealing with the Langwozhang (Wolf Den) Gully In 1957, 
coincided with the end of the First FYP, when the national targets set forth for these five years 
were exceeded. Encouraged by socialist promises, Chinese people looked forward to great 
advances with several significant new policies being generated, which influenced further 
transformation of the landscape of Dazhai. 
The GLF was launched with the General Line, 'Go all out, aim high and achieve greater, 
faster, better and more economical results in building socialism', issued in May 1958. The 
movement especially emphasised two programmes, steel making and the establishment of 
People's Communes to operate the collectivisation on a much larger scale. In addition, the 
greening movement of Dadi yuanlin hua, i. e. the National Landscaping and Gardening 
Movement, was launched with the collectivisation campaign to create favourable natural 
environments for developments of various realms, such as that of agriculture. But this greening 
policy seemed to be contradictory with the steel making policy to some extent, since steel 
making actually required such astounding amount of timber for fuel. 
Moreover, for the agricultural development, Mao, who came from a peasants family. had a 
good many instructive statements. In 1958, he summarized the Eight-point Charter for 
comprehensive agriculture. u The slogans of'the fundamental way out for agriculture lies in 
mechanization'55 and 'irrigation is the lifeblood of agriculture'" were emphasized In 1959, In the 
same year, Mao mentioned 'Farming, forestry and animal husbandry depend on each other. Not 
a single one could be dispensed with, and they should be of equal Importance' for a diversified 
s' For full details of the story, see Qin. Huailu. edited by William Hinton. Ninth Heaven to N»th Hei The F&s dy of a Nobts 
Chinese Experiment (New York: Barricade Books. 1995). p. 92; inn, Quan Ikt . 
Chen YongM zhuan [Biography of Cheri 
Yonggui) { ; jciftfW. (Wuhan: Changjiang Wenyi Chubanshe, 1996). p. 90. Tan, Chengjian titxg[. Dazha zhongy onun am 
jishi [Dazhai: Report of a Famous Village In China) *X---- r#+M Z41tZ . (Zhengzhou: Zhongyuan Nongmh Ctbanshe, 
1998). p. 31. Duan. Cunzhang ß fi*. Wb zai Dazhai sh, san nian: yrwe! danghao phe yanzhonfl do Oazhai ten [My Thirteen 
Years In Dazhal: the Dazhal People in the Eyes of a Reporter of Party Newspaper) 
ZA. (Beijing: Nongcun Duwu Chubanshe. 2003). p. 185. 
s' The Eight-point Charter for agriculture were sol Improvement (f, ), rational application of fett1 zer Q m% watef oonaeroancy 
Improved seed strains (14), rational dose-planting (v), plant protection (a). kid management (tit) and Irrovation of farm 
Implements (S). 
ss This slogan was declared by Mao on 29 April 1959 In Inner-Patty Report JtAj UI.. 
S° This proposition was put forward by Mao as early as 1934 In his report in the Second National w ar PeasaýSoid er 
Representatives Conference In Ruijin of Jiangxi Province. It was reemphasized and tughbghlod in 1959 See Mao, Zadanp t 
. Women de jingji zhengce' [Our economy policies) Rj)(A, tJ, 's'frA%. (1934). 
http: //www mzdlib com/mzdwk/zyzzidisDlav aso? Reco ID" 10, accessed on 01N6! 200ß. 
agriculture. 57 Similarly, the policy of 'Take Grain as the Key Link and Ensure an All-round 
Development was issued in the National Agricultural Working Conference on 7 March 1960 " In 
these instructions for diversification, planting or greening was again an important ingredient 
Adhering to the guidelines of the GLF, Dazhai merged with adjacent brigades and 
established the first People's Commune in Xiyang County in 1958 Terracing of fields then 
continued with much more intensive collective effort and greater enthusiasm However as the 
whole country were mobilized and involved in steel making simultaneously. Dazhal was calm and 
peaceful in this respect, since the Party branch leader Chen Yonggul deemed that peasants 
should engage in land, which should be the most precious thing for them It was unimaginable to 
him to engage in steel making with great input of manpower and material resources, but leave 
the fields unattended. Dazhai people therefore stuck to their tradition and continued to terrace 
Mahuang (Ephedra) Gully in 1959 and Laofen Gully in 1960, as well as the ridges lying between 
the gullies. Due to continued progresses of field construction, Dazhai did not experience the 
great famine during the Three Difficult Years, which occurred in many other areas of China 
Although Dazhai people persisted in creating fields rather than making steel, the same ideology 
was stressed, as for example a small section upstream of Mahuang (Ephedra) Gully was left 
untouched and was straightforwardly named as 'Education Gully' (Fig 6 14) `° While terraced 
fields were all realized by unyielding hard work and iron determination. the untouched area 
became a teaching object, exemplary of the hard struggle, which was indispensable in showing 
the construction achievements. 60 By showing this, new generations were expected to 
understand that any achievements could not be obtained without diligent efforts , -I-1 ýý ,, ý 
the Mahuang (Ephedra) Gully for educational purposes 
Source supplied by Li Jianwes 
s' Mao, Zedong t; t;. 'Guanyu fazhan xumuye wenti' (On issues of developing animal husbandry Ir+ 't IN a tT j r5ý 
(October 31,1959) htt p_L/www wenshu neulszl/mzd/8! 27 htm, accessed on 05/08/2007 
se party Branch of the Agricultural Ministry 91ßß1'h¬1 'Guanyu quanguo nongye gongzuo t yj de baogao (A repon on the 
National Agricultural Working Conference] ,f -tjN: i 
4k1 }1 rj 9FMN J% (1960) 
http Nnews x nhuanet com/ziliao/2005-01121/content_2491042htm. accessed on 01106/2006 
59 See Wang, Junshan I: f t11, ed. Dazhai Cun Zhu )Dazhai village records] : k, 
$I!. (Taiyuan Shame Rennin Chubanshe 
2003), p 42. 
eo The unmodified 'Education Gully' was renamed as 'Educating Youth Gully' following the suggestion of Premier Thou Emil in 
1965 so as better to explain its ideological purpose 
Figure 6141 (18 ýý: uýa3ü Jii vuiiy ieli u11(JUcIieU ý%hell !C: z, J" j Via' JS !. 
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hardship of the past should be kept in mind in order to rectify future actions. 
Steel making had been the only requirement that Dazhal had not contributed to. sinco it was 
regarded to be harmful for agricultural Improvement, which was Indeed proved to be the case 
later. Additionally, rather than utilising tree plantations as fuel for steel making, Dazhai peoplo 
had them preserved and increased. 
Actually, ever since 1957 when woodland planting on slopes was conceived as a means of 
flood control, greening became recognized to be a valuable complement to field construction. As 
greening had been encouraged by national policies since 1958, more fields on slopes were 
returned to plantations in the subsequent years, with 27 mu (1.8 hectare) In 1959 and 26 mu (1.7 
hectare) in 1960 successively. 6' By 1962, a total of 80 mu (5.3 hectare) farmland on the slopes 
had been planted as woodland, 62 and more than 10,000 trees, including almost 1.000 fruit trees 
were planted in Dazhai. 63 
The Ten-year Plan of field construction was completed in 1962 (Fig. 6.15). with new arable 
terraced fields created on mountainside, ridges and gullies, consolidating the tiny fields from 
4,700 to 2,900 in number. Terraces had now become the characteristic landscape in Dazhai (Fig. 
6.16). However as a result of additional woodland being planted the total area of farmland did not 
increase (Table 6.3). 
In 1963, Dazhai experienced a huge disaster, but with this the Dazhal legend began as well 
as its international reputation. 
Table 6.3 Statistics of the Dazhai fields in the years of 1953 and 1962 
Piece of Total area of 
Year embanked the fields In gullies On ridges On slopes 
fields (mu) area (mu) % area (mu) % area (mu) % 
1953 4,700 847 33 3.9 464 54.8 350 413 
1962 2,900 802 200 24.9 332 41.4 270 33.7 
Source: Figures are from 'Nongtian jiben jianshe shi Dazhai dadui nongye wenchan gaochan de j+chu' (Farmtand Capaal 
Construction Is the Foundation ofAgricurtural Production for Dazhal &igadel : r%EU*#iti lf; kl; t&lli! IkRPAPM*t 
Dazhai Archives. Vol. 33, No. 1.1 (1964), p. 80. 
°t 'Shanxisheng Xlyangxian Dazhal dadul jiben shuzf (Statistical Figures of Dazfial Bdpade of Xlyanp County in Shand Provow) 
DazhaiAtchives. Vol. 08, No. 1.1 (1964), p, 28. 
u 'Nongtian jiben jianshe shi Dazhal dadul nongye wenchan gaochan do jichu' [Farmland Capital Consirudan 1s tt» Foundation 
of Agricultural Production for Oazhal Brigade] Q3 ýt tL iQ iL' ýt 1X ýtE, ýllýii UP 71{ pýt iý. puAý Aýnýa Vol 33. No II 
(1964). p. 80. 
°' Gu, Baozi JA IR . Hong 
jinphw zhong de Zhou Enlai (thou Enlal in the red lens) L1 LI W)ßß. (Stýnran0 Lima" 
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Figure 6 15 Topographic map of Dazhai showing the seven gullies and the progress of mang during the 
Ten-year Plan of Land Construction (1953-1962) 
Source drawing author based on a topographic map (1996) suppled by and and Resourc*s Barsau of Xryang County 
Figures are from Wang, Junshan { If d, ed Dazhai Cun Zr,, tDarhai wlage records) +, $r't tpýn, an chant, 
Chubanshe, 2003). pp 3743 
Figure 6.16 Dazhai in 1; iu2 after the Ten-year Plan of I wn, t 
the characteristic landscape typology 
Source: National Agricultural Exhibition Hall Dazhai AS (Beijing Nongye Chubanshe l97 i 
The turning point of 1963 
A huge calamity of the biggest flood in a century struck Dazhai in August 'Ir,............. 
rainstorm continued for seven days and seven nights, which flushed out most of the 
achievements of the Ten-year Plan. A total 139 mu (9.3 hectare) terraced fields were destroyed. 
and there was no possibility for a harvest on an additional 41 mu (2.7 hectare) land (Fig 6 17) 
The cave dwellings and houses, which were hewn into the loess, also suffered considerable 
damage (Fig. 6.18). One hundred and thirteen out of one hundred and forty-five cave dwellings 
collapsed, and 77 out of 125 houses were demolished. 64 The disaster left a near ruinous 
landscape which came as an unwelcome surprise to the Dazhai people after their ten years of 
arduous work. 
However, field rehabilitations were carried out immediately with indomitable perseverance 
Without thinking about cozy life under a shelter, Dazhai people carried out the task with an 
unequivocal slogan, 'field first and home second 65 This emphasized that production remained 
the central focus after the Liberation, and amazingly the harvests saw no downturn while the 
reconstruction works were carried out, and the village was therefore able to maintain its 
economic base . 
66 
As a result of this policy housing was considered of secondary importance, during day time 
64 'Shanxisheng Xiyangxian Dazhai dadui jiben shuzi' [Statistical Figures of Dazhai Bngade of Xiyang County in S++amn Prov nca) 
Ei ph l u, 1 t 'i=. Dazhai Archives Vol. 36, No 11 (1964), p 31 
65 Duan, Cunzhang . Wo zai 
Dazhai shisan nian yiwei dangbao pzhe yanzhong de Dazher ren (My Thirteen Vesr in 
Dazhai: the Dazhai People in the Eyes of a Reporter of Party Newspaper) )k; "2 A Jr f-q --- Ii Itx k'. Ri i1 IY? t. 
(Beijing: Nongcun Duwu Chubanshe. 2003), p 138 
66 The harvest yield of 1963 was 745 pnlmu (5.59 tons/ha). higher than any of the annual yield during the Ton. year Plan pni 
except for that of 1962 which was 774 pn/mu (5 81 tons/ha) For the figures of 1962 and 1963 see 'Shanmh. r g Xlyang6ian 
Dazhai dadui jiben shuzi [Statistical figures of Dazhai Brigade of Xiyang County in Shanxi Province[ ;; A IN N fill Ii +, "r;,, * 
Dazhai Archives. Vol. 36, No. 1.1 (1964), p. 7. Wang, Junshan }_19 W, ed Oazhai can zh, [Dazhai vdtage rrf cir, 1*) 
(Taiyuan: Shanxi Renmin Chubanshe, 2003), p 72 
"MI 
Figure 6.17 Flood damaged fields after the flash flood of August 1963 
Source: Editorial Board of Tachai Picture Album of Shanxi Province 7achar 
Pacesetter in China's Agnculture (Peking Foreign Languages Press. 1978) 
Figure 6.18 Collapsed cave dwe wn9 attt the flash fiooc o' Aq st 
Source: Editorial Board of Tachai Picture Album of Shanxi Province. Tackier 
Pacesetter in China's Agnculture (Peking Foreign Languages Press. 1978) 
the task was the reconstruction of fields. with the building of homes taking place at night Despite 
the hardship, no outside resources were required and the financial requirements were met by the 
gathering of collective members' personal savings. and most of the homeless villagers used the 
primary school and the brigade club as the temporary collective accommodation They 
advocated three 'no's for outside assistance: refusing state relief grain, refusing state relief funds 
and refusing state relief materials, and moreover three 'no's for yields no decrease in public 
reserves, no decrease in grain contribution to the state and no decrease in the income of the 
collective members. 67 These objectives clearly indicate the commitment to the ideology of 
67 See Chen, Yonggui 'Yongyuan jingen Maozhuxi, gao)u hongqi xiangqlantm' (Folbw Chairman Mao closely foopww arul 
hold high the red banner forward) ,ji 'J Yk tI%, A? `ki M [) i'ýj iA Dazhas Archives Vol 75 No t1 (1969) p t' Ytng 
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self-reliance, which was adhered to despite personal suffering, but this adherence greatly 
enhanced communal pride. 
The strength of the communal spirit becomes clear in that while Chen Yonggui planned that 
'the fields should be rehabilitated in five years and a whole new village in ten years', 63 all the 
terraces were re-established in about two years and new housing completed in three years. 
The huge suffering and losses due to the flood disaster further increased Dazhai villagers' 
awareness of the lack of vegetation to retain the soil. Cautioned by the disaster, villagers started 
to draw from the experiences of the Yangjindi Brigade in Pingshun County, where in a similar 
environment great progress had been made in retaining the soil through afforestation of hillsides. 
Dazhai people formulated a Seven-year Plan for afforestation immediately after the flood, in 
which a requirement was set out that each commune member should plant on average 10 fruit 
trees and 15 timber trees annually. 69 
While the natural disaster destroyed what existed and had been achieved in the past it 
happened to be the opportunity for Dazhai people to demonstrate their unusual persistence of 
self-reliance in the rehabilitation, which led to its national model status in 1964. It also provided 
an opportunity to reorganize a whole new village for the collective community, in concord with-the 
spirit of 'destroying the old to establish the newi70. While this was uniquely successful in Dazhai, 
similar efforts could be seen elsewhere in China. " 
Dazhai within the `Learning from Dazhai' Movement 
The rehabilitation achievements in spite of the huge disaster powerfully demonstrated the power 
of collective efforts under the self-reliance policy, which was needed to be further emphasized in 
the early 1960s when the Sino-Soviet split happened and China became isolated on the 
international stage. Thus in 1964 the desirable effects of self-reliance, collectivism and China's 
international relations caused Mao to issue the slogan 'In Agriculture, Learn from Dazhai'. 
Dazhai landscape was subject to significant transformations within the 'Learning from 
Quan FA , 91. Chen Vonggui zhuan 
[Biography of Chen Yongguil (Wuhan: Changjiang Wenyi Chubanshe, 1996), p. 
141; Tan, Chengjian XiVil. Dazhai: zhongguo mingcun jishi [Dazhai: report of a famous village in China) 
t2.. (Zhengzhou: Zhongyuan Nongmin Chubanshe, 1998). p. 61; Duan. Cunzhang M17*. Kb zal Dazhal sh, san now y, º. o 
dangbao jizhe yanzhong de Dazhai ran [My Thirteen Years in Dazhai: the Dazhal People in the Eyes of a Reporter of party 
Newspaper] X11FA" (Beijing: Nongcun Duwu Chubanshe. 2003). pp. 135.140. 
°° Ying, Quan 8A, tA. Chen Yonggui Zhuan [Biography of Chen Yonggui] { , jc*f ¬. (Wuhan: Changjiang Wenyi Chubanshe. 
1996), p. 142. 
69 Wang, Junshan I%d1, ed. Dazhai Cun Zhi [Dazhai village records) k J4 , -f;. (Taiyuan: Shanxi Renmin Gxibanshe, 2003). 
p. 90. This Plan appeared to have been devised to coincide with the National Programme forAgricultural Development 
(1956-1967), revised on 25 October 1957, and finally adopted by the Second Session of the Second National People's 
Congress of the People's Republic of China on 10 April 1960, in which the development of forestry was planned within a 
twelve-year period. See National Programme forAgncultural Development (1956-1967) (Peking: Foreign Languages Press. 
1960), p. 18. 
70 This was a slogan to supplement the catchword 'destroying the four olds and establishing the four news' in the Cultural 
Revolution (1966-1969). 
71 See for example: Myrdal, Jan. Report from a Chinese Village (London: Heinemann, 1965). 
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Dazhai' movement. First, it resulted from the requirements to cater for increasing visitor numbers, 
Secondly, as Party officials also visited Dazhai for inspections, their instructions were followed by 
construction. For example, Premier Zhou Enlai inspected Dazhai three times: on 21 May 1965,9 
April 1967, and 23 April 1973, and ideas were generated especially during his 1965 visit. Thirdly, 
in the ultra-leftist political circumstances of the Cultural Revolution (1966-1969), the landscape 
was transformed with revolutionary fervour and utopian vision, and some policies of the GLF 
(1958-1960) were further implemented. 
Fields: from terrace to man-made plain 
After the 1963 calamity, field rehabilitation was well under way. Fields were again terraced. As 
Dazhai became a model, the significance of the terraced fields thus not only lay in its creation 
with Herculean human labour or its admirable high grain output, but also consisted in it being a 
symbol for collective achievements and thus the associated socialist ideological meaning. This 
meaning was even more strengthened in 1966, when delegates from 37 Chinese minorities 
visited Dazhai and worked together with Dazhai villagers in the Zhaobeiyu Gully for the better 
part of a day. The gully was then renamed as Minzu Tuanjie Youyi (National Unity and Friendship) 
Gully, and Tuanjie (Unity) Gully for short, 72 to commemorate the friendship within the new united 
nation. 
As the construction of terraced fields continued, smaller plots merged into larger ones and 
the number of fields decreased (Table 6.4). It was further reduced in the man-made plain 
campaign at the beginning of 1970s, which was a striving to create bigger and better fields. 
Table 6.4 Statistics of the Dazhai fields in the years of 1964 and 1969 
Piece of Total area of 
Year embanked the fields In gullies On ridges On slopes 
fields (mu) area (mu) % area (mu) % area (mu) `. 4 
1964 2,085 777 





647 mu, 83.3% 
464 62.6 82 11.1 
Source: Figures of 1964 are from Agricultural Production Workgroup of Shanxi Province IU! kLimfX11Ifltf. 'Xlyangzºan 
Dazhai dadul tudi zhangliang huizongbiao' [The measurements of the fields of Dazhal Brigade in Xiyang County) U RI jj ** kA 
±*3tJ , 3,; z. Dazhai 
Archives. Vol. 15, No. 1.2 (1965). p. 2. Figures of 1969 are from Wang, Junshan I taL! J, ed. DDazha Cun 
Zhi [Dazhai village records) *1K# t. (Taiyuan: Shanxi Renmin Chubanshe. 2003). p. 31. 
The man-made plain campaign was set out with a new slogan advocating, 'Banshan tiangou 
n Wang, Junshan I LU, ed. Dazhai Cun Zhi [Dazhai village records] j jKtjZ. (Taiyuan: Shanxi Rennin Chubanihe. 2003), 
p. 40. 
Ihi 
zaopingyuan' (Move hills, fill gullies and create plains) This pursuit, set in the political context of 
the Cultural Revolution, was much promoted by the revolutionary ardour The immediate 
purpose was to have more cultivated fields in order to increase food supplies, and to ensure the 
advanced model status. In addition, as Mao considered mechanization and irrigation crucial for 
agricultural progress, the cultivated plots, which had been achieved through intensive terracing. 
were now considered too small to have large scale mechanization and irrigation The 
narrowness of gully fields was also regarded as an impediment for full benefit from sunshine and 
an adequate airflow. Some eroded ridges, which appeared as dissected sections standing 
between gully fields, were then considered a nuisance and an obstruction for large scale 
cultivation. The specific idea and technique of creation of a plain came from the construction of a 
new threshing ground in the late 1960s, in which Dazhai people 'dynamited and levelled a hillock, 
using its debris to fill in small gullies and thus creating a broad flat area to be surfaced as the 
threshing ground' (Fig. 6.19). 73 So, similarly, gullies were to be filled by lopping off ridges. 
through the introduction of bulldozers. But, there were doubts about the productivity of the new 
land constructed, compared with the buried fertile lands However. due to the dogmatic socialist 
ideology, creating new fields, despite some hardship, was part of the whole undertaking As 
Neville Maxwell observed, 'There is no such thing. in that perception, as poor soil or bad soil, 
those are just soils that have not yet been transformed '4 The fertility of the new plains would be 
increased through similar human efforts as dedicated for the former terraced fields. and 
effectively it saw no downturn of the grain output in the subsequent years But more 
importantly, with the supreme vision of communism and under Mao's instruction that China 
Figure 6 19 The threshing grouni t .a. . -,,, ate , ... .. 
Source Tregear. Thomas Refoy China A Geographical Survey (London. Sydney Hodder and Stoughton 19601 p 147 
Maxwell, Neville, ed Chine's Road to Development (Oxford Pergamon. 1979) p 41 
Maxwell, Neville, ed. Chine's Road to Development (Oxford Pergamon. 1979). p 78 
See note 46, and Wang. Junshan }_JR lj. ed Dazha, can zhi [Dazhai vANSpe records] +l OF I,! !, (T$Iyuan Shansi Rommwi 
Chubanshe. 2003). p 73. 
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ought to have made a greater contribution to humanity', '6 the action should be carried through 
irresistibly for the betterment of future generations. 77 
Dazhai's first attempt to create man-made plains was at the meeting point of the Laofen, 
Mahuang (Ephedra) and Hezuo (Co-operation) Gully in the winter of 1970, resulting in a small 
plain of 10 mu. 78 After 1971, the effort of moving hills and filling gullies increased with some 
remarkable achievements. By 1974, nearly 200 mu man-made plains were created, " and by the 
spring of 1976 more than 500 mu. 80 The fragmented lands were again effectively consolidated 
from 1,700 pieces in 1969 to nearly 1,400 in 1976 (Table 6.5), with the smallest plain with an 
area of 20 mu (Fig. 6.20). 81 
Table 6.5 Statistics of the Dazhai fields in 1976 
Piece of Total area of 
Year embanked the fields In gullies On ridges On slopes 
fields (mu) area (mu) % area (mu) % area (mu) 'btu 
1976 1,400 834 300 37 254 30 280 33 
Source: Figures of 1976 are from Editorial Board of Dazhai Geography of Xiyang County f pp Q tAlilj3) ; t8. Daz i ddb 
(Dazhai Geography) jc f bam. (Beijing: Shangwu Ynshuguan. 1975). p. 30. 
Greening beyond the fields 
With the Seven-year Plan for afforestation formulated immediately after the 1963 disaster, tree 
plantings in Dazhai were much expanded. With terraces rebuilt and man-made plains created 
afterwards, the distribution of plantings was accordingly reorganized. 
The effects of the afforestation plan were remarkable, with 20,000 trees planted in 1964. 
and 300 mu (20 hectare) lands seeded with trees on Tigerhead Mountain. 82 Additionally, nearly 
76 Hue, Guofeng. Let the Mole Party Mobilize fore Vast Effort to Develop Agriculture and Build Tachai4ype Counties throughout 
the Country., Summing-up Report at the National Conference on Learning from Tachai in Agriculture (October 15.1971) 
(Peking: Foreign Languages Press. 1975), p. 41. 
n See Hua, Guofeng. Let the Whole Party Mobilize for a Vast Effort to Develop Agriculture and Build Tachai-o" Comm 
throughout the Country: Summing-up Report at the National Conference on Learning from Tachai in Agriculture (Oc ober 11 
1975) (Peking: Foreign Languages Press, 1975). pp. 39-40; Joint Editorial Board of Dazhai Exhibition Hap of XJyang County 
and Historical Relic Committee of Shanxi Province grpp$jkXXp djg5j+-, jr}3=Astor" 
Monograph of Dazhai Revolutionary Historical Relic *XZt*jt; lt43{+j. (Beijing: Wenwu Chubanshe. 1976). p. 16; 
Wang, Junshan IJOLU, ed. Dazhai Cun Zhi [Dazhai village records] I Fj t. (Taiyuan: Shanxi Renmin Chubanshe, 2003). 
p. 41. 
78 Editorial Board of Dazhai Geography of Xiyang County Mt c* 2 ,a 
tQ-Ta'm, Dazhai D+li (Dazhal Geography) * j'tt1, M, 
(Beijing: Shangwu Yinshuguan, 1975). p. 28. 
79 Editorial Board of Dazhai Geography of Xiyang County {# ßp$ c* $f ) f2, j. Dazhai Odi (Dazhai Geography) *R Mit. 
(Beijing: Shangwu Yinshuguan, 1975), p. 28. 
°° Shang, Yull, and Xiao Yaozhang N- M-t 1* *. Dazhal Chashang Jinchibang (Dazhai with golden wings) *x U. t* }n)l 
(Beijing: Nongye Chubanshe, 1977). p. 53. 
Shang, Yull, and Xiao Yaozhang t1I (411*. Dazhai Chashang Jinchibang [Dazhai with golden wings] k, ZL t* L 11. 
(Beijing: Nongye Chubanshe, 1977), p. 54. 
82 Agriculture and Forestry Bureau of Xiyang County 4PBIIV 9. Zongjie lishi jingyan, zuzhi linye shengchan Xln goocnao' 
(Summarizing historical experiences and greeting the new high tide of afforestation] 
Dazhai Archives. Vol. 15, No. 1.2 (1965), p. 18. 
12 `> 
`3eAi: itl 
being irrigated by hand with shoulder poles and buckets. 
Source: Editorial Board of Tachai Picture Album of Shanxi Province Tachat 
Pacesetter in China's Agriculture (Peking: Foreign Languages Press. 1978) 
2,000 fruit trees of totally 9 species83 were planted. 84 All these continued during the following 
spring, with an additional 10,000 timber trees, 5,000 fruit trees and 200 mu (13 3 hectare) fields 
being seeded with trees in Dazhai. 85 
The inspection of Premier Zhou Enlai in May 1965 became another catalyser for planting 
activities. While standing on Tigerhead Mountain and seeing the dense pine woodlands on the 
Tianqi Mountain of the adjacent Wujiaping Brigade, he felt that Dazhai's Tigerhead Mountain was 
deficient in this respect, and emphasized that 'more trees are needed in Dazhai to develop 
forestry. Both fruit trees and timber trees should be planted. '86 Following this, by late 1965, 
Dazhai had a total of 9,500 fruit trees and 16,000 timber trees. 87 
It was also from 1965 that tree plantings were subjected to careful arrangements To settle 
the contradiction between forestry and animal husbandry to supplement a diversified agriculture. 
mountain areas were closed for afforestation, rather than livestock grazing, and tree plantings 
were to be done collectively concentrating on one hillock at a time, instead of carrying out 
separately and dispersively. Additionally, the 'four sides', i. e. roadside, yard side, house side, 
eJ They were apple, walnut, pear, peach, apricot, Chinese jujube, Chinese pepper, grape, and Chinese pear-leaf crabapple 
e` Agricultural Production Workgroup of Shanxi Province AV 1k. J111 J. 'Dazhai dadui xianyou guoshu fenbu' [Current 
distribution of fruit trees in Dazhai Brigade] 1 X-ßAJnk-; j . 
Dazha, Archives. Vol. 36, No 11 (1964), pp 11B-120 
as Agriculture and Forestry Bureau of Xiyang County Ä PHRVý$R. 'Zongjie lishi jingyan, zuzhi linye shengchan xin gaochao' 
[Summarizing historical experiences and greeting the new high tide of afforestation] ,(! )t+? }, } gyp) rri pý 
Dazhai Archives. Vol. 15, No. 1.2 (1965), p. 18. 
86 Wang, Junshan 
.I 
JOIll, ed. Dazhai Cun Zhi [Dazhai village records] (Taiyuan: Shanxi Renmm Chubanshe. 2003). 
P. 91. 
87 Agriculture and Forestry Bureau of Xiyang County II l3HRVf*R. 'Zongjie lishi jingyan, zuzhi linye shengchan xm gaochao' 
[Summarizing historical experiences and greeting the new high tide of afforestation] k_i k O) 
Dazhai Archives. Vol. 15, No. 1.2 (1965), p. 18. 
Figure 6.20 Dazhai in the early 1970s showing man-made plains 
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field side, 88 should receive preference in strategic tree planting to accelerate greening 
expansion and environmental improvement. 89 
Despite large numbers of trees planted, they continued to be carefully selected, ensuring a 
balance of agricultural production and timber needs. Chinese pepper and walnut trees became 
the favourites in economic plantings. Timber trees meanwhile served as shelterbelts. With regard 
to the appropriate positioning of trees, mountaintops were largely planted with pines, which 
derived from the adjacent Wujiaping Brigade's experiences; walnut trees were allocated on 
mountainsides where they replaced cultivated terraced fields after the field enlargements of the 
1970s; apples and pears were also arranged on the mountainside rather than in the gully fields 
as before, but in larger groupings in order to facilitate management and maintenance; peach 
trees and grapevines were planted in the vicinity of the village in order to facilitate outward 
delivery (Fig. 6.21). By 1979, Tigerhead Mountain had been covered for a third of its area. 90 
The greening development showed Dazhai people's vision for a comprehensive and 
diversified agricultural production, and the desire for a more favourable and pleasing 
environment. Following Mao's call for the National Landscaping and Gardening Movement in 
1958, greening became an indispensable component of Dazhai people's deemed consummate 
socialist life. From then on, they even held the green ideal, 'with pines evergreen on mountain 
tops, with prolific fruit trees along the mountainside, with attractive flowers at scenic places, with 
roads like green ribbons, and with dense trees around the home. '91 The greening development 
made positive contributions economically, visually, and ecologically as well, as it was later 
considered necessary to achieve an ecological balance, as Jia Xinwen, a present village 
committee member, suggested, 'In those years, we built terraces whilst streaming with sweat, 
simultaneously destroying the already limited shrubs and weeds. The constructed fields were 
neat and nice-looking. But, clouds of dust emerged when it was windy. We had no consideration 
for ecological balance and rushed to create fields by building retaining walls. What nature did 
was retaliating against us! i92 
ea The' four sides' were a little different from the then popularly defined lour sides' as roadside, house side, village side and 
waterside. 
°° Agriculture and Forestry Bureau ofXiyang County j PBRVZ R. 'Zongjie tishi jingyan, zuzhi linye shengchan xin gaochao' 
[Summarizing historical experiences and greeting the new high tide of afforestation) aMo5p , mLs? #Jk, p JA, If; j. 
Dazhai Archives. Vol. 15, No. 1.2 (1965). p. 19. 
°0 Wang, Junshan IjRW, ed. Dazhai Cun Zhi [Dazhai village records) (Taiyuan: Shanxi Renmin Shubanshe, 2003), 
p. 91. 
97 The Chinese texts are 't ±4 4n**, LU o1MN , Jct. iE*JLi1,12j{)[MIM, -% U#JJ J '. Party Branch of Dazhai 
Brigade * q1ý Lqi. Women shi zenyang Iuhua hutoushan de? (How have we turned the Tigerhead Mountain green? [ 
1117 # (ýf t11t J? Dazhai Archives. Vol. 102, No. 1.1 (1973), p. 109; Tan, Chengjian ittit. Dazhei: Zhonppuo 
Mingcun Jishi [Dazhai: Report of a Famous Village in China] AX-rP®$$4tZ. (Zhengzhou: Zhongyuan Nongmin 
Chubanshe, 1998), p. 291; Liu, Shenyuan kjjJE. 'Dazhai: yibu Düse jingdian' [Dazhal: a green model] J4,19: -ISUall i, 
Zhongguo Lose Shibao Gp®$; jfP_OJJR, 06-08-2001. 
92 Duan, Cunzhang JAJj*. Wo zai Dazhai shisan nian: yiwei dangbao jizhe yanzhong do Dazhai ton (My Thirteen Years in 
Dazhai: the Dazhai People In the Eyes of a Reporter of Party Newspaper) f=ý jQ Q >: 2 cýý*Xý, 
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Figure 6.21 In 1975, the mountaintop was primarily occupied by pines. and the terraced fields along the mountain 
side were turned into tree plantings, such as walnut trees and apple trees 
Source. Based on Editorial Board of Dazhai Geography of Xiyang County ; Rig DezhvDIA (Dazu Geography) 
ith'}. (Beijing: Shangwu Yinshuguan, 1975). 
Housing: landscape for collective community 
The rehabilitated village housing area consisted of integrated housing groups supporting the 
collective community's living, working, recreation and education Whilst organizing the new 
village, a strict criterion was set forth by Chen Yonggui that no cultivated field could be occupied 
as the site for housing, which showed his attachment to the land In addition, since the village 
would accommodate the 'large' and 'public' People's Commune it should he h;,. 't 
collective purposes. 
To meet these requirements, the village made use of a former housing site at tr e t+, ý,. 
of the lower reach of Houdi Gully, which was largely destroyed by the flash floods and had fallen 
into disrepair (Fig. 6.22). It was also an opportunity to unite various other previously scattered 
houses and bring all the villagers together in a new community The north gully end, 290 metres 
long, was filled in and levelled, but with a culvert laid on the gully bed to pre-empt summer floods 
The culvert was named Shengtian Dong (Surpassing Heaven Culvert), to express the high-sported 
sentiments whilst rebuilding the home territory (Fig. 6.23). The name of the culvert was clearly 
presented at its north end to have an easy recognition, with five Chinese characters Da zhal 
Sheng tian dong' (Dazhai's Surpassing Heaven Culvert) engraved above the arch (Fig 6 24) 
Although these texts were intended to convey a new idea of the socialist era, the strategy applied 
and the visual effects were quite traditional, since Chinese architecture had long used a 
horizontal board as an integrated element of its elevation just beneath the roof for inscnptionc 
with a similar purpose. 
the village gate spanning the north end of Houdi gully 
Source: Wang, Junshan } Jr, Lý, ed Dazhas Cun Zhu (Dazhai village records) 
$J;. (Taiyuan: Shanxi Renmin Shubanshe. 2003). 
.', 
Figure 6 23 Sketch of construction of Surpassing Heaven Culvert 
that lies below Dazhai village 
Source: private collection 
Figure 6 22 View of Dazhai village 41om ! tie entrance in 1964. with 
<7 ýS I'4 & "j ! 41( . 
The rebuilt Dazhai village surrounded the newly levelled ground over the culvert with the 
northern part serving as the central square of the village (Fig. 6.25) The square became the 
focal point for everyday life and was the place for outdoor lunch and supper, news dissemination. 
93 theatrical festivals, and grain distribution. As a public square, it was further opened up when 
4' 
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Figure 6.24 The north end of Surpassing Heaven CulHcr1 v. *n , w)e engraved It nr jhp y 
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1 Dwelling 2 Primary school 
3 Hospital 4 Kindergarten 
5 Nursery 6 Farm mactwnery room 
7 Reception centre 8 Hostel 
9. Auditorium 10 Shop 
11. Post office 12 Restaurant 
13 Bookstore 14 Political night school 
15, Library 16 Feedlot 
17. Cistern 18 "flow 
19 Threshing ground 20 Basketball court 
21. Water room 22 Public latnne 
23 Office building of the Dazhai Peoples Commune 
24 Farm machinery repair shop 
Source drawing author based on village map supp4Md by li 
Jianwei 
93 See Ying, Quan 9. Chen Yonggui Zhuan [Biography of Chen Yongguij %=}c)! lfb. (Wuhan Changliang Whnyi Chut)anano 
1996), p. 52. 
the village gate at the entrance was demolished in 1965.94 The new entrance was built with two 
boards set on either side, leaving the sight line for the square unblocked Slogans were printed 
on the boards to make the ideological rectitude visible, which read 'Zi Ii geng sheng' (relying on 
our own efforts) on the left and 'Fen fa tu qiang' (working hard for the prosperity) on the right 
Again, these texts appeared new with the socialist slogan and traditional in form, as it looked like 
traditional antithetical couplets at any entrance in traditional Chinese architecture (Fig 6 26) The 
texts on the boards were changed at times, constantly strengthening a revolutionary 
atmosphere. 95 
The central square was the only open space with deliberate decorative tree plantings 1 he 
large willow tree at the southeast corner was treasured, as it was not only an important feature of 
the whole environment, but also an eyewitness of history and carrier of memory It was therefore 
of educational and ideological significance. When someone suggested eradication and chopping 
it down, Chen Yonggui held the opinion on the contrary, 'Do not do that It will be useful in the 
future! '96 It was renamed as 'happy man's tree' instead of its historic name of 'poor man's tree'. 
and became a location for political meetings recalling the suffering in the old society and the 
happiness in the new one (Fig. 6.27). The former hardship became the shared memory and the 
new felicity became the collective treasure of Dazhai villagers. The area near the willow was also 
used for school play, martial art training, and so on. Besides the preserved willow tree. apple and 
willow trees were symmetrically placed in lines along the east and west sides of the square They 
were planted in stone edged rectangular beds, with two willows at the two corners close to the 
main road running through the central square and two apple trees correspondingly at the other 
two corners. While willow trees were common in Dazhai, apple trees were one of the few fruit 
Figure 6 26 Entrance to Dazhai village with political slogans on x, ie boards. stat+,,. j .'(,,.,. 
our own efforts)' (left) and 'Fen fa tu qiang (working hard for the prosperity) (right I (c 190- 
Source: supplied by Ren Zhiming. 
" Interview with Dazhai villager, Zhao Huaxiao, 24 September 2005 
95 Interview Dazhai villager, Zhao Huaxiao, 25 September 2005 
96 Ying, Quan fl ; x. Chen Yonggui zhuan [Biography of Chen Yongguij I* *iiltl % (Wuhan Changpang V nyi Cht snow 
1996), p. 52. 
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Figure 6.27 Political meeting under the 'happy man's tree', a large surviving willow that has evidenced a rich history 
Source: Editorial Board of Tachai Picture Album of Shanxi Province. Tacha Pacesetter in China s Agnc, r,, rn (Prkinq r 
Languages Press, 1978). 
trees available at the time, which were planted for commercial reasons to supplement incomes 
New housing surrounded this square but was located primarily to the west where housing 
stepped up the slope of the hill (Fig. 6.28). Brick and stone were built as terraces against the hill 
with vaults and arched openings to one side, which resembled the old cave houses Like the old 
cave housing the houses consisted of one room only. A large family however might occupy more 
than one of those rooms. 97 Walls between rooms were frequently knocked through to provide 
more extensive accommodation. Kitchen facilities were located in a terraced block positioned on 
top of the lower terrace opposite the accommodation block, thus providing all rooms at one level. 
with an open space between the two blocks (Fig. 6.29). This resulted in long rectangular spaces 
between the kitchen and accommodation block where communal life was enacted Kitchen 
facilities for the lowest terrace were located in small blocks to the south of the square Water 
supply and public latrines were located to the north and south ends of the terraces as communal 
facilities, thus enforcing constant journeys to and from the kitchen and accommodation blocks 
This meant that the area became an informal meeting place that helped to reinforce the 
collective spirit. The lack of privacy provided by this arrangement further underlined that 
residents had nothing to hide from each other, with the lack of articulation of spaces and sense of 
openness suggesting equality and harmony. 
The area to the north of the village on either side of the main approach was the location of 
the various community buildings, workshops, schools and shops being incorporated within the 
terraced cave-like housing blocks. A threshing ground and basketball court were iocateti to 
south of the village. 




Figure 6.28 A bird's-eye view of Dazhai village, with residential 
terraces located primarily to the west of the central square (c 1976) 
Source: supplied by Ren Zhiming. 
Cave dweIInq ferste 
6m 
Figure 6.29 Cross section of residential terraces through central square, showing the cave dwelling terraces 
situated against the hill with kitchen terraces on top, retaining all rooms at one level with a cornmuna) %%a' 
dividing the two. 
Source: drawing author: based on section supplied by Li Jianwei. 
In addition to spatial arrangements, collectivism as the socialist ideological manifestation 
was promoted and emphasized by visual representations, again in terms of the traditional 
strategy of text application. 
The buildings accommodating the Dazhai People's Commune offices were located to the 
north of the housing area. Its entrance was symmetric, incorporating the traditional form of 
antithetical couplet again. But it was more traditional here, since the texts of the antithetical 
couplet had to be read from the top to the bottom and then from the right to the left. which was 
the way that the Chinese traditional literature always followed (Fig. 6.30) The sentences were 
excerpted from Chairman Mao's ci poem, Reply to Comrade Guo Moruo, composed in 1963 
While ci poem was a kind of Chinese literature which had its full bloom during Song Dynasty 
12411 
Commune The printed texts have faded. 
Source. Photograph by author on 21/09/2005. 
(960-1279), both the practical form and the manner of organization of the texts were rooted in 
Chinese tradition. But the meaning carried by the texts was completely revolutionary, as the 
whole representation constituted one column The Four Seas are rising, clouds and waters 
raging' on the right and the other one column The Five Continents are rocking, wind and thunder 
roaring'98 on the left, with six Chinese characters of'Da zhai ren min gong she' (People's 
Commune of Dazhai) serving as the horizontal hanging. The revolutionary theme was further 
strengthened by additional texts but maintaining the symmetrical layout. which were The core of 
leadership of our undertaking is Chinese Communist Party'99 on the far left and The theorettcai 
basis of our thoughts is Marxism'10° on the far right. 
Besides these elaborately composed texts, some other immediate slogans were 
incorporated in the housing area. The most conspicuous one was the lengthy slogan fitted into 
the extensive elevation of the housing groups to the west It was most probably printed in the late 
1970s, with the General Line of GLF repeated, 'Go all out, aim high and achieve greater faster. 
better and more economical results in building socialism', and a mobilization call for the fifth FYP 
(1976-1980), 'Fight for the accomplishment of the fifth Five-Year Plan' t0i The outside wall 
between every two cave dwellings was exactly occupied by one big Chinese character The 
characters were regularly arrayed from the north end to the south end Despite a slogan of the 
new socialist era, old tradition emerged again, as it should be read from the right to the left , Fq 
6.31), 
With the new housing area re-established, not all the old cave dwellings . fiere : f, xe, i 
Ba Translated in Salter, Christopher L In Memonam Selected Landscape Poetry of Mao Tse-Tw, g 1i c'l+; na ar , ha. - P 5 (Fall, 1976), p. 62 The printed Chinese sentences were 'VII lit p, W};, 
99 The printed Chinese sentences were'; .y It t(I*'lj III q, pg it !a! 
+oo The printed Chinese sentences were '#ýý 11); ý ! 9E i ii ltx !)y. > 
101 The full Chinese texts read 'äßv hý7 i: 1C ýý#. ý! M W'11l iý ^ iý q it ý"lrttaiR °i' 
Figure 6.30 The entrance of the former offnes of Hic Uazhai I leopic s 
substituted. Some dilapidated old cave dwellings to the south of the newly built housing area 
were preserved after the 1963 disaster, and although empty, they are still kept at present (Fig 
6.32). The co-existence of the newly built housing and the previous grim realities provided a 
sharp reminder to earlier harsh reality. Like the large willow tree standing beside the central 
square, the old cave dwellings bore a particular history. They again had the educational 
significance, telling the new generations that new happy life enjoyed was only achieved throu, 01 










Figure 6 32 Dilapidated old cave dwell ngs still inept , at 4 rc r. ý ý: ,, 
Source. Photograph by author on 25/09/2005 
Figure d 31 Some of the characters of the slogan printed 
on the wall of the housing group to the west 
Source supplied by Li Jianwel. 
The Dazhai Motif l 1245 
Landscape with mechanization and irrigation 
Chairman Mao had already indicated the crucial importance of mechanization and irrigation for 
agricultural development in late 1950s, which was confirmed by Premier Zhou Enlat who 
suggested Dazhai should be more careful with water resources during his 1965 Inspection. 
Clearly, mechanization and irrigation improvements would contribute to agricultural efficiency 
and effectiveness. Party leaders' instructions led to new features being introduced into the fields. 
In Dazhai, transportation of manure for cultivation, rocks for embankments and earth for 
levelling terraces were the most laborious and time-consuming work in its hilly condition, 
particularly since through inaccessibility they depended solely on human labour with primitive 
tools, such as shoulder poles. Although mechanization was considered as an obvious choice, it 
was unrealistic to use tractors or trucks through the underdeveloped pathway system of the fields. 
Actually, it was not until 1970 that roads suitable for wheelbarrow and horse-drawn carriage were 
laid out and then this was due to the pressure of accommodating increasing visitor numbers. 
New opportunities arose when Dazhai was provided with electricity in 1965, two years after 
the 1963 disaster. The inconvenience of the lack of electricity during the reconstruction drew 
Shanxi Provincial authorities' attention, as Chen Yonggui said at the time, 'I don't need help from 
above for anything right now, but I have one problem. I don't have electricity. If we could get 
electricity, we could greatly increase the speed of home repairs and reoccupy our cave-dwellings 
much faster. '102 Electric lines subsequently passed two other production brigades, Liu 
Settlement and Wujiaping, to Dazhai. 103 Thereafter in 1966, for the transportation of field 
construction materials, wooden boards were laid on paths, after which a traction engine could 
move materials up and down. But there were difficulties when gullies and ridges had to be 
crossed. An innovative solution was provided in the winter of 1967, when a worker from the 
County Agricultural Machinery Plant visited Dazhai and used his experience of 
aero-transportation to suggest a 300 metres long cableway across the Dazhal fields. 1° It was 
ultimately constructed as a single line with a fixed basket which could only be unloaded at the 
two ends of the cableway. Further improvements were made shortly with two lines developed 
enabling transportation in two directions simultaneously. Baskets also became flexible to be 
unloaded at any point along the line for greater convenience In delivering materials (Fig. 6.33). 
By 1971, Dazhai had five such lines with a total length of 2,480 metres, which was said to equal 
102 On. Huailu, edited by William Hinton. Ninth Heaven to Ninth Heg. ' The F*story of a Noble Chinese E*{*nmenf (New Yoah 
Barricade Books, 1995), p. 553. 
103 Two other brigades were also at the same time electrified. which meant that Dazhal was not singly and specially attended 
And for the expenses, government regulations stipulated 'that the Sate was responsible for the high-voltage I ml wNdo thf 
local people's collectives had to take care of the low-voltage knee' lt did not affect Dazhars adherence to sett-ftkanca. out 
the case was falsified when Dazhal was denounced In late 1970s. For the fun analysis of this electrical supply case, see Qr. 
Huailu. edited by William Hinton. Ninth Heaven to Ninth Mel., The Hstory o/a Noble Choose Expenmenf (New Yat 
Barricade Books, 1995), pp. 553- 554. 
104 Wang, Junshan IIft lb, ed. Dazhai Cun Zhi LDazhal village records) jCZ$4Z. (Taiyuan: Shansi Rervn n chubansho.. '003), 
p. 76. 
more than 10,000 man years annually (Fig. 6.34). 105 These cableways were perhaps the rnr)s? 
outstanding addition in Dazhai's fields in the mechanization movement 
Figure 6.33 The first section of aerial cableway installed in 19(. 
for the purpose of transportation of stone, earth and manure 
Source: supplied by Ren Zhiming. 
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Figure 6.34 Arrangement of the aerial cableways in Dazhai (1970s) 
Source: Based on Editoraal Board of Dazhai Geography of Xiyang County {i Fi34 (t, *tM? ) f1i+; 11; Da; ha, ; WI, ]Dram 
Geography] (Beijing. Shangwu Yinshuguan, 1975) 
los Shang, Yuli, and Xiao Yaozhang A PI X 41 Dezhai Chasheng Jonchsbang (Dezhai with gokfin "&I ", it A op Mº 
(Beijing Nongye Chubanshe, 1977), p 34 
The Dazhii Modul 1247 
Some other remarkable landscape features related to the agricultural irrigation works. In 
addition to subterranean flask-shaped wells formerly designed to store floodwater as well as 
rainwater, a small reservoir 3.25 metres in depth and 29 metres in diameter was constructed on 
Tigerhead Mountain, 106 which was of similar purpose for natural water storage but also for 
collecting floodwater from the top to reduce menace for the downward fields. It was completed 
with some sporadic helps from the People's Liberation Army (PLA) In the spring of 1967, when 
Army comrades visited Dazhai and conducted field training. It was notable that a slogan-like 
name, 'Zhinong Reservoir' (Supporting Peasant Reservoir), was put forward, literally 
representing the close and warm relationship between the state army and its people (Fig. 6.35). 
Later that winter, a narrow canal was constructed, also with some assistance from the PLA. This 
introduced water from the Guozhuang Reservoir of Xiyang County which benefited nearly 400 
mu (26.7 hectare) fields. 107 It was about 1 metre across, 1.5 metres deep and nearly 7 
kilometres long along the Tigerhead mountainside, 108 and was given a similar slogan-like name, 
'Junmin Canal' (Army and People Canal), praising the harmony of the great socialist nation (Fig. 
6.36). More fields were provided with adequate irrigation through an aqueduct constructed 
spanning over the Tuanjie (Unity) Gully in July 1974, which was 120 metres long and 27 metres 
high with 9 pillars. 109 Once again, it was called Tuanjie (Unity) Gully Aqueduct, like a slogan. Out, 
besides the verbal effects of slogan, visual stimulations were again sought here to make 
revolutionary spirit more clearer. They were incorporated in the elevations of the aqueduct in a 
conventional manner, which read 'Jianchi douzheng, dagan shehui zhuyi (Persist In struggle, 
and vigorously construct socialism) on the north side (Fig. 6.37), and 'Ziligengsheng, 
jiankufendou, chongxin anpai shanhe' (With self-reliance and hard work, rearrange mountains 
and rivers) on the south side (Fig. 6.38). It is clear therefore that the projects for irrigation not only 
served a functional purpose, but were also important ideologically, with mental rectification 
consistently fostered for the villagers. 
With irrigation works benefiting the crops, further achievements were expected within the 
political circumstances of Cultural Revolution. While the whole nation was mobilized to engage in 
frenetic class struggle, Dazhai was quiet in this respect in the same way as they did not comply 
with the state's requirement to make steel during the GLF. Under the leadership of Chen Yonggut. 
Dazhai people continued to be interested in further advance on the land. But treatments were 
nonetheless influenced by the exceedingly stressed proletarian ideological inclination towards 
106 Editorial Board of Dazhai Geography of Xiyang County tIßpLI (jr12t, $a fý E}i. D zf ai p+ý (Dazf al G apM j ** tip 
if. (Beijing: Shangwu Yinshuguan, 1975), p. 46. 
107 Editorial Board of Dazhai Geography of Xiyang County {j ßp jU 4AIK") > , I, W. Duhal D. h (pastel Geography AM )& 
It. (Beijing: Shangwu Vinshuguan, 1975). p. 46. 
108 Editorial Board of Dazhai Geography of Xiyang County {J jE (*xittl1 tý, ýiii), Duhoi Ord ([)a? iýal G. ogtaphlý , 11. (Beijing: Shangwu Yinshuguan, 1975). p. 46. 
10° Wang, Junshan 
. 1%W, ed. 
DazhaiCunZhi[Dazhaivillage records] Ramun Ct 4nt e.,? b0'), 
p. 80. 
r .w v 
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Figure 6.35 Zhinong (Supporting Peasant) Reservoir built on the Iigerhead Muts nt, +.,, .,, -- 
Source Editorial Board of Dazhai Photographs of Xiyang County IiIIII, (A*I H, ) O, ' 
-'Ili 
Datria, 'iw, an (Uazhai 
Photographs] ,+ tý'ý ); It (Beijing Renmrn MeiSlit Shuharishre V)'Gi 
Figure 6.36 The seven kilouic; res Iccnq Jump:! ,, -, X1,1 
P, . t, . ,.. ,4 
provides a secure water supply from a reservoir of the county to the village (winter '(K 
Source: supplied by Li Jianwei. 
Figure 6 3, The north side of 1 u, a, 
facade, stating 'Jianchi douzheng, dagan shehui zhuyi (Persist in struggle, and vigorously consiru, a 
socialism)'. 




Figure 6.38 The south side of Tuanjie (Unity) Gully Aquc, (Juct constructed in 1 1ý, "; wth slogan printed on 
facade, stating 'Ziligengsheng, jiankufendou, chongxin anpai shanhe (With self-reliance and hard west,, 
re-arrange mountains and rivers)'. 
Source: National Agricultural Exhibition Hall {ý II'I cif Dazha, ; k* (Beijing Nongye Chubanshe. 1975) 
socialism and communism, and became impractical with utopian vision, and thus lacked 
reasonable consideration for concrete conditions. Regardless of the basically arid region, the 
situation would be reversed by extensive irrigation. It was then believed that nothing was 
impossible with hard work and relentless determination. As the harvest yields had already 
'crossed the Changjiang River' in 1964, achieving the target set for areas of the south China (see 
note 46), it was intended that the field itself should also be transformed into the same productive 
lands as that in south China, but which was totally different from Dazhat with abundant water 
resources and a moderate climate. This action was also for a diversification of agricultural 
productions. As a result, rice paddies, which had no precedent in Dazhai, were introduced in 
1971 on Kangjia Ridge nearby the Zhinong Reservoir (Supporting Peasant Reservoir) 
Generously supported by the reservoir, it did well in its first year and became a considerable 
attraction for visitors (Fig. 6.39). However, it could not be sustained satisfactonly in the following 
year, as sufficient water supply became a considerable issue Going against the law of nature 
would not bring a desired result. This could also be demonstrated by the negative environmental 
and social problems in other parts of China during the 'Learning from Dazhat' movement Where 
appropriate, positive outcomes might be achieved, t0 but in those instances where the model 
was blindly followed in climatically and ecologically divergent regions. problems often emerged 
with occasionally disastrous results. "' The catchword of 'Man Must Conquer Nature' 
appropriated the significant achievements in Dazhai's landscape transformation as the 
unquestionable successful battle against nature This ignored any effective strategies in the 
landscape that had followed natural principles. 
10 Shapiro. Judith Maos War against Nature Politics and the Envu nment rn Re tmonary China ire, Ycxt C. mprn, Q9 
Cambridge University Press. 2001). 101 
Shapiro, Judith Maos War against Nature Politics and the Envinmmsnt in RevuluPonery China (New Yob Camt, ne . 
Cambridge University Press. 2001), pp 106-107 
Figure 6.39 Rice paddies on Kangjia Ridge cultivated in 1971, demonstrating that man was able to c oiiq 
nature but which only lasted for one year. 
fs Source: National Agricultural Exhibition Hall V JP li$y iF;. Dazhar Iii (Beijing Nongye Chubanshe 1 
Dazhai today 
While Dazhai was derided during the policies of the 1980s life in the gullies it ln kl i., ....... i 
with the village slipping out of the limelight. The reputation was revived during the 1990s when - 
in the upturn of the economy - past social values, such as hard work and perseverance, required 
positive examples in promoting new development as well as encouraging advancement, and 
Dazhai came to serve this purpose By this stage the villagers had moved on and today. having 
switched to industry, such as food processing, knitting mill, chemical plant. and transport service. 
not a single household is solely engaged in farming and the income from agriculture forms only a 
small part of Dazhai's annual revenues. "` There has been new development of warehouses to 
accommodate these businesses and additional housing around the village The cultivation of the 
terraces is now much less intensive as a result. and many arable fields have been turned into 
orchards and woodland, with cultivated fields now only existing in the gullies Despite no longer 
being an agricultural model, the village continues to draw tourists wanting to experience the 
Herculean effects of the Dazhai Spirit, which, besides surviving evidence of enormous stone 
retaining walls and a refurbished aqueduct, are now being catered for with a new museum while 
the landscape has become a depository of various monuments, such as a pavilion in memory of 
Premier Zhou Enlai, built on the side of Tigerhead Mountain where he once stood dunng his 
inspections, and a sculpture of Chen Yonggui set at its foot These signify a subtle nostIllol. ) for .1 
true communist spirit. 
112 'China's Model Village from Political Symbol to Brand Na"' Wop4's OWy (27 Juno 2002) 
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Conclusion 
Dazhai village occupies a remarkable position in the modernization of agriculture in communist 
China. Its success is partly due to the fact that under enlightened and capable leadership of a 
former peasant, it sought ways of transforming agriculture. Through experimentation and 
risk-taking, a backward peasant community achieved success and became a shining model of 
the spirit of self-reliance, hard work and collectivism exemplified by the huge manpower Input 
and the willingness to bear hardship in order to transform nature. The Dazhai model embodied 
the belief that the power of ideas could conquer nature for the betterment of human kind. It failed, 
however to recognize the essential links between man and nature. Until the Cultural Revolution, 
transformation of land for agriculture by and large followed natural processes. Landscapes were 
transformed to meet material needs and fulfil the revolutionary spirit without breaking nature's 
laws. But from the early 1970s, the demands on the landscape exceeded the natural capabilities, 
resulting in the creation of artificial plains and rice paddies, which required excessive engineering. 
Political pressure to create even more impressive results had broken the careful balance with 
nature, as differences in local environmental conditions were no longer being acknowledged. 
Environmental problems emerged as a result of the widespread Introduction of the 'Learning 
from Dazhai' movement without an understanding of the essence and spirit of the Dazhai model. 
Although with revolutionary spirit the Mao era encouraged radical changes, many age-old 
national traditions, as well as local traditions, were sustained in order to achieve the revolutionary 
objectives. Thus Mao's vision did not provide complete reinvention and guidance for every 
aspect of the new socialist practices. Despite this, Dazhai as an agricultural model provided 
important directions and even today Dazhai type terracing is a generally accepted cultivation 
method. The Dazhai model shows the dilemma with modernism in that the majority of inventions 
that fitted collective objectives were based on ancient prototypes modified or developed to fit the 
new purpose. The spirit of collectivism assumed greater importance when agricultural land was 
needed to feed the increasing population in order to address the mass poverty during the Mao 
era. It is clear that 'The battle against nature' as embodied in the Dazhai model and 'Learning 
from Dazhai' movement cannot be properly interpreted without understanding the people of 





Mao's China is an excellent example of how socialist political ideology shaped the landscape. As 
Chinese communist ideology became a general guideline for everyday life and work and 
ideological rectitude was constantly stressed for appropriate actions, it obviously reflected on the 
use and aesthetics of the land. This study starts with the question of what forces shaped various 
landscapes under socialism, thus establishing a relationship between ideology and landscape. 
As this study defines designed landscape with a wider remit than previous research, it has 
covered landscapes which have not traditionally been considered as the field of work for 
professional landscape architects during the Mao era. Thus it is now possible for the first time to 
establish (1) characteristics of designed landscapes under Chinese socialism, and (2) the scope 
of the Chinese landscape profession - its range of work and its development. 
Socialist landscapes with Chinese characteristics 
Under the political ideology and conditioned by the changing contemporary economic and social 
situations, each of the three decades of the Mao era was characterised by distinctive patterns. 
There were numerous projects during the Rehabilitation upon the Liberation (1949-1952), the 
First FYP (1953-1957) and the high tide GLF campaign (1958-1960) of the first decade, 
stagnation and destruction during the economic Readjustment (1961-1965) and the Cultural 
Revolution (1966-1969) of the second decade; and revival of some practices of the 1950s for 
development during the aftermath of the Cultural Revolution during the third decade 
(1969-1979). 
The Chinese communist ideology emerged from the unification of international socialist 
theories and the reality of the Chinese revolution. It thus contained political, cultural and social 
elements specific to China. Nationalism, as represented by the nation's political and cultural 
histories, provided a significant issue in the establishment of communist China as a way of 
providing a distinct and independent identity to the outside world. Official policies, issued with a 
communist or socialist ideal, found their way in Chinese political and cultural traditions, as 
Chairman Mao proposed to devise a 'Chinese Road to Socialism'. The concept of 'Chinese also 
new' was coined in response to this advocacy. The imported Soviet doctrine of'national in form, 
socialist in content' actually reinforced the notion, which appears to have been one of the 
reasons why nationalistic influences in landscape design remained prominent despite policies to 
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adopt Soviet planning and design approaches. This emphasis on 'Chineseness' encouraged the 
incorporation of historical precedents in design, while also attempting to reflect the new socialist 
spirit. This was strengthened when during the Thirty Years foreign influences were largely 
screened or rejected, and the economic, cultural and technical exchange with the outside world 
was not actively encouraged until the closing of the era. 
New landscapes created under the Chinese communist ideology were therefore essentially 
both rooted in the past and forward-looking, both retrospective and progressive, both traditional 
and modern, and both Chinese and socialist. This characteristic was reflected in virtually all 
designed landscapes. Public parks were on the one hand created for'rest' and recreation of the 
general public, as well as for educational and ideological purposes, as a socialist tenet, while on 
the other hand, as 'gardens in the city', they contained all cultural and material icons of traditional 
gardens. Housing environments clearly differed from the past with the traditional courtyard 
typology replaced by an open landscape with increasingly higher multi-storey apartment blocks, 
They were nonetheless always designed conforming to the age-old north-south orientation (with 
the exception of the emulation of Soviet super-block typology during the 1950s), but this was at 
the same time of course one of the primary concerns of European modernists. The urban square, 
as represented by Tiananmen Square, was almost constructed on 'a blank sheet of paper', best 
matching Mao's radical 'poor and blank' thesis through massive destruction of existing fabric. But 
the revolutionary ideal signified by the analogy with a 'sea' at the same time matched the ancient 
Chinese cosmic outlook during the age of Warring States (403-221 B. C. ), from which the phrase 
of 'four seas' were derived to refer to the whole world. The revolutionary cosmopolitan vision was 
identical with the ancient philosophical outlook. The transformation of rural land, as exemplified 
by the Dazhai model, was also uncompromisingly revolutionary for building the socialist 
agricultural base, but local traditions and natural processes were nonetheless followed in the 
achievement of advances. Tradition versus modernity can also be noted in the application of 
literary inscriptions, such as naming and poetry, which were indispensable as a tool in traditional 
garden making to promote mental imagery. This tradition was re-invented to be 'Chinese in form. 
socialist in content' to generate the mental imagery of and setting for socialism. 
The preference of being socialist and at the same time Chinese was further demonstrated 
by the fact that foreign design models were always subjected to careful assimilation (such as the 
Park of Culture and Rest model) or criticism (such as the Soviet super-block typology and its 
formal style greening), when applied in the Chinese context. 
While the ideology and policies encouraged the incorporation of traditions, they also played 
an important role in the rejection of the past, especially during the Cultural Revolution 
(1966-1969) when politics was excessively stressed. Although the nation's past or local traditions, 
essential for the representation of'Chineseness', was then rejected, the destruction or 
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obliteration in landscapes was still of a Chinese characteristic, since the driving force of the 
movement, a sheer concern about proletarian egalitarianism whilst depreciating elite culture, 
was basically derived from the emphasis on the virtue of poor peasants, the majority of ordinary 
people in China. The destruction effectively had the contemporary revolutionary vision well 
realised and might be considered socialist achievement at the time. However, the conviction that 
revolutionary advancement consisted in the advantages of backwardness, as represented by the 
poor peasantry, actually had devastating effects in landscapes. It resulted in a heavy loss of 
recreational and aesthetic value in public parks, significantly undermined the amenity of housing 
environments, brought forth an urban square which was, besides the analogy with a 'sea', 
regarded as a 'desert' where human value was sacrificed, and caused environmental 
degradation when the dogmatic emulation of the Dazhai model occurred in regions with different 
topographical and ecological conditions. Furthermore, the emphasis on the peasant issue in the 
ideology, along with the underdeveloped economy and the adherence to self-reliance. Introduced 
production programmes to landscapes. While this was considered integral to and essential for 
the socialist undertaking, it resulted in landscapes that were inhospitable when there was little 
concern about the environment under the urgency to feed the population and in view of war 
preparation. All these indicated that, although the much valued advantages of backwardness in 
Mao's ideology might be considered successful in the socialist revolution, they became 
increasingly problematic in building the modem country. Landscapes so shaped would not stand 
the test of time. 
The scope of the landscape profession 
Through investigating both urban and rural landscapes during the Thirty Years, this study has 
revealed that, in the development of the urban areas where design professionals were based, a 
real dilemma was exposed in the relationship between modernity and tradition. The countryside 
appeared revolutionary all along with new agrarian policies implemented for the benefits of the 
majority Chinese population, despite some 'olds' reinvented for new purposes. This 
corresponded well with the notion that the city was conservative and needed to be revolutionised. 
while the countryside was considered progressive in Mao's political ideology. 
In the development of urban landscape architecture. to'make the past serve the present'. 
professional attention was mainly drawn to gardens and parks, in other words, the yuanln 
practice in a traditional sense. Besides this particular connection with garden design, landscape 
architects were later also charged with Iohua (greening) In other landscape types, but over 
issues, including planning and design, continued to be addressed by associated profess'ns. 
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particularly architects. However, greening was in practice often not a well considered addition to 
their field of work, since it demanded limited professional skills and would be implemented 
through mass mobilisation, from which professional involvement was conveniently excluded. 
This resulted in poorly designed and executed landscapes, including housing environments, the 
situation of which was exacerbated when Mao's vision of the 'elimination of the Three Great 
Differences' to realise an egalitarian society in effect alienated professionals from development, 
especially during the Cultural Revolution when politics was excessively stressed. In addition to 
this limited scope of landscape professionals in urban landscape architecture, they had no 
involvement in the changes in the countryside. All these demonstrated that, although the western 
concept of 'landscape architecture' had been imported into China by returning students in the 
pre-Liberation era, it did not immediately result in an expanded work field. This had been due to 
either conservative attitudes in the landscape profession or a limited understanding by those 
employing the profession, where garden tradition was the focus for either exploration or 
appropriation. The influence of this tradition seemed so ingrained that Mao's vision of Dadi 
yuanlin hua (National Landscaping and Gardening Movement) as part of the communist utopia 
was also grounded in it. As a result of the profession mainly being involved in the re-invention of 
garden traditions in the design of gardens and parks, landscape architects during the Mao era 
were more appropriately referred to as 'garden architects'. This shows that the profession during 
the Mao era was rather conservative. 
However, it was revolutionary to interpret the term yuanlin in such a segmented way as yuan 
(gardens and parks) plus fin (trees), where the latter was much emphasised for greening 
development with mass mobilisation. This was a crucial reason why the movement of'Dadi 
yuanlin hua', originally connoting the exploration of garden traditions, was not rejected even 
during the upheaval of the Cultural Revolution (1966-1969), but in which the concern about 
tradition was at this time simply substituted by one about greening. This understanding of yuanlin 
not surprisingly led to disintegrated enquiry about landscape, where greening often acted as a 
separate issue in the design and construction process as in the case of housing environments or 
urban squares. This was an obvious shortcoming of the profession, since a wider scope and a 
more holistic enquiry of what landscape design might achieve would have been more successful 
in addressing the various needs of society. 
The western concept of 'landscape architecture' was re-introduced into China at the turn of 
the new millennium. Since then, there has been an increasing demand for all-embracing 
approach to landscape design, evidenced by the unsettled controversy about how yuan! in or 
other relevant Chinese concepts might match 'landscape architecture' in scope. This indicates 
the difficult process of modernisation of landscape architecture in China. But just as new 
socialist landscapes always had Chinese characteristics showing respect for the nation's cultural 
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and material past in order to find acceptance by landscape professionals and the Chinese people, 
any sustainable development of the profession necessarily has to commence with the 
re-discovery of garden and landscape traditions. 
